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1HAPTER I

j INTRODUCTION

This chapter is provided to clarify the purpos of the book, to introduce the reader to vision as

a sensing device tn military aviation, and to describe the way in which the text is organized.

PURPOSE OF THI RfPORT

The purpose of thi re-port is to describe the capabilities and limitations of vision as a means of
sensing and interpreting during many phases of military aviation.

"rTIA s te,,i int-ned_ to be usef-4 to aircraft• ikea.roers, air tacticians, air crewmen, and to those
:*rforming visual examinatdons in the Air Force. A fairly -omprehensive bibliography is presented for

t engaged in bast and applied visual research in Air Force problems.

Vision is the sensing by a sense organ, the eye, of spatially discrete variaittions in brightness
and/or hue, and the interpretation of these variations by the brain.

VISION FOR SENSING AND INTERPRETING

Vision then occurs essentially in two stages, the first at the eye, the second at the brain. At
the eye, vision consists of the reception and photochemical change of electromagnetic waves -within
a narrow band of wave lengths with the result that impulses in the nervous system are initiated. At
the brain, vision consists & interpretation of the nerve impulses reaching it through the visual sys-
tem.

Seye is sensitive to changes in intensity of the electromagnetic waves it receives but, in
order for the individu-I to respond tor the electromagnetic waves, they must be above a certain mini.
mum intensity, the absolute threshold for intensity. In order to respond to differences among inten-
sities, the differences must also exceed a certain Inimal value, the difference threshold for inten-
sity. The eye Is also sensitive to differences in wave length. In order for the indivlaiFulto respondI to electromagnetic waves, they must be within the narrow buind to which the eye is sensitive and they
must be above the absolute threshold for intensity. In order to respond to differences in wave length

4 the differences must exceed the difference threshold for wave length.

Since the eye is sensitive to differences in riteasity and wave length and since different objects
and parts of objects emit or reflect vwaves of different intensity and wave length, the eye makes pos-
sible the Zi-st step in differentiating the shapes, sizes, locations, and movements of objects.

I The second stage of vision occurs in the brain, which interprets the nerve impulses that reach
it as a result of photochemical and neural events at the eye. The brain's function is part of the visual
process, and without it there would be no vision. The simplest interpretation the visual part of the
brain can make is that tixectromagnetic waves received by the eye are with!r. Lhe proper wave length
band and have exceeded the absolute or difference threps1. !n tht object emitt~ng the
waves would be said to be visible. Such simple disfriminations are said to be made at the sensory
lovel and are called sensatc_,iT.

The brain can make much more complicated interpretations beyond the senrory level. For
example, it can ccmbine sensations elicited by an object with learnhiig or memory to make possible
form recognition, color identification, and other complex events said to occur at the perceptual level
and called percetions. When an object is recognized or identified it is said to be perceptible.

Manuscript copy of this report was submitted to the A-erMeieical Laboratcry in May 1958 for
publication as a WADC Technical Report.
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Following perception a decision may be made an to what to do about the object that haa ten
perceived. A response may be inIWtiatd If one seems to be required -- a seres of nerve impuIss to
the muscles of the arms to move the coMrol Sick for example. While des*io and motor response .3are not part of the vieual process, they are Meential emoiderations in evaluating the visual system's
effectiveness u a sensin and interpreting hinstument,because only through them can the visual 4
system's ummsal sensitivity and acuity be fully utilised.

The object %f the visa sciences is to determine, qant Utivoly where possible, the response
charact-'"tics of the human sinaiW system to stimuli of given characteristlcs, or to find out what
eMmctt;- wiles oa a stimulus produce a given response. The response na*y be measured in many
ways. It may be measured In terms of chemical or electrical setivity of tE eye produced by radiant
energy, in terms of the sepsatione pmduced, in terms of perceptions produced or Its terms of a mus-
cular response of the observer to a visual stimulus.

It will be seen that no matter ho it is measured, visual response ie not a simple or Linear
function of the characteristics of the stiul•s. Kvran at the simplest sensory level (the Intensity
threshold, for example), It Is nonlinearly related to many parameters at the stimulus and of Ute ob-
server: ctmulus size, shape, location, wave length distance, duration of exposure and observer's i
physical condition, pins exposure to W-rb, attention and others. T,7 consequence rf such complex,
nontinear relations is tLt one cannot make oImple gtatements such as that an airlnae In the sky will
be seen twice as clearly if It is made to omit twdce as much radiant energy in the visible epectriam 4z

_ iras-it will ItDs dlabace from as Server Is haled. Visul remrch whtb M can be aqppUed to isrob-
lems In military awlauuas caaa be crmm.1metedd onlyw hp rely piayusiea insurcmn dtiani

-- rdt iri titcnaixv or qy anzatomical or pt-Iloiogicl etuleas alone (Uwich results of such
research provide a batsi part S all visual research). Instead, human observers are used to deter-
m1= t• fli s i's a ureseF e i, h phyaicel manip4inanom of UrM cnracterlstlcu ON the stimulus.
Most at-the tsAes cited Inthdis mh• . Vey* .... rp. . Mt jf. . -s.I called &k....av....t

it should Pueo be remembered that vision is a subjectivw affair since it oltep inyolves complex
functions such as attention and perceptio. It Rannot be measmred directly, like the characteristics
oi t vactrim tube. Therefore, virs! performance must be measured in terms ci characterlstlcs of .a
the object seen. For example, 'tsul a uity, the ability to see detail, is sometimes masseed in
terms of the &anle subtended ,, dthe smallest object that the viewer reports he can see. One can plot
A curve of visual acuity hi aim iof are (or the reciprocal) verous icu.. physical vnriables, such
as wave lecth. =.nergy, fir 'tarn cI exposure at a given illumination. '

-. In militmr aviation the visual e1nui,. can be unytblrw insidea nr nntsam. the na~rcaft -- ark
enemy aircraft, an Instrument on the panel, a runway or a runway mrarker, a bombing target, a -
-*igU4ai l checkpoi4t, a warning l1it, a pip on a radar scpep, a running light, or some simple or
compleM pattern of such Items. It can he something that in-ereres with visual perfnrmance as well
as something that aids it.

"In consider4nf visual requirements in military aviation, however, it Is necessary to estimate
the comparative Importance of the various requirements. Therefore it Is necessary to describe the
criteria used in estimating their importance.

As far as can be foreca.vt, manned aIrc•rt will continue to be designed so that some visual
eensinj of the environment inside and outside the aircraft will be necessary.

In assigning a quantitative valsa to the relative Importance of a visual requirement, one may -
mean either of two things: (2) If the reqproment can be met by soe means other Mhan vision (an
auditory sigal1, for example, or a servo system not requiring a hamani operator), thr.n the importance
of meetin the visual roquiremat must be weighted against the tdl~i.:f s that would be encountered
in substItuUtng a uoRvIOual method, (2) When there ti no practical substitute for vision, the Impor-
tance then relates to the attention that J;hotd be ygiven to improving visual performance In an esser.-
Usl function.

In military aviation, the attemion (or effort in Improvement) merited by a visual performance
will be proportional to the improvrment In combat effectiveness obtained by this effort and Inversely
pro•.~U-r )at•1 he L.mIuui 4 eiort necessary to oDmain the improvement. By these crtteria of Ia-
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4 porafe twn are som anm In military avi•ation wherein vision erits gra attentionman other
A arou wereia it merits little attention. An esmple at a most important amnis locating a target

The word "locating" a used here lacludes, ,Atotion iS intinulcation. If the target ti locatsd, and
do weapon Is tranaportod amca~ui to We target, the weapon umaly destrays the target that It
S we deolped to 4esdroy. However, l v the bwapr Is Oce phase of doe ,•si•na iasali.n th do.4 pands dmy on -the vsA•l beroromi of detaction and Interpretitiono sad In this there Is gna

vaibility of IUCOikO.

Loai th targtW sad tnoqortln the weapon to the target are each essential phases of the
Scomabat mijsjio. "herefore, the probability of Iomatlg the bLtrst times the probability of tralnu rting
Sthe weapon to the target is owl to the pr•ahbity of destruction of the target. This In shwn in an

o eqaleon: PIt z Ptw a Pdt. For smple, if there is a 50 percent probability of ioating the WsrfPt
x and sa 0 peromAt probability of Irtasportfa the weapon to the target if It Is located, the probmulity

of destructkmioofthetaWWets 2lperwat (l.e., 11b% 10%- 25t. Nw itsnipWtouemnt tol70per-
cent is cbhieed In transporting the wetzon, the chobablty of target destruction, or combat *ffctlve-
no", insincreased to 3 percent (i.e., Sx70C. a35t. U nstad, an improwmentof70perceu is
ac.hevd in Wiu the target, the probability of target detruction Is aapi Itceased to 35 percent.

Aes. from this equation, locating the tarpt and transporting the weapon to the target are of
equal v•aoi!i influeocing combat effetinnesia. 2U airaft Is a vehicle for transporting the 1WVaon.
It transports Ut viaue to the target mon e timWu -tan my ot~r vehicle. IW-t- r.oam

, fo r its s1c li w . D . - . 4_n s uli e ti a e e z --P=. in. i• t . " d a * tm n a ' S -

a.~~~~~~~ zit atahO itwrrugC¶& aM. t Ma UqUKI percentagsr Impoemn o1V@3a locatin
tin target mad be equally rewnrding in Incr*a•ed combat efftc inss. Loatin the Mtart is

,r - - .-- '--- ,u. r air i•argets md for small groun targets. The ds-
volpmet o olstrmcis improving tM -pete 'ft rtt Pa. t-Lra1 day MY41. isi ; Sig-r.ial

loatint andiildentifan ontalf g~toun4 hrgeft is moredificult.

Contras the impoltane of locating the target with thUe importance of some visual met formance

whome Ut will not came a combat mission to ta (nor cause an sirenrft accident). This kind of
Svisual performance Ins a comparatively insignificat effect on combat offectivenes.-

-A For eample, on a training mision the mislfterpretation of an instrument or a mistake in
. reading a chart, while It may result In a navlgational error, has little influence on combat effective-

ase". Failure o a vilml performance on a trai&nig mission influences combat effectivmness only if
fl the failure of the visual performance results in fflure of a training mission In w le or In r.

For military aviation, the visual rmqulrsmente for combat conditions should be considered
•s abead of the reqadremelst for training oonditions. For emiple, cockpit Illumination may be per-

"•mi(ed to be hIgh undr taIning conditiuns, because bhre the crewman ordinarily doem not need to
7 be adopted to a level Imor ta necesary lo se distant lights. However, undr combat conditions,

the crewman may need very low cockpit Illumination so that he wdl be dark-adapted for the detec-
Zion of •lackbd-out air and gromnd objects. Again, training and combat conditions differ In the
visual requioremets for cathode-ray tube displays versus direct vision in the obsern-tlon of air
objects. As a rtsiilt. .d 4.mmfr'- taccMiqJ?93, o~tct*-wicAiiy, rA4fld tArget obseevation often toats
in combat the capabilltlem tiat It Ins in trn.-xv!ý., T4Vi' this capability Is lost, visual
requirements for direct tarpt o•bervatitn may supplanr.t thnse for cathode-ray tube observatIon.

ARRANGEMENT AND OBJECTIVZ8 OF TRIO PUBLICATION

It is basic to the purpose f this publication thit engineers, tacticians, and others concerned
"with the design and use of aircraft and aircraft equipment should be able to apply visual data to new
designs and new problems as they arise. To do so, they must have a knowledg of the principles of
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vision -- the measurement of lighit, the physiology and optcs of the eye, how psychophysical tests are
made, and the various kinds of visual performance and how they are measured. These subjects, to-
gether with-basic curves and data on the eye's performance, are presented In Chapters 2 th rcrigh 8.
In. ,-.Ap- r 8; in ,•dllUon to a discussion of visual capacities and their measurement, some ¢:namples
are given of how an engineer can manipulate physical variables to insure improvwd visual performance
by pilot and aircrew. This chapter serv -, then, as a bridge for the reader to the succeeding chap-
terswhich deal with visual problems in specific aspects of flight. In preparing Chaptern 9 through
15, the problem arose as to what categories military flight shoild be divided into for t.ie fmfs logical
and least repetitive analysts of visual problems. In any flight, there are take-off, climbout, naviga-
tion, the ýnission -- transport, interception, bombardment, recomaissance, oi search -- and finally,
letdown and landing. However, when the role of vision is examined -1 each flight rn!-, - Ir. Tablc
1.1 it is found that in many respects it does not vary to any great ex nt from one phase to another.

Table 1.1 Visual Indications and Types of Visual Performanrce in Various Flight Missions

Inforwation Required in
Various Phases of Flight* Type of Visual Indication Visual Functions Required

1. Take-off and landing

Spatial orientation Observation through Space perception
Runway direction windshield and/or of
Attitude with respect to instrument panel Brightness discrim.

runM=y and

Engine condition Instrumeut pa.e!, c;ntroi, Visual acuity

2. Navigation and transport

Bearing, distanct uid Observation through Space perception
course relative to base windihield and/or by
and destination radar and maps Brightness discrim.

and
Altitude Instrument panel Visual acuity
Speed
Weather (Radio) (Auditory discrim)

3. interception and bombardment

Identity and position Observation through Space perception
(angle, azimuth, and windshield and/or by
range) of other air- radar
craft or ground target Brightness discrim.

and
Firing point Computer Visual acuity

Breakaway point lidar and maps

Position relative to base

4. Reconnaissance and search

Identity and positior 0'iservation through Space perception
(beariag and distance windshield and/or by
relative to base) of r?.dar and maps Brightness discrim.
target and

Visual acuity

*Thfh irsentaAon of data is after pp. 49-50 of a report prepared by Dxlap & Associates, Inc. for
rD0,1,:; AircraP* Company, El Segundo, California, Drcember 10, 1954. The program was conducted

rMO ih,: joint ausp,ý,u' -' the' Bureau rf Aercnautics and the Office of Naval Ronearch. 1-1
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The chief differences are between (1) the use of direct vision (including v'iun with optical aids, such
as binoculars) outside the aircraft to determine the aircraft's attitude and poIMUon rela"uV t" ---
ground and other objects, and (3) the us of visioa to reed instruments, for an Indirect detormlnatlon
of attitude and positko Theredore, ChMoere 9 through IS analyse the problems of vision outside the
aircraft first and then the problems asociated with vision within the aircraft, We do not of course
mran to imply that visual flight Kn inztrumenk flight are altogether separate. On the clearest day,
the pilot at high altitude has his head Inside the cockpit a great doel of the time. In any aircraft,
precise control of heading, alrpseed, sad Atiade requie Instruments, no matter how much of the
external world is visible. Furthermore, shifting vision from oiuide the aircraft to the Instrument

.r Ael and back brings up wpo•eal problems of adap~taon and oricqaton. Nevertheless, the problemns
of outside vision and rtaLsag instruments lend themselves well to separate analysis. Within these
broad categories, the problems fownd in specific phases of flight and in special types of operation are
analysed.

It can be seen that both the cbaracterlsUca of th3 visual stimuli and the actual or desired re-
sponses of pilot and crew are often variable, complicated, and difficult to analyze. For this reason,
and because the visual siences are stiUl In an early isct, of developmen littl, research has been
done on some aspects of vialom In ml.liry avill4 and Indeed many of the problems have been
poorly defined; there Is little Inrfrmation on the visual requiremets in many flight l ratocas or
the degrre of accuracy with wubrb pilot and crew must use their vision to perform crucial tasks. In
such casrs, the authors have dawn r-- 'rtmtever Wo o is available, inoluding interviews wit-
pilots and others who have had expeleese in the prcbletmi_.. T -r •h ia Ikke pflin= topOintAX*t Slra
where furnter Nhdre t bw o.i a, it it ii ejr * tJa Us bot wil crove .sm_4 a a ffsia

towata~d rim.m.nit mu~a W~J P -' :;4. tw-tu ant MR iy
of military reouirement,. Eve sA;n not Uamedhteiy applie, the discussions as they exist in the
Dook may help M to won: Mll hr kdiems" p ,,fl na tbstel be a r•AIC -
ular problem, and (2) by-meed• ecommlcal Pmul vich might provide operaionally vlid Infor- F
.' , - ei-- eau-.d*-m•." iefhflnsssx -0 this ibm uY iidiictIdtu how ii can ýe use_ as an

adjunct in a systematic plan of cUt•n for dealg problems.
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C•APTER 2

THE NATURE AND MEASUREMENT OF LIMn

Light is radiant energy that aronuis visual snsationo. It is limited to a urrow band of the
radiant energy spectrum around 10-6 meter. In wave length. The sensttton of brightneas to not a
ilnear irctUon of the amoud of radian eneiW received by the eye. -Therefore, light is commonly
measured by photometry, in which the eye Itself is used as the saliakg device, and the obrerver tom-
pares its brightness with tat at a known itandard. Pltometric units are arbitrarily based on the
international candle, which formerly was an actual candle and now is an Incandescent filament of
carefully maintained specification. Chief conceptu and units ar as foellouw luminous flux, mnalt4jus
to rate of transfer of energy (or quantity of illumination) measured in lumens (a point source of one
Internatioml candle emits 4wr lumens In all directlons); intensity, the flux per solid angle from a point
sourcv, measuurd In candies; ilium'nace the flii striking a surface, measured In lumens per unit of
area; liminos efaittance, ten flux emted Iu all directions from each unit of area of an- extended
source (including reflecting and tranaminWag sources), measured in lumen per unlt of area; and lu-
minance (brightness), the lumitvis emittame or reflectance in one direction from an extended source,
measured in lumens per unit of area per steradian or in lamberts or millilamberts.

The senat.on of color is most cmetly related to wave lenth of light, bat it is also related to
other aaical prouertles of Debt and it varies wt the individal and the condi•ins of viewing. Ucu-

nai to "eat tha-ee VTyhigca ouuen:or(ecic n etC.), uragntniefiS,
and saturation (the amount a color differs from a gray of the same brightness). Every hue in the
uluw color seelfication. a color Is idwtnUied in mprma aanthe pa nrtimatt rea wanue or Star:smit-

huesat at Mhe rimay w'n' ejhis that co omoeIt. *it,~ - niMnaes for crinparisROn aider
three standard Illuminants have been set up by the Commission Intenmtlotale de. 1.'cair.tae. Color
may aiso be speciied by memm of a color void: Colors have been arrane.d in three aumensars tor
hue, value (brigtnesw), amd croma (saturatlon); a sample of color nmay then be specified In terms of
arbitrary numerical val' .i In each dirnaulon.

DEFINITION O• LIGwr

Light is defined as the aspects of radiant ,anergy of which a human ob1erver is aware through
the visual semations which ar1se from the stimulation of the retina of the eye. More simply put,
liwhiba1.VIuRnLIfir mjhWita4 nesnlanerrw A- n4ha-e _ ef rd un0n36n* naMitcsh Me=c j ,-n'4n d

gamma rays, light -travels through space at a constant velocity of two ; 0Th ci/e'U

For some purposes, radlast energy may be considered as harisg a ainusoidal wave form. It
stimulates v$ion only over a bend of wave lengths 10-6 metere broad (Fig. 2.1). Within this band,
the mpt correlates toughly with the visial sensation of brigflse and the wave length with the
vismi sensation of hue; the longest waves wiUtn the visible spectram produce a sensation of xed, and
the shortest a senration of violet Notice that there is no place for white or black on the visible spec-
trwm. According to physical definitki, white is produced when all (visibl4) wave leugths are presented in
equal amounts. Actually, the senhation of white may be produced when certain critical onei are pre-
sented together. The usual expLanation tor the senmation of white is that the eye cannot analyze the
radiant energy that stimulates It. Thus, if the light coy.3js a marrow band of wave lengths (mono-
chromatUc light), a particular h"s is ma, but if It covews a wde. range of wave leigth, with nearly
equal enurgies at each length, the sensation of white in produced. Black, on the oiher hand, is au-
all; treated as an absence of .timulation.

The wave length of light im expressed in mlerons (p), equal to 10i- meters, in millimiczonu
(mit), equal to 10-9 meters, or in uneron'; (A), equal to 10-10 reter.. The red in Figure 2.1
could be designated either 0.7 p, 700 map, or 700 A4.

PROPAGATION AND MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT

The eye is not a photographic plate; the intensity of a visual sensation depends not on the total

aaiolutat OfV~ LO thA feye WffrrrF f-00'~ but tfi,1AO]RMre offl4 tranafe-r iALtYyond K
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of lightin photometry m given In term oL .umi--.

no flux 01, the tiM rate (i flow of light.t

While a number of dliferent sactso of photo-r
metric units are ured, theyq••re all ozqroc.r ; W thegeometrical relations tht exist in the propaMgtton
of luminous fux The differelnes generally lie FLUX. ronly in the amount of flux embraced by the uN,/, LUM -Muc taM the Can slmeer wzntrs [rom the Inch. Urn- /fortunately, no single photometric Scale of unitetax bam acceptd as a Ittnlard scale. Siwilarly, Ydifferent iavoetsaoru have used differest namas

To avoid oIuion, only one scale of unit and cal-
one System of nomenclature -. tt t oa to _.• SErRA-- A"
M- authors am~t k•ca wid usetul -. will be do- LUMEScribed In the PM~raroml that follow. Other units .,LMH-

form.

Photometric units are derivid fro an ar-
bitrary standard, the International candle. Itwas
originally an actual sperm candle weighing 1/6
pound andburningat the rate of 120 grains of waxan
hour. Nowtheprimarystandardsplatin at Itsmekling plnt viewed thnong a smallopeng ing• 14
oven, which serves as a black body. The secondary
standards are electric Ineandescent flimenr•smaintainedat the U. S. National Bureau ofStandarda. FIgure 2.2 Rlationshipe of Flux (Fl), Intensity

(I), and Illkmlnance (9) About a Point SourceIn photometry, two kinds of licht smorrpmk. swre qUi-,c.lent to I lera.,,,l Candle, fmntttnglImportant: a psource soand a d sourc. Squally in all Directions



A point rexue ig by definition infinitesimal, but a source of finite size may be cons ide'red a point
source At it to emanlor distant enough so that the geometry of light emitted from it approaches that of~ 10t
'mnittediroma point source. An eutendledsourfm is by definition a source of finite size. In practice, it may
be considered any source large enough so that the luminous flux emitted per unit of ame is limportanit I1o0.e
that wimuithe vord scurm is used, it need not be the ultimate mowrce of ligbt. Itho rvefection of a distant light
in the, wtedbhied n-WseTw~ be ce-s-Y% red a voint source; a cloud trnsmitting and diffusing the light
of the sun or a runway reflecting it may be toai&j-_d an extended source. In fact, anything that can
be seen in a source of light, because vision is (except in rare instances) stimulated onlvy by light en-
tering the eye.

Propagntton of Ligt from a Point Source

The sum of all the light being emitted from a point source may be expressed geometrically as
'r aI4 amSe eqiIil In all directions, the solid becomes a spbere. The mgeometrical re-

latlonshipe of light are shown in Figure 2.2. The basic unit of flux is the luman. By definition, 1 lumen
in equal to 1/4-r times the total flux emitted~by a point source equal to G-Fgernatlonal cawnle. (Since
the visual investigator is usually concerned with the flu in a given direction rather than toal flux,
and since there is a total of 4w steradlans of Solid angle, w, abt a point, one lumen in defined as
1/4vf total flux rather than total flux to facilitate mathematicalmailton.

The flux emitted by a point source per unit. of solid angle at a given radius is called intensity
(I). Intensity is measured in lumens per steradian, and it can be seen that a point source ~i1t
one international candle has an average intensity of 1 lumen per steradlan.

The light striking a surface at some distance from a source is called Illuminance (E) and is
measured In luminm per square centimeter (or other unit of area). When th-e `sou~rce of light is a
point source, the Iluminence on theD surface is related to the intensity of the source by the law of
Inverse sqmres; that is, the area of a surface subtending a given solid angle in,!reases with the
square ofiIts distance from the source. (See Fig. 2.3.) The concentration of 97l'jx fall In on~ the sour-
face muat therefore decreas~e in proportion to the square of the distance. (If the surface in the rerdiz
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o ft the eye, the intensity oi visual atmulatisa will also decrease with the square of the dictate.) U
r the aurface is the surface ao a sphere whose center is a point source and whose radius Is r, then each
Ssteradan of aWgle to subtended by in area r2, and the lllumammno, K, am the surface In found -by

assuming that there Li no alborptIon, reflecWon, or refraction o tght between the source and the
.• surkhce (Fg. 2.2). The same relation Iolds approximately true for a flat surface normal to the di.Srection of light from a point source, provided that the ourface subte4e at small m olid Iagle, so that Its
Sares approaches that o the spherical segment it subtends. If such a surface is tilted In respect to theS direction of liht, It can emily be shmw that

& :Q5l

4 where a is the wigle of Ult from the vertical (Fig. 2.2).

Reftractics of Lgt&
i ab U."~ . -- A V41m-t LaI~cr e When it pasess from mediMGM to

othe•r at an ale the lght in rfette by an amo•n• dpmiling an the relative velocities md the

s a m • Velocity In Medium A

where

/ angle of Incidence

p - anlqe of refraction

n = retnctiva Index ofMd i- A&e1
alive to Media B when Medium A

(It Is sumed that the rays of light are not
sIgnIfIcantly out Of parallel with each other.)
It can be seen that If i•h is traveling at aI higher velocity In the first mediwm than the

macmu * secoad, n > 1, and p <c.. Sine light travelm
................ ............ faster in air than it does in glass, plamstis and

MEOWU t maSt other ediurms, It can therefor. be ex-
pected to bend toward the perpendicular wheu
It pa•s" from air to another medium. On
passing from such a medium ba*k to air, the
lIgh will be refracted equaLly In the opposite
dlrecti-i, so that It w,.' tNssme traveling on
its fcr-ner course. orwever, the image, a.
seen by an observer c the opposite aide af the
mvldum fr•m the light source, will be otfaet by
an amount that Is a function of the thickaess of
the mediun, as well as a sin (/sin p (see Fig.
2.5). So, uxdusisble* retratomnis my become
an lwreainl serioca prabtn= - wndahlslelds
I" mul~e it flL'er cr=-tt-.ztiu tW wilbutand
the higher aervdynamie loadIngs of hIg-per-

Fi-uro 2.4 efraetioc of Light fornane sarcraft, especIaly when the poeltitn

L .g . _ ...
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oi nearby objecis muni be judged przelwely asin taxiing.

Note that if the observer's eye is at the
center of a spherical transparency, then the
ligtt reaching his eye from any point source
outside the transparency will he normal to the

f APPARENT transparency. That is, t = 0, sin t = 0, and
OBJECT - -• • -f2 OJECT sin /slin p = 0; thus, there is no refraction re-

"gardless of the refractive index or the thickness
¶ of the transparency.

I Reflection and Transmission
T AIR

When luminous flux strikes an object, the

' - IWNOSHIELD object will reflect it, absorb it, transmit it, or
more probably do some of each. When flux

I strikes a perfectly reflecting surface, such as
I a flawless mirror, at an angle, ali the flux is

reflected back atan equal angle; angle of incidence
I equals angle of reflection. Other reflecting
I surfaces scatter more or less of the flux; a

coarse magnesium oxide or chalk-coated sur-
face, for example, will scatter nearly all of it.

A surface that scatters much o! the flux •s
dlifusing. One that scatters little is scula.
With an imperfectly diffusing surfac ei(o
incidence equals angle of reflection for maximum

AIR flux.

The reflectanceor coefficient of reflec-
tion, of a surface is the ratio of flux reflected
from a surface to flux striking the surface.

'EYE The transmittance, or coefficient of transmis-
sion, f a medium is the ratio of flux leaving to
flu entering. (This definition iJ cften limited

Figure 2L How Image is Offset When Light to homogeneous, isotropic, non-diffusing me-
Passes From Air Through Another Medium diums.)

and Back to Air

Propagation of Light from an Extended Source

When a surface transmits or reflects light, that surface may be considered an extended source
of light (except in the special case of a perfectly reflecting or transmitting surface receiving light
from a point source). Luminous emittance, L, is the name for flux einitted per unit of area of an ex-
tended source, and, like M ance, it i measured in lumens per square centimeter. If the lumi-
nr erittpnce coexists entirely of reflected light, then

reflectance =.E

If the )ummous emittance consists entirely of transmitted light, then

transmittance L.E

However, eLh bri%;hites of an extended source, as viewed from any given: point, depends on the
,i!c f i om whdch It Is v;ewed and on the luminous flux emitted from each point on the surface per

Sof rioI2d angle.
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C3rneder firs .1 paine aurfaci that emits light eqully In all directions. If this surface were
viewed from an SaL it would appear brighter than if viewed from straight Ahead. The reason for
this !s Indicated in ri - e# ,:.8. All the flux emitted from the svuiace in any given direction mu•t
pass through an area equ., to the projected. area of the emitting smuace. 'The greAter the nole, the
smaller the projected area; and since the came total flux is emitted in every direction, the flux will
be more concentrated -- and the surface will appear brighter -- in inverse prope'tlon to the eise of
the projected area. The simi of the projected area wd hence the brightness, id proportional to the
cosine o! the viewing Angle - the ,igle between a tine perpendicular to the emitting surface and the
observer's oine of sight.

EMITTING SURFACE E

- -

PROJECTED AREA 8 "' .]-PROjECTEO ARIEA A

Figura 2.6 Area of an Emitting Surface (El we Viewed Along Perpendicular (B) and Along (A) at
Angle a From Perpendicular

In Figure 2.8. projected area 13 MCIII*

nfraight out from the emitting surface, Is equal
to it in area. Area A is smaller; Area A =
Area B x coo aI. Flux per unit area at A u flux
per unit area at B/cos a, assuming flux Is
emitted equally In all directions.

However, a diffusing surface usually emits
or reflects the mazimum amount of luminous flux
straight outward, and the anciunt decreases as
the angle from the perpendicular increases. If
this decrease in exactly proportio-al to the co-
sine of the angle with the perpendicular, as Il-
lustrated by the vector diagram, Figure 2.7, It
will jusrt cancel ,,tt the Increase lie brightness
due to the light's 1: 'ng concntrated I a smaller
1 'cojected arfe. •uch a s:-rface will appear c-
qualU, %'n-ihi iaou y wigle. It is saWid o follow Figure 2.7 Reflection or Emission Acrording
the cosine L,.t, al: r, be perfectly d.fsn, to Cosine Law

Lum .').,, •s the luminoums flux emitted Energy is tranmmitted li each direction
per uniT.; •&oW'. iangle per unit of area from an at rate proporti~nal to cosine of the
extendt. so's..r ,. f.l.e visual sensation of bright- aw.li. -Mih the perplc.41cular; vectors

Ir :te" a-jj iunction of the luminance 01 trA' form a sphere.
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souS*e, LAaminasce is measued In lumems per steradian per square centimeter (or other unit o
area), or more conmomly in terms o a peealw unit oalled the lambert (L). For a perfectly dif-
fusing surface, I lambert - i/r lumens per steradian per squami• iUemeter. Where the surface
Is not perfectly diffusing, its luminance as viewed from a given direction may still be expressed in
terms oa ISmtbrte, by coanjarlg it with a perfectly diffusing surface of known luminance. Since
the lambert In &A incotveniently larp unit for moot prposes, luminance is more often measured
in millilamberts, mL (lambeurtaz O'), in mterotbeflhpaL (tambert a io8, liimlcromilt-
lamberts,pmL (lamberts a 10",)# or In mlcromicrolamtertesAL (lamberts x 10-12).

An important property ot a rfrtectly difusing extended source is that within a limiting distance
that depends on the eLse of the source, the luminance does not vary with the distance of thO eye. It
will be remembered that the flux reaching the eye from a po-n'o source decreases with the Square uf
the distance of the eye from the source. The same decrease takes place in the flux emitted by any
point on an eatended source. This decrease Is offlet by the increase in the area from which the
age receives flux as it gaefarther away. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.8, where you will
ni the presence of an artifiNIi pupl which serves to limit the visual field. What this means is
that the apparent brightness ol a, extended source does not vary with distance to the eye for these
cond~ilons. "

. .....

edi

"Figure 2.8 How the LumiLanre of an Extended toure is Indelpendent it Dimalnce usp to a
-Certain Limit Imposed by the Miae of the Source

Surfaces other than planes may be perfectly diffusing. The moon's surim" is pere.ctly dif-
futanfr or almost; Lt zppears as bright at the ed•e, where the line of sight is tanential to .As surface,
as at the center, where it is viewed h•ead on."

When a r-eflecting surface is not per'ectl.y diffusing, the maximum amount of light comes from
It at an angle equal to the angle of incidence. loere are now three varLablea -- the angle of incidence,
the amount of diffusion, and the viewing ange -- and a special analysis is necessary in each case.

One further unit is used in some visual research to epress stimulus intensities In terms of
ilkminance produced on the ratil at the aye by a source. Ths eye respoede to tle flux that actually
reaches the retmin. This flux is controlled by (among other thing) the amount the pupil is open
(Chapter 3). A unit called the trlanid takes Into account both the lhainance of the source and the
pupiliary opening; one trolrad i--Wim-a• stimulatiom prodced by a luinhance of one I men per
stmradnan ver a•w.re meter when the entrance pupil has an area of one spuare mllitmeter. Artificial
pupils can be comslructed tot laboratory eaperiwente, and the results esqressed in trolanos.

14
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- COner Phoinmetric Units

'I .ble 2.1 lists other photometric u•nt dies toed in the results of visual rosearC:., and com-
pasres them with the valts defined In the foregoing pagreaph, FIgrl.e 2.0 shows the relations of
some of these muts to each other and to a point source. Table 2.L is a more detailed conversion

" tabl for units o4 lumi•mnce; It gives a quick means of comparing data presented in different units3 with each other or with the requlrements of a problemI ir=rat dc.ir or oaperaton.

• Table L.I. Table of Equivalences for Commonly Used Photometric Units

S lnternaktyQ) I luman /steradlan = I candle = 1 candle powe:

flIluminane (3) lumens/cm-
I lumen/mr2  I meter rcndle - I lux1 lumen/ft. I ft-candle (ft-c)

Luminous Emiltance (L4 luenss/cm2
lureens/W2
lumens/fLj

- Luminance (5) lumena/uteranda/m2 (or cm2)
l. lmberts (L - milliambert (m4 x 103 mlcroaamberts ($A) x 10x

-S for at perfectl diffuing sufa-4ce, 1 Inawtert -i/a coandasc= 2 foot-
_, lambert (M-.I , l.O mL.....

_....•. • --- -I METER-- ,

'I FT

ARE -.Iih

S ILt.N041ANCE I L.MdENIC1;0

INTENNITY I I CANOLE

W A , I 
TER

3
• f2

-.LLUMIWAMC.- I LIU&IEN/FT2

RLLUMSNAC * I LUMEN /M
" I METERU CANIXCE

WAO P 7ID El NiWc•P•iS or PHYNCI - Wi OPIK,.m mJ•r I,... uitt. i• PIteiMa0C Ab• s.•fr v it .•_ty_

PL* W""E WMhV. WE WP_ ILULWMICftE Co-0001 LUMAEN/CME

Figure 2.9 Ikljittohs•ps between Intensity Units of Scmrce and mlumianca Units on
Surfaces at Various Distances (after ee, 3 .-6)
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THE *NATURE OF LUMiNGUS FLUX

Since light Is defined in terms of the eye's response to radiant eners y, one would suspect that,
while luminous flux Is related to the transfer of radiant energy, the relation Is neither linear nor
simple. His suspiclraI would be correct, Three factors complicate the situation.

The first is the eye's differentalX response to wave lengths within the visible spectrum. Figure
2.10 shivw that the eye is twice as sensitive to a yellow-green of 550 mra,ss It is to a blue of 450

S rmg, and many times more sensative to & yltow-grnon uan to violet and red, at the ends of the visible
spectrum. The n!tuation is further complicated by differences In the responses of Individuals. Fig-
ure 2.11 shows that some iiadividuals of "normal vision"' eve rnly a fIation as saeltve to light at
!erzin ww-ve letigh as other individuials.

The second complicaUng factor is that the eye uses one set of receptors, the cones, for higher
levels of illumination, and the more sensitive but less precise rr•A at low levels of iliumination (see
Chapter 3). At in-between levels, it uses both typel of receptors to varying degreae. Rod vision Is
most sensitive to light at just over 500 amg, while cone v!sfon !s most sensitive to light of a wave
length some 50 ma higher (Fig. 2.10). The two types of receptors also differ in the time it takes
them to regain maximum sensitivity after their sensiUvity has been Impaired by exposure to bright
light, and in ether respects. Therefore, If radiant flux is increased or decreased so as to bring the
Slvel of IllumInton throug,. the transition zone between rods and cones, the curve for sensation of
brightness -- the luminance curve -- becowAs dixplaced.

S-~-.*-'-k. -t ..t~ ;.4 v Iwo IIfgf tit v heitJI die vzne, anauntCy1 rou or
cone vision is used, the wtmnntion of brightness dobu not Increase linenrly with the increase in radiant
fba received at thfe eve. ha, eig H,. t, nte &f "=d•,tt flux au Fibt4in Qi

double the brightnes.

For these reasons, the human eye was
'O -.- ,. Origiany y-em-d as twiafenaos4 device in wirk-

/ N - i ng out standard scalas of photometric values,
/ !! I and human observers are generally used in

/ * \ \![ determining the luminance of objects in labora-
0.5 O -tory and field tests; generally under each set of

-- p�- conditons, the observers compire an unknown
I light source Wlt, a itandard ;;,yrre of krnwn I,-

%. minanee .r intensity. Similarly, devices used to
* . easrs lalttarsde9ltnad., by r(iltereor other

. .0---- in-,g, to respond to radiant flux in the same man-Ix nor an Ilia eye.
CowE VISONt o I

S~O.To

00

-,., ' 'i I as.
0I.- -\ 0.3

<,0., ..... ...
;do 11Q6 FrA• 7OO O- . . , , i . .•- -'

VIOLET GLUE GRELSI YILLOW RE D0 450 0 550 600 650 700

WAVELENGTH MN m. VtOLE WAVELENOTH IN mp

Figure 2.10 Standard Luminosity Curves: Rel- Figure 2.11 Individual Luminosity Curves for
Alive Sensitivity to RadLant Flux as a Six of the Subjects Used in Obtaining the Stind-

Function of Wsvelength ard Luminosity Curves
Mdata frnm Hlw h SM _lt_ ia,-.-4) H.'- d reum Gih-Qtn anrd Tyndall -
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NIOHI VISION - Ven - DAYLIGHT VISION ---

SCCOAiLE!HLE

' 00llQOIA AAAAAIA
AC"j VISION TRAmiiTION ZONE CONE VISION -

LOG MILLILAUBERTS(.L), -6 -5 -4 -3 . -I I 2 3 4 5SI 'I . . I t , I I I

7 A.

,w /

* -* . I - I _1 ;! .17•

_T.MFlEOLD 15 SMI•HTPESS LEVEL AT WHICH ONJECT
CAN JUST SE SEEN (WITt4 ROD OR CONE RECEPTORS)

Figure 2.12 Luminance in Millilaimberts Under Various Natural Cornditions of Illumination

Values at which normal eye shifts from rod vilion to combined
rod-and-cone and full-corn vision are also shown.

The fact remains, however, that,under any given let of conditiona, a given amount 01 luminous
1Ilkx Is produced by a give radiant flux that can be specified In terms of wuilh and spectral compo-
sition.

Figure 2.12 shows luminece values under natural conditions ranging from the minimum lumi-
nance that can bI 4ltecteA ,-.._r th•z% , n. fauvwxi~e cwtlitions to whe highest luminance the eye can
tolerate.
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COL•Zt SPECIFICATION

"rbne 5en5a(ton of Color comolnes separate psychologlcal componrets that are complexly related
to different physical properties of light. It does not lend Itielf easily to ,-chophyaical evaluation or
photometric measurements; the psychoLogleS sensations themselves must be eveauate4d and these
are difficult to express In terms that mean the saune thing to everyone b'verihelesas, a number of
more or less successful methods have been utveluped for specifying color ano rwun ii iu i: pi•yna-

cal prtelies of light. The most important are described later In this chapter.

Color may be considered as having three psychological components: hue, saturation, and
b tness. Moet systems of colot specification make use at these three cncdepTfoi'e-lorm or
a. no~ner.

Hue is the aspect of color commonly denoted by such names as red, yellow, green, blue, orange,
and miay others, The most closely related physical property of light is wave length -- though the
hue purple does not correspond to any wave length in the spectrum.

Saturation is defined as the degree to whU-J a sensation of hue difftrs from a gray of the same bright.
uses. Col'ors atare l00 percent sptrAte Are -Alled spectrum colors. When white light Lsaddedtoa
spectrum color, thespectrum color 4eereases in saturrtiion. For example, a spectrum red becomem more
or less pink when It in :ixed ';itn white light; it Is still red in hue, but its saturation has decreased.

The scamizon of brightness is related to the amount of luminous flux reaching the eye -rom an object
or light source. Other filibilg equal, a source of hig intensity or luminance will Beem bright-colored--

v sample of red that seems dark nn c cloudy day will seem bright on a sunny day; the hue mid saturat ion re-ma Inttr- tme. b•t more luminous flux is reaching the ey.-

&wic tohe enure u•t-- ma =# of Color is the-field of color sWpificatiwi;i it can be seer,
from the foregoing that hue designations alone would give a very incomplete idea of color. Further,
Ih!e large- nv"mher rd hurn point Upthe nccc-,slty for sonia kind of sysitL~.Laio be6fure methods o!
color specif,'cation can be discussed, three basic difficulties should be potited out,

The first difficulty is thAt L!erc- is no one-to-one correspondence between the energy output of
a source and the observer's perception of its brightness. As explained earlier, radiant energy at
disteren wave lengths produces different sensationa of brightness wven though the amount of energy
is the same at ra.a wave length (Figs. 2-10 and 2-.1).

The Second dlificulty is that human te•crvors hav ;roWble Judrqng ahsol,,te levels. of bright-
ness, saturation, and hue. 'Ihese are psychological Judqnuients, difficult to make under Idetl cir-
cumnstances anrd - -'e difficult If certain other psychologleal events occur at the same time. For
examp1 - oil object at a certain hue and brightness is shown first by itself and then next to an
object ol u *, hue md brigh of-as; the hue and brýihtness of the first object will appear to
change, eve. - gh the energy emitted from it remains the same physically.

The third difficulty Is that die color of an object depends just as much on the spectral Charac.
terilstics of the illuminant as it does on the nature of the object. As most people are aware, for ex-
ample, fabrics change color when moved from the light of ordinary tungsten-filament bulbs to
fluorescent light. Any accurate system of color specification must account for this fact by relating .
the color to a standard light sowaa.

The T:-inlimulus Methud of Color Specification

To date, the most objective and accurate method of specifying colors other than .,pectrum colors
Is the. triatimulus method. it can be shown that any color can be matched by properly combining
throe pure spectrum colors called primarv colors. If a colored -sample is plac'ed in one half of a
photometric firld, a mixture of three primary colors -- red, green, and blue, for example -- In the

hal W," h firid cin be made to match the colored sample. This to done by varying the relative
hri•hWness of the three primary colors. Such a procedure is called tristimulus colorimetr 1 ; the in-
sartimont used is a colorzmeter.

t9
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A dr-awback to this mothodl in that. sa wp haven .een thp mluchin. liuigmant 4 i nn rhdervpr en-
not be taken as representative. Only when a large number of observers are used In each o:r eriment
ca.f consistent values be obtained for the relative brightness of primary colors required to match any
given color.

In order to avoid this difflcudt, and to make 10 -T- . .1--I ----- 1
the procedure as objective as rz.slble, the tri- BLUE YELLOW PIEO
stimulus method .wvas revised and standardized by OvS -. A--ZT.-y
the International Gonamssioco on Illumination 110). C N ORANGE .
Three primary colors w;.ire agreed upon. Then, by OS .........
experiments with a number of normal observers, urnu n J
standard values for the relative amounts of each 07 - I a
primary color were established to match each 7 so " =.
wave length In the visible spectrum. With these of .OS..
values available in tabular form, a aore ubjve-
Live and economical technique may be used to 8 05

specify color.

The first step Is to determine the Spectral
composition of the color sample with a spectre- 0o - - i _

photometer. The results of such measurements
are shown for a sample of green paint in Figure 02 -

2.13, The refletton factor at each wave iugthci ok

multiplied by each of the ICI trinUmuhtm values L,
for that wewelnth hk• aTh re-om tlusa a, L i
summed over all wave lengths for each primary 400 5Wo 100 700
set-srately. Theultwy - teara avues , Y, atLtwM- MN MELLO
and Z, each of which represents the total contri-
b-diaoa of one C aof thulree primarxr-la Wo tijo color Flguxf 2.15 SpocL~itra floflectiun Curve of a
of the sample. Typical Oreen P••unt

The sample reflects 35 percent
One more point is Important here. It vas of all thu energy reaehing It at

p.lintd out eatUer that the color ol a sahpe de- o0 ml btt only 5 percent at

pends not only on its own characteristics bat also
or, the spectral emittance of the light source under 650 mp.(Erom Hardyl-3)
which it is viewed. .7wrefore, for each spectrum color, not one but three sets of ICI triatlsut-- s values have
benndatu=rininad. wrfora diiermn ut anard strneat filluminuai. Jlirmat A rr.rwms Us soeetraI
emittance of most tWngstan-fIlament incandescent lamps. Illuninsat B represents thespactral emitLarcee
of avsrage noon sunlight. Illuminant C represents the spectral em ittance of average daylight. In opcify-
ing acolor that is golng to be used under known conditions of llumi nation, the tristamulus values for the
standard illuminant conforming most closely to those conditiorn sh"Mld be used. in idditlon, special sets
of trisUmulus values may be derived for iliuminanto *bose spectral emissions ditur greatiy from those of
the three stadards.

The ICI trissUmuluR va'.uea can be plotted graphically with cartesian coordinates, if the follow-
big transformations are reade:

x+Y+ z Y+Z (2)

where X, Y, and Z are the amounts of the three primaries In any sample and x and y are tue "irn-
chromatic coefficients" in the ICI system. The abscissa of the graph becomes x and the ordinate be-
comes y; z may be obtained from the relationship x + y + z = 1. Such a graph, shown In Figure 2.14,
is called a chromatlci!y diagram.

Any c~lor may be ] )cated on the diagram by specifying its trichromatic coefficients. The solid
curv-d line is the locus ,,f all the spectrum colors. Purple, not a spe.trum color but a miMture of
rod and violet, ban its locus in the Littraht line joining the unds of the visible epectrum (400 to 700
mp). In Figure 2.14, the color of one of the [CI starndard Illuminants, Illuminant C, has been plotted
fro•m Ht- tr..hromrnti ccffIclenbi. It !e rtrer-eena'd by point C. 1f desired., the tr!cbmtinc
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coefficients of other Illumlnants (inciudinig the V
other ¶wo W.I stan•trdal may be similarly lucated I --u
inthudiagrsm. Whileflluminant Ciseused most WU

frequently, care must be taken to apee fy the 'I-
luminant underwrich acolor is to bevlewed. 07 \
eipectally If its spectral emittwiee Ie unusual. N

From the chromnaticity diagram, a color 0. " \

ran he .petfia.d 1n forms of domimant wave Boo
.'enith. erlty, and complementary wave le•.h_. 0.5 Sao
the tins I component, brightness cnbobtained
from the trhetimulus values. As an Illustration. 04c - -
twike the sample of green paint whose spectral N
reflection facto %i were plotted In Figure 2.13; :c
assume it Is to he viewed under Illuminant C.
11y multiplying the reflection factors by each
t-rlalimuluu value at each wave length and 0-2
summing up for each primary, the tristimulus
values of the sample are found to be X a 15.5, A
Y - 24.2, and Z = 22.64. By equations (I1 and
(2). the trichromatic coefficients of the sample o .. L,

are found to be x = 0.25 and y - 0.39. The color 0 0- 02 0.3 0.4 )5 06 0.7 k
sample thus falel at point G on the chromaticity Figure 2.14 Chromaticity Diagram
dlagrkm. Figure 2.14. The color Is specified as re.ne- .7 ..- • . 0 epr__e__nft_ tho wrmm a .lut in Flifure 2,13,

*1. Dominant: waeegth, To hnui out gelienaiiY What thec a 1i00i : loo 1 lke, drawr a flrai-ht !1"
* ah..la f .rcn iC, th-,, h the . i'tnnp. Gr to the spectrum locus (solid line) on the chro-
maticity diagram. It Intersects the locus at 50- ,,g. This fi the domin.if *ive lIfifikt of0 thi BSAhplie
ii •_tvs !that the saaiole looks something like a blue-green. It also means t.at the sample can be
exactly matched by adding the proper amount ol iiuminant L to a pure epectuom L ului CA X& I,,..

Clearly, then, the concept of dominant wave length is a psychophysical, and more precise,
equivalent of the concept of hue.

2. PuriyrI . The chromaticity diagram shows ,hat all combinations of Illuminant C and a spec-
trum color of 86 rns must lie on the straight line joining them. The color G Is merely on( of the
poesibie combinations. The less Illuminant C and the more 506 mg (green) the sample contained, the
nearer lt.would be. to the spectrum locus; the l irest green that could theoretically be obtained would
fall right on the locus. The relative distance of the color along the line from C to the apecir..n locus
defines Its purity. Thus, the green sample G has a purity of 20 percent. The spectrum colors have a
purity of 100 percent, which, however, cannot actually be reproduced; the colors of the spectrum used
in the IC! system are tlhwiretical colors o! unattainable purity.

It should be clear now that the concept of purity is the psychophysical equivalent of the concept
of saturation.

3. Complementary wave length. If two cc'ors. mixed together, appear achromatic (i.e., a gray
having the stoce trichromatic coefficients as the illuminant}. their dominant wave lengths are said to
be complementary. To find the complementary wave length of a cojor sample on the chromaticity
diagram, extend its dominant wave length line back through the illuminant point until it Intersects the
spectrum locus on the opposite aide. The spectrum value at the intersection is the complementary
wave length. It can be seen that the green sample G done not have a complementary wave length,
because an erenalon of the line from G through C would not intersect the spectrum locus. However,
the red sample indicated by R bar a complementary wave length of 486 mm.

Since purple is not a spectrum color, it has no dominant wave length. However. we can specify
a given sample of purple by its complementary wave length, which Is a spiectrum color. In this case.
a "c" is put after the wave length to show that it is complementAry (e.g., 530 c0.

4. Drighness. It has been shown that the senmution of brightness differs for different wave
lengths when the amount of radiant energy is the same. For the primary Y in the ICI system, a green
nf 555 .p pa " • "•to wt-a•a fitmrtheion in the spectrum colors exactly paralleled that of the photopic
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luminosity cur-e (Fig- 2.10). The relatie brightness of a sample is tauereiore given cy we ratio ne-

tween the total amloum LA v in the sampie ani thi ittax iaount of Y irk a For !r•-ft-it
millring) sample viewed under the same illuminant. Supp3se a narnpi•, ..d color ran the tristimuiuu
values X a 31.0, Y m 48.4, and Z - 45.3. It has the same t- .hroattic coefficlents us the green sample
shown in Figure 2,13 (x - 0,25; y 0.39), and it will appe.r at the same point, G. oan the chromaticity
diagram. Because it possesses twice the amount of the Y primary, however (48.4 against 24.2), it is
twice as bright as tie green sample in Figure 1,13.

Other Methods of Color Specification

Color may also be specified by visually
matching samples with printed, dyed, or painted
standards. Such specification Is frequently used In
the paint and textile industries. One such system is 0 to
the widely usnd Munsell system, named after its
aithor. Like anumberof thesesystems, theMun- acFTmo PaU.aLL ,oa -

sell syntem is hated on a color solid whose coordi- M-0, W-. .. f\'.
nates are like those In Figure 2.15, and it is fairly U
representatv-c ! c%_or syatcmsbased on sollds.
The colore, are arranged according to their psycho -
logical~...~:-
fi -iet. (T he M un sell sy stem o tbsthetwe t rd 6 (SotU N A O

brightness.) Thesouldlai m~ost easily oc-cr1ov i~n -4 t
terroiahof1lzontal circle vithaverUcadox*s. j,54 Q,

Hues are arrangd rautaily a'ound ire cirCle. Ui- -A

U a !ni 1- =lI-- s m th e vqrtieaI axis r TS
outward inalit rl-oritai.planc. Colors at the vertl- r
cal axis are ic:hromftlc, while the• r.•plftely 2W
saturated spectrum colors fall on the rim of the

circle. Complementary colors are diametrically
opposed. Brightness (value) is represented by the L E
vertical -Axis. It runs from the extreme dark atthe F

"south pole" to extreme light at the "north pole."
The Munsell Atls2- 71 contains painted samples of all
the colors in the system, arranged either in verti- Figure 2.15 A Prototype folor Solid

- cWl planes or borano',.1* planes through the solid. (sitar iunseill'u)

Colors in the Munaell system are completely specified by symbols that designate their hm,,
chyoma, and value. For exmmpleý a certain vermillions specified 5 R 4/10 (FIg. 2.15). The 6 R
designates thl fifth (or medium) red in the hue sequence, 4 designate- its value, and 10 its chrum•.
Therefore 5 IR 4/10 is a red without any tendency towards yellow or purple, its value is a little darker
than a medium gray, and it is completely saturated (approximating the saturation of a spectrum color).
Another red, 8 R 6/5 would contain a moderate amount of yellow, It would be lighter in value than the
other red, and it would be lens naturat-d (i.e., lees chromatic). The purest yellow obtainable is
5 Y 8/9, which would be a yellow of high bri htness (vilue) a.-nd saturation (chroma) falljW high above

-. the plane of the circle in Figure 2.15.

Color Mixing

The ICI, Munspll, and some other systems o# color specification furnlsh information that can be
used to mix colors with predictable results, though erors may be Introduced by Imperfect filters or
pigments. There are two ways of mixing colors, additive and subtractive.

Additive color mixture occurs when several wave lengths of light are simultaeously reflected
or transmitted into the eye from the tame source. As stated earlier, the eye cannot separate the
components. Therefore, the sensation of only a single color is aroused. This kind of mixing occurs
in the proteus of colorimetry and forms the basis of the II system. Figure 2.16 gives an example
of additive color mixing. If two samples are located on the chromaticity diagram, Figure 2.14, the
stratight line joining them represents the locus of all the pomsibte mixtures of the two. For example,
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this fri"hro,_tf ctsnfficienl- of any mi"xtureof t ,e-red, lj-R1  he gij,-R U, nh
somewhere on the dotted line Joining them. To find the trirhntrems. t eo-ffcl.t ;;f -any a. ..Tlve ia.x-

tur,...... -4,d .. t .tuisl a".... mu.....a nw compvncnw ad easuo 'urute the results for X, Y, and Z
.n equation (1) and (2), given earlier in this chapter.

-.- VCLL0W-GIREE

OWIEEN SCREEN

RtED

Figure 2.16 Additive Color Mixing by Means ot Projected Light

Bubtractive color mixture occurs when light travels through or is reflected by two or more

nayil reaches the eye io t1at which has not been absorbed (subtracted) along the way. Figure 2.17
shows what hatlDHi when.Dic•me g iS are mixe d ai to • am-s-, ae.=. r..a..." h ,.
the amount of dilution, the base, and many other varialWes enter Into subtractive mixtures of paints ek
-ye*. Res-dults are ther-or=teduf-iut to pe'dict prwcsely EX cistRi with the .Oartieular media
is impudeant in subtractive mixtures.

ROAIaNrE uucu PEINaClPLtI Of PTUrli.uii1. OPTICS9TV *0 W~tv
Siy Pjm l•R i OF AO N CI•S 

t
ELII raaLI' C4 C&.P rT iic INC a,.

Figure 2.17 The Course of a Single Bea, of LiAt Through : Mixture of Two Pigments
(from iears2-$)
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CHAPTER 3

This chapter describes the eye %u4 how it functions. The word "eye" in this chapter means
the opaque white sphere, comuol.ly called the eyeball, with its transparent corneal bulge and lnterna;
components. Muscles attach.$ to tnis bphere position it in its bony cavity and turn it as a unit; that
is, '*ye movement" is turning of the eyeball about either a vert cal or horizontal axis. For descrip-
tive purposes, these muscles, as well as the fat that cushions the eye, the eyelids, tear glands, and
other structures outside the sphere are considered "surrounding structures" rather than part of
the eye.

In dealing with visual performance, the parts of the eye which are directly related to image
formation, image quality, and perception seem more Important than the Others, and these are em-
phasized here. They Include the cornea, which acts is the first lens in the optical system; the
crystalline lens In the interior of the eye, whose curvature can be changed for focusing of near
or distant objects; the irig, which can constrict the pupil over the lens or dilate the pupil for a rough
adJustment to the amount of light entering the eye; and the retina, the eyeba1l's thin interior lining,
which contains millions of photosensitive receptors, called the cones and rods. Most. of the cones
are concentrated In a small central spot on the retina called the fovea, which distinguishen color and
detail. The rods, thoughb -Xwsle to pick up detail, are chemically and structurally equipped to respond
it much lower illumination than the cones. They are used for night vision. Single fibers from each
foveal cone, from each group of rods, and from groups of cones outside the fovea go all the way to the
brain via the optic nerve, which is actually a "bundle" of nerve fibers: the lateral geniculate body,
which is a relay station; and the c~tic radiations, which Apread out to the visual cortex of the brain.
The optic nerve leaves the retina about 15 toward the nose from the fovea.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE EYE

Structures Around the Eye

The human eyes lie protected In a pair of irregular, somewhat conical, bony cavities in the
skull called the orbits. Each eye is cushioned in its bony cup by masses of fat. It is supported by
ligaments, fat, and the six extraocular muscles that turn the eye (Fig. 3.1). The eyes can be turned
approximately 50 degrees to either aide of the resting position, 40 degrees above, and 60 degrees
below. They can also be moved in torsion about the optical axis, though this motion is limited to less
th,', 10 degrees.

The open end of the orbit is curtained by
the eyel , folds f skin that move together to
cover the eye jr pull apart to expose it. The

SUPERIOR lids play an important role in keeping the eye-
OBLIQUE ball clean and moist, for if the eyebaii becomes

dry, vision is impaired. Involuntarily, every two
to teti seconds the lids sweep moisture across

EYE the front of the eyeball (blinking). Involuntarily,
blinking also occurs tc- ip-rTh-fle eye frocri
too-bright light, from dirt particles on the eye,

SO•..,4L AXIS and from objects that rnfvve rapidly toward the
____- eye. In some cases, involuntary blinking car,

OPTIC NERVE 22- be avoided or postponed. Voluntary blinking is also
LATERAL jpossible. Since even a normalblir£c (for molsten-o .r... ing, with no threat present) lasts 0.3 to ;,A,

second, blDnxing may involve a critital ions of
vi•ion when a man is moving at hundrt.da of feetFigure 3.1 The Eye Positioned in the Orbit per second.
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Components of the Eye

From the otuitmlA the eye lock-s Hk an opaque white sphere with a transparent bulge, th~a
Scornea, at the front (Fig. 3.2). The eye is about 24 mm in diameter. The cn-nea1 bulge has a hori-

izIi1Tradius of about eight ram and a vertical radius of about six% mm, and occupies about one-sixth
of the surface area.

CILARYThe white &b,.rface is a tough envelope
OPTICcalled the sclera that protects and supports the

VITREOUScomponenFt-,74e eye inside It. The back of the
800YIRIS sclera is fpfroced by a number of blood vessels

r~ -'rves-entering or leaving the eye. The
(OLd) SPOT IN CI4ANSER most important of these nerves is t'~e opi nre

THE ISUL FELO CONEA This ner'veAl. :oughout its extent Approximately
FOVE VSA IL) OA 1.5 to 3 mm i-i diameter, passes Into the skull

PUPIL through the op mnln a~tthe apex of the orbit. It
CRYSTALLINE LENS transmits all visual stimulation from the eye to

RETINAthe brain.
ZONULE POSTERIOR

JFIBERS CHAMBER The cornea is the window through which
CHORMlight enters 01- eye. C4alcally speaking, it is thp

SCLERAfirst lens in I ie cttical path of the eye.

Figure 3.2 Cross Section 0Ofthe Right Eye from Above

Immediately inside the sclera, is a thin, dark brown lining oý.3 lood vessels, the choroid. These

Sprinof the cillaandtecrnea the choroid layer thickens to form the riuscular ciliar1 ~ Te rn

The iris controls the amount of light entering the eye. It is a .1elicate membrane stretchingAcross the interior of the eye at the base of the corneal bulge, with'ý circular opening (the pM13) nearý4tho center. The pupil can be dilated to admit more light to the eye -r coa~racted to admit less. The
.pupil normally varies in diameter from approximhately 2 to 8 mm. a -auio 'ifpupillary areas of 1 to16. On the other hand, it will be seen that the ratio of the waakes'L light tt e eye can see to the strongest
,jit will tolerate is or- the order of I to 10 billion, a striking example 1f nonlinearity of the eye'sarepponse.

.1 -A Between the iris and the cornea is a space (the interior of the bulge) called the anterior chamber.It is filled with a clear liquid, the eou humor. The aqueous humor has a refractive -index nalthe same as the cornea's, and se light rays do not bend signifIcantly as they leave the cornea. nal

The crystalline lens lies immediately behind the iris. louching it near the pupil's edge. It pro-vides; adjustale focusing And absorbs and disperses harmful ultr. violeL ras The lens is constructedin several layers, but essetrtial'- it cansists of a transparent, slightly yeiki maeilcntieii
very thin, springy caRpsule. The lens is convex on both uirrfaces. At its widest rnortlon, at Its center,it is about 3.7 wm thick. It Is attached to the back portion of the ciliary body by a '"guy-wire" systemof teikdons called the zonule fibers. WheD the Ciliary muscic !a contracted, t~he zonule fibers slackt,*-permitting the forward surface of the lens to bulge slightly. In thi way they Change the focus of theeye for near objects. Between po.:4rtbns of the iris and the zonule fiberc. IS a Small annular space, thep2terioLr.chambeSr, also fills~d with aquioia; humor.

Back G.' the su~rftace fo'xnad by the ciliary body, the zonule fibiers, and the lens is AzwtherchamLi~.r of the eye. This is filled Witfr *% transparent, semi-solici gt ~, the vitreous hodor rr ',itreous
hisrnn::c'r.! XAC~y gives shapa and substance to, the eyeball, reduce~s r-efracf[-tin of l±I~t5

_FaiGvlg the lens, and absorbs beat.

~-i(!ttt ., t rzous cha.Tber, f rom the ciliary body lack, has a delicate, Pt1per-thin,traw..
pa~rent I !irg~ cad~ed the ietina. For all its thinness, the retina is a cOmplex struetkie cortaxlni",
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receptors, nerve cells and fibers, blood vessels, and connective tissues. The physiology of the retina
4- A--4& a-. A.L-A &_w V__ Uaua aý~ ~ U ~~aUeqL~l Gi 1m

ami unuswua aspects of visual performance.

Cogmoents and Functioons of the Retina

The retina is a light-sensitive layer that receives radiant energy and changes It into nerve tin-
pulsee. Mwhe i~mpulses are transmitted to the brain to give the sensatftr of light. The twuamformatcio
Of -enteag. in Uhe ietina, takes place within the photosensitive elements, which .receive the light stimuli
and initiate the impulses to the brain by way of the optic nerve. The various retinal elemer~ts and
neural fibers have specialized functions and form a highly complex system.

The retina as a whole Is madeuvp of a layer of photosensitive receptors, two primary layers of
neural connections, and subsequent neural-flber pathways from the retina. Actually, ten layers of
ibe retina can be distingudshed~wlth fibers travelling in many directions within them. These layers
are arranged so that light must first p.O through the layers of fibers and connections before reach-
ing the receptors. The re'ceptors and their neural transmitters are divided Into two working systems,
the cone system =An the rod system. The two systems differ in structural relationships, in distri-
butiouUraugh the retina, and most Important,ý In function. Their major fanctional difference is this:
When the level of ilimination, Is high, the cone system Is functioning and we see both color and
detail 060ftc 4Wc viio). When the illumination is lowered to a night-time level, the cone system
can no Tajifr UOF4 and'the rod system takes over. We now see everything as colorless -- in

shaes of giay -- with little or no detail 1 vison).

Cone 'Jystem

Cown receptors are rather evenly distributed over most of the retina, but there are buildups
in two areas: the central area, or fovea,.and the ext .me edge (see Fig. 3.3). By far the greatest
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T ijpure 3.3 Denseity of Rods and Cenes From Nasal to Temporal
Edge of Retina (from Chapanis 3-1)

concentrzrun ts in tue fovea, at its center, the fovea central3',, the dens;ty has been measured at
147,000 cones per w~uare mm. The fovea in thus lihe arvn (., w iute vision. uts ontire area in aW
proximately 1.50 mm in diameter luid subtends at.ozZ 5 Wgee of visial angle.* Near the ora
rerrata or the rim of the retina, the density cf c'nes lIn ab~out 16,300 per spuare mm, but this area
his little used in vision. Likce one-party telephoni 3,the cone receptors in the fovea are connected

S1 mm =3.4' of visu-al anglfe
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Wrisjoined to two.-i-i ai KI2rC1I q-! ~ ~ ..- ~ --- ct In

These clssr , jr*=,1 1 -eletnstthbribyway o h
opti nevewhiek swe h moku~oiJ~eve fber. Te cnesoutside the

foehowever, d thae5 i om cic hse 'svrlrcprs(nsrods, or

1"econes reepond to a wide ene Of light
ineste.They can also adptoradjust their AWhTID "UM THI IITUU.Y S. L. POLYAX. 1941. BY PERPdSSIO"

sniiiyto suit relatively high prevailing levels m 4VWJY5 IC~ RS

ofillumination above roughly .003 niL. These
fntosare accomplished by means of chemical NERVE FIBERS

chne nth- photosensitive substance iodopsin, FO PTC NRV
which they contain. Iodopsin breaks down underNEVCLLOE
stimulation and regenerates when the stimulus is
removed and to a lesser extent if the stimulus ____________

remains unchanged -- extremely complic .ated uirCONE
chemical processes that are still being studied. FOVE A

Rod System

The other retinal system is composed of the
rod recgptore !kyd the!-, tmderlying neural links.
The rods are much less. evenly distributed in the 2N -RODS
receptor layer of the retina than the cones (Fig. LAYER LAYER
3.3). They are completely absent from a very small
central area that subtends about one degree of visual
angle. Outside this area, they build up rapidly, Figure 3.4 Schem.-tl' Diagram of the Rods
reaching their maximum density of 150,000 to and Cones and Their Underlying Neural
170,000 per square mm at a distance of about.6 mm, Connections (after-Polyak 3 -3 )
or 18 to 20 degrees, from the fovea. From this
point out to the extreme periphery, the density of
rods gradually decreases to 30,000 to 50,000 per
square mam. The neural connecting -ystem. for the
rod receptors is much less specialized than for the foveal cones. No rod has individual links to the
optic ne rve pathway. Instead, several rods are joined to a single nerve cell, as shown in Figure 3.4.
This verve cell is joined to anothernerve cell that sends afiber to thebrain byway of the optic nerve.

Rod receptors respond :o lower light intensities than cones, for two reasons: (1) They con-
tain rhodlopsin (visual purple), a hIghly phdotoensiiuve miaterial -- th=` iz, it SUIrts to break down
when exposed to very low illunulnation; (2) Impulses from several rods, are combinedi in a s1i'glz
reural pathway, as shown in Figure 3.4. The photochemical reaction is important. However, unless
illumination is kept low, the breakdown of rhodopsin lowers Its effective concentration, and the rods
lose their sensitivity to low illumiinatilon; moreover, they do not recover it for some time after the
illumination is cut off. Complete dark adaptation, the perioe for the rods to recover their fuli sen-
sitivity, usually requires about 35 minutes. Very weak light impulses impinging on the individual
rods are added up when they si Axe their common neural connecti-..n, and so produce a sensation.
71e sensitivity of the rod system varies over the retina. The rods are most sersitive where they
are also most dense, about 18 tu 20 degrees from the fovea.

Optic Disc

There is one place in the eye where the retina contains few if any receptors. It Is where the
nerve fibers from the retina are combin-ed into the optic nerve and leave the globe. This absence of
receptors produces a functional "blind 'stx;L" The optic disc, or blind spot, is located about 15 de-
grees from the fovea on the nasal side, of the retina(Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3). It covers an area about 7
degrees high and 5 degrees wide. In mn,.*t circumstances we are uiuiwarc of its existence, because even
when focusing cn a point with one eye sh~ut, we mentally fill in the gap le.*t by the blind spot and, with
Ioth res open, the blind area of one eye ts IMlel in by the oulecr eye. Howiver, the exir.tence of the
ol1nfl '-po: can be shownm by ateans of Flguri,- 3.5, "'L1 he left eye c losed and t -e figure rit eye level

rh'A 20 inche;4 away, Tocur; on the cross; ýb clrcin .shwd'id disappear.
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FIgure 3.5 Blind Spot Test (from Duke-Elder 3 - 2 )

OPTIC NERVES

The optic nerves from the two eyes extend backwv, rd and intersect at the chiasma (Fig. 3.6).
Here, the nerve divides. Those fibers from the right half of both eyes form an optic tract that
pwsoes to tim right side of the visual cortex of the brain. Those from the loft half of both eyes form
a second optic tract that passes to the left half of the cortex. From retina to geniculate body to
visual cortex in the brain, each neural fiber maintains its individuality. Therefore, there is a
point-to-point correspondence between the retina and the visual cortex of the brain, and the pattern
of nervous Impulses established in the retina is preserved in the cortex -- me impulse per foveal
cone receptor, and a combined impulse for groups of rods and cones outside the fovea.

AoAFTED FO• '•AOUAjIt'% CL••CAk. PImMITRt. ¶57.

r*Y PIMMISCO OF MIR"SP.D 1100ILRS. LINQUO

Figure 3.6 Visual Nerve Paths

The left sides of the retinas
of both eyes are connected
to the left side of the brain,
and the rAOh sides (a the
right side of the brain. (after

Duke- Elder 3 - 2 )
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CIAPTER 4

OPTICS OF TiH EYE

For clear vision, the eye must refract most of the light received from each point on an object
so as to focus It on a corresponding point on the retina. The eye has many rc.racting surfaces, but
the most Important are at the cornea, whh-, ;he grentest refraction occurs, and at the lens, whose
curvature can be changed for fine adjustments in focusing. For most purposes, the complen. optical
system of the eye can be described in tormn e! n reAiced eye (reduced from the normal eye) with a
single hypothetical refracting surface. A study of the optics of the eye shows that when the normal
eye is at rest, rays that are not psrallel--that is, rays from any point closer then InfinIty--are fo-
cused behind the retina. However, light rays from points farther than a nut 6 meters Ara nearly
enough parallel so that the eye perceives a sharp image without adjustflnt. For closer objects, the
eye converges light rays on the retina by increasinr the curvature oif th lprm, a process Called accom-
modatlon. The sharpness of an image can also be increased by reducing pupil slee or looking through
R small aperture. Much of the light entering the eye Is scattered or absorbed; scattered light falling
on the retina tends to reduce the contrast between the image and the field around it.

When the two eyes are flxad un a distant abject, the visuil a are almost parlel in most
J.ndividuala. To bring the Images of ner objects to ooaresoawibu poLta cn the two retins, and

• A - t J .. . -L. . 1 - - -.

- A*4*-~**~d 1= ~~4~M54f ambtU~ ievite vuuiverge Vn I-nc
object. The eyes also mon in unison to keep die images o moving objects in the field of viSIon, ortc &ran the f MIA; 6! A- zh- D - - ... ....... .

-- --- !--*-'--,- -.- *arw � 1' rnvazitx 9 WAMAI CtiiUSA YjaUmhit uCurrmng
between jumps.

OPnICS OF THE NORMAL EYE

Refraction in the Eye
For an objo--t to Ke _wen clearly, the Light rays entering the eye from any point on the object

must be brought to focus on a corresponding point in the retina. The eye focuse by rtract•
it -- bending it as it enters the eye and passec Ough to the retina. The degree to whbch llfs
retracted when pas;tn from am maldum to sanoter dpuds on (1) the irlide ( rotrstion 01 one
medium relative to the other, (2) the curvature of the surface between themand (3) tht angle at
which light strikes the surface (sme Chapter 2).

From the air, which h%-A t ieftdAc index cr 1.00, light enters th- eye through the ecmnea
(reractive index 1.376, then passe. succelivelythroug the aqueous humur (refractive Indn l.336),
the crystalline lens (1.42), and the vitreous humor (I1.36). The greatest difference in indexe of
refraction is between the ('tar air ald fti cornea, vidob in addition Is sharply curved. Therefore,
the greatest amount of refraction in the oculw systevm occurs when the light eteri the cornea from
the air. The cornea does the primary job of convergiag light toward the rtifna, while changes in the
crystalline lens serve &s a fine adjust.ment to sharpen the images of near objects.

The Reduced Eye

It would be difficult to trace a light ray accurately from the point where it enters the cornea to
the pont where It stimulates t!be retina. One would have to compute its refracion at each surface of
both the cornea ane the crystalline lens, not to metion the minute changes at the sufaces cd the
layers within these atructuxes.

However, a simple optical system can be postulate that will match the optical path oa the eye
closo•y cnowh for most purposes. This sygem, hSe rdeqe. averages the compon.ents c the
ocular .ysto'a ; !tgh entering it will reach virtually diime iinaz position on the retina as in the
true eye. The redAeed eye is mandea convez spherleal surface with a radhis of curvatnre o
5 73 mm; this sarfIae, the ssuf r ace, separat two media -1ýoee refractive
Indexes are 1.00 and . length is 17.054 mm and Its posterior
focal length is 22.78 min. (the posterior fo:al poait falls at the rettna in the normal eye.d This

hype~ht~a~irt~ct -.j a-tac &'lEe 1.ý, wi uin d th ie iruni oi the cornea.
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OPTICAL_ AXIS it _____________
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NO0TE S
FOCAL POINT It FALLS C1 RI
ON THE RETINA

Figure 4.1. The Reduced Eye (Scale 2.5:1)

Figure 4.1 shows the reduced eye and its relation to the real eye. Certain rays can be traced
through the reduced eye in accordance with the following i ules:

1. Rays arriving at SS' while traveling parallel to the optical axis wiiiall be bent sothat -:eypass
through the posterior local point, f2 , on the retina.

2. Rays arriving at SS' from the anterior focal point, fA, will be bent so that they are parallel
to the optical axis.

..•...•R7 t-. directly toward the center of the spherical surface, nodal point N, will pass
.%AUt ""'- "---- un"- lectd.

Figure 4.2A shows how these rules apply to a normal resting eye. Consider first three of the
rays emanaing -rom. the tip of the arrow representing the object. The first ray (1) is parallel to the
optical axis; at the surface 58' it will be bent to pass through f2 (rule 1). The second ray (Z) passes
through fI to 58', where it Is bent so as to parallel the optical axis (rule 2). Whare rays 1 and 2
meet, we will have an inage Cof the tip. To check the solution, assume that ray 3 passes through the
nodal poit, N: It passe undeflected through SS' (rule 3) and meets rays 1 and 2 at their juaction. In
the perfect eye, all rays emanating from the tip df the object and entering the eye would converge to
form an image cf the tip at this point, but we can determine the image point by sImaply tracing two
lines that follow any two of our three rules. Now, since the base of the object lien on the optical axiz,
which passes undeflected through N (rule 3), the base of the image will also lie o' the axis. The
complete image can therefore be represented by a perpendicular arrow drawn from the axis to the
Intersection of the rays emanating from the tip of the object.

Note I-mt-h ,mage is inverted witthn the eye. We do not perceive an inverted world, however,
because the experience of seeing takes place within the brain, not at the r'etina; the inversion at this
way-station of the visual path is incidental to the final perception.

In Figure 4.2B. the object has been moved farther from the eye. Note *at the image has now
;noved ii closer to f2 , which lies on the retina. For an Lirage to move in all the way to f2 , however,
che object would have to be moved an infinite distance away, sc that all rays reaching the eye from
th• object • •, . .- 01al tio the optical axis. Thus, Figure 4.2 shows that tLe eye at rest is
focisAed for infIn itv: acttal ,- 5t finite diatanc-o, will appear blurreo', because their images fall
be;ind the retina. When the object i@ farther than about 26 ivt -renm the eye, however, the effoct of
blur is slight and the eye can tolerate it. For closer objects, the eve adjusts its focus by changing
the curvatrr of the retracting umrfaces.
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OPTICAL AXIS

ET ITNA

4OBJECT'

OPTICAL AXIS 't"7h-hhh---)IMAGE

FiWre 4,2 flow Light lays FflSMObjects are Bent at HYpothetical
RefraRcti.ft Affae. (2 )l W • l an__e in Un-rV-n1e Wt.et Vi - -

The 1waga of defarther ebjact (B) Is ec-sosr to local
p-iit 12 on ino redinf but both imagoe are uezund
ret-irceArnj wagp~a blurred.

Depth of M.eld

Consider first the situation for more distant objects. FLgure 4.3 ahown image I for a clone

object 0. Imagea i for a farther object 0, and te cones di the light rays from c~h Object that are

intercepted And ;racted by the twothetica ratain~u mwifice, (rem a [52p05 MR
be conmidred t plane.) The Image o w-h object is in focua behind the retina; on the re"na Itself

it appears as a circle, called a blur circle. As the object Is wo0Te ffa1M1 away, the bur Nrcle
bscomes smaller. At about six 7j,-e circle, while not inlnttely mmall, is small o so tat

A the brain interprets it As a point. Thus, it might be soid tat for objects beyond eta meters, the

physical deveationa from true '* cua en the retina are within the limits of accuracy ci the brai's

1-- reep-ive powers, when the eye is wocused for infinity; or as visual scientists express it, tzhe resting

eye hwq a dept !2[ l! tofdx motors (20 feet) to Infinity,

While still focused for Infinity, the eye can sharpen visual lmages further by reducing the size

of thw p ! -- the operang In tho iris just outside the crystalline tons (see Chapter 3). Figure 4.4

shows schematically how reducing 'he pupil reduees the blur circle. nTe daahed lines outline the

cone of rays that w-oud be inLerceptd a bent by the ratracting surface if there were nothing

betwoen object and eye. The solid lines outline the reduced cone obalneAI by uming vijl.j & the

small puptlary opening. In the second case, the focus or the retina Is much sharper. Visual Imagea

- can also be sarpened by squinting and by looking thdr,,h a small hole, such as a pinhole. The

* advantages of all theme procedures, at course, may be outweighed by the loas of light thaO reaches and

stimulates* th r,

Accommodation

In order that object* closer than six meters m.v be brought to focus on the retina, the optical

system (t the eye must be modified. This is accomp4 had by contrLcth.4 the cliary muscles that

allow the crystalline lens to become more convex. This P " me, c-alled accommoaton, in illustrated In

Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5A5 the eye Io at rest -- focused for infinity; the Image ci the close object Is
brougbt to fo•us wall back of the retlna and Its retinal image Is blux.'ed. In Figurt' 4.51R, the eye ts

Accommodated; the cryt-"icc lens bIromarnumore convem so Wet de imag falls on the retina.
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at RETINA

2" • f OPTICAL AXIS

CONES or PAY •IL CIRCLE
FOR 01

FOR Of

FIg. 4.3 Blur Circles Produced on the Rtna by Two Objects O and O, at Differ-
ent Dimtancem From the Eye

The farther object has a amaller blur circle, and its Image on the retina
Is more nearly In focus.

09 j REYtINA

_r i. .a. ..A'"
I r-- IL u nc.

WltW CIRCLE

WITHOUT truil

IRIS REFRACTINOG- SLUR %RL

IFrpre 4.4 How the BlDur Is Reducd by an (3zstMctu9w,fv, S-0 tlht tLb 4rl3, Tha•
Limits the Spread of LAg Rays Read•gt the Eye

OS.CT -= z/ iG

COIWeA CRYSALLP1E RETINA

Fivare 4.5 How tho Eye Accommodd•es to Focus on Near Objectm

in A, the ea is at rest -- £ocusedforlfiLAlty. InS, twcurva-
tare of thecrystalline kr.a Le incre•sed; tho rays from theob-
ject are bent more, w.4 the image is brouht to the retina.
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To amount ti nccommudution exertd y h y 16 . &POW.... .

designatin the retractivu power Ld a lmm. The power Of a ions in diupters is the reciprocal of it1
focal length in meters (D - Il/F). A one-diopter lens focuses parallel rays at a point one meter away,
while a four-diopter ems focuses parue rays at a point one-quarter meter away. You will recall
that the unaccommodated eye i in focus for parallel rays. If a four-dciopter lens is placed before the

auccommodated ee an object one-qumter meter away will be focused on the retina. Therefore we
can say diet, if the crytllne lens 4 the ne accommodates tu an equivalent extent, Its focusing
power has increased by four d~opters over its Wlaceommodted state. In other words, the amount it
accommodation at the eye for an object at a given distance is the refractive power of Uhe lens that
would have to be placed in front ot the unaccommodated eye to bring the same object into focus.

Scnttering and Absorption of Light In tho Eye

Light pasqag through the eye from cornea to retina is absorbed and scattered at the surface of
each component it the eye and in each medium through which it passes. It has been estimated from
experimental data that only 10 percent of light incident on the cornea actually gets thromgh to
s" mulate the visual receptors. Obviously, the Individual receptors must be very sensitive for
vision to occur. They are probably almost perfect detectors, ale to respond to almost the smallest
amounts of energy that can be brought to them.

A sizable asamnt of the scattered or "stray" light reaches aud atlmtdates Ute retina outside
the region on whichi te image falls. Because of this stray light, electrical measurements sometimes
show a p stir total rexpose fr om fte receptors owtides fin Image than M, it - thwoug the response
o-uts ad -tIaeta - :l -A =.-c•,d -A .,L di4-f-- =.a a ar,,atzud of rcecnphors. The affect c!
airmy Aight is to rmwu e the contrast -- Uiv difference In intentity -- bVetmwe the izasage aitd te vlimal
field around It. Th•s reduction in contrast can reduce one's ability to distinguish an object, as will be
deen in Chapter U.

bar W 41JS Wa= iJOs 7

Up to tIis point, we have been talking about vision in a single eye (monocular vision). The
structure and optics are essentially the same for each of the ttwo eyes. However, when the two eyes
are working together (binocular vision), additional characteristics come Into play.

When the eyes are at rest, their visual axes are parallel, in most Individuals, and the images of
distant objects fall on corresponding points in the two retinas. However, as an object approaches the
resting aye, the relative locations of the two retinal images tend to change, and the person sees a
double image. To compensate, he turns it. two eyes toward each other, so that the visual "aG crosn
at Mr. apj"u ul••, Whoeim M uI-- n t--k reain:ai oana t1 tt LWU i-Q.&ia..

This procedure Is called convergence.

The two eyes also coordinate in other ways. As an object moves luterally end vertically, the
two eyes move In unison to koop it In the field rf vision. (Noto that this is a different kind of
coordination from convergence.) The eyes coordinate in the same way when they have no definite
object on which to focus -- when they are moved togvlae to search for details on the visual field.
For example, the eyes move In unison when a parson is remding an instrument panel or searching the
sky or land strt ace for a target. Stnce a fixed object would appear as a blurred image In a moving
eye, the eyes scan a field In a series of short jumps; ciear vision occurs when they are stationary
between jumps. These jerky motions (saccadiic movements) must occur In unison in the two cyr 4, but
with a correction in eac.h eye for conve-re-nce. nGt-Wfl&h the pupils it the two eyes are adjusted in
unison, and their crystalline lenses change curvature to the same degree to keep near objects in
focus. Thus it can be seen Ihat in normal vision converpgence, saccadic motions, and pupilary and
lens ad;uxtments are occurring simultaneously in an integrated manner.
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A CIHAPTER 5

REFRACTIVE 3R8OIK, 3IETnROPxOtA, AND HETBROTROPIA

"whin chapter is dIvi&tI4 Into three sections. The first deals with refractive errors and impair-
wment of optical A tions due to Mncreag age. TIa azo.A dmla with potential and ict',l loss ofT fbntion of one of the eyes -- heterophorla and heterotrapla. The third gives current vinva! E•tnakrds

Sfor flying prsonnel.

A refractive error exists when. with the lens inside the eye in the reuting state (least conrex),
parallel rays of light are nm fo-.used on the retina. There are three ways the refractlve surfaces

4 of the eye can fail to focus parallel rays. First, the rays may be focusod In front of the retirs;
this is myopia. Second, the rays may be focused behind the retina; this is hyperopia. Third, the
rays may be focused unevenly in relation to the plane of the retina; this is astigmatism.

- In addition to these three types of refracUve errors that exist with the eye in a resting stats,
- there is a fourth condition that occurs with increasing u v and Is clue to the diminishing ability of the

eye lena to Increase its convexity. This diminIshIng abd1A! to indease its convexity results In the
failure to bring the diverging rays from near objects to a focus on the ret•na; ibis Is prosbyopla.

4oraa P..*.-*riF~ rn-ur sn ariwitedt aUn*Eptaelo Inaaeif nr ronnmv1 muta~nt-- . n•w n ma __ .. . ... ,9.,...

ipeciscle type lermca are b•eter than contact onuses tor most flying prasonnel. Contact rense_
; are imtAcated ol in specific cases, Contact leowns are, in most cass, unuati.fatry bocause

oft onsevere smdvantge. Tis diadvantags is th inality of most wearers to tolerate the

-~~~r !k £nt ttl 4 inint t-
- Weterophilii •Is Ih-- a Ie ..... !h .4sn nI#J t ~4.~mf.

whtn thore Is no aitimul|ik ior fusion -- i.e., when the observer has no definite object to look at.
* Heteroolpa exists when the deviation from parallelism Is not overcome even when a stimulus is
present. Th renult is a double Inmage, until the devWopment of suppression of vision in the devat-
ting eye.

While most people heve some heieroplwria, the condition can cause uympt-mls such as sy train
and headaches; it can lead to temporary heterotropla during periods of stress In the sir (igh i-forcaa,

- hypoxia, etc.); it may develop Into permanent heterotropta, or eaus@ difficulty In distance judgment
in iand4a4. While the last result has been the chief justification for rejecting appcants for flying and

- Gor groiinding flying pers-,nel who have marktd heteropborla, both theory and einporlence indicate
that too much importance has been ittachd to Le effect of hetetophorla on landing. In gnmeral,
standards should be based on (a) the probmbility of any decrease In flight performance that may rmou
from any of the symptoms of beterophorla and (bW the likelihood that betsrophorta may develop Into
heterotropla.

* In the last section of the chapter, current U. S. Air Force standards are presented for pilots
ntiu ather flight personnel.

REFRAClIVE ERROPJ0.

In the norm•l #ye, w-hen the eye is at rest, paralle rays sre focused on the retina. However, a
large percontage of the population has an optical system i' one or both eyes such that, -i;6. U6 I--. at
rest, parallel r,-_ ire "-. c•.ý- un "11 ruira I They IMv, ,,.-.- (sarslghteoiass), hyperopla
(farsiats &s), or al•stmatism (unsymmetrical -urvature of refractive surfaces). A fourth daiect,
prvsbyopla, a grtMal lose of ability to focus for near objects, affects all eyes according to Increasing
age.
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Types of Refractive Errors

If,with the lens o! the -re at -"z I (least

convex), parallel rays are brought to a focus on

the retina, then there is no refractive error,
and the ca.. I. called normal, or emmetropic NORMAL VISION (E"T-OP-!-
(F1,~. ;l). If parallel rays are not brought to a

focus on the reti..z when the eye is at rest, a

refrective error, or ametropla, exists. This -

ametrýpia is due to the fact that the focusing

power of the cornea and lens does not conform

to the caistance from the le,'s tW the retina5-1,
5-3, 5-10 If parallel rays are brought to a £S 0

focus in front of the ret nm, .when the ey-e le-!,

at rest, myopa, or nearsightedness, exists. In

this case, the too convex lens will focus the

diverging rays from near objects on the retina,

but not parallel rays. The result is an inability

to see distinctly objects more distant than the

conjugate focal point of the retina (fc, Fig. 5.1). FARSIGHTEDNESS (KYPEROPIA)

Myopia ordinarily does not produce symptoms

of eyestrain the individual just does not see

distinctly.5- 1 , 5-3 Figure 5.1 Schematic Showing Relation

of Image to Retina of Eye at Rest

If parallel rays are focused behind the for Normal Vision and Two

retina, when the eye lens is at rest, hyperopia, Types of Refractive Errors

or farsightedness, exists (Fig. 5.7). Uiess the

lens has lost its focusing power with increasing age,

or the hyperopia is excessive, or both, the leras can

compensate for the deficiency in refractive

ninwer- Tt dif-o t)N1q byin"e' :4- ýý 4I~~~~ ~~ .. ...... - - - - - - - - - - - "- -

just as the rcrmal eye accommodates fr..,:_,,
objects. Hf this compensatory mechanism suf- - •

fices, the eye sees distinctly, but since the eye

is constantly having_ to M-sa ftor both near and COMPOUND HYPEROPIC

distant objects, instead of only for near objects,
like the normal eye, symptoms of eyestrain often
result.5 -1 , 5-3

If light rays are brought to a focus ua-

equally in relation to the retina, astigma, sm

exist.s. Three kinds of astigmatism are illus- COMPOUWO MYO"Ic

trated in Figure 5.2. In compound hyperopia.

parallel light rays are all brought to a focus

behind the retina when the eye is at rest, but

they are brought to a focus at different points

behind the retina, depending on where they

strike the cornea and lens. In compound
myopia, the rays are similarly brought to a MIXED

fo( us at different points in front of the retina,

and in mixed astigmatism, some come to a fociis Figure 5.2 Three Types of Astigmatism

behind and some in front of the retina. Astig-

knatism causea indistinctness of vision and may cause symptoms of eyestrain. Astlgmatikm blurs

4'---'e -. iequally due to the fact that resoiution is better in some meridians than others.5-10

At is more likely to cause eyestrain if the axis of astigmatism is at oblique angles. 5 -1,5-

Presbyopia resuits from the dimintthing ability of the eye lens to increase its convexity to accom-

ifldate (focus) for near objects. The ability to increase its convexity dimfifq, -";raduvlly from birth unii

I i age of seventy, when for all practical purposes, all lens elasticity is lost. Therefore, the near point at
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,dheh obtsa can be smn distinctly gradtaly recedes with ate (Fig. 5.3). Al #•.: the kso• nf 40-45,
It has recoded to the point where Hi handieage most Iadlviduals In seing clost objects, such an fine
print. Th difficulty is mar* pronounced under conditions of low IUumlnation, when the dilated p1upil
permits cut-of-focus prtiaperal rays to blur the retinal Image, and after Illness and fatigue.

8,mutoms due to refracUte errors are of two types, The first type consists of those symptomns
indi•cat4 an impairment of vision which are a blurring or doubling of objects. They occur moat
frequenllr with myopia n presbyopa, "ut are also found in significant amounts of astigmatism.

The second type of symptom consists of Indlextiwis of eyestrain, such as headache, pain In the
eye, and eye waterLn4. While these symptoms du not directly reduce visual acuity, they reduce the
occomplishment of visl dutlime by districting atteatici. and reducing the um of the eyes. This type
of symptom occurs most frequently with hyperopia and astigmatism.

The dlstrititlon of refractive errors among the poulation is shown in Flpgre 5.4.
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Fulpr S.3 Decrease in Accommodetion Figure 5.4 Distribution af Refractive
With Alge (from Diane-) Errors =a i ttkm (data trom

Erofeld, 5-15 Mno,5t~~r52
Tasman, 5-22 and Tron 5-23 )

Correction of Refractive Errore

iefractive errors are corrected merely by guu YrLng the type .,M strength of lens necessary
0 f•cs Palrallel rys of 1gM on th retna `2, 5 - Tis, for "t. correction of myopia, a con-

cave lent, ciied a "mnus lens," is supplied to correct the eye's excessive refractive power. A
mist8 lans wtli shift thef ao parallel rays of Right from In front of the retina to tO plan, of
'he e"i• by thnrag hiuls rayM enterlng the eye in th aaMunt that the myopic eye produces con-
SrWey of light rays ,- Figure 5.-5 Obf the diverglng action of such a lenas
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7
Conversaly, a hfpwropic eye, which is

lacking in refractive power, is mnze eime- -" -

(Fig. 6.5), which wil converge light rays
"entering the eye, thus shifting the plane of focus
from behind the retina on to the retina.

rnature of the Impl power beinB dz;;,,.• "-'-1whethor the astigmatism in hyperopic, myopic,

or a mitute of the two Such a lens Is called a COW.NE OR 0A1W' LtENS TO CORST MV.MA

cylindrical Iens. Figure 5. 5 shows a cylindrical
lens, user , correct one type of Astigmatism
(see Fig. ,,

- - Visual Acuity as an Index to Refrortive Errors 4

S- Associated with moat refractive errors is -

adeviation from normal vision. ]Deviation from __
the normal resolution of objects is measured in- F0
terms of visual acuity, the ability of the eye to ---------- c

- -- rema reolv ealt While ttere arm a mmber of -

i±*t:g±:ow~rg lnufliu ka- am.,t tvmunnunlY used in CONVEX OR4 'PLUS' LENtS TO cUflEC" HVPENOIAL
evaluatWig refractive errors in an indivdual:

414 1uastWJ HOPrtSi ac~a cuit UU 18 -MUss-
ur.d: thin I, m 1!!s minliun l M ty- ta mohts- /7..-

ra) h pa.-rt W-=...= be Wicetz 1 C1S-4- 7 C -74
oibjects, meas.ured in minutes of aztul. sub•anded -. -

- ~~at the eye by the separation. The ndividual'r. - ,/ TOP-
- -hd miMmum separable acuity is then expreased as viE Wl

a fraction of the minimum separable acuity of _WROteYm
the normal eye, or Is otherwise compared with ASTWUA:IC EYE CYLINDICAL "TM

normnal vision. The average human resoiving::.• ro~~wer, under normal can-dition, Is one m inute---• •-- -
of angle; if two objects aro separated by less j=
than that amount, A'e normal emmetroit eey_
M.I. *:.'- ' .. t-er IMus wo separate obects, V1K

Vismal acuity cha.t '•cy, charts") are based
on minimum sqn-able acuity. -M

The visual acuity recorded. ! usually re- -4
ferred to twenty feet and erpressed in the Figure 5.5 Three Types of Leaises Used 14
7oliowing frsctional form. to Correct Refractive Errors

distance of letter read
byIndividual being tested I

distance at which letter couldi
be read by Individual with -

normal resolution .i

Thus, 20/40 Indicates that &tI-Ticrison tested must move to twenty feet to read, letter that can be rerdat
forty feet by an Individual having •mln'malseparableacvttyofateminute; 10/iO indicate thateaamindl- N
I, al tested must mrove t' ten feet to read what could be readbyan emmetrape at Iwo hundred feet.

Visual acuity I • part iml Index to ref rat tve errors, both in amount and type. Almost all myopia,
except in n•gi•igbl., amounts, will causesa toeringof the rolving power of the eye. SBLe in hyperopla, -

bVisyuil acuity it *lIo a function of the br!ghnmrhs, contrnat, and other charnctorLsat.1a of t.he objects V
viewed &r,d --A tbe sta', of adaptation, location of the retinal image, and other characteristics of the
observer. For a full discussion of thin tmrfalnt %4jja..l a C.hzp.tc!r nee
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in the mjsority of oases, especially younger In-4 divlarUs, the crysaUllint Jens in able to supply
Ibeiuznmt olmrpw- • ackinr In the static eye, there
ismuldo a loss of vsual acuity for ditsit oh-
j ects w leas the amount of hype ropisa exceeds or!.lnso

3 cloftotheefepUtodrefracommodte lor , viacutha e - ,
ac4ty modatston decbreones with Fg ure 5.6. moaon -- vsaacuity Is more likely In the older byperopr than In].----•
the younger oe with a lmllar refractive error. • •0... --- •'

4 Atbjectlv Symptoms Assoclated with 2D40 - -.-.. .
SRefractive Errore*,

20/40o- -

Quite often, subjective symptom. accom- 2 013- MYOPIAC
patny refroctive errors, maLnly in hyperopta, ,-.

. prebyopLa, and astigmatism. Those syMptomrs 20/2,o
* may be dlvided lntotwo clbAs, visual tltgue mnd a 2 3 * *

masteopia. They are pre•at more frequently REA ACTIVE ZERR" IN OIO#TECh
A- whe the innhnl Is doing clr•a wrt f• _c-

t i-.r•-d p•vrin, the iihichnml may ncne jaw
= frzatal beache, Iacrinratlon, smarting, and' Flaa'e 3.G Effect nf Rfn"•.U Prrr..: r-"

-g aUa1a v ih *eyen, and sometime actual pain In Visual Acuity (data from Cmwiordd-7
7X the. eav" hi rL3A2 M11- ati &v~t~~ is= uAnd Pineue 5wý'-lt i

n~thainplIa. Theore isagae differynce ci! upifiof
regarding the imactt of aeconnnadatlnn tAMA eRn !t_- ""irlzrr J,- CT;Ti&a pr~4X" 0i t~iien wVIIthUt
pro•uci asthenopia, bt•dgeneraily speaking, It is reported to be between two-thirds and one-halfSthe totat amunwt of accommodation, Therefore, it can be seen that the greater the amount of uncor-
rooted hyperopla or preabyopla, the more likely the individual Ulto experience ssthenopic symptoms.

A•• .4Asthsnople symptoom combined with visral fatigue (a lowering of visualperformar•ce) will have theit -4 Mfte of tcrwet the job performance of the inIvIdual. Thus, uncorrected myoeos will be able to

perform clon work longer *d more efficiently than the uncorrected hyperope or preabyope. When
symptome ar& notetd, it Is an Indication that the indvidall has rached tte point astre the, 4•lr•t - -

Snfigm ef a-rnC.or-nm*f , tn n'0,o I,4ot fLaction efficirety at the present working distitace. There is
Someo cetMoerey regarding the ctua of lo* frontpl hedaches accompanying accommodative fatligue.
I he gnialrly agreed tWh they are due to prolonred use of the ciliary body, which controls the
a-two o6 ite crysta*lUfe lens, an6 the squinting required to perceive a clearer retinal imag-.

Optical characteristlcs Inherent in the corrective lens are often the cause of individual dis-
comfort. The mitus, or concave. lens will minify a viewed object, and the effect of a small, bright
field will often cause physical discomfort to the corrected myope, especially if he Is wearing a

.first correction or there has been an appreciable change in his preurrrtio. "•T.a currtai of
"UaetmatLmm quite often produces a tilted or diutc;ted field of vicw, if R first correction is wrcn or If
the plane of correction Is rotated -- especially if it is rotated in a plane oblique to the horizontal
plane of the eye. Distance juegment is Impaired- toine extent, at least initially, until cues, which
itre sometimes called clues, are relearned. With most corrections, the relearning of visual cues

-for proper distance judgnent requires only a few days, but Ln some cases of large amounts of
. oblique azstigmeL.em, the relearning process may be a much larger one, and in some ,nstancos the

function Le never completely r:aincd. When the head in rotated, the eyes lag behind, so thai the
astlgmatic eye Is no Longer In a&Ignm'-t with the corrective loen&. For this reason, astigmatic
persos have difflcuity in judging distance vth their headh tilted.

- Prcfrnive Asj.cts of Refractive Errors

iesractive -rr r-raely remain ewwtnat, and they tendlo change over relatively short periods of
tima. The refraceiwo error most l11aly to show change is myopia, especially in vouner indivihkmlt
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Myopia ha. bein cemotled into three sparate types secortinq to Its tendency to change. Them
are statinnary, progressive -- which is the morn common -- and maligant, in which there is mtch a
rapid rchange in the refractive error that the condition s coidernd pathological. Te phystologiral
change of the cryatallitu Ions causing pr"sbyopia has alrady beon dincussd.

Many studies of refractive changes have been madde in private practice and some are presented

In Figure 5.7, but additional resear1h Is needed.

Corrective lena.e

Corr-::;t'e linses for military- flying personnel are provided in the following frms: r
spectacle Ierss it either at plastic ur metal frame, neutral density sun goggles with a 15-percent
tranemieslon, and overaisid clear gcggls with an anti-reflection costing for use in night flying.
The use of contact lenses must also te considered in avidtfon, especially In military aviation.

iectales lenses am. univwraly asd for ophthalmic correction in the Air Force. They are
generally acceptable and perform sattlsetort'y *.; ..- Z -. w T"-. j•jor
disadvantages of spectacles are (I) they cause physical discomfort when the' arc worn for lon
periods with . headset, (3) because of thir balk they Inrerso. with the use of optical Instruments,
(3) they tend to fog, (4) they nre rolatively lasecure on ote Moe, equecially during wrachlte drop
ann vador high g-forces, (6) they cause diictj'.ry wimn wor under the Omar of a hIa allitud, sut,
(6) they restrict the visual field, (M) they integrate poorly with cortaJi itemsA of personal eqpmaent,
sawk as heolmts a"d oxypn matlh, and (f) w•on tMir lmm are of-aeaMl, reiffttve pacers, tbey
cause aberratinn and ddatrt•on. uh-iA result in v'stm mSau._r 6iseowiof! .

When Corrective Device ShadS Be Worn. N the refractive error Is much at to degrade vival
acu-ty t ýo. N-;. 'u ýw 0" '~a KyutWaw, 4-e yua., a cler w mawr somws wear
a correctiv deotir while fnrtnm The most difficult mr roibrta In a nre i-eat,•.f bafls ueuq
the prinitingir on smtýet os. 1Aa Lw iumiAnatinon It -f ocpt -4d Mairp nafl to the dlitficAlty aee
Of plesbyopia that are margina' for cowreeticm for ordinar readin ahcmid be corrected for flying,

lmolrtance oz Wearing lctacLes. Air Force Manal W .1 requires that airrow members with
visualI acuity of ,/fl or iowFrinei eye must wear corroctive lenes whUe flying. The =mny viim-.al

fair ad pilots much as target d atectin, th read-
ing of a staogrinm number f peMl Instruments,
the - of aqpeta aidS and V.midlg of colistions
requires that they la, clear, comfortable,
binocda vwis•o at all times. fI th matmu-m

diettm amce im- r eflUtU+-*_ -J a--- *P ei-ka
aircraft is four miles If the plk* peamenes __/16

,visual sm- uty, visual acuity Is re/ed to /3D.
vwin the distance is only throe miles; a further

0. reulion In vi.a l acuity to UD/30 will shorten
It the dstance to to mles.

Other crew members such as naviators,
IM1.,.bomnardiler, gpnners, enld fg engineers whose

catis m to ed
dials, optical devir**, chrt, , and rcear intru-
Sments mubt have ade te vrsual acuity for near

SobectL, as woU at for dt olict for extended
0- 7 ..... [1-02-314 14-1 Periods a' time

AcS rmoun !Imrtacee of Vertez Distainc, N an o
tlic iens is prescrIbtd to -orrect rrefracuVe
error, ii %1i1 d so only wten th posterior surfac
Is at the 'Ame distance that the telt lenses wre

Figure 5.7 Progression of Refractive Errors placed when the eye. were refrcttd. "1W distance,
(aa Ipi• ehrown, 5-4 zcklertc 55 5,, t a (Mt5 o the poairior surite of thie Ins

Clark, U-U ?c~kgo), U-LQ Kittesy, a zxr am aaiwrfir suriace of - cornea, ts cawed
& 5al1 ) vertex distance. It Is casually s•at 14 mAlJirers.
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The effective strength of a cuavex lens is Increased by increasLng the vertex distance; that of a
concave lens is increased by decreasing the vertex distance.

it Lho v1rtfX distance is changed apprec•ably, especally when refractive errors are high, the
retinal Image will not be clear for the lividual and there will be a lowering of visual acuity.

It is therefore Imperative that spectacles wdrn by flying personnel be proerly fitted to the faceof the individal and maintained in t position. If the corrective lens shot d placed somewhereoher than on the face of the individial, such Puy in a visor or in an optical instrument, the amount of
correction must be altered to correspond with thc distance the lenses are moved.

The majortty of lenses today are ground In a meniscus form. That is, one surface is concaveand the other convex, with the concave surface toward the eye. It was found that If the ocular surfacewere ground with a radius of approximately 87 millimeters, the visual .xis would remain perpendic:u-
lar to the lens surface during the rotary movements of the eye. The srface is therefore ground tothat radius wherever practical; however, in some prescriptions where the refractive errors of the
two eyes differ considerably or a concave curvature of 87 mm. would produce a poor cosmetic lens,the radii of curvature of the concave surfaces are matched within limits and ground with radii ofcurvature that approximate those desired.

When a change in corrective lenses is deemed necessary, the new lenses should be of the sameor nearly the same concave curvature as the former lenses for best patient comfort.

Contact Lenses

Contact lenses, now being used in very limited numbers in the Air Force, find certain applica-
tions to which spectacle lenses are not adaptable. The general advantages of contact lenses for air-
crew personnel are: no supporting appliance is required, they have a minimal fogging problem, the
bulk is negligible, distortion and aberration of lenses are eliminated, they are not easily dislodged
from the face, and they are not readily broken.

In ce.an crew positions in which continuous observation of optical and radar instruments isrequired, contact lenses offer certain additionsa advantages, the major one being the lack of anophthalmic appliance in front of the eye; this advantage is of great importance when the eye relief
of the opticC. instrument is small.

Contact lenses also find uses under certain other conditions. These uses have very little appli-cation to the problems of alrcrew members, and they are mentioned here mainly so that the discus-sion Of ihese lenfts will be complete. These uses are: to correct for and arrest keratoconus (con. -catly bulging cornea), unilateral and bilateral aphakia (absence of the crystalline !ens), and irregularastigmatism, to correct visual defects due to surface opacities of the cornea and due to anisemetropia(great difference in refractive error between the eyes), and in ý.ertan other medical applications.
Contact lenses in their present form present two major objections for universal application.The first of these is the limited wearing time. Before contact lenses can be widely used in aviation,personnel mtýet able to wear them for a length of time .' roaching that for spectacle lenses. Tworesearchers. in their evaluation study; considered ilbe6st of the contact lenses to be a fluldless,scleral contact lens. The average wearing time was around seven hours in highly motivated individual,.In most individuals the wearing time will be considerably less. The main source of irritation of acontact lens is the foreign body sensation; and, in some cases, lid irritation results.

The second objection is the expense. In terms of both the cost of the lenses and the manhours
expended in fitting, the expense is much greater than with spectacle lenses. The average time con-sumed in the fitting of a pair of Lacrilens contact lenseswas eight and one-half hours and required
about twelve office visits. This must be compared with about one hour and two office visits required
for the fitting of a pair of spectacle lenses.

In the previously mentioned study, 5-17 the nverage wearing, timi for all contact lenses tested
was approximately four hours, and certain types could rot be tolerated at all.

Other disadvantages of contact lenses are: (1) they are more susceptible to scratching,
(2) they are expensive to duplicate in both time and money, (3) fewer agencies produce them,(4) they cannot be kept in stock levels, and (5) they offer no solution for presbyopia, especially
when multiftocal lenses are required.

For mornt Individualsy, the cisadvantageVs of present contact lenses far outweigh the aoavntages
o! t.c..c ....-. o C. ,,n with apeciacLes.
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IMPORTANCE OF flrrROPORiUA AND RETUROTROPIA

Since the earlieat daye of flying there hs been a gnat titerost In the effset of heterogborla on I
the abli/ty to -sid aircraft. 71s Afndi of Lr anat f he(trcpborla on physkcl emaintlon Mm-
led to tgo .wwluon from flying training of about 4 percent o I$ percent of applying personnel. -50,
5-W4, 41t It baa also led to the removel (from flying) of traied pilots. Tbre ham been a wide
difference of ophtaon about theLmuporn of hwtesrcpAvn in flying, and th standards that shouldezlat. Present satndards in the Air Force are dw~eribod in the section on vliewA andards, later In

this echpter.

ERplantIon of neterophorta,

Normsly both eyes turn toward the object being viewed, so that tMa light falls from the object
onto the fo"ea of oach eye. (T1e foves in the retina area hewing the moat acute vision and Is In the
center of the retinal field.) 1

7

lTInv"MAIN

4

4

T7 as MEN

Tom9W LVIm 8

Figure 5.8 Normal Blncular Vision and Itbrotropla

In normal binocular vision, eyes are rotated
so that minge of object In focus f1ll sM fon lv
of each eye - With heterntronln, Irn: | '*•* "n

lovea of only one eye, causing doubled inmag.
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--- - -a a"Co, a. y • ,, UMZ uy- W5ay-7 .,I mi.-s con-
ditlon is termed orthophoria, and is present in ouly a small percentage of individuals. In most indi-
viduals when the object 14 hidden from one eye, that eye turns either in, out, up, or down. These
situations are termed respectvely esopboria, exophoria, hyperphorla (of the eye from which the
object is hidden), or hbyperphorla (of.the other eye). Collectively they are called heterophoriass.
Thus, beterophorla e3xits Yhen the extruocular muscles are so constructed and their enervaton is
such that the eyes desiate "row parallelism when a stimulus for fusion is absent. When the structur•al
deviation from parallelism is too great, or the stimulus to fuse the images from the two eyes is too
weak, or both, on eye deviates from the object even when it is not hidden. This condition is termed
beterotropfa, squint, strabismus, or crossed eyes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.8 In the deviating
eye, tfit from the object falls on the retina away from its center; therefore, the position of the
object as seen by this eye seems to be different from the position as seen by the eye looking directly
at the object. This is double vision or "dlplopia." Usually, especially in younger individuals, vision
is suppressed by the deviating eye after the heterotropla has existed for some months, and so double
vision ceases.

Reason for Interest in Heterophoria in Flying

Heterophorian tre of interest in flying for four re.,one. First, they may cause so-called eye
fatigue, headaches, or other symptoms that are likely to interfere with the most efficient performance
of flying duties. Second, the beterophoria may proSress to A• transient beterotropia when the individual
is subject to stress in the air, from such thinbg as hypoxia, anxiety, fatigue, or high g-forces. The
result here will be double vision. Third, the heteropboria may develop Into a more or less permanent
heterotropia, perhaps causally unrelated to flying. This first results in double vision, and then us__ally
in suppresslob of vision in one eye; both of these symptoms are ordinarily incompatible with a continua-
tion of flying. Fourth, heter-phisda may Impair distance Judgment in Linding operations.

Therefore, individuals with large amounts of heteropho:1- are e~cluded from flying training
because of the likelihood of one or more of the above events occurring. After person"l are alre4dy
trained, indications for removal from figng depend less on the amount bf beterophoria ýinn on whether
symptoms have developed. Them now should be considered in the light of the decrease In eyestrain,
headaches, etc. -- the question Is, does the annoyance from these symptoms reduce the over-all
flying performance to an unsatisfactory level? If the symptoms are in the second category -- transient
double vision while under flying stress -- the only decrease in flying performance that can result is
from the double vision. If double vision occurs only rarely, it is not likely to be hazardous, provided
he individual understands that he must promptly remove the double v. slon by closing one eye. Of

c, urse the question arises as to whether an individual so Indoctrinated, who is having repeated attacke
of diplopia in the air, will inform the flight surgeon of them. However, ererce indicates that he
is not likely to ccaceal anything so alarming to him In the third category, u here the diplopia is of
more than rare occurrence, under some conditions of flying stress, the individual can hope to con-
tinue flying only if his heterotropia can be corrected by surgery. In the fourth category, the symptom
ia a decrement in landing performance. The decision here chould be based on landing performance
and on the like -_-,' ! the heterophorla's getting worse.

Effect of Heterophoria on Landing

This fourth aspect of heterophoria, Its effect on landing performance, has been the chief reason
for setting atandards on heterophoria for flying personnel and? for rejecing or grounding because of
heterophoria. Becausa3 ?e;• has been the widest variation of optni." on the effect of heterophoria on
landing, a more detailed cdecusakon of this aspect of hetprophoria is given In the following paragraphs.
Since heterophoria ordinarily does not change greatly in an individual over the years, the important
problem is the effect of a static heterophoria on landing. It will be discussed first from the theoreti-
cal standpoint and then from the standpoint of the experience ol. Individuals who have flown with 1a-Ce
amounts of heterophoria.

Theoretical Considerations

Tb' reaaordng for putting a limit on the amount of heterophoria that can be permitted has bet Ai

-Aw,,wj•: bigh heterophorla in aseociated with poor fusion, poor !':-.:,n results in poor stereopai.,
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and poor stereopsts,-resultsin, poor distance Judgment in landing aircrafLt.* This logic brn aks dow,, in

two places:

First, a high heterophoria is not associated with poor fusion. In fact, in those heterophorias
that have ,--ver progressed to heterotropia, just the reverse could be expected; that is, the fact that
there is a high heterophoria demonstrates that fusion is good enough for the eyes to overcome a large
structxal deviation (though it is true 'bat a high heterophoria is more likely to progress to a hetero-
tropia, because of the large deviation). A more accurate measure of the fusional ability is the latent
deviation plus the deviation in the opposite direction that can be produced by a prism vergence test.
Therefore, the finding of high heterophorla alone does not indicate poor fusion.

The second place in which the logic breaks down is in the relation of stereopsis to ability to
land aircraft. Poor stereopsis does not always result in poor distance judgment in landing aircraft,
at least on prepared runways. As pointed out in Chapter 8, in the section on Distance Jadgment,
stereopsis is only one of many cues used. It is not helpful beyond a certain distance; in fact, over
the nose of the aircraft the distance from pilot to ground le t-- gr,'t for ef-ective stereoscopic vision
until the beginning of flareout, and by this time other cues may be more efficient.

Experience

In numerous studies a the relption of heterophoria to success in landing aircraft, very little
positive correlation has been found between the two. One studyS-25 has shown that stereopsis is used
in forced landings, but not in normal landings on prepared runways. However, the importance of
heterophoria even hereAs doWbt, because other studies 5- 2 8 . 5-32 have shown ±- there is itle or
no relationship between heterophoria and stereopsis. Some of the early studies were considered to
show a definite relationship between heterophoria and the ability to Land aircraft, but the controls in
these studies were poor or lacking. More recently it was shown5- 44 , 5-45, 5-47 that there was no
relation between heterophoria and progress In learning to fly. Also, little correlation has been found
between performan, e In the Howard-Dolman dt-,•_g•mnn tst wd landing abilitY.5 - 2 6 In two
studies, there was no correlation betw-een the heterophorias at distance and landing success-44,
5-45 However, excessive convergence for near objects, or hyperphoria ior near objects, did appear
Ina a'ig~htly larger percentage of those who failed in flyinO-27 These ocular findings could have
affected the performance of cockpit duties, and this, rather than landing distance judgment, could
have accounted for the difference In flying success -- if the difference was significant. High cor-
relation has been found between batsic visual acuity and acuity of stereoj!-:±s- 36 However, if the
personnel have gcad basic acuity, which Is a well established visual requirement, there ordinarily
need be little concern for stereoscopic acuity.

Effect of Flying Stresses on Heterc.--.ooria

Hypoxia has been found to have a definite effect in changing heterophorias.- 2 4 , 5-37, 5-38,
5-39, 5-T3, 5-46, 5-48, 5-49, 5-50 3o has hypoxia plus fatigue5- 2 9 , 5-31, 5-42 The effect is to In-
crease exophoria and to decrease esophoria. However, hypoxia has been found to have no effect on
stereopsis. -33, 5-35 With the onset of hypoxia, other deficiencies, such as defective judgment,
arise that are more serious than hptprophoria or heterotropia; thus, the possible effects of hypoxia
should not affect heterophoria standards. In the Air Force of one country where the matter was in-
vestigated, there apparently was not a single case of trouble due to heterophoria during periods of
hypoxia during World War U. It is well known that anxiety, fatigue, and g-forces cause some hetero-
phor'.L to progress to a heterotropia. These are the three principal causes for the transient diplopia
tiiat c.ccasioi.ally occurs during flight. Of these causes, fatigue is more important because the di-
plopia is of longer duration, so that it includes the landing period. Some pilots have observed di-
plopia only after a fatiguing flight, and prior to landing; bowever, It Is interesting to note that the
cases that have come to attention landed successfully,

Treatmcnt of Heterophoria

In irnprrlv!-- heterophoria, orthoptic treatments are of some valae in snni r'2e under ,rnmo

,.;-uflnS. 'h11 treatments are difficult and time consuming, and they have to be intensive to be of

i41 rMtsr Iactor: in 11stinct, judgtment are discussed in Chapter R.
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any value, In a case that Is wavering between helerophorl. and a trarsient heterotropia, the outc-omue
depends more on the amount and kind of helerophorla and the fuslonal ability than it does on the orfh-
optic treatmenta that may be given. This opinion is widely held by those specialists most experler'ced
In giving orthoptic treatments. Theme considerations rule out the practical value of orthoptir treat-
ments for military aviators except In aulvkglrg a few trained personnel who are having symptoms
from their heterophoria, aid in wlint the i. .,t.umnumcva seem to Justify the effort, Surgical correc-
tion Is more certain and less time consuming, and W salvaged some personneli" 4 0

Conchnlons about Heterophorla

Heterophorim teat standards are important chiefly in selecting personnel for flying training
rather than in determining flying competence of trained personnel. For the latter, the question to be
considered is whether the heterophorta is causing an unacceptable ey.atrain or diplopla, is progress-
Ing to a helen frop•h, or is causing a decrement In landing performance. Present heterophorla se-
lection standards appear fairly reasonable, hut they may be higher than necessary for the highest
applicant-selectee ratios, and they are probably higher than necessary for the lower applicant-
selectee ratios that have provailid, The measurement of dissociation in heterophorla is a direct
rather than Inverse measure of fusionau ability, but only to the extent of the dissociation. Prism
vergence tests. In the opposite direction, using the dissociated position as a base line, are the tests
of totai fualonal ability. Predictions of tho likelil od of eyestrain symptoms or heterotropia should
be biased on both the diasociated pomition itnd an total fuzicnal ability. Further studies of the incidence
of eyestrain and heteroltmain nympnr,_., c-rco.AIri. tio dizl--oW-d 1 nprlti-i• trUd lui Uf Iil?¶pU

ru4t wf-uw pcrm-i onir a,."'i vstit on urn :tying training.

VLSUAL ST.A=1D-19= IMr FLjJLI.G Or U.S. An' FOWES-5i

in the U.S. Air Fnrp .. m!nfnrum "'.. al r•. tandard h irncr vntahnnd for tOiOwing
classes tif personnel:

Class I Flying training

IA Observer

11 Personnel In primary rontrol of aircraft in unrestilcted capscity and
observers whose auriea require maximum vi,,!- canabhlity

TIT F-,n ...... e.=I In. primar-y cntri uoi aircrafi (pilots in special
category and nnnr't,-d v. rsr•nel such as medical personnel and

flight engineers)

As of May, 1957. ihe standards were as described Lbelow.

Minimum Visual Acuity

Class: I IA II M

Distaun'-: Acuily

Uncorrected 20 20 mnch eye 20/50 each eye 20- 50 each eye 20. 200 each eye

NCorrecte 20 20 each eye 20 20 each eyp 20 20 onei (eye-
20 30 other rye,

Nevr Acuity

Umcjrr(- led 20- 20 earh eve 20 20 erch ryev 20 50 vat Ite 'ye NJo limi11t.4

C 20 20 r'ach evie 20 20 one eye
20 30 other ey'e
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lne r

The mar point -- the w•er."t point at which the Individua can a" objects dlmUnctly when using
ma.Lwdma accommodaUon -- must be as close as or closer than that corresponding 4o th. following
accoanmoWMtve power:

,CIaas: 1 IA H1 Ill

AccommodaUve Minimum for Mean for Miniimum for (No tandlard)
Power. age age age

Minimum and mean accommodative powers for age, In dlopters, are as foliows:

Ate M.;:mum for age Normal me"n .or age

17 8.8 11.8

18 8.6 11.5

19 8.4 11.4

20 a,1 11.1

21 7.! ift

22 7.7 10.7

23 7-5

24 7.2

25 6.9 9.9

26 6.7 9,7

27 6.5 9.5

28 8.2 9,2

29 6.0 9.0

30 5.7 8,7

"31 5.4 8.4

•3 5.1 8.1

33 4.9 1.9

34 4.e. 7.11

35 4.3 7.3

36 4.0 7.0

37 3.7 6.7

38 3.J e L4

39 3.1 6.1
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Age Minimum for age Normal mean for age

40 2.8 5.8

41 2.4 5 4

42 2.0 5.0

43 1.5 4.5

"44 1.0 4.0

45 .6 3.6

Maximum Allownble Ref mcUve Error

Class I Class IA, 1I, I1

Total Hyperopla 1.75 diopters in aLny
meridian (No standards)

Total Myopia 0.25 diopter In any
merldtan4

" Color Vision I
-- a *j A ie...... II

Failure to read correctly 4 of the 14 tost chart of the anndeard corlr vi•,lr. I.-"! a-4 "r I
of the 17 test plates of the American Optical Companyabridged pseudo-isochromatic plates.

Class U and LU

As in Class [and UA unlers. 2 score of 50 or better is made using the color threshold tester
(grade 1).

Nigh:t Vision

Test d&ne only If night vialon deficiency is Eu-pecled.

Class I, IA, I, and IR for rated air crewmen only:

nomad Landolt ring in radium-plaque night vision tests, 4 out ol 4 or 8 out of 10 typ•cs cor-
rectly at 1 feet after 30 minutAs adaptation.

Field o/ Vision

(:lass I and IA

Field for form inany meridian must ne [owuintr 15 degres of the normal mean (see below).
Must have no scoloma other than that due to the entry of the optic nerve.

Normal Field for Form (Right Eye)

52
62 55
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Class [I and Mn

ktme as for I and IA except may have an insetive pathological t'votoma if It wilt not Interfere
with flying efficiency.

Ocular Movement and Interocular .oordination

Eyes must be movable to normal limits In all meridians. No hwterotropla, suppression of
vision from one' eye, or diplopia permissible. Other maxima fur heterophoria snd point of
convergence are:

Maximum Allowable

Class: I & !A III

Esophorla 10 prismn diopters 10 prism dioplers No standards

Exophorla 5 5

Hyperphorla 1 1 -/2

Point of ronvergence 70 mm 70 trnm

Depth Perception

No error in group B, C or D using the machine vision tester or no error in eiEIhV prneantA!•i.ma
u--ia h= IVhovi•.4_ dept ptrc- rn'i"- apparat-u. Avebraxe error of 30 mm or les- "'" ,'-d-

DuAaJuS appararut,.

kecial Requirem.ýna for C•rutin jPersonnol

Refueling Operator

Visual Acuity (both near and dtstant): corrected to 20/20

Depth Perceptiun; no errors on machine vision tester or Verhoetf apparatus; average
error nf 30 mm or lEss om K-rard-_r'.'.n ap-.ratu.

Air Traffic Co-trol Operator (Cais II) an Rwdr Operator (not including those on air crew
or in air trafflie control):

DlsLance Visual Acuity: corrected to 20/20

Accommodation: hear point corresponding to normal mean accommodation for age

1Ieieropboria: same as for (lass I

Night Vision: normal
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CHAPTER 6

THE VISUAL FIELD

The ability to see and identify an object depends in part on what part of the retina the image
falls. It is therefore important both in visual research and in dealing with practical problems to con-
sider whether the object will be in the center of the visual field (so mhat the image falls on the fovea)
or to what extent it will be away from the center. Charts of the visual field -- the part of space that
can -he seen without moving head or eyes -- ale used for locating objects in terms of degrees from the
line of sight (i.e., from foveal vision) and in terms of degrees from a horizontal radius or other ref-
erence line.

The monocular field (for one-eyed vision) is limited by (a) the refractive power and physical
arrangement of the cornea, lens and retina and (b) the nose, cheeks, 2ad other facial structures. It
varies from some 104 degrees from the line of sight on the temporal side (i.e., towArd the temples)
to some 60 degrees or 70 degrees on the naial side. The monocular fields of the two eyes overlap
to form a binocular field. The visual field can be extcadeJf by eye movements, head movements,
and body movements.

If an observer fixates a point (i.e., keeps his central vision on it), his ability to discern detail
or cole", his brightness sensitivity, nr some other type cf vicual pcrformance can be determined as
"a function of the location of a test object in the visual field. If all the points in the visual field when
"a given level of visual, performance is attained (e.g., the ability just to discern a small detail) are
plotted on a chart of the visual field, they form an irregular ring around the center of vision. For
most types of perfcrmance, lines for decreasingly good performance are found at increasing dis-
tances from the center of vision, but the Ability to respond to low illumination (i.e., rod vision)
Increases for some distance toward the periphery.

DEFINITION

The term visual field, as used here, is defined as that part of space that can be seen when the
head and eyes are motionless. The visual field in normal two-eyed vision is the binocular field;
he field of a single eye is the monocular or uniocular field.

PosITIoNS IN THE VISUAL FIELD

When a person is looking directly at a point, he is using his foveal, or central, vision (see
Chapter 3). He is said to be fixating the point, and the point may be considered a fixation point. The
fixation point lies on the visual axis, or line of sight; this point and any other object on the visual
axis appears at the exact center of the visual field. The position of any other point in the visual
field can then be given zs an angle between the visual axis and a line between that point and the eye.
Tlhis angle is the eccentricity angle -- the angle bý which the point is off-center in the visual field.

The eccentricity angle, then, indicates the distance of any point in the visual field from the
center. On charts of the visual fieid, circles of equal eccentricity are generally drawn about the
fixation point as guideki (see Fig. 6.1).

For precisely specifying the direction of a point from the center of the visual field, a ref-
erence radius is arbitrarily designated as zero degrees. The direction of a point in the visual field
can then be given as the angle between the reference radius and a line connecting the point and the
center of the visual field. It is customary to provide equally spaced radial reference lines on charts
of the visual field (see Fig. 6.1). The line sele'cted as the zero-degrees reference radius varies
with different charts.

To locate a point in the visral field, then, we specify its eccentricity and its direction in degrees
F-r example, point A in Figure 6A. lies 20 degrees out in the field and 300 degrees from the reference
radius. Point B lies 40 degrees out and 150 degrees from the reference radius (or 30 degrees above
the horizontal in the upper left quadrant of the field).
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OBJECT VSA

Al 1

NASAL TEMPORAL
OPFIELD nc.a

ii- I

NA401L T2IJ . E MiPORAL
RF¶I1A RCEINA

ir. •IMAGE

PIgP 65.1 Lvan" Putts on a Curt a twe Figure U2 Dlajrsm boing How Objct on One

Visal Field cc 010 Loft X"e Bussf c Vl'ani Maw pnrkrrwu nu naUO t__?t
Oiber fide w twe toinua

1111 SnrcUam tro tie center of a visual field t. also often given *.i up dtn..nan' r_
$nrac tua ki M .9~ kiM V-W mnew uaoward me viewer'.ia. an~tpdterat to the half to-ward
• ta=eT h-e trns; are Limited to a macocular fld. Obviously, WeW7IWii U of the field intm

tM Midtn to it 5 lo _M-• f %• I - - t in Wb rihhjt rye, " be temporal had is to the loft In the lift
eye Mid to "T IwI' In the rlt0 aeye, Since 4w hed In Figure 6.1 in for a Left eye (&a pbown by the
locaton cOf be lind sWpot, potat V could be located generally as "40 degree. w the temporat aide"
-ar prcisey a, "40 derees out %nd 30 depsei above the horlzontal In Ite uper temporal quadrmtn."

71e terss DnaO and temporal aen also used to describe positions can the retina of the eye; fse
b iraAs the side toward t temple, aid the nal retina in the aide towmad the no", Note,
ho- ,L Iw n th nal field will be imageTl a tVtucp a retia, an an object In ft
temporul field wiO be Imaged on the usn! redtina becauseo UgtE rays cwoa Usa WvnS &!Ao.J.t e.: •% f ere, t o , SO aees from the Visual ads in th- uuA bt Its

j ~ ~ MUN)O A dqe M Rm tti axis co the tW refina. Simlarly, an *Mieetat is up in
he Vist) field will be down on Uhe retaia. Thorsore, wr7 a direction Is specified, the reader

should be ce e to a** whether *U tor Is tlr4 about th object in th visual field or Its image
UKtie rease.

VIAUAL AMULI AND OBJECT EZE

Dimenov&z of objects, like distances from the visual aids, are often c,.renod zn termi Si
viesal angle -- the angle Uobject subtands at the eye. Obviously, the -*--er the object Is f~rom
the eye, we amailer ftU Atual awnge ta it sudbtnds; to convert object sin Into degres" and minutes
of vluztae aasil, Its diwance as well as, !t-- ae snu•tI be known, As - , example, an angle of one degree
is sutended by an object 0.21 inch long at a di6Ldnco of a loot; al . distance o one mile, the sLme
angle is subttendd by an object 92.4 feot long.

LJT11MT OF THE VISUAL FIELD

The visual field In liited by the dSmcrslop= '4 the funconal retia the shinre of the cornea
and still hurther by noe, eyobrows, cmek. bonnn, and other strcture; of the face.

Monocula" rield

First, consider tUe boundarulep d the fie'd of a single eye at rest. Because the cornea bulpes,
Mght from som*wh "Sa'lt th bonem" will strs te It. Furthermore, light an much aU 104 degrees from

"th optcal axie will be z draeled enough by the -!ornen -A lea&_ to lrtz a 6nrlt muc aio n retina
(Mi. A.3). (T•hiz wmp varies with the locatlon If reinal receptor among Individuals.) On a field-
ct-vielon chart, .tko that In Plgur- 6.1, this 104-degree AMt ,ould appeaxr an a circle of 104 degrees
rail, with its cener at the fixUon point cif khp eye.
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However, light cuinot reach the eye from
an angle of 104 degrees in mn~y directions. The
brows cut off light at about 50 degrees in the
upper field; the nose forms an irregular bar-
ricade at 60 to 70 degrees in the nasal field; and

OPTICAL the cheek cuts the lower field at about 80 degrees
AXIS 104* from the optical axis. In summary, the limits

of the monocular field of vision k.re irregular,
C04NEAand they vary with the facial contours and loca -

tion of retinal1 receptors of Iindividuals. The
outline of the average monocular field is shown

-------- in Figure 6.4.

LiG .. Binocul:r:'.C -

When both eyes fixate the same point, their
visual fields overlap a great deal in the center.
This area of overlap -- of true b.nvcular vision-
is shown in Figure 6.5.

Obstructions close to the eye ca a sharply
reduce the area of binocular vision. 'iThe loss of

£AIPIC OO "P90 Y1 APID TMU RYS By l PI3111104 visual field must be considered in designing op-
0'TCEMRAMPM HAIDEJ PWSMID 53, XY1 1919.)9AV tical equipment and any other equipment that will

1?e located close to the face.

E~ffect of Eye and Head Movements
Figure 6.3 How Light 104 Degrees From In the foregoing discussion it was ýs~sumed
Optical Axis is Refracted to Striku' Retina that eyes and head were at rest. When the eyes

(after Pirenne 6 -4 , Fig. 17)
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are -rtu , vison extetded beymd 144 de- T TEST POiNt
-• grinf. "'-Maf t•'l4t abWd where Imital coatmwo
•+ do not ge in th@ way. Boo pM body movements • •

t can*flend vision throught360degreeainall 94:4tJ.i V .i~h
planes. For theme reasons, we do rn ummullytypFy "'"IIAt PoINT

much attention to te limits of our visual field. A POINT

However, tieme limits, togeeiter with the relative ---A
Senst•vIty ot serious parts ot the retina, "o oIf
mejor taiportance In aircraft; ak pilot must often
becomte aware of atxother gircrprtt, a wan ingw- ,---TTIt,1,•-.,;,i1

* cml, or an object on the ground when he is n•tling, -.- 11 "
for example, a target or flight instrument.

Table 6.1 presents data on the averap an-
gular limita of the peripheral field it vision
and ci the range of fixation for five conditions or
head and eye movement raiging from maximum
movement to none. These values are basedon teats
with the Ferree-Rand 9wmeler (parm-• • =-_ _a__,-
described in a l•aer paragraJt). A white mark

ii, was placed on black background, with 61 A a---
foct-•arAmnaa i - Figure 6.6 A Perimeter,

-tgectica (a) Mt the tale. wtiice Lives vain.. for newe and nuftaral he--j a-nd CFA ;QVMeta 1'r CA
part cular Interest. Under these conditions, the total reginm vasibie to a two-eyed wan encompasses

pc Ir: ._e C Th,• k•-,•Ji•,, .sr. Moreovr, uy using mammum heia and eye movement -- i.e.,
withcA mo.•v•l -'e body -- a perpon van fixate an object seen anywhere in the peripheral field by
moderate heed and eye movements; in moat regions he can fixate the obfrct with both eyes.

LOCATING ODJECTS IN THE VISUAL FULE FOIR TESTS OF VISUAL FUNCTIOIN

Visual performance varies with the location of the Image on the refina, and hence with the
location of the objeclt In the visual field. Ther(for., In measuring such visual functions an sen..•_ivity
to brighrmmn- ci' abililty to de0-4- mi c4r4---4 to -4-,A t- chatw- -: .'= Ma. 1:.1-h',t8 obc bring uze
for the test must be placed a knwn distance from the vis•uW sl. Usually, a fzliado point Is provided,
and the stimulus Is placed a specified number of degrees from it To test 'arous positions In the
field, either the stimulus or the fi•xaton point may be moved,

Sometimes the stimulus is placed on a curved track, the center of curvature being located at
the obaerver's eye. Eccentricity Ia obtained by moving the stimulus to the desired polstion on the
track, direction by rtating the track to the desired angle. Devices of this sort are called perimeters
(Fig. 6.6). Tangent screens are often used for central fields.

When texti at visual performance in varlou- parsa of the visual field are made, it is usually
found Utat the ability to perform a certain visual task -- to seat- a detMal of a certin size (visual
acuity), to respond to a certwal love. of brightaers, or to identify a color or distinguish between two
colors. for exammp -- decrease. (or in some cases increpAes) with distance from the center of the
visual filid. If all the points at whichi a minimum, or threshold, level of performance can be attained
are plotted on a chart cl the visual field, they thus form % ring, usually rather irregular, around the
ceter ot vision. If poits are similarly plotted for succesnively higher Jevels of performance, the
result Ia a sries it roughly concentric rings. For visual acity, the ability to discern detail, mich
lines cif equws performance ar called Io.ptat5.

The W•Mty to liscern An object in the peripheral field (I.e., outside of foveaJ vision) Is, as
would be we naod. a functo.• of satre subteided and Jtance from the line ot ,ight. It is also inila-
enosd by (a fte xl* brittw or am obeject, (b) the brIlghmse contrmat at the beet with its
ba,;tWk'.o,,, %L,. cmm~ ,and' color na.rast, (4) movement, and (e) the duration ri1 oxponre.

It ca-n be sam that charts of !:opters ran be very useful in solving problems (A de•ign and
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tactics involving vision. For examples they man help an enginmer determine the size, IlluImsnta,
color, and loaU±1om of an Inatrument that mnt be placed oiteldsl tb oerai gro g q ovflgt lastra-
mnte; m thqy eam help one predict thn distanea it witch a tplot will - aothir aircrl t maing
In free the aide while hit Is lnnrki straight ahead.

Vitsae Acuity*

Figure 6.7 -ap the relative aut (ability to mee detail) feor o-Wed daqtme vision In vari-
oms parts of the visual field The obst vision 1i within a smala ring at the very eater of th field,
Under favorable conditions, thresholds o Ieu than e-hatlf mimnte cd are have bp found in thisS•rox, 7We figures on the targer r~rip shuw how nuumy ti*@rues r an objeaZ mat be to be ooclearly at that pon lUot n to be am at the ceater of tOw ield. It i•U•rodly sae tha utuar day-

light condlt.ms visual ikemty go.s rapidly worse as an objocd prognoses In ma diroclon/ from therenter toward the on the field. At ge dehwre to 10 deslar s out, an object must be a twice as

large its, be seen am one in the centralar-ems.aa 20 degrem to 310 degrees out, It mtvobea&botpm Um"sI lago, aWea

(U"AJ FICLO ?EWORSL rrr"

0 I OPW V W I PFI ~ W E TIC

Figure 6.7 Monocular [~ylighfl A.cuity Relative to Central AcuJlty

(after Duke-ElderS- i)

Drighemeo Xlttvlty

flhferaat parts of the eye are almosrt equally saeltln, to lighMt a1 ayltlgw imlewle IHUslIO
a light s~an ou of toe corner of the eye willi hx*• jst~s a bright is wh4• It he, s with emtaI vtfma.

303
T~de Ii not IC, howeverma n Igh levsl cS Illum~Nat o.0At nigh74"tr, tecne itm y atu

Rqy~~en pxired by7 M~ orocuarp.o Dayligh.t Txuits Rotaiveuito fonra Acit
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I

moe in dayligtW) csmot e very dim lights. But a we go out fitm *a center, the eye beoomes
more and man snstive to dim 11HM. In otwr words,lnlsoanlldlonlsigh isrequlredtoe**anobje.e
(ume ftu. 6,8). no eye sees beat in the acme 10 to 20 degree fo'm the center of the visual field
out in almost any dirncton. For upectffcally one-eysd vision, as tn the us of some periscopes
or telescope; the portion of thi. zone lying on the naal field migst cc fivtlon ts the mlost effective,
siats the temporal fluid is broken between 11 and 20 degrees by the blind spot. Thumdim lights
are bast so= at night by looking slightly to the left of an object with the left eye or to the right
of an object with the right eye.

KEY Ito, to, Go*

3 72 LOG P,0 L OR LESS

3>Z S 513.5 LD) p~pL

3.08-S.13 LOGOL M.:

413-4fl LOG L L

,,• o,,,.Lo, ,0.- •7.-'-

/ -\

40 270, 3000

Fg•ure 8.8 A Map of Sensitivity to Light for the Visual Field of tlie Dark Adapted
Right Eye (after Riopelle & flsvan•," Fiv. 2)

As explatned in Chatper 3, this phenomenon is due to the distribistion of rods and cones in 1Mm
retina, the rods, .w.y from the fovoa, being mwre light-aens"ltive tsan the cones.

Note thaI this in one case in vtich Isopters for increasingly good performance occur outwArd

frot cutral vilatm

Color Viioin

"71- color C4 a" ojac4 vaeri wltN Its poulilbn in the visual field. At moderate levels of illumi-
naatoin all colors apear axq grays at the extreme edges of the field. A little farther in, a blue or

* 69
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yellow can be recognized, but only at positions near the center of the vp'ial field can a red or greenbe observed. Aj you can mee in Figure 6.9w therein a fairly restricted region In the center of the
field of visfun where all colors are seen. Surrounding this zons it a second area in which no redor green in visible an such, but where blue and yellow can he recOgiLed. Kven blue and yellow fail
towudl the Atreme edges of the flold.

14 0 .4

;5" 30

S,0

0 510
T r107

:60:

_ _ _ - _ - .• • " ' " - .- .L . - -

-. RII

YELLOW
GREEN

It,-tic

*~7tMWKEN PP-~MmAm"c~vaa flhorPCTgv 9Pn*WSga or THE
M61AL SbMIfl OF LCWNW APMT FML1 I.*. CIt 11I&s

Figure 6.9 CQata Zones for th. Rlight Eye FAý -~rte 'i U "

Outside the ring for a given, color, an object rtleicUng tha color wilt apwear pray.
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CHAPTER 7

PUR POWE AND) PRINCIPLES OF PSYCROPHYECS

Pub~~~clt~ainvolve the meamirement d 9 ssrM nturnC (the stiazvz
prat.in O tlyorn A hmany types of scientific. research, tha %VrMnt usuailly tries tc;-- F-

Isl Ony oe vrialekeepong the otbers constant Because of sb*v many vartehim that can Itdluence
P- test A wn tfrrjUk rncr=t ct ;ep Ma are U Gsully obtie. Tho experiselur Um gete a range
0C valuesa, a mean. or die dewbkifa from te mean. By mnetx~s derlned from common staatistial
practices, he cain determine whethe affsei~es are stat~t~all&y msignficant -- whente they are due
to chwne alone or to his mnuuipuiaftn a variable.

Payeophouiylcal mstbode wre useed for the following ruwpme: (1) experimental, to determine
how a ch&Nw. in a slnaulus Cfedes response; (2) normave, to determine how doe winke of sanIP 1-
vidual varlims fromn normal vision In one or more segments; (2) meastorement ofthIe stimulus, to
physical du~ractewl5dts are known; (4) weassuremel oi seassic., to derive a scale a( values tot
senesato by such &k prtocene as repartin wham a awmation weara to have halved or dovbled aso
tphsical cbatrantWcs of Vie Slusb are taepd.

*;i!~n x-wsuer augnpr PwU*Mcu = ~aal are tns eawiciart UP ~inwiwV W a stumulue value,
cbsevero we afttn asked to stae ulan they ma ftirM saee objet (ebolt) hrsol) when they

Most nosyrhoflvvuin mMuno& an bawlse o fnr !'"ninaatra= ino ".4 CaGa
error -- stimuli are manwipuISM gftu caromw can sZtate nare eqsi or make some ile piý..dval
jaigateni. Although dkAxiss a rapd mfawd, uwanted variabl may decrease aemLracy more4 In this
method tha in others. (2) MehdM of limits -- stiuli are presented In both increasing ana decrea-
ing values; observer reports whta he can just mm, when he can first notsee, or when two stimuli
artequwal. Errors ma" be ceased by latency to persdist Ine Jdgment, anticipation, habibmlion,
or by tendency to change judgments too so=. 0) Mediod itr conat aulin -- stimulus value. are
presented at random; aobserver judges woether be -a -e Mae stimulus or whswr it is equal to a
standard. This is a roliable method, but rather time -consuming. (4) Method of pcirsa conparlim -

atimuli are presented hi pairs watt! eeerver has Judge whethr each on Ise greater or les" than
sea*T ether otin. TM@4 apInmarfly 4efernm~e 0m- inTdr of n=uentrtmdo

BASIC PRINCIPLES Di PSYCIJOPHYSCAL METID8S

In Chapter 2 we Ircm out that Is pst rnwal meae remets Jr! ohivwfleftary the imobatr-
rahie rtunrne at an tndtidal are measured in terms ifthde stiuldus wrfAkMch thorn; that is, light
transmitted by th simdulu -- usuvally the lntabety or luminance it the source.

Obviously the anwacatlnt d 1WInno the ony characterflc of the rtlmimula ~tb aecWs the
response. A person's abilit to detect and Identy an object may depindv on, for u-9im, die object's
alaso, shape, velocity, distance, -olor, position in the etera field or any combination of these factors.
It Is teardore rxXu weommnon for visual performance to be evaluate in such unite as miles we hbour
of the stimulus, or frlsttmulau calorimeitrIc relts, or angl subtended at the eye.

At thi point, those not well endW W visual science wil want to know bow the characteristics
of the stim~ulu ate varid to t"t vital perormance. end what Im found out bay dnig- this.

That is whet we are go:.qtt explain in thi cheater.

Before we go Into deital, we br" up two gnatal pointa that are beasi to visual research.

We wil usually amanlualate only one varial~e at a time, keplng the other cuinstant Thin is not
always easy to do; a grot many variables itfect visual performance, and it is r-Aotlmee hard to

~~ ,v~wa.u t-afri uawqsq 1v WM fissm reritsiix Uit Wt Lvan exprats' gewo*Peat care In
unw to~ thei. ph~ysim)1-al 9tratriemn a! the ftimulus ccmstent, thas axperimec! may be affecated by
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the characteristics of the person being tested -- the "subject," as he is called, who may have defec-

tive vision or exceptionally good vision, or he may have previous experience in making the judgments

required in the test. He may achieve results that would be misleading if considered as applying to

normal vision. Memorizing the eye chart is the most barefaced method of applying previous

experience, but even an honest subject may be aided by having taken similar tests before, or by

having practiced the same type U visual performance in his trade. (We may set out deliberately to

find out whether experience improves visual performance of one sort or anotiier. Experience is the

vari2ble; other conditions are held constant.)

Because viswal oerformancc v2rIea among .idi.d-..ls, a ....ber of, su.bi.eta .w-. 1-1

Because the performance of one individual variei;. each subject is often tested a number of times.

Sometimes several hundred individaal Judgments 9re obtained in one test. One thus finds himself
with a spread o numerical values of some characteristic of the stimuus, related to t.he spread

between the best and worst visual performances among the subjects. He will then usually want to

derive from this spriad of vA_!%*es a single value or a maximum and minimum that will be best suited

to the purposes of the experiment.

The resits may be expres-:.J simply as a range from lowest to highest score. The range does

not tell much about how the majority of persons iI1Vcore, but it is useful when the extreme limits

of performance are important. Suppose, for exa.;!e, that pilots are being used as subjects in an

experiment to decide how big the numbers should be on an altimeter. (This would be a test of visual

acuity -- ability to make out detail.) If all the pilots meet U. S. Air Force vision requirements, and

all will have to use the altimeter, the letters will have to be designed so that the one with the worst

score can read it. Here, the range -- or at least the low end of ihe ra•,- -- is more important than

the average.

Often, though not always, scores in tests form a normal distribution curve whose general shape

is like that in Figure 7.1; the scores obtained tend to cluster somewhere nearr e middle score, while

above and below the middle the rumber of scores falls off in such a way as to form the fairly smooth

curve symmetrical on both sides.

The arithnnetical mean, which is what the word average means, is the sum of all the scores

divided by the number o scores. The median is the score above which 50 percent of the scores fall

and below which 50 percent fall. Thergo ie average Is greatly affected by deviant scores whil-

the median is not, so that the median will be more realistic than the mean in cases in which one or

two abnormally high or low scores would makat the average considerably higher or lower than most

of the individual scores. The mode is the actual score that occurs most frequently of all the scores.
It is influenced too much by chance fluctuations to be of great use.

In the distribution curve shown in Figure 7.1, the mean, median and mode all fall very close

together. If the distribution were perfectly normal they would fall at exactly the same place.

Sometimes scores will pile up at one or the other end of a distribution instead of the middle and

a skewed distribution results. If the scores pile up at the left end and tail down toward the right, the

dis--D-on is positively skewed and the median and mean will separate with the median closer to the
left end of the distribution than the mean. If the scores pile up at the right end and tail off toward the

left the distribution is negatively skewed and the median falls iarther to the right than the mean.

When the distribution is normal and symmetrical ax siancard deviation (SD) is oftcn used to

describe the variability of the scores. It is a difference from the monan, and it is defined as:

where I N

E = deviation of individual score from the mean

N = total number of 3cores

There are, of course, SDs above and below the mean. On the normal distribution curve 66 26 percent
of the total scores I aLi between the -1SD and +lSD. The SDh thtw lndica..te the ra;-,gc of rcores
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acluend in about two-ttrds of the Individual toots. f the etores are spread out, then R , and
Shence the SD, will have a hig value; this will indicate that many subjects hitae wuth Lgher or lower

mcora than the moon, and the mean Is not a good basis for predicting an• lndivicdul perfotmance.
Sometimes the middle 50 percent o score. is considered. Th deviatlon from the me". W -.-I of this middle group Is leas than s and -LOD wad It Is called probable error (PI). SIX 0.6745 SO on
a normal distribution curve.

at

2• 4-\\ ",•
i• . \. \', "'I'• " ' .' . ' " -' . f x'- " x \ l -

SF-I i

IA STANOARfIt

F"-ure 7. 1 DMn~rflntimim u=i-Scores A-no=al M-2M
Normal Distribution Curve

The aiadod area repreeents the actual data; the smoothed
curve is obtained mathemnatically from the data.

Note that the normal distribution c.rve ad the standard deviation and probable error are not
- theoretical conepts. 'ey are based on an acta dstrbutlmu pattn of scores that haffns to
"- repeat ltself in a great msTy psychologIcal (and biolog•cal) test. They are use" only fra re.ralts

that fit tat dIstributlon poattrn; for other paterns, they Iooe their vale, although they apply only to
tests in which a preat many stores are obta.ned, either through repeatsd teats of a few IndIvidusal or
tests of a great many individuals. There are powerful "Small Sample" StailatIcs avallablo for use.

So for, we have considered oniy the scores obtained In a teat inder one sme of condltioms. if the
experimenter now change. a variable and repeats the teats, he may get a ireat nnt average (or
standard deviation, PR, or mezian). The question now Is, Is the difference due% to chance or Is it due
to the change In the vLriable? The answer depends bot on the variability of scores within each teat
And the difference between the two averages. By standard sttistical methods (see any textbook an

•§-• eta hlc for Cit and t-tess),• L~c, rltlcal ra#io Ri-) in obtained, If CR ia three or more, the chtacoe
are better then 09.865 in 100 that the dff/rence could not be obtained by chance. The dIfference Iw
therefore Pt 4!!Icalls, keanti. For m .all groups, or where vsriables other than the one tested
casint be roHen d rigidy, more caution must be used In decidJAg what is sltUpitically ,lpdhlncnt,
and different calculations are ottn used.

-- Cerreiatn 1; Icnpdaa •hun tevsting to find ait 0I were is a tie-tn between different typens E
perfor'mce. or amle, we may want fo know ff a mon able to detect objects ,nder low
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Ilumination ia also lihel to be -w at recoptiatuag detail at long ciutwace. By ataing the average
saro" of tie Mk Scorersv in a defection teK an cwegring them w.4th tMe magera score of th. mansa
perMso in A visual amity tes~t, & ainclcku at correlalatu is cojculated. it mtay be anywhere from
-1.00 to +1.00; aL value close to 41.00 means that tie who do well in fne tOp of performiance Will do
well in #lu otm'. A value alto* W -1.00 mesats th fte revetres Is trit; dOwe who do well In one can
be eaipected to do badly In the other. A value close to 0.00 riefna thee Is no partkcular connection
between the two types of ability.

PTIRPDRSE OF PSYCHOPYIITC&L TESTS

Now rat we have reviewed some cc Via buicl Issues in Visual testing, let usi conhICr Wne
parpoees of'4nAua tests by psychophysles aehoib.

ExperlmtentaJ1

NMoef it Ut dVaa we cite In Wei book was arrived at by psycbaphyaical methods used for
experimental purposes. Doese a change In a charactierlstc cl the stimulas cause a change In the
observe's response? How does It chamg It? Do"e a chang in rtlaint anergy emitted by at point
soures CMWe a Change in the eOetOnM Sd brig~tnns? V It does, how much it a change? Does a
chaNge In the color of an airmen's life raft uaeke It easier to &ee aalnst a meaof a given color wider
Average dayliWh Illuflast? 7Ue s*Mk abomati redlant sngy Is one it "pwar sceltice"; lbs man

%_1 th -I - -M 4. -M-11 I~q V -W S .WP 2- r YSM . SE! -
ton Mmo nm way-s tua 1 SPryIcm4yi74M1 wwperimmt may be WKn up to help iind me riutwer. Ail
comRi0 Ot'eý aze kept rmoNsta, esp dit me t; be tested; Uhs anv to vuare, ad the obser ver raporm
On M& res1ponse. He Umaj be aske to arep'wt Whether he sees the ligt or object, whefts, it has

In a case like that rd the Life raft, omicnvltlnw-my be xlmuliatM in dhe laboratary, or a 'field
test" mav, ý--- . ate rafts ui Y~fferm colors mway be dropped into 09he se, aW pilots flying toward
UserP ..sLy be asked to rePort wtich k, fthe see brst. fleld tests tend to be much rougher than
laboratoy experisents, boAIt 0er are ue..>'t where conditionst are difficult to etmulate.

In any case, Vie experiment may be repetled for the samne observer and icm different observere
until at stable avetrage standard davitior,., or otter vaxuc ib ubualned for each co 4111cm of the
variable, Thent, wits that vnriabla bal cosan at the value tat gives the bes Lespxaa, or at

IF~aluble vlusWImiWorktss can be emnthicte by varyin ak econd C-arsev ~une of thte stimulus.
By in7sitmonc ecraMc410 'C all nritblon, a body 'C data Iz b~4t V# ", n!ay tell a grea dea about

z±t~ ja~iV~ is -whketcunses tima ee to respond in £ certain way, or &abou such practica
questknos as hown to design Wte rafts. Time resultsa are Pewresed In minums cha~racteristics of thi
stimulus - - lumtnwjww, visual ange A.41 or whatever Is appropiate, to the problem at band. it
Is not alwys easy so decide which variabl pIxmarily dytermittse the response and Which variables
are merely "accesnwles befor te tat" hrl Inauch cases, psychophysics at letar pwovides die daba for
the combined viomi response, mid the dscisbm may bte reached by Be miss of logic or by common
jun50.

ixperlniwn)l ant-M~ can also be iwed f- test. eharmntarlatics a! the subjects. For example,
UMe ray7 tw birought I~ot darkness from a uniformily lighted room and asked to repcxrtwhsn "he can
first Iet A StAnMar Mim lIght Dark sdaataimit Urns auung kadviulisl Is now the varllIe; iall other

Cor'cw Sam oraiat

Ofte= te objective lisnt cowpare O9w response at an lnditvs iid winth &Mo a grmp of normal
observer. let tMwis169 caeg ry n testa90W l out M~A man needs glassesor if -becat; en'SU exnagh
tnnfy. Thtliyc a '~lu ar c I~o~ tozparakuLer stimulus Is mesured 'Thorceulta re
SeJprnSod in, wits aýrwtfte hi, Ow xiutbonlt "au tOe shows hm much the t"tdttal eqpucty
vares fntnn the itormal. The meaawremnd of viwual acuity Is an enn~aple of such psfyrehpkyuleal
teddmimet The snaudsi d~alliatt am ha s&am un~w anttlad endtmutnw in 1. ttw ~aumI6 hftw nl
a largee group of poanl*We "wit ~gj Ttk. In a typical vietal vwuity test, "r; jcta are mined



apart until the observer •,nounces3 he can just discerminaue between them,. Acuty in then aeaesise
in term2.s c v`=-:c angle subtended by the distance between the object3, and the meamurement of
cape.city Is expressud as the difference between normal visual acuity and that of the indiViduaL
(Visual acuity Is explained more fully in Chapter 8.)

Meanurement of the Stimulus

Psychophysical techniques can be used to meanrw a stUmulus in a manner analogous to physical
measurement. That is, the observer compares an unknown with a estadard of measurement in order
to find out what rnmnitude of the stnnde-rA is er-M in the unLknc"-. Mc.a-rn- g ..1"I -" Lr i, an as
simple example of tis procedure. The observer finds the point of oquality; he Is a null indicator, as
it were. In photometry, a spot of light of unknown Intensity is compared with a ca•uirated standard of
intensity. When the sensation produced by the uniknwn is Judged equal to that of the standard, the
physical measuroments of the two are also assamed to be equal. (Usually an average of many
judgments is used.) In hos manner, the physical characteriutic, 0f the stivmlus may he measured in
physical units by psychophy -ical techniques.

Measurement of thi Sensation

In experimnAtl techn-ques, decrberd above, the subject's reaponse Is usually measured in
terms of the chracteristics of tI #tMlmu. Kwentr, Ite galpdmute tomeasure tim aubjecti4
responses (sensationa) to stlmulm And establish a sae *at esxpodas la anteosnet Cf

nua------- m.s IL.-.. Lai u -S . . -tfwa Une mutt ssrsr
inolste the stUmulus chairacterl.Ufc that is responsible for the response, as in expert ent.ti =ethods.
He must then --thutiu fts r-atsarlah.n hsim, nk.ns- i .. *-- f :t " i -

that is, he must find a correspondence between a continuum of sfttmlu vlues Rad a conttrin of
sensaton.- Havirng clone W-s ftlut mmii 0ev11 scale df sWWU~iaie iaslet oin Kei relaive
amrunts of senslaion reported by the sbject and that can be nmtlemantcasly manipulated. Th7is oale

Itl~r :2~ IVffrtn prupoioi " fit &tiilb 'A sticuaiul vajues id amen" Change a
otimulum often produces large changes in sensation, and vice wersea), but each unit of sensation can be
defined In terms # the units on the physical continuum.

In the measurement of visual sensation, some progress has been made tmord ths goal. For
example, we describd in Chapter 2 h * the sensations of color -- hue, briglhtnes, sad laturation --
are mWpressed in tristimulus values related complexly to the wave length and energy emission of the
stimulus. Frequently, scaling ot sen•flionz IF approached by the method of fracti•natIon: the
stimulus value. s fiegwrev-ed or decreaed.. and the obzrvnr r.ugrA whn th sesation #ae•ear in
have halved, doubled, eto, as a result. In working with saensation, one quickly comes to realize that
halving m- doubling the stiznulus does nut halve or doable Vie sensution.

Further discussion of the measurement of "en•alion is beyond tbs scope of this repop.. The
topic was introduced, however, to Illay the notion that psychophysical measurement of the stimulus
Is the same thing as measurement of the asonaUon.

TFE SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS OF PSYCHOPHYSICS

As we have emphasized, psychophysical mrthcda are useful ordy when objective values can be
assignod to the observer's subjective judgments of sensation. Moat judgment•s ( sensation are easy
to make but hard to pin down. We &ay wIth confIder.e that one red is "twice as bright e. uwothfr,"
but othln's will disagree; the final answer lies in te complex relationgsUp of the two sansatoic O
color to aeversl physicki characteristics oa both the color sampli and the illuminai. T'hafefot7,
the researcher often manages his experiments so that his subjects have to make only the simplest
kinds al judgmntmt. By manipulating the stimulus values, he can still obtain detailed data that will
tell m-h about compleit visual responses. For the purposes oi this report, threa ample kinds oi
jud•vont are especially importAnt.

Absolute Thresholds

Perhaps the measest judgment for an observer to make Is to r4port whether or iot a stimulus is
present. Take a sitiiniiiu too weaik hi swain any aan"stlnn t M.i! A5 Rii - ron~ a - .'

reached where the siesation Is first detected. This level is called the absolute threshold. Indivicktal
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Judgments of absolute threshold sometimes vary a great deal. A stimulus of constant physical
prpestieemay be detected on one presentation but missed on the next. An absolute threshold must

therefore be the average of a number of determinations.

Just Noticeable Difference

An observer may also be expected to detect small differences betveen stimuli. Two stimuli
with exactly the same characteristics are presented. Then a characteristic of one (the comparison
stimuluz) is changed until the observer reports that he has noticed a change. The point at which a
lfersnce is noticed is called the threshold, and the size of the change is called a just noticeable

difference (Und) or differential threshld. the jnd can therefore be expreasod in units of the physical
ifiiifus. Jnd units have been used as a basis for buildin•, Ap scales of sensation values, but certain
difficulties are encountered. First of all, the change in stimulus required to produce a jnd varies
with the init•al value ,o the stimulus. For ....... :.. -a li- source i1r sm, asi ight, e iJ,

luminance will be noticed, but when it is bright, a much larger c-ange is requireci. In other words,
when a response increases in what appear to be equal jnd steps, the physical values of the stimulus
must l- ease in unequal steps. It so happens, however, that the sensation sometimes increases in
about the same proportion as the log to the base 10 of the stimulus values (i.e., 10 times more
stimulus produces twice as much sensation, 100 times the stimulus produces three times as much,
etc.). For this reason (and others) graphs of visual performance are often plotted in log units on a
linear scale., Udortuately, the logarithmic relationship between stimulus and response rarely is
linear over the entire range of stimulus values. If this fact is kept in mind, the interpretation of

suail performance plotted on logarithmic scales should not be misleading.

Equality

The judgment of the equality of two stimuliis a particularly useful one. Its importance in
photometry was explained in Chapter 2; other physical characteristics oA stimuli, besides the amount
of lighvan be measured in the same way -- by comparison with a standard. In other situations, two
stimuli are presented that differ in. some phymical characteristc. The judgment ol equality shows
whether the physical difference exceeds the difference threshold for the given sensation. For
example, stimulus fields of identical wave length and intensity would be judged equal on the basis of
hue. Suppose the intensity of one field were increased while wave length was held constant. Would
the hues still be judged equal? For some wave lengths they would; this Indicates that the sensation
f hue Is not determined prm•-aiy bbyM ai.temsity of the stimulus. For other wave lengths, howevex,

--... 1,-"-i-,- U" ws mat hue is not purely a function of wave length. It also shows = whte
parameters (f the two stimuli, each of which produces a different sensation, can interact so that a
parameter 4f one stimulus affects the sensatiou produced primarily by the other stimulus.

CLASSICAL PSYCHOPHYSICAL METHODS

M.my psychophysical methods have been developed for presenting stimuli to the observer and
for accumulating data on human performance from the observer's judgments. Four more or less
basie methods, sometimes called the classical methods, are described below. Most of the other
methods are modifications of the classical methods.

The Method of Average Error

When a stimulus can be manipulated easily, either the observer or the experimenter adjusts the
stimulus until the required judgment can he made. For example, to determine z.cladve de-.th -= .....
nation, the relative distance of two vertical rods is adjusted until the observer judges that they are
cilde by side. Usually many adjustments are made. The final value taken is the mean of all the
adjubthents.

Alth•tgh this method is probably the quickest way to obtain a good-sized body of data, it is often
ruled out because of two disadvantages: (1) The skill and muscular coordination of the observer or
experimenter in making the adjustments may affect the observer's performance; his judgmeri-,;
cannot then be taken as depending purely on visual stimuli. (2) The act '-f making the adjustment may
provide extraneous cues that seriously a2 A the judgments being made. For example, whn a
stimulus is moved until Its size, brightbiess, or depth is Judgeu equal to that of another stimulus, the
rclatir motion of stimuli may p:ovide a clue. While techniques exJe for controlling the extraneous
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a cue. In the spa~tunehs-jy-erqlMmc thm at another method would be
more Waneimt.

The Method of Limits

bhA stimulus (a .hmw to 4he observer *an varied in steps or smometim conlitmosmly through
bohIncreesing =4 dscrvmabq Yalues. Thresholmd Judgments, dWerancs judgmenta, or owuaaity

Judgment. con be obbne4. M acme point Is lb. manies preasatatton, the observer will rem..t hi.
Judgment - - from "prowet" to "not jireseat" t1w example, or from "eoqual" to 'Inot siiAl. 1 Since

* oberver. tWn to becmoe 9sa&hitutd" -- Wo persis In a jodpnenit after they shojuld reverse it -

sffmulun values at the reersal point are awoerage for boith Increasing anddecrmasing proeaeoau'mns-
Nevertheluss, habIhatiom maxy not be the same curb wty; it - -4i ijcix re r we

a limits, aod eire swAt be taken to millmlnate its effects by varying ft starting points of the
series and the sine ct the step or rate cl change used&

The Method of Constant Stimuli

DIN=crete sumululu values fruom a sari es are presculsd in rantoaue order to the observer. To
obtan a threshold value, the obmreer sham wtether th. stimulus mar be detected or aot. Mwe
stimunlus valuee doteted 50 purctnt cif the ti me is t!= token as me Ch.- 6Wua. To obtai a Judgcr±er
of equ*.Jity, the observer states whether fth stimul is ts Sresinr or lIes tha a stuandrd. fle point
4t equality is the stimulus value it whi~ch ties Judgaents of greste or [Lus wre split Wfty-fiL1.WThs
method has erni of the dlaadvantiagu ofthfle fltr* two methlld, Ond It leaI*"& HOeilO to grapIlchl
and staisticral aolulioa. Several vaftlains of tie metod sxant. boWmp,, 3127, 213 pb;i W-

* mo. a ims thain the She !%.- =ZZF -

The Metlwtt of Paired Comperleo

Fruom a nmrop r4 9tilt0 a jt4=- ~s pewt tyae U berVir! hW fleewhi stimuilux o the
JIMaF is matekfr in the chb. IrUcz betiw tested The process Is repeated untl ti'er# ctmulus in
the gremnli Mired with ~n eryaMths rne-Lv ' a- i,,et maica to detsrm"In the order
d 4.;W.atuflt1 W aumuli, but It can be modifed to solve other pwohlemnu. The collectlon ul data and

th. analysts required to arrafte the stimuli In order of magnitude coa be ilaoricue flea many
stimu!I ate compared, althtueh hobrt-cut =metod saint for handling de dalzk.

OTHER TECHNiQUES FOu PRACTICALPtBU !

Up tocWe point we have &custmsed mehods (air dvtarnnlng Whe finest limits of virual. perc~p-7

_ compare thes reativt -speed or Mecuracy with which =e operto ca perform a tAs vmiadr two
oredil~oca. For enaplo, ak radar opra' speed Io dmetetng a plip may be mesajired (1) when fth
pip appears aftmne and (2) wbo its appearancet Is WAacumpsld by an asitory 'tfep." Or, the
In osinwgatAr may find out what Work asets Is nwe S~icwe for perforwmingt task by simp~ly cutn

ý4 the number of operatos required wide *ach seupl. A researcher s~ometlase ins he "ame problems
j Ups the fir~crcy exper toe erigiaerln. Ie trackting down wouces of error to a maeatscbarln
process, It Is often uwaeco~tsial thasdes dOwe prodoeths a perorm a cowfrloked eapermeut

4 mowetiums, in fact, Me equipmet msust be ywfpe sraUMnarmay for wrars to be d@4-rmined.

IIn Larplid viousi ezp=erim xaafia it Is ateem impo~bssi to attain the ideal at clagiag only one
variable %I a time In suc% cues, a tatistical beatsse dt data, such as anariyse at nrlance, must
4@b used to deftrmine which factwrs afect visunal performanice.
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I
l:• CHAPTER 8

VISUAL CAPACITIES, THEI1R1 MKASURIKMENT, AND PROBLEMS OF VISUAL PZRFORMANCE

AIl material in the preceding chapters has been prese.d because it is basic in measuring
visual capacities %W in using lnformaition about visual capacttlee to altack visual problems in mill-
Lary aviaUton.

"Taw primary visual capacittU are described in this chapwer. The ways they are measured ere
discussed in aiwne detail Thhair lpiflic-4a. In mlitary aviation in pointed out. From the mass of
data preunted, four sees of performance data and one set of anatomical data are emphasized h- Iden-
tifying them in the text &a "lasic Curves." Although all the data are Important in some apects of
military avietion, these live sets seem to offer the most concise way of scbematizizw a large mass of
information slabut basic visual functionm aM the variables that alfect them and of orgmanaing that in-
formaon so as to be al tottack and pousuby sove the greatest number of visual prlblems in mil-
I"ry aviation. Mach st of data sahown P different, aspect of vision. Such emphmizes U nonlinearity
ol the viwual system. Crmuiderd together they demonstrate the complex Interactions among visual

Finally, simple visual problems -. problerzq in which the primary variables can be Identified
and manipulated one at a time -- aro presented to demonst•te how performance data may be applied
to visual problems in military aviation owl io provid prmpan-ti for the retaining chapters of Lhi
bo*. No me would pretend th sp U r la five basic xats of data will Mire all vunu proble.
that ariao TiLe 9=4.~scwiM z aLab. - 4& 111 mbt- q&itUti; W.tw Enfl at

applami. mný Uinrar =a1w Wil g ive belitei problem eQution mtit would be possible wlitout them. Even
Y. more tmpowtast z~eza• to ap the dat tv any particular problein ma ldyentifv those aeits rd

t-ies prJmen br whic tLe sta are inadequate and ther effiie•@tply pin-poit critic al it rea for
basic rap rerýýrcbh tn oprýiit thý d= r~za~ta4-y- e.4mipi ., 'Itri pirttcm stui

The visual cajicIttes dealt with are:

1. Light discrim ination, nitmaintgz at: (a) Brightness sensLUvtty, the ability to detect a vftry
dim light.71Iifg~j~jihin dis,.'~rim•.vlon, the abt ~o-di~ct --a ca or diflerence in the brightness

of light sourceiTV lor dtscrlmi urt^ the ability to detect colors. Brightness sensitivity and
brightness discrtmination are measured in convent onal anite Of Intensity, luminance, and brightnes.-
These discriminations vary greatly with the wave lenbt of the stimulus, as well &a with the amount
of light the observer has previmmly been eqxped to and how long he has been exposed. The sensation

. l,_..L.- ," i eta ', hue (red, greeni, etc.). brightness, and saturation n.urity f n•or). Hue diH " -

ctr.....iusuailrc a•euarw-d , Inrmu of wave egth -- as the leUt difference In wavelengththat can.
be dt'tertodaa a difference in hut &%nuv 128 diffexrent to"~ can hr 'asvcriminatedby mrrnaalobucrvenr.

2. Sp.azA discri•inlitiona, the ability to ditlingmah forms and relatiomhips In apace, consist-
ing cd: (&T' al acuity, the abillty to set very small objects, to distinguish separate details, or to
detect chaumtei cotnour, usually mzuesured in terms of the reciprocal of visual angle subtended by
the detail. (b) DistanceiaiLp'ent, the ability to judge absolute distance or, more commonly, the reta-
iv o, distance cotiiiir more @ectU. it is aided by cute learned frWc 3xprience -- perspective,
relative moiol, relative site, dstribution of light and shade, etc. -- but stereoscopic vision, the
disparity of Imaps on the retIna of the two eyes, is the mom Important factor for very near
objects; tests art usually limited to stereoscqpc vision, and distance JudWgment [s sometimes ex-
pressed as the minimum difference in the angle two objects caa ma.ie with the two eyes and still be
perceived as being at different distances. (c) Form discrimination, the ability to dsttnguish objects
Li thu basis o( shape. It Aperpqndo t 1 is•r-, exnt on the obsexirera experience and Other variables.
The goal Is to pick oul characteristics of ihapes that make them easy to distinguish, but only limited
success ha bee achieved in amnalagyin t type of dlscrimL.aUon (d) Movement discrimination.
81rw movemeNI-t are &icted by .4fference in location a• time pansis, g more rapid movemrts
create a stagle •e•tiwon af motion. Measurements are made In terms of mInimum angular velocity
(with respect to the eye), either relative or absolute, that can be detected. Apparent motion Is some.
time se en when there Is in fact no motion, as in moving pictures or after a steep bayk In an aircraft.
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3. Tempral dtrisc tion, arising from the fact that sensations do not foUow instantaneous-
ly from stulus chav . The umot important is the ability to see flashes of a flickering light as
separate rather than an a single, steady UlZhW

LEVELS OF RESPONSE IN VISUAL PERFORMANCE

As we have pointed out, it is convenient to consider visual performance in terms of stimulus
ad response. By stimulus is meant a characteristic of the energy Impinging on the eye. The mean-
ing of response is more complicated, because resnonse occurs at several levels. At the most funda-
mental level, the response may be taken as the nerve impulses set up when the stimulus acts on the
receptor cells of the eye. At 1he next level, the respose would be the sensation produced by the
stimulus -- the first zarenesofan image, a color, oralight. On a higher level, the sensation com-
blues. with memory to creatf p1e-rwcetion -- tube first ftll recognition of what has stirrLlAted the eye.
Fimally, response may be a movement of the eye, the head, or the entire body in reaction to what has
been perceivedL Such a common stimulus as a red traffic Uibt produces responses at all four levels.
First it sets up impulses in the optic nave. Ch arriving at the brain, these impulses giva rise to a
m eamngles color sensation of red. Within a fraction of a second, the driver's memory informs him
that is kind of red sensation means he should stop the car; he has now pr'ceived the light. Acting
on his percepion, the driverieaises his foot and puts it on the brake; this action represents the f inal
level of response. When talking about a driver's response to a red light, we may be referring to any
or all of the events in this sequence.

By vlual perfr we mean the observer's responses at any or all of the four levels. It is
ore important Mat the kkind of response or the kind of performance be specified in every case.

The visuaL scientist, however, is primarily concerned with performance at the sensation and percep-
tion level fI only sensation lswinvolved, changes in performance can be related to changes :n the
stimulus; as we bave seen, one measures this kind of visual performance by measuring the stimulus.
At the petrAeptio level, however, a "something else" is added to the sesaadton that may be ii~epend-
ent of anyt'tg in the stimulus itself Furxaemmple, the "something else" in the perception of the
traffic light was tbe meaning of the red light: that the driver must s;top. This meaning could not be
obtained by measuring or plotting wave lengths, tristimulus colorimetric values, lutinance, or any
other attribute of the stimulus. Fortunately, however, most kinds of visus l performance with which
we are concerned can be exressed by me2surLng related characteristics of the stimulus.

VISUAL CAPACITIES AND THEIR MEASUREMENT

Visual capacities (or kinds of visual performance) are discussed below. Each has been classi-
fid accordine to the stimulus characteristics primarily responsible for it.

Rod and Cone Population Curve

The curve in Fteure 8.1 is sim .ly an "anatomical plot" -- a plotting of the acta nmamber of rods
and cones per unit of area along a lino from the nasal side to the temporal (temple) side of the retina. *
Although introduced previously, it is presented here because it provides the anatomical basi, for the
curves of visual performance that follow. If one knows the part cf the retina on which the image will
fall in a particular visua task, it is then a simple azatter to read this graph and determine the propor-
tion of rods and cones involve- (Lt• cn be assumed for most purposes that the density of roris and
con•e follows the general pattern of curve 1 in all directions outward from the fovea.)

You can see that the density of the cones is very much the same throughout most of the -etinl,
with the exception of two aret": a very small central area in the fovea where the cones increase
greatly in number, and In area in the extreme periphery where there is a slight buildup. Rods, how-
ever, ari more unevenly distributed. They are entirely missing from the very center of the fovea, an
area that subtemd about one degree of visual angle; they I'r•..*, in number in all directions out from
the fovea, and recti (heir greatest density at about 18 t,, 20 degrees from " center. Beyond this re-
gion, the rods decrease in mumber out to the extreme er!•cry. The other arK- depicted here is the

_ -- h• i _ . whore :I:.ea- iVeav tMe eye. It Co.ai=•s no rods or cones.

"•T•, knatorrq the iye In. described In Chapter 3.
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; \ I •tam ii largely I "ble for dtetaiolaad color

/ I ~\VA ROO VIS!ON vpiom, while the rod syustem provkdea for de-

/_ i •tction al small amounts o ight. Different re-
a- s -g" - iLons ot the raon ar specialized for these

"I i t�s]ks. Detail vialm ti besk s the fovea, where
I canes are dense, and poor ~A the periphery of

the retina; here rods are more mmatrous than
W) kcon", sad sensitlvy" to email amiat. of

' ight is highr th anI the fovea.

0 4. Light DiscriminationsM VIION

VI In Chapter 2, it was explalae that the

Ieatc iAblhnnI o ntgfatithe rate of taamaflnl of radiant enorgy, but
dspemi also cm the wave ntb o that nmergy
within thvie Ibs spectrum. For this ,o..,,t L - light is measuro in arbltrary unite based an

40,0 "O0 00o .1w, the internatonal candle PMd scaled hi accori-
VIOLE[T ILUC GRqE EN. YC:LL• ;i.a 'j..ce with the asu iivity ofl the eye rather than

WAVELENGTH IN m•the amnount of energy. Thu eyslof ability to re.
4pond to radiant energyf i limited to a very

Firwe 8.2 Qzr.,I: Spectr hlUr• 'lSrivty narrow band of urve lengths.
curve

Aelaie nftltivity to radmnt flux p tctral Senlitvty Curve (1_asic Curve 2).
a iwe-f on of wvelesgik (dat from Thin curve (VI. .2) was chosen because
Hebt and Wfl,,,8s 3-7) it mhws tie difference n sensitivity of
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the two types of photoreceptora, rods and cones, over the ertire visible spectrum; and it shows this
difference in a way that removes some of the common misinterpretations that follow easily from
other graphic J! reprt=zt-ntations of this function.

As we proý'ress from cone vision to rod vision, we see that the r gion of rnaximum sens•itivity
shifts from 555 rL g to 510 mra. Actually, when luminance is decreased from cone to rod leve s, the
change from cone Io -:-xi functioning occurs gradually. That is, as the eye becomes dark-adal ed,
sensitivity increas ,: y and the peak wave length becomes shorter. The process coul I be
representead by a su,.-es of curves movihg up and to the left of the cone-vision curve, with eac peak
of sensitivity moving closer to 510 mu. Rods are much more sensitive than cones to radiatio. from
the short-wave end of the spectrum and are about as sensitive as the cones to radiation towar, the
long-wave end of the spectrum. Generally speaking, the rods require much less radiant energ for
vision than the cones; however, the rod response is achromatic (i.e., colorless) while that of ti ?cones is chromatic. Vision of the dark-adapted eye in low level illumination (using only rods) q
called scotopic vision. Vision at higher levels (a cone function) is called photopic vision.

The characteristics of the eye described above are often quantified In the form of photopi and
scotopic relative luminosity curves, as illustrated in Figure 8.3. The scatopic r 'lat_'e lu:•-Onc .y
curve in this figure shows that if sumeone looked at a very dim, equal-energy spectrum (a light
source emitting equal radiant energies at all wave lengths) after spending 30 to 45 minutes in t_.e
dark, the different parts of the spectrum would not appear to be equally luminous. The photopic
curve shows the relative luminosity of the varlous wave lengths in an equal-energy spectrum when
the intensity of the spectrum is well above cone threshold; the eye has been exposed to a fairly high
luminosity level before the measurements for this curve are made. The curves in Figure 8.3 show
the sensitivity of the eye under extreme conditions. When the luminance is decreased gradua ly from
photopic to scotopic levels, the transition from cone to rod vision is also gradual.

The different curves in Figure 8.4 were obtained at five luminance Vivels ranging from cone torod levels. Notice the gradual shift in the luminosity curves and the increase in the relative lumi-

nosity of blue and blue-green lights (wave lengths below about 510 mA). This shift is called the
Purkinje shift, and accounts for the Purkinje phenomenon.

1 FT
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Figure 8.3 Photopic and Scotopic Figure 8.4 Relative Luminosity
Relative Luminosity Curves Ctrves at Five Luminance Levels

(1 Is the lowest luminance; 5 the
The pt otopic datz are fi orr. hlghest.)The gradual shift Inthe
- ibh, and Tyndal; th-e sc,1 -), luminosity curve is called the

topic data from flecrnt and Purkt: je shift. Data from Wal-
Wi,!l:,-,m. (aft(,r Chapanin, terp and Wright, (from Chap-

'ig, , 5 p. anis, Fig. 6, p. 11 8-5)
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Tahe photope and secdopic relative luminosity
ctrves shown in Finvrei.ibare fretuentlymisinter- of M .DW WE o 91: A ,•o(
prlted, i ecauset is s often rt appte recdatl id that each 1ROP I"W"~tN PACTIORS IN UNlDERSIEA WARtFARE.

of the curves ie drawn relative to its own maximught 0 By ,tM, OF TiE s TVIOL ACADEMY'I

This misunderstandisng leads th the ftrequent mis- ,
Stdeement thmt the rods are not be sensitive to the z -;

red as are th e tes t H nd ho relothve lumi-
noslty curves are replotted in terms of the amounts i s6
of energy involved, as is done in Figure 8.5, it can be
seen that the rods nre about as sensitive as the cones Co
to radiation frcm-,t~he long wave length (red) end of 1- % !
the spectrum up to about 660 mng. 5 Cr CONE

Brightness Sethitevity. Braghtness sensitivity, o f0Sor the ability to detect adi-m light, is of great _> z

importance in the detec rion of objects both inside co

a tthe light source is invisible. As the amount ofd(
light is increasedt a threshold value is obtained , 18
at which thye e :p rJust able to detect that light is o r-aio
Spresent. It has been found that the threshold valuear

sdepends on h,,w much light the subject has been g- oten.used, al-3
exhused to before the test and how long he hasbeen
testd to that light as well as on other pre-ex- fh y a ou scond t
posure variables; it may be said that the eye is WAVELENGTH aN rn d

more ri r less sensitive to light, depending on its Figure 8.5 Relative Amounts of Radiant
state of adaptation to light. Thus, absolute thresh- Flux Required to t stimUatcatio i,, s acpie.
old$ c-sr light intensity can be measured either Cones
B • •the maximum brightness sensitivity of thefully adapted eye or to determine the degrees of These curves are replotted from

adaptation to darkness or to any le- u el of bright- data in Fig. 8.3. (after Chapanis,
ness as a function (if related variableih. Fig. 7, p. 128-5)

The usual procedure for measuring the sensitivityof a dark-adapted eye is to light-wadaptthe eyefirst
by exposing it toa known high level of ollum inationfor a specified period of time (this is called pre -adaptation).
This procedure insures that conditiis will be equal for all subjects at the begirningof dark adaptation. Then,
seated is darkness, each subject is given tests at regular intervals (sre-minute intervals are often -dd, al-
though much shorter times are used ab the beginning of dark adaptation) as he becTres dark-adapted. Eachtest consists of a series of brief flashes of a light (one flash may be made about evei y 3 seconds), thce brightness

ofl tlv sityllduucreane i sned with each exposurel until the subject first reports that he can see it rasending
seriesof thol 'rire to cLa, or the brightness Is decreased until the subject first faij to see it (des( ending
series) , pc .urc t e ia continued at intervals for some 30 or 40 minutes, until adaptation is complete. The
3uccessive thresholds thus obtained, when plotted against adaptation time, yinld a curve of dark adaptation.Brightness sensitivity, of course, increases (and the threshold decreases) with dark-adaptation time.

Somewhat the came procedures are used to obtain a light -adaptation curve -- a curve that shows the
lowest brightness level the eye can respond to after various periods of exposure to light of soine constant

a ,h:,T. The subjec t ma be dark -hin retaorla bt 10 minutes; then he isch , nt bc with an evelry
ghte hefeld ol a specioied brightness. At variouet intervals this "adapting" light field is t',,eh)d off, and a test

object is flashed in the dark at a low brightness level. The subject reports whether or not he sees it. Thecycle is repeated until many measurements have been taken over a series of time intervals. A light -adaption
r,irw(, Is then plotted. This curve will be different from a da rk-adaptation curve. That is, the brigh~tness son-
Fi it iv ity waill decreas, r-, 1rnd the absolute threshold will tnc repse) wilth time of expostvre to light.

TF.st objects are generally small circles or squares. Sometimes a broken ring like the letter C is "sed;
th,. stubi-rct in required to locate the break, so that the tester can check wvhether the subject actually sees the
,t J,•'t T)'.,w 1,i.ure that the z.am-e portion of the retina Is stimulated in each trial, the sL )ject is gen-
c'rally V~lyo,,, Fiome object to fi;,te when the .nti.mu!.b. is not visible. To eliminate variab, it3' due to
,wl, ,I:.,, Il,L tle~ subject may be given i rhiln rest or a biting bar" (which may even be wa'x impres-
,4imn (if thi, wibject'Fi own teecth).
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Dark-Adaptation Curve (Basic Curve 3). This dark-adaptatioo' curve (Fig. 8.6) has been selected

as one 'JA bie basic curves of visual performance, because it illustrates part of the tremendous

sensitivity range of the eye, and also illustrates how the eye's sensitivity behaves as a function of

time in the dark.

2 PRE-ADAPTING LUMINANCE

,tDAMO.FROM NOW V1 149, A SJMVAWY1 ,o1P C PREIDPL.& ST A. CMPACM I
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Figure 8.6 Curve 3: Dark-Adaptation Curve

Increase in ability to see, measured
as luminance that can Just be seen an
a fune'Uon Of time after lights are
turned ui.. (after ChapanlO8-5)(datafrom Sloan 8-13)

Note: While the luminance of an extended source is strictly speaking the light emitted
per unit of area per unit of solid angle, and brightness Is the visual sensation in re-
sponse to luminance, they can usually be taken to mean the same thing for extender,
sources or reflectors of light. (AOy source of finite size Is considered "extended.")
Both are designated by B. It will be remembered from Chapter 2 that 1 lambert is
the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface emitting 1 lumen/cm 2 . Lamberts; can
be used to designate the brightness of surfaces that are not perfectly difftusing if they
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been selected ARPPer as bright an a per•estly diffusing suface froe some viewlig angle (in deidon case, the 117le mhould be Indicated), One M11111mbert . 10-3 '-amberte; It is theýtwonf moat commonly aed unit for mmun0mentw ot brightlcs. For very lo levels, theStusOmicromflitbLmbert (u ML) in sometimep used; I unL = 10-9 lenmber s, However,
since the Aensation of briihtneas ie usually rougly Proportjons? to logl &e thebrlghtneee value, mnaurod ndusm are often converted to Ilog Mlferomlcrohmbsrflol (L) U poL a 10- 12 lanbenst) for plrntiw curve such u Figure 6.6. It canbe seum that 4 log uwits w 10,000 " P2 10QmL; 5 log unite a 10-4 mL, etc.It Is Interesting to note that the darkhadaatlo. curve In Figure P.0 has two distinct parts. The firstbegins with a very rapid decrease it the threslWld and ends with a leveling oil after about 10 minutes In thedark. The value during tis leveling offperiod represents W Iow•( 2M thrn.,Lu -•Uw lmtmest lightthat capi be seen with cone vlsoq attn the cones (J.e., the !oval receptors) are fully adapted. I agneraJ, thecones will reapod to a range oibflgitnenee from about 0.004• L up to abot 10,000 eL. Th" second s•ementbegins maabout iOmnulandcontinue a up fanal levelingff, wheh occur. anywhreafrm 35to 456mn-utes aftor adaptaton huabeg.un this final value represents the lowest J Dthresold. The ro respond toarange of brghtass from aboutO.004 mLdowzj toDO.O0 mL. Color can uwma•lybe recog,,zd duAfl thedecrewse ne threshold that occurasa cone senit Uvly Incrman during the first salt or aninamnutes otadaptation. However, during the Seconl lecresem in threahnolddue to thne Lnc reasen the od semnuiuivity,

color, are no longer recogi abile; a test lght of any color altys appears achrom.atc although the thresholdobtained will sgll boa tuncuon of the colorof the test light.
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Figre&r 8.7 Dalrlk Axlpapteio as a Function of Figure 8.8 Dalr'k Ad•eittnor as a Function of
in rtl on of PrMMA I-ht Infin-Aity of Previous Light

Ddlarbaa~ loa curves for am sub,*ecl Dark-adlotn curves for one subject foI-Sfu~olrlovn exqposur* to 14hi 01(447 raL lowing exixsuro to lights of vierioua cile-for vaurious duimm"al, Only W• rod axac-s for four minutes. Tho broken linvi(oromr of •'as, curve 2, shp, her*. Indic~ate thM color of the lost light (violet(Aftr tapsa, Fg. 1, P Ise$)eould be ite~ffled at threshold, (aft~er Clia.(data fro Ifir) pan"o, Fig. 10, p. 1711-5) fd,.ta from Flatg,
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Light sensitivity ata given moment depends On the length of (tne Il ie eve hoS beer expilsed to a cc; 1al a
level... R ind ,e yloligh!are: o1fi thlluiinon and (2)tlo

- -iTnterz..aityofprovleJa logt, (3) theiaze of the te•t object,(4) the eolr rnf the pre -axpoaure and the teat light
used for meamurlng saenItivity. ard (5) the region of the retina stimulated. When we measure the effect of
"theme varlable. ondalrkadaptAtion, we tot curves such a. Figures 8.7 through 8. 11. J,
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J' 1InDark-adaptsfnn curvee n easured with
0 ll 0 lights of different wave lengths. AP-

MIIVTES FN 04"t though lights were equaled inl brigtht-

I • tr Ix'ildiy. they are i-no innger

",_terruin bright even ,t rune threalv.Id.
711P differences are:further exaggper-
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Figure 8.9 Dark Adaptatlon as a F'unctiun of

the Area of the Texl Object

Dark- adaptation curves for centrally
(laste area.s -of diflerezit slat-. (aifter
Stevens, Fir 17. p. 9478-1B} (data
from H-ch et ail)
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tin -dalUo__._inp A__to. It has been "Wif"M I

in the retint dark-adapt, bt dark-adapted rods 4 ii arM much more sensluve to low levels of lllu-
imination than dark-adapted cones - - that Is,

we can detect much Gbamer lights with rods .' FIELD IN
ithia with cones. On the other hand, Ilnevlisuam a . "--"- - - OIFFERENT RETINAL

acuity and perception of color require cone - \\B PITION•S
vision. So, although the rods are very Penii- 0
live to light, piure rod vision is suited only for J
seeing outlinet and large contrasts; for t•ore 2 .......
acute vilion, #s must have enough tight to
stimulate the c'nes. In dealing with dark
adaptation for flying, one must therefore take
Into account the kind of vision required on the I
"mission. MINUTES IN DARK

otuWhenever a ilot s iook into the drk Figpre 8311 Dark Maptation - a Punction of
Soutside his aircraf and ckan Informaton the Regon of the Retiran Stimulated

"" thro vseion, am* 4gr ol dark adaptation

t be Wated, m- whm laree oM AI Aft to be 2-degee lmt otbect ce at TuO"
OF 0-d-Luk somUN e the S Pr..t' CA a OLaiha -in -. &.fnI- -Pori-a ..

nignti stry or Mia Maurr-d cmtflne of a neailq air - (ofter SteeNs, rig. A p. 9479&15%
craft, rod vision is reqred. On te other (dala from • .Haf ..t end "-.d)
Io i•, W daiw or coa must be ween, such as

.... ......nt nrcrafl A--0 '--- markaric-- ra, d~ to tet &_ sin, and lbs ilk., t.hn ronm
vi..n I- rcul•r.d; In thi im, adaptation to flmum rod senaltivity way be uuperfltous.

x-et us first suppose that the operational mltmton requiore cmplete r adaptatio. This
,.condition can be obtansed it .hs pOAi or crewmnan Is completely protected from any tight stimulaliwa

"for at least thirty miuts boteors the flight. Saying In a compltely dark room and wearng a tight
- blindfold are the most certain ways it obtalidng rod w*labton.

NHowevr, keeping a ma bn before flight prvent him from making final checks, rening
w charts "d weather mps, and other e•ssil activities. It ha. bow fnd that a pilt or crewman
' can aw-4d these diflicuss sand sEtd 'b"ain a soat! oatory deg a dark a•alspiioun. ht in ex"osed

emLt. ti es 1 U09 forWM tsc i~lrfl7 .... bdore flisA.4 To mleaft thts, lock at &he red end at the
eenlttilvty curve, F1gu 8.2. Note that at 800 mg the rods sad cobrn aes abouut equa llwy Pe ilve,
but the comes ar nearly at *ther hlghfst possible menttlvlty, wbhil the rods are capable Of much
pater senolUIty to lAght around 50 mp. Tfbluaw d light, which Is Wdgapt for good cone vision
(permitting reading ad other activiUlms while adaptig, has rela" ly Little affect on rod adaptaion.
Hence, wearing red goggles for 30 minutes balmre take-aC, or saying In a ready room with red
iliuinnaUon, gis" a pCi or crewman i•dstactery rot admptaffon for night flying.

However, the eitustio, Ic quits different In propmfOr fn=r nlipt operation@ raquiring miAmum
cone adaptation. As we have j)st noted, coam are relatIvely sensltivp to red Light; for practical
purposes, the cones can become just as dark-adapted in white Illumination as In red illumination ci
the asme brigtness.

Th eate at wh•ch cons acieve masiun=w sonaltivity depends on the brightneess a the light to
which they hayve beat exposed adM e leng of tie they have been expsed to it. 7he time that one
sho•ld allo for dark sebptstdo also dUp1a on th 'oni ci sensltivity to be attained. However,
coran reach p- .;lsUtvity to brtlgtbes after only live to tea Indaute In comnplet darkness, even
after exposuire to hig levelso tll W umination.

After Mie cones are fully dirk-adqae4 t •an be expsed to low brightness for a short time
and then regain Y-71 dark adptaton almost immedately -- wlthin fliv to ten mcond after a return

-nUnMa In 6co•r6y to thl fairly common aiscmncepion that rods are not at all sensitive to red light.
• Ill
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to darlmow. For example, if a pilot looks at a chart for a short time nder low illumination, his
cone sensltivity for objfeU in the night sW Is fully restored in a toaw secors. By a "short Qme"
and low brglihtnes" we mean exposure to something le s than 100. foot -lan•bort-condM.8 -V (one
htmdred ft-L-mwc w exposure to 10 ft-L for 10 mee, to 100fi-L for i w, etc. Ten foot-lanbsrte can
be thought ai as roughly the bri•gmess ofa sheet of white writing paper lllunrlnatOd by a 10-watt
bulb at a d•st•e of one foot.) Furthermore, if the fovea hns been adsard to a ww brlghtnsa
somewbat above complete darknes -- 0.1 or I foot-lambert, for ezample -- it can be exposed to a
small lidtloaal brightness (apin perhaps up to 100 ft-L-ie) without basically altering Its sensi-
tivity.o~

rk adaptation of the rode (i.e., tbs area outside tib fovea) Is a different matter. As Indicated
above, some 30 minutes in darkness or in red Illumination are needed for maximum rod sensitivity.
Furthermore, dark adaptation of the rods is harmed to a much greater extent than dRrk adaptation
of the cone by a brief exposuro to low illumination. Xbpose of the rods to 100-ft-L-sec causes
alarge ioes of ehslitvIty; at leat two minutes In the dark Is required to recover It.83 4  To compli-
cate matters, sensitivity differs at different locations in the periphery of the retim At I dogrees
from the fovea, exposure to as little as 0.01 ft-L-sec produces a moesurable decrease In sensitivity.
At 6 ISn 18 degrees, on the othlre hand, there appears to be little los In sensitivity after exposure to
a mu•Qh as 0.1 ft-L-aw.

In summary, then, the following preflight proceur will ensure thit piot and crew are Puff -
ciently dark-adapted in ftighL' (1) N a pilot or crewm An st doetet dim light or dark objects in
flight, be usoudwnr tUgM-ftt-h'g red goglesm or be exose oniv to - Illum-leton for at 2lut a
he-f hour bekn fl. aa v,•d•d- -n- a e -•--_=J .. ;..t.. a , ,..s •.•.• i• .unu r, for Oven an instant.
(Z) Uf yun vision is to be used In flight -- if pil'at or crewman aust tiscriatnate email objects or
fine detail -- five to ton hauts in 0001 to 0. 0-. . fn t 6' •.--.•l.w lK ,fia provuie eough
adaptatot, In this case, brief e•rxo as to somewhat hicher illuminaltn wI• 4•, ilt ,-

At amluld aido be rememberedthAt dark adaptation must he maintatned in flight.. Thirty mliwf e
of preflgqi -4 a4mplt!i.n f, uffele-s tez If MA rac4ki li•wrwemite are illuminated with, may, one foot-
lamnbert o whdte light. On the other hand, there to no such thing as ovnralpta'oe in night flyIng
Tint is, con vim•Ias in no way Impaired by 30 inutes of dark adaptation for maximum rod canai-
tivity. In oth r worde, when In doubt, apt for 30 minutes in red illumination.

Brglhtwas Discrimination. Brighties discrimination is the ability to detect emall changes
in the JTj1 or ial-Rifference between two light Aources. Above the threshold values
at which light can Jus be seen, the eye can dIscrimtiate small cheeps or differences In i•rMSty.

Meaarmmct h b.-&-oa fterMI.-itlor. lb hwde by obtining differential thresholds. Usually,
inveatigators toet the anillty to dlecrlmlante wfwthar a dlfsrnve exitts betwme light sources
seen side by side. In general, the method Is to present a test field and a comparison field so that
they touch. Etirthe test field ai surrounod by. the comurlson field or a split field in preented,
W(M tent and e•ha o.npmrieon. When the ftst and the comulrson fields awe equally bright, the two
fields are indistingulshable -- that ls, the bord&, betweme them tends to dlaajpear. I the loet field
Is made brightar or dLmmter, a point will be reached where the fields can just be distinguIshed,
and the difference in luminamce oIs the diffrenace threshold.

When an object is viewed aginet an Ulumonated bakromund of the same hue, the difference
between the brightness of the object and Its harkground must be above the difference thresbotd
before the object can be seen. The relationtshp between thlm brightnesses is called ?Jihtmmne

squat CuMr1MvMeR Bac Curve J. Epree as A a Percent, Courant i,@qW lu A1/11 x 100, vwtre AS Is Ute diffeeJnce in luiaw otri ~ mA du * -
grauti and B is lulaan.e o alckgromid, Curre 4 of Figae 0.11 show that de tSreetld
coatrset -- the lest contrast reqiprod for an object to be defteied agios its bafromd--
decreoas as luminance, Inreases, =W it r•ache a Limit at a hih hmlom an me ordtr
of 100 millinazberte). 74T1 mnm t that Ow cty of "w ams e to idetc dtl•fbrem
in the brightness of objects Increae a Illuminaion tiramses, Ml
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Figure D12Curvmie 4 otatDiciial/ fet&z= mn so

shun. (after Boer & Grethatr- 3 ) (thi becomes unimportant. (lft r Handtr o ok,
from BlAckwedWt TpZ4C, data of Lamirst aerh1)

Incresses with the size of the test obJct. Thet sharp discontinsity in the curves occurs at the huml-
iaIt eamis r- where the eye shifts from rod vision to cone visbnm.

he cantnat threshold Is affected not only by such properttle of the htimurl y oansity of
andtsount~nd -. a of theeua• ubjectbui also by thel shrae of the stimulus, (2) wave leb of the
timuhtm and(S) region olthe rcnaatisulate_. Tbhe suroe in Figure B.13 through 8.15 Illistrate

luhes factors.

Color Discrimination

In Chafter 2, we. poirted out that t he sen mion t of :okr conassts of at least three components
complexly related to phylical characteristics of the .timuhus and to the IthlnIns wnder which the
stimulus Is viewed. hese components are hue, saturation, and brightness. th hue of in Object --

whether It is red, green, vdolet, etc. -- is mnst clsely rela l the iae lave 'mnath -- 1th of the
Igh It emits or rel ets; this relaitonkahip An be seen when swaght is spit Into components of

dWferent wmv lengths by passing It throgth a slit ad a pti-m. Saturation, the petty of a color, is
rolutd tn the amcont of white Ulgh mixed in with the color; It often depends In Large arit on the type
and amoIunt of llwni.S. Brightnd is related to the rate of transfer of luminmos eney -- ther

uroel ., per steidna. per ni. t _- , a. ,.: L'-!,i Ismbnfts. We also explae, din Chapter 2 that color Is
swaelly specified in te rms of all three components, the most com mono systems heft~ a trlstlmuliu system
suh a the ICI oracolor solIdeuhasthe Mmsell solid Methoh ofinesuflngthethreeeompmoats
a~re doocribed separately bs.7w. Haweweor, since the three interact to some seten-- for ftxample, £
brigh rod will appear to besadidfrezt hue than a dultl red of the same wave length - - one must be care-
fli when measuri4 ng cmComimett't to keep the rther two as nearly Constant as possfible. Conversely,
as we gW~nted oi in Char'e4-r 2, the equipment designer must t1hInk of more than the spectral color if he ailms
at 'nukfteobjects, diasU ,ur chrt reiadbans steaid cmA. He must choose a, color that wili be bright enoughi o,
be legible under all conditions and that will be visible wadr *ny type of ilhumlinaulon thnt is to be
un-,l (Tmrh-aýMt mearki3n=a g= a;on , ui-cails.. tarts, iur sam ple, simply vanish under red light.)
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Fig~ur 8.14 Cfl&s Thna*,'d "s m p-.ct= -rigr 8.10 Contras Threshoid as a Fuivcton
at Wavolenpgt at mUflwah pe!" P n-111 o the Ratiz-.A &int-uiitl

"Dzlghtness chseneininattoa for Uth red, Just noticeable dMilronve tn ref4#nsl 4ILk-
Orm--*, !#-1i0w1 , Mr. tI b kia pia manation am influenced by iliwnlnation for
the spestrai. Thae labolln an the ordl- foveal and peripheral vislon. In peripher-
nat- .pl" to the dabt for yellow (575 al vsion, where rods predomlnate, frimn-
min). The ormang m -vd curves have tMOO frOm rod to tone Vision oecurs at
been raised 0.5 snc 1.0 log uWit rnpec- higher IlWua mai level. Dilscrlmini.on
Uvely, andr hose for pmeso and blue have li gnerally poorerl periphery thanl in
been loved 0.5 Pm- 1.0 log uait re- center of visual field. (after Hancljix*,
spectively. (atter MIost , Fig. 86, p. 957) T2-3d, dclata 41 Seleh -l)

(datan of Hechi t at 610 4 5 )

H ims DiscminatowL In teoting the ability to discriminate hues, the chief Interest lies In what A

hues ran be discriminaod rather then In whether a partalhliar hue can be seen. Hue discrimination
"Is usually measured In terms of the smallest difference In wave length that two test fields can have

and stilt be Interpreted as of .dferet hues. The subjects In the test start at one end of the vlatec
spectrum and work through to dhe other end. The procedure Is to start with two coparlson fRlids
reveiving the satr, wave length. The wave Iciigth S one field is changed until the observer can
detect that i hue difference exists between the two fields. NJext, a third hue tim cm just be dis-
tlrnguhed from the second iL established, an the procedure It continued until all the distinguishable
hues In the apectrum lave been covered. With good Illumination and saturated colors, some 128
hues can be distinguished on the basis of this kind of comparison, but the eye's respnse Isf by no
means propýrtional to wv2 length; the abilty of the eye to discriminate hums varies consldetably
with the portion of the visible spectrum invc1ved. It Is greeates at two separate parts of the spectrum,
the blue-green and yellow (Fig. 8.16); here, wave-length diff.caxrces MA small as a mIlllmicron can
b- 4-s1cf•trated as separate hues. At the red (long-wave) end, the difference mitst be as great as
20 millimicrons before It in detected. The number of a,..ua that caa 1w discriminated on a single
prezentallon, without any comparlon hue, Is, of course. rorIzldrably smaller than 128,

Drghict j acnnunaunn_ Smnaflll. General rnohun for mesuring brIghtnevs dig-
crlmin-at• • and ewnitivity luvt" n criibd above. The same method. are used to measure
the effects of brightness as a pi -armeter of color,
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• 0 this en. hue nd saturaton are kept con- 50 
-. -Vslant IneOWL teat, and only the luminatco of1the flak Is varfed. 74B reputing the test for -idifferent esu, either the Just vaisble threshold 40or the ability to dlscrjT~na~te between two3 

--
Sdlff•rj brit-,e6  asaM be plotted as a tune_-

" lOn Of hue ow WAYe len1gth en Wh Visible 10'spectrum. Aa Illuetrated in basic curve 2 ..
8(Fi. .11), brlghtneag ansul tivny Ia thegreatest I .-for colors near the cetier of the visibleopectrum 0 o -. - .-B0 ensitivity foý cons vision tS greatest At aome ,550 bailiiMlcrons (In the yellow-green portion),4 while e9nhltrivy for rod vision is greatest I ' L -W- 1 1uomewhat shorter wave leneths, In the blue-

green portion.

40>0 W500" turatton .--IMrimtnation blaturation die- vO.E Gn M4 (crimination Is difficult to audy with exactness, ET E YELLOW-end IIte Work haa b01en done in this field. A M6ENmajor difficulty Is that as saturation o tie- dVet.novH 
* m.MRcreed -- tha is, as whit, light is added .. &I 8 A8 oetD4ffep@U*g

8 Wavelengththe sena"tion of hue aleoc augeg fewces uj~ 7!n Wuf Can.S4 be19ca
4--

4 
*asvtrju tesPr t Twcj Fields are Presentedt for Comppnsoun (Av-

trout). T me.aure saturation dlacrlaniaon, ewin of data from 
-7tx'b Identically •tu M -•.,-- -ay -- -feine, - -and the saturatin of one varied until the nharar

ligh-t, *heu he detects a o 0,,0 re may be eXPr"w.,d in terms 0! Percentage of white

Note that In Chapter 2 we were con•erned chie•ly with methods of identifying color -- cisPecifying Its components so that persons trying to doscribe or use color with ehactnee Can talk thesa11me I•a•uNre. In t•e chapter, we have boen concerned with the Mblity to dlocrimtnute ifferenceethIn each of the conponents. Color 2 eclficauon and dcscriinstion are not the same thn& but theyare interdependent; for example, the iU3 trilgffmulue values were atrive at by psychaphysical testsat hue diucrlmlnauuon like those described here.

SPatial Discrimintations
Viewl burtMU6, vmI•na largejy (c ght strikng the iIght-aensttVie llatmas o the reuti.Differences in the wave lengths and J.nsnjdLuea o the light that sbikes different arear cl &he retina7 0ve uUJtnea nd form to ImiNs. Good vision consioa in Large part Cf the ajty to set thee Image

sharply and JudP their locations and relatbonships in spice. This ability Is broal*y classMed as: p .atlarclmi'--,, -ad it includes fto .m=j ... e.r.e .of visual performance, visual scuff,
dio11 Ule/ on, form dlscrimtuoj"4- and movemant discrimination. T"hey are

ow.-r i wti , dots , T po i t sources light, and abstractshaes; (AN 111-Mvs to prevent the observer's eqperience from introducing large and waay.*rlriedvailrMSes. In "real life," ff course, experience often helps a pcraun ,jdge relationship w *orntheml the r'aU11l Images are blurred; the myopic tax driver twist safely through narrow opjnlns,while KINs clan-sighted Pasengez keepe bracing hinmeif for the crash that his eyes tel him isInevItAbe.

Visual Acuity. Vieual acuity may be defined very generally as the ability of the eye tn see finedetaila---ii-ay ao be thought of as the re-solving power of "he retina for various kinds of details ofthe Image. Visual acuity I& Influenced by tr'e refra•tlve stte of the eye. There are fo -r distinctmanures (or typer of visual acuity, whgch are s an d/ecrimanating four different spects of
detail. The type. are minIMUM Visible, manimum perceptible, minatrram aevprablo, and rmflmwNdiatingutsihablj acuity. Th vAlues obtained In tetsi differ widely for the different typie of acuity.Theroforo, one she Ad not apply visual acuity data to any altuatiora twll he is sure the data wert-obtained for the type of acuity required n that situatc,
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Miilsum vTiible acuity refers to the ability
to aee SMi IMii of 4i i. Sin•e by definition
& point s•ourc Is Infinitely mall, its size cannot
be varied. Tlerefore, Its InWteslty chiefly deter..
mires wheheo r It can be seen or not.

bakgond fb*O~wpm fm in,! --•*.
Mtlnoam perceptbl acuty In the ability m OAK pcus.,,ogoit.. / I --S to se sawl obects agpilnat R Pla n bac.Jround, ",200,•,-.*,,

I Is at oot comonaly tested with fine black wires 5 o

or smaLl black dots spinat Ilumninated white - Sdrp
4bacgrmmds. In minimum perceptibe acuity, j6 2

the stmeof theobject -- thaltis, ttw angleIt sub- I 't
tends at tie eye -- becomes the determinting factor '

(fasmtrig that Illumination and other variables 1 i --
arm tald constant). j / I

Mni2aMtr•rs!le acui! defines the ability • .O1- - .

to we objeca a Wparate when they are close to- !. I CM FT-I.!
geMier. Is xis sn red as a ftwilon of the leaut
disissos thoi-tw flfect of tin same osin and 40 - r W .
ains rarn be ~_aced ae!nod aHtill be seen - I7

of vamro ime amd shapes ae used for tests.. . ... ^___ . _ _

&.azowi it Um wtham wp o us ; the smallest :..
rap tint ecan hip -op e A- -_ A'M

soarebh, acuity. ftmwttmo- a gratinag uf parallel
ltiat or bars is wsed: "n the gatia Is rotat4d Aeo Fr, vr RJRV!1 a Z a Tw.iaoii- Itrnt,
that it beccmeu more nearly end on to the observer,
the bars eppsar to come closer together. In this Atany luminance level, less time is required
case, minimum aeoprable acuity may In expressed teseebiggerobjecto. Whenelse heldcon-
as the largest awge of rotation at which the bars start, less ture.ts required to ee at higher
can sill be seen as separate in a standard grating luminance levels. (from Chapaunls, Fig. 20,
at a stadatrd distance from the observer. p. 30 I1-16) (data from Ferree and Rand)

L4 4~Pf 1.

"" : l [------1T - -- '"

0.4. -[ -- f '

LR. "... - .." -4"j----"--" 4- ...... A

0 A 0'

£In - 4"l - oJ ~

. • 0.4

0-24- 0-2a, .. -- "'-• •lP'' --r-~ -• - .

D'O• 0.00 OrC 0i 1 0 1O

LUJIN•MIC OF BACKGROUND IN FOOTLAMOERTS

Figurve '.19 Visual Acuity as a Function of Contrast

Vicn!| :rt z* a'Uil. , u..s.... baigro.sad iumanan, @ and the luminance contrast between
the object sad its backgrourd. The data on 1W left are aram Conncr and Carlnunr. those
on the rigi from Cobb and Vonl (from Chapanla, Fig. Ii, p. 31 8-16)
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Minium dilstinguis aible acuity Is theability
TI , T to distinguish irregulariti-e'0 ai'icscontinuitlies

*flC'lAI.i.•. * A t II, a, 1T,-(O in the contours of an object. It is sometimes
-1Mn#A bt el St rlmtiumflt vi; caW Id form 1.. nt Sometimes a rinl with a

,,s small break In it is used for tests; the observer
I .I asked to locate the break, The Lendilt C of

standard proportions is commonly wsed. Vet.nier
2 acuity, t special type of minimum Itttingulp hable

2- acuity, rdferm to the ahility to recocii.t.b that two
no 4 1"•I lines drawn #ad to end are slightly otlvet from

I-.each other,

o I : Unite of Visual Acuity. Visual acuity is
* I. 1 commonly expressed as the reciprocal of thej---.__- minutos of visual angle subtended by the detail-H -.s being discriminated. The advantages of expreja-

I ing acuity in terms of subtended angle are: (1)
'All kinds of visual acuity (except minimum visible)

12.-i---- 1ru he mossuInrod in this way. (?) The angle -ar.
LuE j be calculated easily for test devices commonly

used -- nrs, broken rings, gratb!5t., fine wires,
___0.5.omIi soand dots. (8) Results otwalned for nttr objects

ar# exprahed1 M the ofearns ais s results for
wii - - - -.- T-•-'--m" ars -tar Im ru mauai r

to the other, provided much factorm as accommn-
"041 - datlon and haze are taken into aeertM The

Ireciprocal of l* agle Is is "ed rather tiWar theI . -" ,,i ; i • = ' = .. . . eaa
W-A 4- -M__ IWtýA viaeisalWii.y will have a

0 C i= higher val arsmigned to it than poor veisual acity

"- U- o LOO C detail to bP sewn, the wore the acuity).
It4K•1GM)V4 Lk*MINANC4[ Mt L04 ML

fbr clinical purposes, as for eample for
Figure 8,20 Visual Acuity assa Function of Judging the v1iual scwty of inductees Into the

Color of Iliumtnatlon armed services, and the Like, the Individuals
visual acuity is often expressed as it ratio to

Visual acuity with red and blue backrrounds normal acuity. For this purpoLe, a nerllenchart
of vsarkous 'umin.ri.c- (:fter Chappn..ig. Fig. compowad af0,-1;.n. lat,,-,r ... i;.•s,e.rf; lrnqnr-

3a .aa hu 1,mie= V ail tuons and sizes Is commonly used to mr•-sure is

cornPe. torm of acuity probably most nea;ly
related to minimum separable acuity. The ratio used is

distance at which Individual can discriminate a particular detail
distance wfihitWcKnra eyecan dfiscinIiinate same detatil

Thus, 20,'20 vision meatn thiat the individual can discriminate an object at 20 feM thp, the normal eye
alMe ditcrimInates at 20 feet: 20/10 is Ibtter than normal -- the ivdividual can see an obj-ct at 20
feet that the normal eye c.-w only see& 91 10 feet -- while 20.:40, 20/80, etc. are successively Wor;,:
than norrmal.

Mean nornial vision can discriminate a detai ruttendilg boproXlmately one minute of visusl angir,
so the discrminaltion of I minute of visual angle in taken u normal. Exprersd in rcciprocal of
aj I ", 20/20 vision is therefore a vtiasl acuity of 1.00, end 20/40 Is 0.50.

C(mventtprail wnil chars, with rows of latters or symbols of varying siW, are devlco for !"'a rapid
meaatarement of viual acuity. duch rarts do not meamsue acuity precisely. They are suitable for
dsscoverang dlfterenees in rcuity among individuals or between an Individual and the normal eye such
as oQCur as a result of refractive errors. For re*arch gaaposea, where the obJctcUve tito discover
what varlablits aff-!ct acuity, Ž=='d how much they affect It, more precise equipment annd iucedres are
nqsdid. Commercial devcesa sach an the orthoratorv, adLptQomsterS, ai discramino wters embody
the teNa objects described abovelin the diecunItnm of *ffrnit ., ý¶ Jh.). " ,awewer, die re
search worker must design Mpectal, highly precise ayuilmenl for mnasurlng a particular variable.
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Visual Acuity Curve (fule Curve 5), Visual acvity may be mneasured and plotted as a function
J of a number of variables. The graph in Figure 0.17 which relates acuity to luminance and the retinal
. locatlon of the Image, was chosen because wie tave already met these variable In curved 1, 2, and 3. -

With foves] vision (0 degrees on aer retina), no values were obtained at background luminances
of le. th in -4.6 log units; this Indicit es that no objects at all can be seen with cone vision a! very
low luminances. From -4.6 log 'nlsi up, however, foveal acuity Increases very rapidly (that Is, the
eye can discriminate increa!ngly smaller details) until background luminince approaches I mlili-
lambert (0 log units). Here, the curve levels off, and acuity improxes little or not at all with further
increases in luminance. At both 4 and !0 degrees from the fovea, large objects can be discerned at

. very low luminance values. However, Mt 30", there le no further Improvement in acuity at luminance
values just above those where loveal £0-degree) vision begins, and the smallest angle that can be
discriminated in this region of the retina never gets smaller than Pt minutes. At 4 degrees, on the

4other hand, acuity gets better with inrreasod luminance up to about I millilnm')ert; at this lumtnance
I, it is not strikingly worse than orveal acuity: 3 minutes of vLiual .rgle Can be discriminated at 4 degrees,
Sagainst I minute it the fovea. These results might be predicted from curve I (Fig. 8.1), which shows
Sthat rods predominate at both 4and30 degrees, bttd there or, more cones at 4degrees than at 30degrees.

At the lower background luminaJnces, best visual acuity Isobtainedat about 4 dogrees from the fovea.
Ba- n urve . PMiLtae IM! .. s.1.• .n. acuity varies a .-. function of luminance .nd retinal loatio.l n.

- th frltort utti -.. "rutt'r (iil armtr. riurninn !nt A iii - nu

object and Its backyrnoud (Fig. 8.19), arod (3) color of illumination (Fig. 8.20).

* dir.-ii, .r .ca,,,, a u ' h stau,siea U al u •uject rum !he t;se-ver ,.'r the relative distance oi two or
-- more obljets. The term "dijfunrc jucfrment" Ie used. here 'w, r the- wwd sdl•- An w10 it !it•s•I.•1ca- -

oun of vern' •ai distance only, Is misleading, and the word judgment conveys better than the word per-
4. ception the idea of skitimatUin, in miles or other units, the distance of ' single object: this problem Is

more commorn iP aviation than the deter-mipation of the order of proximity of several objects. Also.
the term "depth percWion" has sometimes been limited to the eitir•tlnn of distance from the single
cue of stereopsis. in military aviation, distance judgmert is required;

._ ] In lnw-altitude zttaltx of grnund taruets. in ngltmate the disvance to the ground to avoid --

collision.

- . air Pu lttacks, ty estimate distance to other aircraft.

ztrrT ['fF ""

P A-

Figure 8.21 Stereoscopic Vision

Object A Is in E-us. buh the 'wo te% ex see It from different angles. The images -if
cbjeri B- aplpear rrsorud w•hilr- thoar of f'- appear uncrossed.

Jig
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S, In formation flyig, to euiumr e the distace to other aircraft.

4, In landing operations, to estimate the distance to the runway In setting up the downwind leg,
the base leg, and the final approach In the traffir pattern. It ts nAeded most critically to judge height
above the runway, in order to dietrmnAe whn to flare out sad when to reduce power for touchdown.

5. In take-off, to judge height above runway.

8. hi avoiding air collisions.

7. In avoiding taxiing collisions.

8. In navigatioa, to Jutge the dtstance of eheckpoints, etc.

9. In judging dtanwef to controh ,aside the cockpit.

10. In air-to-air refueling, jud•ing the distance of ground objects in reconnatsanae, andtnminy
other applications.

Cues. The judgment of distance depends on many cue". The judgment is a weighin and a sum-
mation of these cue, mostly without conscious thought sm to the methods or resons for arriving At
the judgment. 7n vay4 lue o m o cus. A- J leanefromw qrnteae, but cca i subcoackxm
1TT twIcEk howeve,1tid does1 15ot Mn UMe cano be. consciously -ngtk-, -e*M It is htgied-,cha

Th t re" -s tw•e f-ieft,.nrd cc in An-' - Z t wo oi ioee are biculur; that is, they
depend on the two ey" beng slightlyr suarated as theyviw VI-tnc'bnt.ee lg o r tfta ~lr

based on the facts that (I) objects viewed with both eye are viewed from slightly dIfferent angles and
form slightly different imago* on the two retiha, a (2) objects nearer than a fitated object form
crossed images in the two eyes, while objects farther away form uncrossed images, The points are
shown 0s exanerated schematic form In Figure 8.21. The eyes ar focuwd on the object at A. Tim
Image of A alls on correeponding poizts on the fovem of the two eyes. thwever, the Image In the
leti eye differs slightly from that In the right eye, because the visual rae Intersect the object at dif-
ferent ales. The nearer object. B, forms Images to ths right of the foves on the ratina of the right
C"~ Od It, tIN 1411 of 0i* ane n #1.. rer.2 aft Unho left gyea. 711e Obee ncr thus sees two 'crosae"-
objects; that in, B is farther to the right as seen with the left oye thin It is as aeon with tII righi rye.
The Iarlbtr object, C, similarly appears as two ptarale objects, but they cne not crossed; C as
seen with the right eye is right of C as seen with the left eye. Because of thee factors, the observer
gets a sensation of A'ss being nearer than C and farther than B. Since the eyes are only some 2-1/2
inches apart, the amount of disparity between the Images In the two eyes rapidly decreases with the
distance of the object. Tre greater the diep-rity, thea naier the judgment of distance. Beyond about
a third of a mile, stereoacopic vision Is of little benefit, though this distance couid tn emxene tly
per•acoplc hinwcular devices that widened the separation of the visual axes, At 1000 to 1500 feet,
stcreo1sie with naked vislon may be of use under certain circumstances. but It Is a less accurate
cue than at shorter range.

Stereoscopes create the Illusion of depth by eiulatng sterescopir vision. Two photographs
of the same object or area, taken from slightly different angles, are Placed side tb aide Wi the
etiroosrope. The left eye IW focused on the left-hand picture and the ririt eye on the rlght-'and
picture. Thus the two eysa ase altghtly differerit aspects of the same objects in the photoraph, and
a true feeling of depth Is created that canot be matched by the most sitlitfd use of perspective,
haze, or any other cue on a single picture.

The second bhinocular cue is C , muscuier action required to converge the two eve* on an
object, It Is unrelated to stereopels. Converwaece is' a weak cue, ac Is demonstrated by placing a
prism, bate out or b.and, in, before one eye while the obeervnr Is vitewing an object with both *yes.
With the base out, an artificiL convergence Is created, and with the bee In, an artifeicit
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divergewee Is crested. in both cases, It is noted that the observer does not appreciably change
his Juit ent of the dLstance of objects.

The first of the eight monocular cues Is the estimation of distmnca by the angle auttended by an
object of known miss. Thus an aircraft of known size is Judged to be at a distance lnverseil ""nar-
tional to its appurent linear dimensions (Fig. 5.22). (This method also works In reverie; that Ii, if
distance is known, the dimensions of an object of unknown mite can be eUsiated.) Unlike etereopsla,
distanco judgment on the banks of angle subtended is equally effective at all ranges.

The second monocular cue is that of aerial perspective. Objects mas een from a distance have
an indistinctnes of contioru, ia reduction In apparent color saturation (or a change or loss of color)
and a change in brightness so that the contrast with the background Is redw.ed. The chauqg are
caused by a scattering of the light emitted by the object as the light pmasse long the optical path be-
tween diject wad eye and an additlon of light to the optical path from other sourcbs. Objects that
undergo these qplrent change. a" judged to be at a ditance.

Thic tue it most effective at the ranges at which the changes are most noticeable; these ranges
range for this cue Is considerably shorter than the nearest effective Mne on a clear day. Hiowever,

when arises of atmospheric conditions occur, these atmospheric conditions must be eomidared in
the jiu•~mnt; otherwise, gross errors In distance esimation may be made. For exuaple, It Is well
knms *M a pebsatm is more 4S .,,be ma dowtIn, s AmmoiL he us wafltn a IA p day, be-
cauflbM his * seni mrmflMw nen.'rnectcd for a i Cands"t#m'ai hi__ - y 0
a grzater awunics. x-ce In forg weatfar, Ithe affective ranlgeS 10, iktm lut pvrejwdtvu arc in the
lntexrsedst sand distan ranes (at least a thomand feet or greater).

71he Nhrw a~M aie en s'n.Thn ins..I anfl .js.#4 0.i.. 1

cdo obieetea that erttd too a con-aidcrablo, dizanc rom lioobsernver. FtW-. uaaiviOla ,.he Fa~ll of a 1I
road or tbs bousk .lee of a rtmway seem to onverte lto the distance.

The Lurth monocular cue Is that from IJghts and shadows, Thi cue helps diseloae the position
of objects relaive to ig sources and to otMr obecwts. ft tuseful at any ramne.

The fifth mocular cue is that of overlapping contours. !t estabLishes definitely the order of
potia of jects toward the observer td so an override other cuew for distance judgmen. How-
ever, ebecjut disteance cannot be eatimated purely on the basis of overlapping contours; they only
disclose order of position with respct to aunther object or objects The cue can be used for this

A -

,If

rigure 9.22 Angle Su•4ended at Eye (Apparent BI~e) an a Cut in Dlatthmee Judgynent

Wh~m the aircraft moves train B toA. its apparent SIZe tnv-eases by an atmount inversely

proprtUom I '-- .Ir-"nct frm eye &Md directly proportloWt to angle Putzended:

er dD . -ST-a~e•t i•ize at A if the obse'rver knows the P.;rontnixte dimensimis A-1 thm

di~rretsn of aircraf,
Lir er d/t• he In ef• t m olv a& the squatim, dA f to e alttn att di*-

Mime at A.
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"Toe sixth Monocular cue ia mnlr. psrnlla' Thi h. I K. retn• vh•-h,-t•ia h
aeen when the observer is moving. When the observer Is rilding In a plane, near objects appear to be

'ovtx- pat in the opposite direction with respect to the most distant object fixated upon. When fix-
ation it upon near objects, distant objects tend to move In the same direction as the observer. The

rates of aiparent movement are Inversely prportiocal to the dlstance from the observer. Objects
near the plarm q*--m r to mare most rapidly while detrant objects appear to be almost stationary.
Then wham maotlo parallax isued in jugig the dlstance of object; from a ;ovingf vehicle, those ob-
jects that eppear to be moving rapudl re judgd to be near, while tioe moving slowly are judged to
5& distant A stationary observer may use moten perallax in Judging disLtce by moving the head
from side to side. This seems to distinguish the plane of objects that lie in the same direction. With
motion parallax a judgment of depth can be obtained as with stereopsim. The difference here Is that
one lunge Is compared with the memory Inage oe a precedhg impression Instead of with the simul-
taneous image n the other eye.S-19 Motion parallax is useful for all range.

The awventh mmarcidr cue Is acconmmodation. This is a very weak cue, useful chiefly at abort
:- ranges. For example, a reduction In accommodaUon of 1/ diopter at 3,% cm rhaangt the accommo-

datlen to 40 con. A reduction of 1'2 diopier at 200 cm changes accommodatton to Infinity. In other
words, accosmodatively, a change from 33 to 40 em is the same as a change from 200 em to Ininity.
Theredore, accommodation caneot be very semsltive tO obanges at ranges b•yod a few feet.

The eigoth monocular cue Is association. This cue Is not often of decisive value, but oeaslun-
ally It indicates distance batter then any other et available. AnocLitlon Is illmtraw by the follow-
ing exaMple. Five mile out an iay WtitiRSH approach toan ar base, a plot Seen another aircraft
~e Onl " smtl•y bt. He doss at m Mthe tpef* aircft: Ibstefore he does ot kow th smie, a•n

woUld to- the raffic p&Ueseu. T1hereore, ha i able to a -ssocat. iw •distace with wit to lthe #Ai-

port. Tilr cue, on the occasions whba It is prevent, may operate at eay ruazs and may in farL
in.eract with eii oi tih pracesag es c seept, possibly, bncular disparity.

-- M &tt-on to the above uea mInicd!ng cue tdu isc fuxuished by' some types at optical
sids. MThi false cuo to "Inatrument minfltleatli." Oblects soon thr._ugh. A tw. 4 . -
-- tagndication -- a telescope Oeslpod to glye no chanp In stize -- appear to be smaller and more dis-
tant than whw seen with unalded vision. The caue of this pbowmnnon is unknown. Ut wa formerly
thjugttlo be due to restrlction of titfield by t housiang•ofh telescope, but MW Ma been fomd tn
"b* en incorrect enpv'notion. Curvature of the field produced by the optics in the telescope is mw wan-
sidered the probable cane, Thi misleading cue Is a serious problem L desiping perim•c•s !or
piloting aircraft.

Measuring Distanco Judigment. Most wbuaraatry tLats of distance judgmern pre lets ofthe abl- .
tsi jt~ercIivc diaiie, itreti (11y are set up w'ý that the oborrver must make his judgmmntsn only

o-n the tmses f Rte.recoplc viUJli and muw-clar adjwuwwne foz aain•mmicttion and conv•egerwe.
SThat Is, the teal objects are P*o*e and presented in each a w'• that relative size ii meaningless; and
other cues, such as liht, shads, and relatlive mut Ion, ase absent. For exnmple, a movable line, disk,
or similar object may be placed closer or firther away tham a fkne object. The movable object is
then moved until the otteerrer jWgzs tha.t 4Is exactly alined with the flied object, or he may be asked
simply to m=ee a Judgment as to whether It is closer or farther,

Distance jtgment is often expressed as the difference in parallax corresponding to the minimum
dlstance two objects can be dllaslcedtalong the ine of sight and still be recognised a beirg at differ-
ent dintances. To understand whzt this means, refer to Figure 8.23. A arid B are two points at
distances y x and y from the observer. The eyes are a disttnce a apart. TV distance x between
the points Ta-sall compared with the dtRe . from observer to poirt 9. Angle a is thi• paimas --
the angle ol divergence . between rays from point A to the two eyem, n•nd angle a is the panhltax for
"B. n, radians, a - a, y - x, , y,and then reracbe between the twu v ?, is fcund by n - a/y - x
-a y = x y2 - xy. Blrce x Is small, ?1 us approximately equal to axy 1 radians, or 206,000 axiy 2

seconds of a degre.e.

Laboratcry lests mho. that the eyes c-t make very fine dlacrimtatlons In rti.ive .lepth. Values
an low as two seconds for n are no( uncommon. Jzadg"g olutedepth -" thenumbntero lncl, feet, yards,
or miles en object is from the observer -- is mch leas accurate, and ltepends on so many cues th i' do"e
not lend Itself to lAbortory aralysla. While distance Judgment problably improves with experience, the naked
yr tuens inn approach oven an old- itahioned sltadl.ametr•e rnuftn A tf r to heinumt,'_ .
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/ LEFT EYE ~rM IM UTa OP"I&L"Mo6o yY
S .. .. iW.US . L 6V PIEIM U OF "UtPSO LD

Figure 8.23 Distance Judgment is Often Expresse as the Difference in Parallax Corresponding to5 the iinimaum Distance Two Objects Can Be Displaced Along the Line of Sight and Still be Recognized
as Being at Different Distances. (after Duke- Elder 8 - 19 )

Form risinatioe. Form d as used here, is the ability to distinguish objects
on the basis of shape. It requires visual acuity-plus experience in recognizing and describing the
shape; it is in large part on the perception. level of resonse. For three-dimensional shapes, depth
discrimin2tin is also a factor. There are, of course, any number of forms In both two and three
dimenslous. The ability to discriminate any one depends on whether it is viewed by itself or with
similar or dissimilar forms. It also depends on the amount of illumination, the length of time
the form Is vkiwd, and ofthr cono uttonml factors. For all thee reasons, form discrimination

ammo be a=We as emetly is the labortory as iuaal acuity or the stereoscopic aspects of depthdisertemiat~on.

In eerlmeads with form dlscrimnitt the ability to recognize a form I- deter-Ined under
carefl y ovIrolied coatims. Typically, either the speed of recognition is measured, or the prob-
ability of correct recognition is determined o the basis of the number of right and wrong judgments.

iHowever, the term "recognize" means difterent t g in diiieretA situations. in some ai-; -
tions, it means the ahOlity to pick out a particular form from a number of alternatives -- a square,

Sfor example, from a number of rectangtem. • ilarly, the observer may be asked to sort a group of
4 forms into categories such as rectangular, rounded, and triangular. In these cases, 1f the alternative

forms are unlike or the categories are well differentiated, recognition will be rapid and the probabil-
ity of '4rrect recognition w-il be high.

In other situations, "recognize" means the ability to detect whether a form is present or ab-
sent. Not only are Illumination and contrast aolved Ln this type of visual performance, but such
variables as background clutter and familiarity ef the fors-._ are Important Correct recognition,
therefore, depends upon particular details of the experimental situation. This kind of test is thus
useful chiefly in mneasuring a person's ability to discriminate forms that are to be used in some epe-
cific practicn-1 -i• ation.

Whatever the method of experimentaton, the p! actical goal is to isclate the characteristics of
furms that make them easy to recognize. These chakacteristics can then be used to design knobs on
instrument panels so that the operator can pick out the right one quickly, to design easily r•2cogniz-
able runway marbers on airfields, and for "-mvy other purposes. Unfortunately, there appears to be
little connection between the physical fortr -ý.,l_ the ability to discriminate form, nor can form dis-
crinmination be measured in terms of a standard. in the way visual acuity, for example, is measured.
Psychologists have tried varying total area, the shape of the perimeter, and other characteristics of
form, but oniy timitea success has been achieved in making the forms easier to recognize.
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Movemet Diti. = M ast discrimination may be described as tho ability of the
74e Wo dbtectichielnpoitilon of an object appearlng in the -visual field, Tmo types of movement

may be observed -- real and apparenL

Real •ovemeat. Real movement occurs when a physical object moves In apace relative to the
locaton of the eye. A similar situation occurs whet the eye moves relative to a Sttionry object. In
either casm, the image of the object pusma from oue group of retinal elements to the next and the
speed at which this mmst occur to be discrimInaed Is Ute threshold for movement.

An aircraft a lig way off has such a low angular velocity with respect to our eyes that we have
no direct perception of moiuon. We know that it is moving only beause ts poesition or apparent size
changes over an interval cl time. A4 the aircraft comes closer, however, thin more or less intellec-
trat appreolatlo of anwAuwai wuburg to a direct seantlton of motion. Thus, there are two sWages to
our perception of real r/oemsett the l•rct, for slow or distance objects, arising second-hand from
our plersplive of a sties of dmages i,-" or pouitiom; ma the direct, which occurs when these
Snmgss is positio merg into at sWe* sensation 4 motion.

The perception of movement is caused by 1) the *Meese"e locatlon of the image at different
receptors of the retire (Le., movement in relation to the periphery of the visual field) and (2) the
chus La the locatio oA the object with rf.mect to other objects In the !lAld of vlan. Perception of

A mpntlaS KA brSfumb Ak ailt 91 usc"Wled iid hedin kto ao avt object InM fous (WL bth en
- ytV-- Rsean ma Wt .... t.. " the oec sur"-wv" ""

c in Ic nati to 2=0d objects A". nynlhoeled in vie bran into ikaw5410, diroct
paehpt"aWof me•int.

moo Sa mest to nunaif M MW 'j!"e*eft ho crcrm t

1W~ ~~~ Is eprcl-o hda. ob*e' hmu chwWge ocarn onumchm
mOWe qVIChy If It is movring past a fired obltct, and we adt a direct na",-agJnq Mi m m-'
",for vetooeties.

Movement diaseAninatioa mcoo m atured either On terma of the anpgar velocity cE an object
or ire .tPtsr ditance of dislat metma. Often, the thrmshol -- the lowest angular velcrity at which
-n object will stil be jfld -as mcvh -- In deteormned fr a moving test object of rettanpglr shape.
or a pp as a rotted circle.

Apparent MlovsmaeD In the case of lppairent movement a perception of movemen I& rr"sted
PmV IffW~ he MOM arL ,norn n~i-Vjnvms = Ma- .4.....' UQ Apmeovsmn.t is ilmuory in ntudreand is buesd sm lWrfs1"eo of .tImntatmlm froz the ext•,rrAl wrd- Howteer, mou, -•is
Ibt* o di foe these ise perceptions to permit measurement of apparent movemert In terms
of PhysIeal alarateristles of the stimuli

One kind a apprment motJon occurs when the bed, es, or body ia mmoe& Useally we recog-
nizl Uts as arast mation; the Iagoes moving cere" our receptors give no sensation of.motion,
bec•mae (1) the oberver knows that the objects are statiary In relation to himbsef, !ad (2) his at-
tentkom Is. umay fixed on one object, to the psychological exxelsion of the objects mn apparent motion
relative to It Dowever, after a raWp spin, loop, or sAeep bank, we have a direct perception that the
stationary world around um is moving rapidly Li the opposite direction to our motion. This kind of ap-
pare"t motion in of serloqr concern to pilots trying to extricate themselves fromn umutl attitudes.
It can be overcome to swe extent by trtinbW; after a spin, am can stop the apparent moton sooner
by ftimtig a stationary object on the ground.

*rfoscPtc movement occurs whoa a seris e lofight or ! sries of pit ares ot Successive pa-
sitloms are fhaf.ei oz, sceenIve1UtlMus atimulatWlg different portions af the rettia, ra in real mowa-
mw , The latter procedure Is, of course, the bais of the movie. La somwrwat similar tnjhLo,
certain geom0ArICal designs, when rolated, give RAu t~ukon of rdi or vertical 'aoloa. A familiar
example Is th rotating barbers pole.

When one or two lights are Soen against a dark backgroumd, the observer has no pettent of ref-
erence. Various typed of appare-, motion may st in. drenti am thb lsdlva Pe!. , -- fW Fo
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the uper of two tight s1 swizuglni{ and the lower Is stationary, the observer, if he has a pandtilum in
mind, may see the lower as swlgiftg asS the mem as atatlnary. A siingle light, fixated at nigh, many
suddenly appear to leap or swing in the field ofvisiaton This Ilkalon ts e rtal- HlkeOy to occur- if
the observer is io a moving aircraft. %Ach paflims became serious when a pilot Is flutling another
aircraftt. tall ligh while flying formation id ngt and in otber situations that come abouit in night fly-
In. We shal discuss them further tn later sections of this report.

Apparent mot ten can be measureid under some circumstanices by comparison with a standardi.
That Is, an object tha ia actually movin at a knowni velocity may be presented along with the upper.
watly movin object, awd the observer reprts which seems to t'e moving faster; or the velocity of the
standardt Is adjuted until judgt.r7.a to the apparent speed of the other object. The apparent velocity
can them be related to te phystitAl characteristcs of the object.

Temporal DtsrimlUafons

The growth and decay of visual aseatx are by inomeans Insaldaneoom. Periods of 005 to

7 Th" laentperidi;depend primarily am the color and intenstty o! the stimulus. They are the basin
for several kinds of visua] parformancq, b-3t o"l oneflicker diserltnlnation will be consildered here.

FlqWkr DtsirlminAtion. Flicker, an oscIlLation cit the apparent brighitness of a light source, can
be created by fleta~tlo of tMe iNteit of the semtet Ot by chapping a bea of 1gm wltb aL ShMr..

Under the proper rhmtnthe L_'a muses betcbn tf eye dm .... teg.ebr to pr&oet46e
aeso-atlur. of a itaasy- 1414. I' ottwr wor-a, the aensation of one putae his not decayed delectaby
before the next pulse ocuvlrs. Thev floqenyas at whic success~ve pulses can no longe be dliscriminated
is ini threshold vainv; Hii s celled the trial fincker frpqequenc (C??j.

In pracitical aplAtlcatis. a knowledge of flicker discrimination is iiportant loh when "steady"
iigtt are to be proilo.-d firm oscillating current sources and when flicker Is to be inteatonally de-.
signed Into it system, as. in warnihg tight and Makhing signals. It Is also important to be0 aware of
some conyl adverse effects which coarse flicker may hava oa human perform ante. For exalu Is,
coarse flickeir produced by the rotor unler certain conditions has been reparted to cause symptoms
of sairome fuatiu and even dsiasse" and nausea in helicopler pilots. Coarse flicker is also

konto depress tWe CFF so tbat can sabwM be tuON Issng fl9amshin lig signals under
conditloas of course flicker in the ern'tronmeat.

in the preceding pages almost a dozen different kinids of visual performnwrce were described.
f For each there was some particular visual capacity and particular stimulus characteristic that could
i be relaRted to the kind of discrimination being =L%&. For instance, visual acuity performance- was re-
* lated tG the broader capaicity for making spatia diacriininsiions anid also to the !mrticularestmulus

characteristic, visual amle. This kkid of visuial performance (i.e., visual acuity) Was Also selected
asbelig so basic to general visual efficIency that It reollstihittes one of our five basic curves. A awrn-

bar of the associated variables which wiu also influence the values obtained for eachs kind of dentia
perforanute unless they ame carefufly cotrollod during measurements have also been mentnioned.
These variabloc are emined upi in Table 8.1. Woe that there Is considerable Interaction between the
variables that determine visual performance. These interactions are so Important that, after you
have reviewed Table 3.1 and the five basic curreas generalized from the mass a! aniiabie data, we
augest tkW you study the pages which follow. There you wtill find basic information abolut vision hung
on a framework of practical visual probleas

* VIUWAL PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

R ach of the simple problems thAt foLlows has b;een chosen to sahow how some phyalcal change by
an enginer or desipser migh affect the nmwal performance% of the bumsan operator. When ar enlgine-er
designs or redesigns an airplane or am pbece of equlp:nent In it, rr any ground aid for pilotl or
nawipstore, he Is interete La bow If will affect the ability of pilo and crew to see properly. by

"seproperly,. we mean see any dial, light, contra1 , or chart Inside the aircraft and Rany obstruciton,
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Tabl &I YVarLablra TNat Mut•'beKep' Constant or Carefully Controlled When Mealuring Some of the
Prindcpal Kisd of Visual Performance

Variables to Be Controllod

RIP

VllU.L Actlty X X [x X X 1 X I

Depth Dlscrimhlattle X X x X I X2 tT
Movemel tDiscrimination I x x X K X tMV) K

-rigthae Dfiscrkimwnatc x x x j x x x I X
arma -- .,-crIWUMUQR x x x x •,. I x i (v) Ix I I x x I-x

Brightness Senaitlvity X x x Ixk) x ix 1 Jx I I x

o L I x I i Ix I i I i ICoo Dwrniuw 2j X (V! X J JX Ix K _ I I
&Varlable being measured

other aircraft, Mnvluuttaal, or LaWdl ai oaids tlW aircraft, an see it quickly and clearly enough
to opernto the plae adely Nd effeci'-ly. These aiements are obvious for equipment that in de-.
Wrmsad to be sbe. -- for dials, oasellosaipes, lighta, ranny markers, and the like. They apply almost
eually, however, to srty other aspecte of aircrmft dsapg. A new communicatioga device, for ex-
auwln. may obsruct Um. viwj or may mejym aunw dial or knrI tfl w-91 br- hard to dltcrIm~nle- fmm
other knobs or •l•s. A ramdu NO to oiWtruct rue pilot's oysr-tem-iOe vision. Thin can be of
_mrk." umvwk•+ Lin for eample, roaaatsinm ainratt A new aerodynkmic wcflpratmo can
alter tdo A an eLse of the WindsMsli changs the luandng ilitudS, or chane the pilot's post.

Stion with respect to Instruments and wLidl1d.

Whin the effects of such changas on vision are not predct4, they may etice the effectiveness
of the weapon syfllr., conrtb-te to accidents, and an exzPNeiv cihnne or retrain may be nocessary
safer he airplane is In production. Stak he occurred in the p9ML Cm-res ! through 5 and other data
on vision give the engineer a acientific busit for predictin how the chanes he makes will affect
pilot's and crew's vsion. Te.-y ALso e•ble him to make further changes that will undo any ill effects
his first change has on vielon (assuming the first change is ncesaary). They enable him tc predict
the... . wuyx of arranging and Nl"niing equipment for effici+mt visual performance.

Theme predictions will not always he completely accurate, of course, but they will almost al-
ways be much more accurate than igusv-rork - - even puemswort based ot pilots' opinions (becuase
pilots tend it like what they are accustomdA in rather than whai rill ensure beat visual perorm•rn'ce)

Some of thb variablea an engineer manipulate. or ca.n manipulal.,, in the course of designing or
redesigning the parts of an aircraft that Influence viwil p•rfnrmrance are:

A. Position 2 %rkIlon
B. Spectral Composition X. Visual Angle Subtended
C. Internauly p ,-- .
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To a certain degrn, these physical variables are related to the visual (psychological) varlables we
- %fe l.•,,tnaied previously. The enginoer's physical variables constitute what is meant by stimulus
characteristies. The table b-elow may prove helptl mas a summary in we remember that all of the
variables Interact in complex fa"hion:

"Visual Variables (Payeholugueal) Enginerlng Variables (Physical)

Var'.,- ina %A i&11.M POet.

tion on Retina - Rod-cone anatomical plot A. Position
(Basic curve 1) Bee Fig. 8.24

Spectral sensitivity B1. Oeciral CompositionF (Basic curve 2)
Brightu•t.a sensitivity C. IntensityLight Discriminations ikalie curve 3)

]autntaut seasit~vity

I (Basic curve 4)
t Color aenulttvity

. Visual acuity E. Visual Angle
| (Busic curve 5)

Spatial Diiscriminations iDepth 4derrA-Mi
F Form dicrlrniatin F. t1atial Arrangement

aenperai thscriminsstios C-TCAf Ner Mittwty _ _..-_.._

We will give examples to show bow an swnineer, by manipulating either position, spectral com-
positiont, Uivnstray, ouration, visuzA asier- or S tatia @ti'iafigcinn'tt, mafy 4AlGerA U-- *;4, " Cr
porsonnol. We will show how he cani deliberately manipulate thc other variables to improve vision.
Thi exxmples will Ie preserited in this way:

Firat, it will be assumed that for aome reason an engineel wants to change the position, spec-
tral composition, Intensity, or some other characteristic all ilpme device iside or outside the aircraft;
e.g., we will suppose t1. t the engineer wanits to change the ton.l,l,. of a not very essential warnL.g
light - - to move it to the far side of the cockpit to make nmore room n the instrument panel.

Next. the effect nf this change will be examined In thj, light of the five basic curves of visual
performance; e.g., "If ..,rlag light Is moved from cent• l vision to a point 40 degtreu &A in the
field of vision, curve 4 bhows that ability of ryC tW cdscriminate detail is reduced."

Finally, we will show how the engineer might make a secxond change to correct a bad siltuationcreatedi by his first change; e-gz., "Curve 3 sh~,aw that if the Ltita.t of the light is incrmsed, the ef-
f c m of rovng it to the pernphery of the field os a itdlon will l.rty compenstied." Additioril curves

ind data will be introduced wl!ihn each example as they apply.

Several words of explanation find cautinn are Indicated at this point. The example5 in this chap-
icr r. seem rather e:xtreme atld ,.rtfiritl. The choices were made with malice Aforethought -I to
show huriw to apply visual data to the design of airplanes and associated equipment. Since dhr mcnirtux
empioyed lhere requires tine ae of simple examples, it would be wise to keep ir mind that any real
situation Is highly complex. Yes, you can move a warning light to the far side of the cockpit. Whether
or n! Pilot A sees it when he is flyibg a mission dependa not only on the characteristics of the eye,
but also on what else the pilot is ?0oing at the moment the light fianaes on- h also depends on suet,
things am how !ncng he has boon flying, and, perhaps, even how old he is. Another pilot In the same
situation might see the wa.,,ing light when Pilot A doos nit. Because of the r iltitude of such ofluo-
enring feaors in any real situation, the luminance', sire, and rAher ch•racteristIcs affecting vision
must be well above the threshold values presented in this rhapter. The add-tion of a srdety factor
sixouid be kept tn mind at all times -- -is it is in any engineering cilculations. T'ese exiamples are iur
ilustrative p•-poser tnly. The practical problems that arlse in desm.Vntg and tylo,' aircra.'i are dis-
cussed i•r lalet chapters of this report.
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I
Example A: Changing Position in Relation to Line of Sight

To Illustrate the visual effecte of changing the position of a tlimulus in relation to the line of
sight, we will consider in more detail the not-veuy-s t! warni swI m,"rdloned earlier.

Enginasr!MgChanp. letause the Instrument pLnel is too crowdKd the engineer pInt to !0.vc
a wAr•TInijgnil l to the side of the cuckpit. Th Signal wtr..• o a runior •'•.r of ewtine malfunc-
lion; It ronsists of a small, transluca:.t red c!. ti u- t t i replaced by a rectangle when the malfunr-
lion occuars. AMs..i. uo pilot is looking straight ahead -- at his instrument panel or out over
the nosr -- the engineer calvulates that the signal will now be 40 dogron from the pilot's line of
sight; its Image will thus fall on the retWin 40 degrees away from he fovea (i.e., from central vision).
The engineer hopes that the pilot will still catch the signal "out of the corner of his eye."

Effects of Change an Visual Performance

Curves I through 5 (Fi. 8.24) help the engineer predict whether his hope is justified, He finds;

Fc'om curve 1, that rods aid cones will be stimulated in a ratio of 16 to I by a s•Inal 40 de-
gree from telie-ne of sight.

From curve 2. that although rods and c'mes a" about equmily sensiUtve to the red (long-wave)
end of the Lsi-i~rui sefrmAuvi is low for both IW-twm~aro. the response of the rods ia achro-
matic; the red signal wilt apmr colorless.

Front curve 8, that the pLtt may no! be able to sea the signal for some Ume If It Is dim corn-
oared to the 1ýIi atin na him owm have lut h~-- anmmmd in a )wi-Witao Wmn. .naw.ý Ua-a

curve 3 shiows dark adaptatlon for the eye as a whole. What about the peripheral area we are con-
tefld wih? lgurtli acia adpata nrv tar VariixW -t W da fe trM Z!* fo W-~ nK n

of theme are bnywhere near as far out as th4 signal we ar considerLn, they do Imlicate that dairk
acatatcr ~ U-T. - .' .. 41*M4

a certain timimni• time is re•qired for dark adaptation no matter where an object in located with re-
spect in lint, of sit.

Fr=o irve 4 it can be Iaferred that the rod receptors that wiU be used to see the warning
light will ditsZF;i1Kle brightness dliferentos poorly. (The curve Indicates that the smaller contrasts
are dlscriminated with cone vision.)

F:;,m v'LrYf & •Aw• other date, that yvtual acuity will be extremely poor in than z-giftn af the
retina under eI dav•t!g a•d night-lighting conditions.

From the foreoing, it can be seen that a warning signal deaignd to be see with central v•iion
on the I'srument panol would probably be seen less frequently i It were moved without change 40
degrees Into the peripheral field. Let as now see what the engineer can do to correct the situation

Further Engineering Changes to Smprove Visual Performance

Earlier in this chapter. we listed six "engineering variables" -- physical characteristirs that
the engineer can manipulate to change visual performance. Let us cumalder whether the engineer
can make the warning signal visible by altering each of theise chararteristlcs in turn.

A. Position. Since him troubles "v due to his having moved the siaal In the first place, the
simplest P-T-Moa is to move It back x Lho Instramcat panel. U thie id not possible, ho may still find
a place for the signalr closer than 40 degrees to the one in "oftit. In this case. lie aep Is the proce-
dures outlined above for predicting the effects of this new chan3s in position on visual periormance.

*For the complete picture on visual rcuity, athei curve% would have to be examined: curves showing
aclty vs. telinrA poilUion (&uch as Fig. 8.25), a-wil• vs. wave length, and acuity Va. luminance values
h1gher than those In curve 5. however, shice this example Is purely for illubtr.tkio, you can uAume
tht scalty is poorer for 40 degrees and red light than it lis for the 30* curve in curve 5, Figure 8.24,

i,.th 0 lzla
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i
s, S m i -q w to m mnd 20 tims as big a visuad angle ma one on thc jastru-

me Vlt! nl to be eso with tUimet i yl It wih Mve to be2 0llmetoas big (in aiver dimelmnsol,
, plus as alftoa) amouw to make up for increased distance from the pilot.

F. *a". It will be rememberd that t6 waming uo4pua i a circle that changes to a rectanle
when mifR on occrs. Can *ae eimneer ineeans the effctlveness ut the aigni by hang its
shape? ftriter, we poised o that form discrlmiatmla depends on a nomber of vara•bs ad is dif-
f Itcut to nalyse. However, one lUboratMo ewimnt fits the warniag sLpi oltuaion nmtly:

In an eporimentl-5 3 on pertpheral form dlscrmWlttlon, the apparatus Included m perimeter
- (.br Fig. 6.6, Ciaqpter 6) with a red fi atlons pc., z a.rkgromd was prowided !fr stimull and stimulus
S nrier. EtUnuli wore tranlucent surfees In the forms of a circle, triangle, diatond, hexago, rec-

tangle, and square, each havig an area of 10 rma. The brightnms of each stimulus was 244 mL.
Distace from eye to stimulus was W0 cm. Three ,ubject, were dark-adapted for 43 minuter aW then
made obseeratlone for one hour, using both eyes. flhay were given a "ready" a4inl before the forms

4 were shown. They were asted to name the forms *A they were preseted. The forms were prenied
in chanc pairs -- La., sometimes Identitel forme and sometimes different forms were presented.

SBoth forms of each paIr were shown at the saume molo to left or right of the ltno of ght, ta* of the
* pair in the uppMr quadras of the visual field ald wne in the lower. Disermiutinam was tcmtad at 10-
_- degree torvali; each pir of" forms wa pr mented (1) three tie at each 10-degre interva4, be-

* ginning at 20 degrees from the center and proceeding toward the per1phery, (2) three tiam at each
10-degree Interval from the periphery inward, (3) tiw times out, as In (1), and (4) two time W4, as in
~ (Z.The unt U~ ofthe fteldwas ftakesa h 0dge e~Ia b*a e eotdfna coul dise . _int uqhb no __m, g _,, I !a_... ....

There were fewer correct discrimnmttwto as eateailon toward the perlptery wan increased.

Pol Cii-•, C., .rF~r1L au v- r-- aim A iunution oi cooe geinetnc em w e U uamus; relative m of

A the nix formna In the utolo S44 inneftlpted. in trrn oft! d &tcflt wai: ria k ¶
- .. .... '73 MfWW 4 re. .... se. r. . ta-7w Afl

- fuies sperimem i•nicates (1) that changtig the shape of the signal to a triangle or diamond dur-
,• L0 the "od" period would maIel it esasier to roeogise and (3) that at 40 degrees from the le of sight,

a warnwg expresse only as a change of s In the signaling device will go uaheeded much of the
time; a chaue in brigktnee or some other charatortstic Is roquired

Conclusion. The forepgoing discussion do" not of course exhaust the possibilltle. The engi-
neer cMo , for enmle, Invest.igate the effects of tuing a ha4ing light or a Weser or bell instead of
a steady visual sigal. Furthermore, in sltustlons wnere vis•l performaiwe was crItIcaL It more

S As a, final stt, the ngiaeer Z amnld have an actl warning aingmi device made and try it out

7 under onditions slmuLatirg those of an airplane in flight n closely 2z possible, using anne w bet
&M encGu trials so -that he cruld get an Indiration of Its relLubllity.

* Example B: Chiangimn pectral Composltion (Color)

* affineertig Ch~ate. Pamwmy lights ar• ,smlly white, ld lights blue, and ge and obstrction
lights red. Rtppose the blue has a wave length of 47A m• and the red of 67Th. U the easiaser decAdis
to change the runwny lights from white to an "orange" of wave length 650, what will happen? Pilot

- may Nt an obuirsiction, since red and orange lights are often confused.

- Effects of Change an Vistal Performan-ce

q R t white to Char4rd to orange, as in this sitttation, the engineer cm predict:

From curve I (Fl- 8.24), that since thtpilot mayfixate the tigh directly -- with ftoeal ritian --
.the ItarL w•d•rWfi the rogloht w muuiasm cone desity an the retina. Thus, the pile will be able to
uase hWs abilty to discri=mnate color to the fWest.

* F w 31 • e .rig. L.4), that ha the oritimal sItuaion, the rod war loss bright than the blue
(assumiN ta e Ml-ieerg of the red was YKt atqe d up to compenzatc or lower e"e asnaltvily to
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red). Other visual data c"e be cited to show that brawer lets bright than the wht There was thus a

brlghtmem dlfferefcas WlU color coding. Nowiwith the change from white to orange, the runway lights

will net be much different Iabei gba tunm thered obstruction lights, and they will not be picked up at any

gterdi-tacCe. The chances are thus increased that the runway and obstructionwmllbe confused.

curve-Z41. 8.24), that if the Inteigitytof the lights is high enough, the pilot will see

them quic Wyj-Ii no adaptation time -, whenb e gets reasonably close (that is, even if he is not

dark-adapted, he will see them wben the Illuminance falling on his eyes is equivalent to a luminance

of about 8 log units AUL, or about 0.1 mL).

From curve 4 (Fig. 8.24), that contrast is probably sufficient, since we have the source

against a daL~~rk r~t

Curve 5 (Fig. 8.24), visual acuity, probably does not apply, since at a distance, lights of stand-

ard slise- n-effect,podnt sources. That is, abiltty to discriminate them is a function of inten-

sity rather than visual:anle msubtended.

Further EngineeVfi Changes to previal Perormance. It can be seen from the forego-

ing thalf orange mast be used for runway lightst May be confused with .ed. It orange is used, the

engineer can manipulate other variables,,as he did in the previous extample. Let us consider three o!

these variables: Intmity, visual angle subtended, and spatial arrangement:

h . If the intensity of the orange runway lights is increased, so that they are appreciably

brighter tihanhe red obstruction lights, the difference in brightness will again help the pilot tell the

two apart. Whether an increase in intensity will make the colors easier to discriminate is another

question. To answer It, we will Introduce some new data:

Figure 8.26 shows tha, yellow lights require the greatest intensity to be identified correctly 90 per-

cent of the time. 8 - 8 At low backgrgou lfluminances (which may be uasumed for runway lights),

white can be identified at the lowest Intenitties, and red is nearly as good. However, it can be in-

ferredfrom curve 2 (FMg. 8.24) that thethreshold intensity for detectin a light (as against discrimiatinge

it from lights of other colors) is higher for red than for light of other colors. It is important t: note

that the data in Figure 8.2 appliew omly 4hen the observer knows the location of the signal. When the

observer knows only the genendl direction of -the signal, the threshold values should be doubled.

In the studyg- 8 that produced the data for
Figure 8.26, It was found that red is rarely con-

fused with green or vice versa, but blue light isI
frequently confused with green, and yellow with ADr-E .MM-""A M O,

red. It would be expected that orange would be MAN "M UNIT Of VtUfU.r,, '"
even easier to confuse with red. This is borne H ' •.. ,. PL"',M

0 W SIC0_f. I?90.T byl N. I. G.4NS"M

out by Figure 8.16.8-4 In the red portion of the 0. •,•.A. W:, M X. 2. Q mu.

spectrum, so great a difference in wave length in 0
required for two color samples to be distimmtished UJ .

that the threshold difference does not even show
on the graph. Other studies have reveaied that " I+

reds must be 20 millimicrons apart before the 4 " YELLOW

eye recognizes that they are of different hues; 20 , I
m'u is almost the diference between the orange 3- o .

of 650 mg and the red of 675 mg that are being REDz_- I I.-utsidered in this example. On the other hand, the : WHIT'E--'

blue of 476 mpi could be distinguished from a blue -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +•

of just a few millimicrons higher or lower; it BACKGROUND SBIGHTNESS IN LOG CANDLES/ FT
2

could easily be dientinguished from = orange or
r¢d zome 200 mgi away. It must be remembered
thAt the results for Figure 8.16 were cbtained
urtler ideal conditions; the color samples were Figure 8.26 Illuminance from Point Sources

presenied side by side close to the observer and of Light Required to Identify Color Correctly

under good Illumination. Where the colored lIghts 90 Percent of the Time, Plotted for Four
ar-- qnrm• distance apart, as on an airfield, znd Colors as Function of tickground Brightness

-where atmospy.cric conditions will usually intervene (after III118-8)
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I

io orna cadtui, ith, dIfefmes.m sap would ha•e
to be grmeter than thse in eg•ure 8.16 to be dia,-
tingutal d as searate hues.

Yiev li esnt. r can
way, an Mobtractl .s io i tee ddbei• in
effect, point mawen, thesy stme an sWeiabt, . - - -

e** at thpIe et, a" (e.g., truasmlu peo1 Ie).
Thi will inermstheir effective brlgbbiem, &Wd I
the di•tan awhlch they be soca asoo -

I ahoornbythe followlqgdeft-:

The gr~ in Figure 8.31 share tftharg

quPU ImflMee. IN tM lmnos entled per twit
a -s (i.e., tMIme uasmee) M1• bold eo•drt, theLarget with the larger arem wil alobvio eltI omit
thw (Luier hal aw eo Wart he d comat ls L.it. grater toted snim.e a lae s asS them din-

posit the irmatoer Ma ster a -l ie _At tim qo-251e.lIa u tfastf ltoa sc 4ati .otecure t thaws
It is inesugt *'O 1 a"i it3,27 haa th. wamin shapew - Wp a we omth 4W

MIS Y•, a Ik.e.•_,• O_,•.dq. --, t -, tgr. crv, CII . ____- -- • I

in a* 4B mow

w asl ln/wclltil-

paired circular utimuli oubtoding 2, 3, 5, and? 7 IgUro 1.2 MKiimum Viatwi Angle a L4ht
~ ~Lai~ia~a -W --' zz.U aat nuibaw MAWC fitw ~ it a ~e ryý! an4 ft- MIX

cadumie were refeed an tWe al, of the stim- Pklotteidsaaim ofLuminanceCe thAe ourcs
ulus wao inereaed fr*m 2 to 7 mfinP.e8-l (data fronm Lb& Prideux S-315)

ftst AsarewS.t Thke wqginer cam hbepthe pi"o dstingulish runway wid abetruticon lights
by atrninling tin ditg iyve pattern a d by keeping t tWO yp as fair apart as possible.

.QmgkdL The discusaion In the forqohing pauugre$a ahm that the engineer would be uan-
wine to Place oruug ligt.l In the samte ares ai red light. ute It Is inwortWn that lite two dia-
tlagutsaed f.tam mach other (La., red meanS obstzucuim and mstt be Interpreted a. much); further, ho
shouW not abose two colors that ae clme together in domiu wave length It further saiiuh if
the colors o two kind. of lighlt mlibt be coriumsd for awl' reason, the eingineer can correct the atiua-
tioa ta follows: (1) Re cm improve the chaacr tht the colorn will be recognise by increasint the
intensity or sie ci the lights. (2) He can design the lights so that they can be #Autingulnhed "n the
baaic of arrnLgemeat, relative intensity, or aows other chancterlatlc besides color.

Example C; Changing Luminance

ErmjLheer!,-g aq. Ina day ilercepto•7, the pilot has the Job, 's=cnnin the day sky and the nest
mom ezTd-elzwfin pi-p on ia radimrcope. The scope, because It is dir'actly in front of him, has to be

maLil. The icope face is dimly illumirnated withyellow-gren light, and pipe are greem. There are com-
plaintn that the pilot reqadrcs ice much time to adapt to scope-face Illitumnation after cimiunig the
bright day sky. No, the design engineoer slowaqthe llilnna#flonof the scope fano. Whaftihppne?

Effects of Change on Visual Performance

As in Euamtlee A and B, the .-- ter can predict the results of hiMc dcha from curves I
through 5 (Fi. 8.34). If be incrleses the luminance of the scope face, he finds:

From cure, that since the pilot will -e using central (foval) vision, he will be using only
Cofie re•ewoattfft eI the pipa on the &cope free.
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From cur-. 2. that T.aiing Latntity Is a better approach to the problem than chan•ing coorIr.

aire ady meet USI45lY lw tin yUe in8-grem portion of the spectrum,
Prom oury1 that lmse time will be required for AIpting to tMs rained levie of Ultum inaIoin. but --

TU tuR ust O th. PIP Wigt be detected mnre quictly With a low contrast at high lumtinancevalu-- than ,ft • with the sam =crast at low lwinaSnce values. By calculatiPg viutmU angle sub-tended by the smallest taro* pip ad sing the actual lumlmnce valust of pip and background, he"safety factor" Mould be tucorporated to make certain that contrast will be sufficient, even If the
pilot is not fully adWed to ecome illumlnatlio.

From curve that Acuity will probably be reduced am a function of the decrease in eontr"t
that wit) occr •-, scope-faces brightness in increased toward pip brightneas.

Actually, curve 5 shows that ouiy deariase, as a ctMeon of dneraeUd background luminace. IHlowaver, thin Cur"a Is based on data for R darkt object alat a !I rund; as background Ru-j&ml"ae -t decreased, Contrart betwe osect s-adk -ud W boearkro, and it Is obvious that"the dverAo e In acuity In due to tit change to contrast r*aer Ut=ta ft abeoluta chan gen In beck--grMmd lWuimnee. Zn the case of at ,adar pip pliast a dim bsermmd, lacro--•n the .m.uance .of the backcground reduces inottrantE tefore acubty. fW411 Liegneer reqtres exact informationan vi...l Peuty for the radarszopv, be should coneult data that ive afuity As a function of ontramlfur the actual luminnce value. Involve* and for the yetlow-gr'een jwrtin of Nho flfltrnm.)

Fvrthe Eaglneutq CMange to rpa Vinci Peflnanee S
From the lorniohsw, it can Lw smom tiun If the luminance of the scope lace Is iarcresa4the ONen-4ginner WiM,-, m .•ll, ama dt, rdaka.. I 

,s 
t,-- 

a .. .alocal#%M~icurlý --. _.Aw el r'- mtU u can deec target Pip -ndtly so tea"s It". Uhe OWWin an..__ "__'if ot± "is-mkspectral- - eiLion, lumiasoce of pip, or Ztsuape f p ti fr h. "ah al.. . ft unapt.

wara Ca QsW& o U ard.ma4 seen that the eye isruoe sensitive to the yellow-green Ulu-S. or, the erg w r m4iM imrove oorAret by changing the wave length Of thephophor or the scope Wamim• Amo orby haun gte Ofilter (it there Ja one) for opthium coMtrast. In other
•;,_ wore, to make up (ni-th decresse ih• rluhhwsa (achro•maicl) con~trast, Increase co.or (chromatic) con-trast. Perhas a cWh to yellow phosphor wo&l he best, since vZt;4 iculty is best for yallow. Consider

the fo dtt a:* - One tu#yl-0) ph~we thai'hueetlfferntrq Kenralhave lees offep,, on visua acIty than achomti A
wnv*henrnnphzrrOae,-. Mh-1!,a ddfisrencc in brightms toe bettor thtan a difference litcolor whre the problem is n dlcrhý,teaealn ob•jos Mke nuarp4 . If briglimn uommat 1 reduced.how ert-r edflfr eet wms flcreen acuity, provided tt the Introduction of hue difference does notfurther rei•re' -4'Jtesm contrasiL

LJh~in view of the foregoing, the tngtnoer might better increase brlghtnem cotrast bybrightening the pip, so that I agait stads out from the brahtnmed scope face. However, limits areImposed by (i) the nature of the phosphor, and (2) the dlifftsln of the image that occurs an brightnessof . small lumtrnus object is Increased. At eis point, we shall also reou•wider what the best back-ground lumimaee would be for the . Consider the folowing data:
In the first place, if the pilot must shift his eyes back and forth from the daylit sky to the radar-scope, must the scope be oS bright as the rky for toe Pilot to see it clewj Mt h answer Is, no; a'wurfaceuT to 100 tintm sles bright than a prevhotmly viewed isurfaceecnmit b se with litte adapts-lton time. Since thu briglhness of a daylit sky hi about 2M mlllhamberte, scope beliOghn shouldtherefore be set up to 20 mL or higher to "nsure vaslbllity (f the scope face (without torget pipe).
Now, how brtght arauri tn target sigal be to be detected amu: a ttackground of 20 mL? Figure8.28 shown ttat after loo4k;lrj, a Pky whose brightfese Is 2000 mL (1.*., 34 Icl units), the pilot canlimmedately detect at sgnal 2.i times brighter than It.s bRekpous Figure C28 assunu" a back-ground iJuntinee of 0o022 mL but Figure 8.12 or curve 4, Figure 0.14, shows thmt as over-sl lutvni-ninre value" Increase, Ioaor contrast ratios cm bediacrnm tsaL. ThUrefore, a alnpl o( ml, should be

mote than brLghi &noaxh to detect ýgahzwt a background of . ml.
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__ Wur _ LU 'fmeuinundIn lw ! se~au Fgure 1. M h 7 ati AmbaWfiusoae
r ~itzu in rcrtz*fl. Wbcte ibJct eqIaflwd toi Prveynela Winar Signal From bie"n

* a ge Mtd frSvrl ifrn mnDwled 41.. Thresold Ihki al nce), - -

4 To maue curves m I te 0.1--Ll
* cm tflmfr vMt bt11" .ew eteUý
4 nccmda, the 0.08 curme, W0- , A trace 15 Isnhmi twig we 1m@ as

- tQ.(a"t Wmia.t itoe signal. (irvs Adier et aLV4

One question reLmats: how will amblet lUumlnats aWfect Lime TA16b1 of scop face &ad
siapa? hen a radar opetor Is required to work In ilumminad surrosmdlnga, ambliet ! ght re-
flected from the face of te cathode ray tube may =mak soop signals.

FigurA 8.29 akin We results of an eorimemmi whtoh was conducted to find om bow much am-
blent irmiance imd Ja t prevemt a sigA from being see. The signal was a Un. 10 decrees long,

110. 'AL" arih e s eb amb!in WaMnm-
Stion of slightly lower luminance nines at the soPae ~ cs. As x4=i lumimance inervea to somewhat

S* hilher vabie-e auch greate pnqortlm of tadsmit lminance Is required to sank the signal. At I
mL (0 log uwlt), for euxmple, thetsxlias cn be mom e alal s maski "umlnataIons up to l0 mL. As

wsignal laumasnee Inceasure further, howenr, the mansitng lumnianee threshold Increases at a do-
creamsing rate; it reahes an asympte at tbout 1000 aL (3 log units). Tbu, when ambioent luminance

In the order of 1000 mL, It bcomme impractical to maie a cathode my tube sips bright enough to
be "etn.S-2

Fllgre 8.29 also tho-,as that when a s#4lp J 60 mL (G.7 log unita) it u#4d, ambi••t lumi•,ance
• must be hapt below 100 mL; otherwise the signl will not be sxen And since background luwrnance
will be 20 mlw, ambient lumin *e should probably be lowered still further, to lame than 90 (Le., 100
fflmmtw a) ml. A shield triat ambient QllwnAUt'. tn tberefore indcated.

of I In adAtIon to chmgin color and brlgh•ne-s, the egInser mIght make the pip
a sier wi 6eti i by ds ibnW g the qmut to cag Iit shapo. He migt lso =Me It bigger, but the po-

sition of a large pip camiw be determined accurately.

Figure 8.0 s•ow minimm cDoUst tW can be discernsd ac a function of am for rectanlte:
of live d•lrent abqe. Yawom ts graPi, I Is 9pren that a pip of a given area can be seen at
lower mignS tamt te Ishc m zuub apn~~ On r.V-24
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Stimulus onThreshold Cattai for Five Figre 8.3 Itensity of Jut Visible FuAhsIoUS
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x1nsncrW For uutuutuWftsiaauumnqxt Uwpossrlofctthes"isbllgivenby radio, but
- ~ a- ~.a nn W sIn WW- WiMa6 UUBMWi n5w. UW- @Mmw COMMhIS ' fue

slip li1WIm shsvakete~ 51* Waftathw lightflfthib5AWS InM-&f*0w wfl-' 41 hiqra W1H

Effects of chowane VieYw Perforaecee
Uopr""iottba""ef etnae flaaqIgtHot, the Owineera*gainto wn to t rmgya u thovgh 5 (sa Fig. 6.324).

Re flak:

YFa uwaLa&dJ dabecese the rob an more ssaslfve tham Owa cones (curve they willpick
up the lighat aa suck greater distance ftan i&.e cusa. Therefors, tee Wye will pick nip GwuW vlgtwhre rods are
concemitsd, wass 30 dagreee from O1w IkqVS (umv 1), ant slightly off -ctszrfln=loa Will follow, A flash-

ire ~ r =I&~ bennnn~t~ - , a=V%1A%-M*V rdwla 166 R'nasl bra4 the paiors ocamniag the the Inago
wOUld faln an the rre a _tt)'ePDMuttn i s rotla flhsbqj light mould theieamIbdth*0tgd ax far

"aaa a steady Ligh.

From L ye3,1L.t tbt Vplit h=.tn obueniqW a rasihrsoo wi'uso brightness is in tbd orderS of0 in L
(5x I10-1pp L), be will nwdfime to Szft-abpt befre he can dotet a dim. distantftue-plame light.

£mst~does u applyv~ directly, sinces It shows cootznnl threshold.; for dark objectsaottlate size a-
0iint Lighbwt ~crr*O, Uowmnr, counat would be Mt axiaumus with a stos&. white light.at nighu In a

B~0hU, *1. .&acd smewht Wthe use atit esflaha light since no contrast szltto whern the Lljrht is off.

Carve 0 doos not apply; acuity is not crucial Ins this decton taek.

Vir~i~ glneerlag auen to lanove Visua Perforumsac

Other variabtee hint cam be inantpulats to tInprwwe ths situation ane the Intensity, Aural on, and size
(viwAsial um suibteedod) at doe stimalus.

lao dnbe Incraseam to dAs flasinlg lIhtaE vIMIs &as"ted light.
Dura~tion. The erMper could mealpulal the freqeacy and tratio of As-eke. 6o lacrosse "h visibli

fly of tnatT.IAleo, mom miw be provided for Wb pilot to daft-iiaupt betcon be begin to scan forth. light.
itse iollowlng datok wilt shed sams DIttos &a Offct of m"WAMpUlh Intensity addndhrton.

i~' M "' ftc# r alt o aa- r auikiI 7mae S.iiM we acarnsd with um Intensity reqai red tom uea
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light whose location was known. Under these eircumelatce, a flash of light that laste lesm than about
a half-second must be much nyre Intense than a seandy light to be seen. A flash tMat lasts halt a
second or longer Is almost as visible asi a steidy light of the tame Intensity. Whei, the loeaieon of the
light Is not knowi and the observer must hunt for It as In our example, a large safety factor must be
Wdded to the minimum values given In Figure 8.31.1-33

In another study, complex reaction to stoady and flashing lights were determined at high 0on-
trasts such as exist In our example. It was found that steady Eight signals were more consplcwos
than flas•h•ig light signalsk- 35

"in still a third study -- a recent preliminary one - - deletctift times were compared for vrioun
flash rate, on/off ratios, and differenced among Individil subjects. Flash rate were 40, 00, AO,
100. and 120 flasie. per minute. On/off ratios were 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, 2/1, and 4/1. Med And yellow
wi,,-t4 p lightA wore simulated as they would appear to a pilot about two mile away from anoter air-

craft. Flesh rate was found iot to be a factor in detection time, but on/off ratio had a significent of-
feet; ratios below 3/1 were better thmn those above 2/1.8-34

Visual Angle. The enginesr caw increase the elm.and ttereby the total energy smitte) of the
signal.lfWetInimple B, dealing witls runway lights, the engineer cam inermse the Else of the fuel-
plae light to make It In effect an extended source rather than a point source. This will incremae its
visibility, as explained under Example B and IllUstrated In Figure 8.27.

Kin$ 3 LThangiag Visual Ange &lended~

Tbu axample that fo-llaws daalh wi111, Ut eiIMi, u un emungiering chdae that will chawse the
minumum dtatlutwkhable culity. This and other types of vistua attalty have been desribed earlier in

ai cimptes.

W.lOw 94M The Mi-- of an WindVidmal dial i1-w ia by the nuisber A` 'ial required
S Ia l. iman ffaT Miie1 hm the permissible aneI! site. The enLneer has th problem of nnrdwtdtn
mors Information m a d"Il that has light letters and numbers Naglnst a dark b•ckground. Accordingly,
he rdmeas tw eine of the lettring severely. The pilot Is still ewected to distinguish the letters and
numbers. What will happen?

Ufecl ni Chwne on Virual Performance

Again turning to curves 1 through 5 (see Fig. 8,24) the engineer flngos

dial is imq.h, t e.ou Will he able to repon. Tbu, the pilot cn use central,
lovesl vision Mn reed tb dial. The grap in P e 3.25 sMhws that his viWal aculty will bh very much
better thMan he used pa-lph•ral, rod vision. N mever, below a certain letter lsie for any gli en iu-
L•.•nee. the pilot will still not be able to read 09 dial (ee FIg. 8.2).

From cu• v tha if the ploJt Is ae•d to a fairly low level of Illumination, his ihility to see
a dim dial' * Z vision (a well as rod) will be Increased.

From cy_ that numbers and letters may not be dlhm'ulshable from their background.

F.'om opn Uat, at Low ;uaalnancea, they may not he Idftteftlabit

Further ErgIneerIng Changes to Improve Visual Performaonce

If the engineer ha- - - tmurse muu to reduce letler and digit size, he can Improve the situation by
altering, for saumple, th spectrwl com psti' or lumlnance.

boectral Comp!ittq. I"f be selects a gmo.' color -- preferably white -- and traneilluminatee
the letters Mn digiti (that is, puts the light behind , m), he can add color contrast to brightness con-
trest to make the letters -ataad oul. The situation Is &L. o"t identical to that for Example C, above,
deairng with a radarecope; see the studyl- 2 0 cited there.
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_________- ~ ham - RRMjj=. The ;r"Pn;r .an Metncr e ith; 1WOL-vatwe. of lbse ieritci and p~u~ce Mhe-beat-pea--
atble contrast. Consider the following study:

Reco'nition time as a function of digit mime and brightness was determined for while dial-type
dtigLu on a dark adwcgrouan The brightness range was from 0,003 to 0.1 ft-L. A'eranll recognitioc
time wider the numt favorable conditions tried was about o.e second. As site or brightnses decreasew,
recognition time Increased, at first slowly and thee more rapidly. In oliher words, when site is held
conwtant, lgs" time is required to ee at higber lusince levels.8 --lI

Example F: Shape and f1atial Arr.ngement (Parallel Lines to Identify Aircrtift

There aro many ways of v•aeylng nape and rasrrtgfing objects ani di!plays The following is
an cm -ale:

_IL Chn. Let • say that It has bee t augeted that a good way to make planes Iden-

tuntable-ia tI iWi a Mlfldrent number of parallel lines on the fuselage of each type of plane. But the
fuselage is not large enough to contain a great number of parallel ltnes unless Ute lines ere placed
very close together. If retroflective material is used, parallel lines very close together appear as
dark on r. light ground In daylight and lumino on u dark grou at night.

Effects of Change on Visual Performance

Using curves I through & (see Fig. 8.24) tn predict whether a given number of par"ael llnm rcan
in faetbe seen clearly enoug to ntity •h•e aireaft, the wmgneor flids,

From curve 1, ad also from the vimual acu•qt curvci li ngure 8., t1at lisneal l.xaton (oneu
only) WM e r-eRuired both day and nigt.

InP It, lilt tu.... kI .... nut _e a I£Aibiin n Lu gh . .M dltrct t h. hued, eit j ... UY U&

From curve 3 that if retrollective material of any colr Is not luminous miough at night (abuve
about 0.1 minifT-Iurt), the cms m-y no rpd adequately, ftugh in daylight their responer will
be rapid. (In Identifying a moving aircraft, one cannot count on having even a brief time to dark-adapt.)

V.-.n- rq_• 4: that as luminance Increaes from night to day conditions, a lower contrast ratio
can be di.a.4ii'ii--d. In thts cove, contrast ratio must not be too groat even ot nlght. since we are
dealing with Wmlnnous objects.

Ft om c that even if islnmance ts high etough for cons to respond, it Amy nA be hip
-- iwiough f, cur" t 11,1,"itl tob dnila tdytime levels. of IlIIUM in)tio. visual witthy may be ex-

pecitJ to he better -- within certain limits Imposed b7 the distance at which the plane is to be Ideitifled

Further E-.gineering Changes to Improve Visual Performance

. TIt the engineer must put parallel bars rinse together, he will have to manipulate other variables
an that Itey can be discriminat&ed While he prcbably cannot e~pert Identification at mny great dis-
lance, he can Improve the situation by msnirulmtlrv !recltz- comp-sitIon and luminance.

Spectral Co.osition. Hy choosing material that reflects the wave lengths to which the cones are
moat senh-t iye,-e wi-- idJe the cones o pick up the symbol at maximum distance. Indeed, ny mewans
of curve 2 (Fig. 8.24) and the hue dlscrmlninatlon curve, Figure 8.18. ho might chtKoe two colors that
the eye can both respond to easily and discriminate as separate huts -- blue-green (x - 500 mp) and
yellow-green (A = 580), for rxample. Then, he might use fewer lines awM "color-code" the p!ane for
better Identification.

Luminance and Brightness Co.raet. To determine the correct contrast range for day and night,

Figure 8.32 1 plies to daylight, when the dark bars are seen against brighter background. If
It works out, for ?xample, tiai each bar and each space between bars subtends a visual angle of 1.4

•+ +"• ---._ ,-¾•.•- m-,, - _ __++•.,. .. • • •_'- i;,•.j. .. •,
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2 Figre 0.32 Plcktrowun Luminance and Ctumnt* panulra lop F4 Nzonwd4&ý VnrtIjtrLl
to be Been Under Daylight Conditioa• (aftr Cobb sa M o i-)-

a minutes at the required recognltuo distance,
S cntrast must be. 50 percent for the individual &CAWTOM
bars to be discriminated[ at a beelrow- luml-orom ~W

annce of I mlllambert. it tan be sem that for I- hO

i 6 ..torm-editte raiulge of visual angles eovered * SIPE SAPIM0
in the grap•• h. bakgr,,md Ieil tJ roo ,Id j I --
Impotant of Lao three varables. FIgure B.33, 33,hI..- ,- .Y-&..
howerver, atows Ikt as the IliumiMthmo of the

-n brigh bars incerases beyond about 3.2 photons
(0.5 lot nilts), Me ability at the eye to discuimn- . I
bna'o between them begins to get worse JAmteid so-
of better. In other wnrds, reflecting ban" by day .
aW lummws bars by night must be brtght enough =o -...........

but not too bright; the range of suitable vailuea Is *
narrow. The measure of visual acuity in Figure "
8.33 in the smallest distance two bars can be -/ c e/etson gor---
separated and still be seeen as seprate, ex- DA)CORI SITUATIONpress~ed In vYuMl on'gle m-4ftended by tha distane,, • , . , .

-10 =Ob O 0.5 1'0 Lb 20A factor that wlU Influence the ablity of Ut, INTIESITY IN LOG PHOTOfS
eye to resolre detl is the relationship between
the luminance of the vlWl task arm nmd the lu- Figure 8.33 Ability to Discriminate Briht Bars
Sminne of the "'urroun"' the fanaral gaiutDart Background

Z surrmWing the task are in mor nwale tMa
visual task area is the fuselag• e• the airrni Pot•e•d as afunction of reunal illumimuce
upon whhk tOe psrulel banr appear, while the from bers; sbilltytodincrlmiatedut bars
"asrrtxmt"' Is the sky bamgrotmd. ngure 6.34 *pifrit brightlutkgrowKsasfuntticekofttl-

shows the fet 'W& Upon!V9= acuity when mhe in- IUmJiricflZtfW bafqtrowz. (after Wilcox
-s minasteo Ctite ourroi varies funom a.ý thus 9-321
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*given degree of Improvement In performw;i:e. Remember also that part of the "cost" may be effets
tending to impair other function. (e.g., raking Illuminutlon on aen dial may increae adaptation time
for another dial).

B. Select factors to be modified and feasible ranges of modificatio consistent with tInau 2

7. Provide, if possible, a aemiopersatonal mockup for study of designs under consideration, so
that yo, will not have the expense of goin through the production steps and flight hGest with quesion-
able designs. The more environmental factors incorporated, the more precise your conclusions can
be. However, completely realistic simulation of external design fsature. is not always wortlwhhile;
the important thl.g to remember Is that the simulator must resemble the real thing In terms of the
functions involved.

In the past, research on display eharacterlstics and panel arrazspment, for instance, was either
of the laboratory type, In which a single instrument was tested In isolation, or was in the form of flight
tests, the only data bong tM'• opinion of a small number of experlencud individuals, However, with the
advont of training slmulators, the analog computer, etc., it is now relat!vely ftsy for the engineer to
eiportmeai on his own or with the assistance of a human engineerlng oranuzation. The influence of
one IrAtruteont on over-all performance or the efficiency of a ywb* lawunet system am be tested
under r lstic cololiow, The result is objective measuris of perfo that are relilva ily e.-

UliWIAd cii tiod In furlbwr iwnflwsvtUem fa ba¶

S1'XCiAL FACTORN WFLUMUN•IU VDUAL PiCIFRMAICK

V*auni Fruiems [lee to Accelerstlof
Theh flteecerhtI,= achlava4 bhy h-p um aeqtrcraft c= Waue-i're a Oiioi'i voisio nvor a

g ==yt =31'- 1 m ,. Whuin im aircraft turns, pulis out of a dive, raitdly eaters a climb, or executes a
1M.w radial acceleration Is nroiiiad Th^ ra..±lr~ 14r"i .J 3lU_---aaphflIhti to Che tan-
gent of the curve. It Is directly proportional to the mass and the square of tangential velocity, and
laversaly proportikml to the radli of the curve. AIs mieasuredln b em, one g being equal to the pull
of gravity on a stationary object. The physiological effect is due to fnertia, and works in the opposite
direction. Positive g is applted when the pilot's bead is toward the center of curvature, as In a ncrmal
turn or dive; the blood is forcod toward his feet, and the vision is first dimmed (grayed-out) and then
blacbed-o4t. W*I= his fett are toward th: c;.nteor of curvature, as '.n an outside loop, negative g Is ap-
pliet; blood is forced toward the hwAd, and the more daarous red-out may occur. When the force is
applied from cheat to back or vice ,ersa, as In linear %, .Aeratin. trAPerse w Is asr>.lIoe.; bkcod I.
rere- ta• "-d lm Pdot'U mck or front, and the pilots tolerance to acceleratIon Is mIrk w•n nl•a_ ...

vl,.l effect of any type of ao-c/ t iokn M a fmtdtion of time as wll &A tile direcilon and the amount
of fore•.

Structurally, blgh-performancs aircraft an nearly always withstand lorcea well over six post-
tine g. But what about the palet? At 2000 minls an hour, an aircraft could not turn in a circle smaller
than 18 miles 'A diameter. A'bout six £ would be applied, and nearly every pilot would be blacked-out
durig the etire t•r-n -- i total distance of more than 86 miles along the flight pathl Even at much
liiwer accaa;-aticus, vision Ia serloly impaired. For hnstance, In oe study it was found thit pilots
tried to read as many dials at three g as they do at 1.5. At three %, their reathga were 24 percent'
wrong,• gaLnst I1 percent at 1-5 g • - a statistically significant ditvrence.

"0G-suite" can counteract positive g by applying pressure to the lower part of the body, opposlie
to' the i.f-orte, mab devised so far Increase tolerante an average of 1.3 g.

Other Causes of Visual Problems in High-Performance Aircraft

Other caises of Impaired vision are at work less of the time than speod and acceleration in
hlgh-performascc aircraft, but their efferts can be equally damaging. Por example, hypoxis, a low-
ering of the osygae squpply in the ttasuem, will never occur under normal conditions, because pilot and
crew are .qlairsd to tak4i supplemantary orygen above 10,000 feet during daylight and from tike-off at
nioht. Aut the sapply of oxygen may fad, and if this nocurs, vision will be affected earlier and more
severely than other sensory processes, The degree of Iinnirment Is greater vith higher altitudes and,
to a lIeser degree, with loger duratio, of exposure.

An•othr problem is a dark cockpit at high altitudes, wlare the Sun appears Is a br4'Jht spot of
lint In i dark sky. 1here Is Iee. diffusion of light from above than at low altitudes, and instruments
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not directly tn linte will, the saun's - po • ) hUmiaw .tw omaeworse when light
-- -gla-res-1-mm a a~ye• r of clouds bel-w the aircraft. Inaimnnwnta may thorefore bl enar impousibhle fn

remd at high ahlitudes in broad daylight unless they are lighted artliclailly. 1 -2 1

Still another problem In altitude, empty flod, or night myopia. When a pilot has no l-a-.
lights, or distant objects on which to focus, he may accommodatle fur something very close without
realizing he Is doing It. He IS temporarily myopic -. near-sighted -. and for practical purposes,
"blljnd&' to objects out in apace. He rmay fall to see other aircraft in his central field of vision Mno

far swpy. The answer to this problem may lIs In itrining pilote In consciously relax ihc'r eyes, to
that they focus on Infinity.

High skin tensperaturwu are n't developed by today's standard military aircraft, bul (heyw be-
come a grave problem as speeds get Into the higher mach numbers. It has been estimated that air-
craft going 2000 miles an hour would develop akin temperatures of 600GC (11 12T) Vislon lb not a
critical element in withstanding high ambient temperature.; the eyes can withstand exposure ,o tho
hotltst air tbe lungs can breathe, which is 340*F for 1. to 32 minutes. Nowever, refrigeration bie-
comn a netni.sily at very high speeds, end with it comes the problem of designing• thick, Insulating
windshleldu that do not distort or obscure.

For structural reason. also, designers k'nd to make windshields thicker, and. for aerodxynnmic
reasmns, more atreamimed as speeds gel higher. Optical surfaces slanted to different degreea, ao
that the two eyes are ?,ookf4r at dfferst slants, can produce measurable change• In '1$e ability to dim -
itiraulsh email objects. In addition, both curved and slanted aurfacs c.an produce refletitons that can
mislead i ;lot merlously, an curved surfcED must be earofully designed to beet di•tor!tn at a m.In-
limum. Similar uroblq-me arise Ln d: *;rMa ilumam won mir..-

OLter, more special problema arise in high-mnesd flIMkt L=7=t an; beit i iiiie an they
pana thr-h 24 CW-Ucy uienser sar in aboci saves, causing an awearsnt dimulacemrn,&m isf nblecin
from their true -omlt . 9,4,,, m . ar-'s iv-• pe ot Matb I tom mar,. ' '.-a-f."-equrzr-y

150 1i) .w . j....... t.ra.1uitrutiy as the tound barrier Is passed.
RflsctA Of Omokiti

The most Important reacUon to smoklig is los c sensitvlity to tight. Ttwre may ale, be some
restriction of thO visual field.

The chief offenditng element In tobacco smoke Is not nicotine itu carbon monoxide, which enters
the lug whet omcco amoke Is Inhaleod. Blood takes up carbon monoxide from the lungs 210 times
more redily than It taken up oxygen. The blood becomes I pvrcent saturated with carbon monoxide
after only one cigarette (assuming 1 to 1.5 percent of carbon monoaxide In the clgarette umokel. It will
be more than 5 percent saturated after stavrai lhure ot hsrv un l. F-,he.- ore, car bon mon-
o _ Id loafvs -: he blc--- va-y •iOwly, ia take. six hours to eliminate haIf the saturation. and namo

.rxbon monoxide Is still present in the blod 24 hours ;tet heavy smol'•ng.

Carbon monoxide It, tile blood meas less 1 x-ygcn; so the effects of smoking par-llel !hone of
hypoxia. in a smene, smoking adds to one's "physololgical altitude." Figure 8.36 shows the effects of
one, two and three ciparettes on visual brightness thremsolds. Note that three cigarettes are equivii-
lent to more than seven thousand feet Of allitude as far as night vision Is coucerned, and that it takes
over fifteen mInutes oe breathing pure oxygen to re.over the aenattivity thus lust.
Effects of Drinking

Alcohol in the system also produces symptoms like those of hypoxia. ?he effect of alcohol In
the blood is to make body tissues I&le receptive to the exygen in the blond. Therefore, the oxygen hat
is prjsent cannot do its wor- azz c"zctivaiy.

Drinking reduces depth perception and ability to distinguish between ditferemt brightneeees, and
it shrinks the visual field to some extent. Hetvy drInkhr reduces ligtdt sesItivity. These effects are
added lo those of hyponia at any altitude to increase the "Orbyslolcgwal Altitude."

In addition to Its effects on vison, alcohol re sas atticWncy of motor performance and ability
to think clearlt.

Effects of Drugs
Drugs taken to combat disease, tennin, and fatigue mayhavesarloue tffects o m vwlwn :nvltlJd. ii ie

d!ff1cult La generalize about thr effaicts ofdrup, betausedifferent peole react Sn different ways tothe same
drug.
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Figure 8.36 The Effect of Smoking on x ýsual Light Sensitivity as Compared With the Ffect of Altitude

The effect of inhaling the smoke of three cigarettes is equal to an altitude uf about 8000
feet. (after McFarland 8-29)

Among the drugs that sometimes affe "t vision are sulfanamides, antihistamines, atabrine, and

r 'en aspirin, if used excessively. Their eff icts may include interference with depth perception and

"* acuity, enlarging of the blind spot, and loss f muscular coordination of the eyes.

Food and Rent -

While rest and a sensible diet help to a1 aintain fitness for flight, they are not generally crucial
for good visual performance. However, one c rastituent of diet, sugar, seems to have a direct effect
on vision. There is considerable evidence th; t raising the content of sugar in the blood will reduce
some of the effects of hypoxia, particularly ik ss of light sensitivity. Before flying tu high altitudes, a
man should therefore eat a meal with some carbohydrate content.

Lack of rest before flight tends to make a flyer tired and sleepy. Among a great variety of

symptoms are difficulty in focusing and in keeping the eyes open.

Denitrogenatibn

When a person ascends fairly rapidly to altitudes above 26,0(61 feet, the drop in atmospheric
pressure causes nitrogen bubbles to form in the blood (among many other effects). If these bubbles

are small enough to circulate through tne brain, visual disturbances occur. They include hazy vision,
restriction of the visual field, and scintillating blind spots.

A oressurized cabin is the best protection against the effects of blood nitrogen bubbles on vision.

However, not all cabins are pressurized, and pressure can be lost in those that are. Fortunately,
breathing pure oxygen on the ground for 15 minutes before flying reduces the i.-t -.- In" ox the

blood ajid t1isues and reduces the danger of visual disturbances in flight. This precaution is called
"denitrogenation."

Summary of Preflight Procedures

Te ensure visual fitness in flight, pilot and crew should (1) dark-adapt as necessary, (2) avoid

heavy smdking arid drin.king, (3) eat a meal of moderately high carbohydrate content before flight, and

(4) get rest and relaxation before flight.

D zgnel-a should keep in mind that airmen will not always adhere to these rules, especially

under the pressures of combat. If possible, equipment and operational tactics should be devised so

that a p,,rson whoc v;sion is somewh2t imnpnr-A can RtUl operato the aircraft, efficiently.
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CHAPTER 9

FACTORS INWLIUN4CIM VISION OUTSIDE THE AIRCRAFT

For some time to come, pilot and crew will depend on direct ;Lsion much of the time for taking
off, navigating, judging the attitude of their aircraft, detecting and Identifying ground objects and other
aircraft, flying in formation and refueling in the air, landing, and to some extent fire control.

It is true, of course, th: L-nstr'-..ments are already better than direct vision in some phases of
fir( control. They also make satisfactory substitutes (in certain circumstances) in navigating, and
main.talnlng altitude, attitude, and course in bad weather. Nevertheless, direct vision has advantages
that are not present in instrument flight. Visual flight is easier and less tiring than instrument flight.
The eyea and brain can distinguish between different aircraft, and especially between different objects
on the ground, as no radar can. Human vision is less subject to failure than instruments, and it can-
not be jammed by the enemy, or disclose poaition. For these remE_•.=, zomne means for the pilot to
see out of the aircraft is contemplated even in aircraft of such high performance that the canopy must
be eliminated.

Visual flight rules (V'FR) are set forth in the Civil Air t,.gulations. VFR conditions are usually
expressed in terms of ceVing (height to the base of the clouds) and visibility (horizontal distance to
the farthest object that can be seen). Numerous regulations to cover special situations have been
written and agreed on by civil and military authorities. In general, when a flight 's conducted under
VFR, the pilot Is able to see at least some portion of the ground, and ambient illum.nation is usually
(though by no means always_) higher than in flights conducted under instrument flight rules. Even
under VFR, however, ,conditions are often far from ideal for visual functioning.

Certain variables limit the pilot's vision on any kind of flight -- a simple cross-country flight
or a tactical interception, bombing, reconnaissance, or search mission. O-ne source of variabies
is the pilot's own visual apparatus. Earlier in the book, it was pointed out that there are limit& tc tht*
fineness of visual discrimination even under the best of circumstances. A second source of variables
is provided by the canopy, indhield, and general configuration of the aircraft. Then there are such
influencing factors*id p•rlicopes, high-altitude helmets and telescopes. Still another source of vari-
ables is the state of'the sky.-- the weather, tize of day,*'type and altitude of clouds, altitude of the
aircraft, etc. This chapter explores all of these variables as well as the problems raised by visual
illusions.

The effects of vibration on visual performance are discussed briefly in Chapter 13. It should
be noted that vibrations apply to vision outside the aircraft as well as inside, but sincen the discussion
on vibrations concerns itself chiefly with instrument reading, it is placed in the chapter on Factors
Influencing Vision Within the Aircraft.

VISION THROUGH THE WINDSHIELD AND CANOPY

Windshields and canopies are made of transparent glass or plastic of various shapes and di-
mer.sions, supported by metal frames. At best, they obstruct vision to some extent. At worst, they
can practically blind the pilot d.. •-g some phases of flight. Recent evaluations of various aircraft
point up the tact that failure to use the best available materials and configuration of windshields and
canopies can nullify other improvementq in aircraft. Among the visual problems in one fighter air-
craft are (I) restricted vision to the rear, (2) peor forward vision duc tc' a "rainbow" effect in the
windshield, distortion in the windshield, and the visual obstruction caused ty heavy framework, and
(3) in ineffective canopy defrtlng "ystem. 9 - 3 In a 'hundred series" all-weather intercepior aircraft,
the disadvantages are (1) rezt:.':ion of vision by the framework of the windshield and canopy, (2) dis-
tortion through the forward part of the canopy, (3) glare from the shiny metal surfaces of air-inlet
ducts on Zhe fuselage on either side of the cockpit, and (4) frosting of the windshield in a rapid de-
scent.V- 2 Finally, visual defects in another hundred series fighter include: (1) a low canopy config-
uration and some distortion, which restrict forward visibility during landings, and (2) a blind spot
immediately behind the aircraft. For this aircraft, It has been recommended that: (1) the poor for-
ward visibility be accepted as -- compromiseand that speclal trainingbe given for landing, and (2) the
ca. rpy be redesigned to improve rear vision, or combat tactics be adjusted to compensate for poor rear-
waru visibility.9 -1
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In summar;, if the fi.ld of view is too restricted, performance will be impaired. If the w(nd-

shield and canopy have poor optical properties, or It coclpit lighting reflects or refracts so as to

impair visioin through tbo canopy or windshield, performance will again be Impaired. In the remainder

of this section, we will consider how much these .wo factors influence vision, and what can be done

abmit it.

Fields of View from Aircraft

In the following paragraphs, you will find data on the linits of man's field of vision and the ef-

fect ot angle of view in visual flight. The effects of the field of vision in take-off, navigation, inter-

ception, reconnaissance, and avoidance of mid-air collision are discussed under the appropriate

headings in this chapter and apply the data presented in Chapter 6.

That data on human vision can help the designer is strikingly illustrated by a consideration of

head and eye movements. By moving head and eyes alone, without moving the body, a person can see

through an arc of more than 180 degrees to either side eof strig.ht ahead; that is, he can scan through

a full circle of 360 degrees.9-1 6 Of course, it is not easy to scan such a large field of view, nor is it

necessary in most situations. Suppose, however, that movements are limited to those that are per-

formed easily and naturally. In this case, the total field obtained by both head and eye movements
subtends about 75 percentof the sphere about us (155 degrees to either side, 91 degrees upward, and

112 degrees downward). A pilot could not scan this entire field with his central vision, even if there
were no obstructions; in a fast moving aircraft, he mg.'ht miss objects ahead while scanning to one
side. Nevertheless, the entire field is potentially useful in avoiding collision or avoiding attacking
aircraft, for example, because an object near the edge of peripheral view creates a vague image; it

signals Its presence, and can then be identified by turning for complete fixation. The percent of this
fieid available to the pilot has been calculated9-23 for a number of transport aircraft, on the basis of
windshield winlow measurements. The highest rating represented only 21 percent of the potential
visual field, while some windso.eld areas acored as low as 14 percent. There is, of course, the ques-
tion of what is an adequate score, but the high number of olliioom and near collIsions . d-,keed !n
flight shows tha.t an improvement in visibility is highly important.

The Civil Aeronautics Authority haspblished a set of recommendations on rui!mu_-_rn visual
angles from cockpits of transport aircraMtwILZ These standards can also be applied to military trans-
ports. They are also of interest because they are based on research 9 -1 1 ,9 -13,9-17,9-21 that serves
as a good illustration as to how data can be gathered and analyzed to solve practicszl problems.

A program to study cockpit visibility was begun in 1948 by the Technical Development and
Evaluation Center of the CAA. First a questionnaire was sent to several thousand airline pilots asking
them to evaluate vision from transport aircraft and make recommendations on the size and location of
windshield openings.- 2 1 Second, a binocular strip-film camera was developed wrbh provided a quick
and accurate means of measuring and recording cockpit visibility limitS In terms -- angles of vision.
The camera superimrnses a grid of horizontal ari vertical lines on the negative. It has two lenses
spaced at the separation distance of the eyes. Thuswhen positioned correctly, it duplicates the pilot's
two eyes and records the visual angles where windsh.cd posts and the like obstruct vision for one and
for both eyes 9 -11 A swmple photograph is shown in Figure 9.1. Third, movies of pii-' eve move-
wnents were made to discover where on the windshield the pilot was looking and for how longo-13
during each phase of visual flight maneuvers. Some of the results of this investigation are discussed
in Chapter 12. Fourth, information was gathered on the visual angles required by the pilot to see an-
other aircraft on a collision courseP-17  Common probable collision courses were selected on the
basis of typical maneuvers required in flight. A series.of charts and graphs was constructel The
reader can enter them with such items as: (1) the difference in heading between two a-rcraft ýn col-
lision courses, t2) the aircraft speeds, and (3) the type of ik,,euver. He can then read off the visual
angles required by the pilot of one aircraft to see the other aircraft nt any fi-e prior to collision, at
any distance or separation, and at any relative closing anem_

The recommended standards for visibility from the cockpit, based on the four phase" of the
program, are illustrated in Figure 9.2. In addition, specifications are given for visibility of the hor-
izon during Instrument Landiiig System approa¢_hes, rated-power climb& and mam ui approved
.mnk ;lngls. i'owever, the sarne techniques might be used to find minimum values for military air-
craft. Since there are so many types of military aircraft and missions, specifications shouldbedevpl-
oped that take into account the rne ne,•ver!n-gcbity f eiha iYpe of aircraft and the extremes of flight
att Ituee i •mpoad by the design and the requirements for each type of mission.
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Figure 9.1 P Iilot'sa Field of VIiew From Aircraft C.,ckplt

Picture was taken with binocular camera simulating eyes. In black areas, visionl is ob-
structed to both eyes, while In gray areas, pilot can see out of cockpit with one eye. Grid
lines enable Investigator to judge positions of obstructions invisual field.. Note how- --- 1r-ý-
unobstructed field becomes to right, e- jdeofwindhield away from pilot (from Edward8g-
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A Figure 9.2 Recommended Standards of Visibility From Cockpit of Transport

ThC_'-20U.bar.ab Loee.va-oite cockpit without moving his head inthe area enclosedby
the curves, except where posts wider than 2-1/2 in. are permitted. (Edwards &Howell9 - 2 )
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Design fe:ur'.u intended to improve the aerodynamics of high-pbrformance aircraft often re-
dur'. the pilot's ability to see out of the cockpit though some aerodynamic ibsnges improve vision;
for exa=ple, In many Jet.aircraft,:the pilot bax better over-the-side vision than in many propeller-
drt , lý*tbeicuse he Is .olaid farth6elorward of the wings. On the whole, however, better
2,r di At thicker and more slamted 4wlahelds, more sharply curved canopies, and gen-
erallyporer vivslio. 8•h items ai radoms can interfere seriously with over-the-nose and over-

Ahe-saieviiioi.

One problem, for examnple, Is the loss of over-the-nose visibility in needle-nose interceptors.
The problem Is.accentuated in-the delta-wIng codn1izticm during the landing approach because of
high angle of Xtt*dk,`Mlfflcu1tfes encountered in such aircraft have led to the recommendation that
thep•o"h•b able bseethe nway from ACMO feetahead on out when on a three-d-gree g!_,e
slope5• oer' tbt4' fi thernway. An uncwrvadlonal solution to this problem ks employed in
the c tEl i ,D shoot"r fighter, in which the nose section bends down for an in-
cresi6A viut's u~z a~

With respect to dimensional requirc .hr --.,isvertical plane, two researchers9 -22 recommend
the following: (1) Forward visibility over Ihb nose ubonld be at least 1Z d b-.gw Ume horizontal
+vieWingplane of the pilot Inlhaide.,)4 sWty in the after portion of th, field of vision
---•l~-b• t l~ast.5 dqr +' b wthe��z viewing pimne.i () Over-the-sidd veisMility should
be no less than 50 degrees below the horitzatal except where wings interfere. (4) St.-rcwral parts of
canopies should be eliminated as far as, possible. (5) Cockpit lights, instruments, etc. 4thould not pro-
trude above the fuselage into the'trkinsareI t sections of canopy and windshield.

Nearly all the other aircraft a pilot sees he sees well forward. In a note on windshield design
and visibility- from ighter air-,,ft -t was st*edg- 9 that of all aircraft that appear within a pilot's
range of vision by day, 84 percentare likely to appear in a 112-degree field ai:-ki (I'Le., - ficid sub-
tending 112 degrees at the eye). Since there is less chance that the windshield wr.Il collapse if it is
narrow, this study suggests that the aircraft be designed so that the pliot' het 1 is well i r-ard, so
that he rTt see objectR at the largest possible agle from straight ahead. "ihis is rather impractical,
however, since there must be enough room for instruments and controls.

Structural Members of Windshield and Canopy

Another study9 - 20 points out that frames to support the windshield must often be placed within
the pilot's field of vision. T-hey suggest that as many of te frames as possible should make apparent
angles of about 90 degrees with the mean plane of vision; that is, the planes containing the framea
should form right angles with the approximately horizontal plane containing the lines of sight of both
eyes when the pilot is looking ahead. Further studies alto recommended that the designer make the
frames as narrow as he can without having to add more frames.

A structural member of the windshield will block off part of the field of vision for both eyes if
it is --ider than, the istance between the pupils of the eyesn- 4 ; that is, fi IL .; Go wide that one eye
will not "cover" for the other unless the pilot moves his head. The angle subtended by the blind area
is proportional to the width of the frame member minus the interpupillary area. These points are il-
lustr ý ted in Figure 9.3. In A, the frame is narrower than the effective interpupilary distance. The
left eye can see any part of the field of vision that is blocked for the right eye, and vice versa, except
for a narrow triangular area just behind the frame. In B, the frame is just the width of the effectivw
interpupilla.-y distance -- about 2-1/2 inches maximum. It creates a blind area exactly as widr. as
the interpupillary distance, but Uhe blind area getps .o wider out into space; only a 2-1/2 inch strip will
be ,, cic- out whether an object is five inches or five miles bzh-.d *I frAme. Fnr nr2rtietl. ioirnqr-=
in an .. i.. r'aft, a frame 2-1/2 inches wide therefure does not obstruct vision for both'eyes. 'n C, ho6v-
ever, the frame is wider than the interpupillary distance. The effective binocular blind are. now in.-
creases with distance by a factor proportional to the eycess in width ove-- 2-1/2 incheo and tie, distance
of one frame member from the eyes; an entire aircraft L_- he hidden up to a dangerously closedistance.

Note that for objects seen to one side or the other of the fo, ind a't vertical plane bisectirg theh ead. the Pffpe ttivp intr-rnm, lln"... riqt .n, (Vi.. . 0 ..... P...r . .. 4h Of.. t. -.. . t .. tw e n

th,! line from eyes to object and this plane. In other words, a smaller obst, 'Ion to one side will
hlrk• , :,•on (provided th e pilot does not turn his head). Therefore, wlndshteOd obs•., -q should be less
th:,n intcrpupillarydistance. To allow a safety factor, they shouldbewellbelow two lnchu,. :1th.
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Design of Transpe rent Seclioins in Aircraft

Visual tbIgnt performanc te iL affected by the quality and configuration of the transparent sections
of the windthield and canopy. Distortions must be kept to a minimum if vision is to be effective.
Under most circumstances, t rarsparent sections should also have high light transmission -- they
should cut out as little light as possible. Data are peesented here on:

1. Loos of vision when looking through transparent material (even when it is of high quality).

2. The effect of specific transparent material and special coatings on vision.

3. Loss of vision when transparent surfaces are dirty or cracked.

4. Curved versus flat transparent surfaces, and the angle of thL surface with the line of sight.

5. The effect of time of day and altitude, and the loss of vision due to reflection and gWare.

Distortion in Laminated Glass. One team of investigators 9 -8 derived mathematical formulas
for the extent to which transparent, parallel, plane panels will cause apparent changes in direction,
size, shape, and distance of an observed object. They a'.4o computed the change that occurs in the
angle of parallax for tro objects at different distances when a windshield with parallel, plane sur-
faces is placed between the objects and the eye. (The angle of parallax is the angle between the lines
of sight of the two eyes when they are converging on an object. It la a very important cue in distance
judgment -- see Chapter 8.) All calculations were made for resurfaced, laminated, bullet-proof,
Nesa-coated windshield panels with a thickness of 38.1 mm and a refrective index of 1.5153. It'was
shown9 -8 that for the rather long distances at which pilots view other aircraft and objeti on the
ground, the panels caused negligible charges in direction, size and shape. However, they did change
the angle of parallax, and hence the apparent distance. Depending on the arg >, oik icidence o. the
panels, the change in the angle of parallax was as high as X percent. For an object closer than 10
meters, however, the panels caused significant changes in-apparent direction. shape, and slIze, as
well as distance.

Good glass has an inherent deviation error of no more than 3 minutes of arc. This amounts to
a deviation of only 10 inches in the line of sight at 1000 feet or 26 feet at 30,000 feet. That is, an ob-
ject 30,000 feet away will be seen only 26 feet to one side of its true position.- 2 2

Vision Throwh Plastics. Vision is generally better through glass than through plastic because
there is less "optical haze" in glasag- 2 2 One Investigator 9 - 18 took plate glass and plastic* in vari-
ous states of maintenance from the hoods of operational aircraft. In a room wi-h white walls, the
panels were set up so that they could be inclined at various angles. Ilumination was 140 foot-candles.
The test object was a white disc on the wall, 5 inches in diameter, with a gray spot 2 mm in diameter.
Brightness contrast between spot and disc was 20 percent. The disc was rotated before each trial,
and each of fourteen subjects moved forward until he could state the position of the sapt corre- Aly.
The range for "tn.obetrnu-ctMd v•isi0 wai determined and then the range for -.,alon through differ,.-t
pieces of glass and plastic tilted at different angles. The results were expressed as visual range lost
when the view was obstructed by glass or plastic.

The results nay be summarized as follows:

Table 9.1 Comparison of *."as of Visual Range Due to thk Inclination ind Material of the Windshield

An•l•l rf n c14intic. m S"'lk Lo--a C•.' V'i;,bual Range in Perceat

Plate Glass Plastic

Clean Dirty

0* 2.4 2.8 7.3
45. ,. 9.3 16.8
70" i 1.0 24.1 39.3
80" 15.6 37.8 48.2

'rrannaprent acrylic renin produced In sheet or rod form
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Visaon through clean plastic was thus a little worse than through plate glass when the two were viewed

head on, indthe dlilereace increased rapidly as the tiltirg increased over 45degrees from the vertical.

That Ks. In a windshield slanted more than 45 degrees, the light reflected on the plastic would reduce

visal range severely below that attained with glass. Vlaion was further reduced when the plastic had

been on an aircraft for a long time -- when it was dirty and scratched.

The Effect of Conductive Coat and Bullet-Proofing. Electrical conductive coatings are used

on ma&y aircraft w&nFalds and canopies for defoing, defrosting, or the removal of static charges.

Unfortunately, conductive coating further reduces light transmissio,- 1 5  Similarly, bullet-proof

glass has obvious advantages, but improved vision Is not omeof them. If polarized light from the saiy

or from a runway falls upon a hardened glass windshield, a change in plane or polarization may take

place. For example, when oblique vision through side windows is used, dark patches may appear in a

regular pattern in the field of view. These strain patterns can seriously interfere with visual search.

However, they can be avoided by properly designing and testing the windshield before installation.

The following procedures are recommended:

1. Incline side panels less than 45 degrees to the line of sight.

2. Whenever an auxiliary plate of glass or plastic is to be incorporated in the windshield, place

it on the outb ard side of the hardened layer.

3. Examine the complete windshield in a steeply inclined position under incident plane polarized

light, without analyzer, before it is installed on the aircraotl-

Detecting and Analyzing Distortions. In the ordinary coure- oi flying, small visual inaccuracies
can be tolerated. Large distortluns, however, can be expected to cztý.- piloting errors and to annoy
and fatigue the pilot generally, particularly afterý long periods c flight. Aviation personnel object to
obvious optical imperfections in aircraft transparencies, maoc F bL.t. s eyes, crazing, scratching of
the surface, and imbedded foreign material that is often mistaken to be distant aircraft. They object
to distortions that interfere with visual target detection and reduce their ability to estimate the sizc,
form, and distance of sighted objects. For example, distortions can produce annoying undulations in
the contours of sighted objects.

However, while distortion is a recognized evil in transparencies, it is difficult to detect and
evaluate because distortion is most disturbing during movement of the eye or sighted object, and this
movement is hard to incorporate into objective tests. Perhaps the only practical way to test for dis-
tortion is to vtqw or photograph objects through the completed windshield. One method is to photo-
graph a grid through the windshield. In one such test 9 -5 a binocular camera simulated pilot's vision.
It was placed about where a pilot's eyes would be in relation to Zhe windshield. A grid of 1-inch
squares was placed behind the windshield. Distortion in the transparency then made grid lines ap-
pear wavy or curved on the photoggraph_ and angles between lines gwpenar no longer square. Such
photnoaphe boLth give an over-all picture of windshield diA.tortion ava provide a means of measuring
the amount of distortion at various points. In evaluating windshields from photographs, two faults
were considered most serious: (1) severe local distortions, and (2) distortions affecting a large area
of the windshield. The photographic analysis compared moderately well with pilot'a preferences. That
is, when -'ids were photographed through windshields that had been tried out by pilots, the oneE that
were rated as good on the basis of the photographs were also rated as good by the pilots, and the ones
that showed excessive distortion on the photographs were considered poor by the pilots.

Curwt.re a..-ýnd A-_ V Windshield. As far as vinzsli L concerned, there is little question that
flat pane&0 are superior to curved for windshields and canopies. In one type of jet training aircraft,
&or exaifple, poor light refraction is reported through part of the curved left section of the wind-
shleld?- For side panels, tine investigator 9 - 9 noted that flat glass is better than curved plastic,
which latter also has the disalvantage of becoming marred by the weUher. The data In Table 9.1
"show that vision is best when the line of sight is perpendicular, or nearly so, to the windshield and
canopy. Further cvidence of thL, sort comes fr.n.... .tu-•-d-- -22 An aircraft that can be seen a

.e away with unobstructed vision can be seen only half a mile away through a piece of dirty plastic
that has been set at an angle o! about 70 degrees to the line of sight. On the other hand, a poor piece
of glanxs placed perpendicular to the line of sight is much better optically than a very gooc. piece of

la s. ptared at a larse angle from the perpendicular -- 40 degrees or more.
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Ina recent analysis of various transparent surfaces used for windshields, canoptes, anvisors 9-15,
tests were cc-iducted to determine the ability of airorew to discern an object against its background at
various brightness contrasts. On the basis of these tests, standards were 6e up for the minimum a-
mount of light a transparency should transimt and the mxlrmum amount of haze it should be allowew to
co0,tl'bute at various ung•es ln respect to the line of sight. The tet ware conducted under illumina-
tiona corresponding to the range from daylight to darkeet night. The Luei•esh-Moes low-contruat
test chart vias used. It has teat numerals whose contrast with the white background rangos from 3.9
percent to 37.0 percent. The chart was viewed at a distaWre of five feet. Visuma coitrast thiesholci
values measured through the various tranparenies wer-4s-wnpared with values obtained with unob-
structed vision. A maximum-contrast, variable-siz(d test object was also used. It was a narrow
target 24 inches loni, whnre width could be varied from zero to three lnhe by varying its tilt. Th"
tarnet was oninted dull'hiack rainsit wtl-. was viewed at a distance of 10 feet. Off-center intion
Whw used. in vtmti nu .idnrdi-oii the btais of thee teats, considention ws given to the initial opti-
Cal properties o(nthe tzlosparent manleials to't windshield angle of (ncdence, and the visiwfty
requirements f6r night -tlyih. The results ar, in mTae L.. In eac instanee the lower per-
missible limit is given for light transmission and the hither permissible limit for haze values. Haze,
in this instance, refers to light stattering within the transparent materials.

Table 9.2 Standavds for Light TranmUssion and Haze, In Percent

iWndhields JCanvines Visors

Transmission I 1 Ti4 __ 83 99 I 89 1

AcIep stable

Transmission as 09 78 93 83 83
Haze 1 1 I I1

Minimum value

Transmission 84 87 75 89 77 79

Ilaximum value

Haze 2 2 2 2 2 2

"*The Incidenct angle Is the wtale the light from the object viewed (and also the line of shot) makes
with a line •.erpefdeular to the transparent surface.

A )JS in light transmission through a windshield or canopy is obviouoly most serious when ob-
Jects YAi dim, As tainght. The present trend among aircraft designers to elope wimdshel at steeper
anrlte for aerodynamic reaon reduces the amount of light transmitted below acceptable levels for
somv.night vision requirementaP-lB An angle of incidence of 85 degrees in specifies In sevoral re-
con, windshield designs. At Iits angle, only 80 percent as mucl, light Is transmitted as whet the line of
sirlt 15 normS] to the surface-Io

Refletlona Light reflected by a windshilud or canopy can aloa interfere with vislon. This prob-
lem also tends to be more serious at night, when cockpit lights are bright compared to the sky. For
example, light reflections in the canopy at night have been) a disturbing factor in several jet air-
cr-aft- 4  In one analysis of cockpit llgnting,-S It is reported that reflerlions from interior lights
•ormcL_'nes onbStruct vision through the w-i"c.-hield ai-n c;taiWy d'ur=•gnfM t "'-t. The aullwr wuests
that thins problem can be reduced by putting appropiiate shields on ligts• and lighted instruments.

Doth surfaces of a piece of glass admit and reflect light; light is received from outside the air-
craft and "paraai'- light i received from irside an outside sources. oth kinds of ligt are
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reflected and alworted, so that the obsermr's eye receives fittered light from the outside Vhich is
reflected tack - forthk producting "Wgbtu" ad denty reflected perastW lit from Inside soUrees
remr the pflot BRdicmn, !rom "t glass surface aue to l•,inots ft=trDwtfkn ad the lIke tend to
glare or to hate a bWiku• d r-P4 Then srarbamcs, er, ar most pronomeed then (1)
thenmity of Ul&ht tnmumltted thrmugh the utbshleld from ouiSds Is eanSidemably lower than the
intensity of the parasie light and (2) the posiUons of lieght sources ibasdb the cockpit, the ngle of
the glass, and the polUton of one eye are such that anie of incidence r angle of reflection.

Reflections are a problem not only at night. Vy day, unlight and bright flashes of reflected sun-
light from the surfaces oi.the aircraft, fMWo other aircraft, or from bright objects bn the ground may
enter the cockpit. This ligt may enter through the canopy and strike the windshield from inside, or
vice verea; it may be reflected off objects Inside the cockpit; or it may be reflected and refracted
back 'ad forth between the surfaces of the glass in the wlnq•shield or canopy. In any case, reflectio'is
are set up that cause glare or obetnatM vision.-- T meet this problem, -mu-Mperlmenterg-1 o applied
a special reflectlon-reducinz coating. to the plastic enclosures of hNJ aircraft. Ten pilots then flew
8NJ's treated wit the coatirg a&M Ms at treated with it in quick succession. The coating was
found to improve alut vbstiblty frnm lb th o*nIt onelnasta- In ('1 reducing glare and eyesetran,. and
(Z) redurilg the Interference wTi vilson eCaSed by rt.lectiomi an tvto^tlAletions of light on bright
objects. This second improvement was peafldularly noileable on clear, sunny days, when flash nor-
really causes the greatest difficulty. Flash isn erable for other reasons also. In wartime, sun-_
light-rtected frm a canon or windstheld wmtM Wthe-ennmy to spot an aircraft mo*e eoisily.

! ia±ýj Aitiya. At low aittudim, the awd-iht is scattered and diffused to some egtent
by the tmomphere evM in clar, bright days. At the high altitudes where jet aircraft cruise r*st
effw.rdy, ,c.nnTr, !De Mer 6a o ihin tiat the sun appears as a very bright Object in a dark sky;
there Is little naoerc mAtterig _-a-nt roe jar"b5
r b~gt~ a~i~itia.14ltud fmial,, ar object outside the, aircraft -- auncner aitrrant or tile sur-

faces of one's own aircraft -- will spear extremely bright. I It is refle;tin sun11& diretily toward
the pilot or observer. in contrast, a nonraloctntg obet wil appear very d0%•. Thus, a mar, who is
Adapted to the brigt objects that he a*ee at high altitude may have great diffculty fleb uomiffleýt-
lng targets; couversely, a mun adapted to dimmer objects may experience dt•coinoK- snd irmporary
WWI If i reflecting object eomu within his field of v~sion. Furtheb'ore oxygen ddiclency-in-
cre•ses the threshold of brightnesm dicrim at ion. According to one studd-1, the brgtneud con-
trast of dbjcts at hO slitiude wcedis the "bordrlin coattat of comfort wn discomfort."
Farther on In this ch• er, Inorma ion Is preseted an natural MlumInation tDis will give the aircraft
designer a basis for both lighting an I shieldng tle joc. for hblg-altituds flIg-. 5e--,wabt related
i, un pwro-ems u! di.-tortio th=ouAg, windahield=-- are distoruons in shock waves enmmntered in
the neighborhood of hach 1. However, numerical calculations uiow that the deviation of tight rays
through shock waves under pja•tcal conditions amounts to less than one mimnte of are. It thus pre-
sents a very small problem. M-

PERI8WPEB FOR PILOTING AmRCRAFT

Periscopes ar indicated as a substitute for windshields to provide outside vision f~r.piloting
certain very high-performance aircraft All periscopm have a restricted field of view, and those us-
ig them must learn to use new clues to distance judgmenu or to attach a different value to clues.
Because of these two major disadvantages ted several minor ones in comparison with wIndshields,
Per~acooes a"e not indicated fur .. owar aircnft.'L

Requirement-s for Piloting

Until recently the only means for viewing outside an aircraft was Vt-ough canopies and wind-
shuelds. In certain higher performance aircraft it is desirable to eliminate the windshield for aero-
dynamic and thermodynamic reasons, if invther eatisfactory mean. of outsida viasl caA be devised.
The aerodynamic nlnereet is to minimize or eliminate drag due to the windshled. This begins to as-
sme importance at higber Mach values, particularly in aircraft that are to have extended range
witou refdtiagý The thermodynamic intercn is to Insulate and refri.rate the cabin a-pint the
very high sn temWeratares encountered at the higher Mach values, and to make the cabL, structur-
ally integrated ' otherwise able to stand up under the resulting Wseep thermal grtdients. Also,
elIminatkin of a windshield would simplify radiation shielditn.
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In addition to the"e remson, a device fw outside viewing glve added flexibility in locating the
plt In the aircraft and in loWating the idleators and controls used by the pdlot. The p"it must be
able to Idetify certain object sode te alrerft owd Judge their Position in epac, both In .respect
to tlh aircraft's -n and In dcstama; mad be rautbd abi.3to perceive cbanw in location. The size

Sand tdat of the field of view he ja•# h , to atitty and locate depends on the plass of the flight
and the aircraft's missim The flih p se ares j

K Terminal Phase - (1) Take-off

#)--1 Traffic pattern

- 3) Laning

Cruise Plume (1) GeogiaphiesI orientation of aircraft

-M3 Avoiding air collision

Strike Mum - Tart detectio n4Akr -4w detection

dtfenaivp A
1he field of vision required for the crulse and str. phuses may he reduced or eliminated by

Great restr. io mf the visad ld mar lInd to a lacko f co-. tdsse, ucenlnes,. or _,ven
clamstropbolfla onthwe part of e pilo.

=7Veieolnule Se~n. Swvices are not used, the, largest M1ielD S 14 viws required to avoid -
air omasit. The faster aircraft Is ordinrily reqsihs for dtctkntgm awvpdlng the other air-
eCrft A fid ofmsearly 10 degrve is aWtd Is reired for the faster aircraft. U the slower
a ta .dWre slea madaere re e for thi sare*, a flel.-ot 3O degrMe would be required
(so tha It could avoid a 4re toOU)

a" - an-a. ad ' e id u U •, . ..ea, n wimmive ar aireInTve, opw o the u ed
the alrcrMt an well as Its mniian -t

The tuning radha S very khgh-spee• fglhter aircraft If r4at; tt cannot turn sharply ecoqh to t
attac• arcw-ft off to theasde, and it s In little dSnger of being sttav/ed by, t•m. Therefore, a more

F restricted iteld of view to the fron (and is certain eases, to the rear) is permlssible. -
Within detectoAm ruges, other aircraft are jii

ofnm concern to tOe Vilot awsess fhey are within I
a o a d rosugly I*s a aear wfi& =re . ~ n PS

sides shead o the pilot's aircraft (FPS 0.4. .Fr or VNI

purposes of detecting targets ad avoiding attackIl.
- iw of& I1.aA m n@W - a4 - m s this

-am -- Whih becom Iscreaevgy nFrrFw with :• f-

Bombers are ctcerned only delasively -p

with air targts- Here tbe isnsat field is lmited mu aim
to a cone to the resrýrtumM teale the .amrn La
using a collision courle ott or flm o gun-
nery. Howeter, in bomuarw, crew m"mbers Figure 9.4 Useful Field of Vlion•ofr Purposes
other than pilot gnmiranly perform rerward of Att•sainW or Avoidin Attack, for Very High- b ei
search. spew tiflere W1

WI:
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For ground targets, pilots of ground support or reconnaissance aircraft must see downward at
a large angle of depression from the horizon. Unless a large angle of depression can be provided

forward, o! the order of 30" or more, search can be better performed over the side by other aircrew

members. Then the pilot's visual field need ý-xtend only 12 degrees or 15 degrees below horizon.

For the visual level-attitude type bomber, ground targets are detected by other crewmen than
the pilot, so there are no visual field requirements here for ground target detection En periscopes for

pilots.

The field requirements for navigation depend on the typo-of navigation used. In pilotage naviga-
tion, things such as Atmospheric conditions, the type of check points, and familiarity with the terrain
determine the size of the field requtred. As an estimate, it could be said that 90 degrees on total

S azimuth would be sufficient in most circumstances.

The visual field requirements for the terminal phase differ according to the operation involved.
& For the take-off, the field requirements are the least of those in any aircraft operation. On the other
Shand, flying the conventiota! traffic pattern requires 180 degrees in azimuth in order to make accurate
Sturns on to the base leg and final approach. In the final approach'to flare out, the pilot must be able to
Ssee the point of touchdown at all times, to see a sufficient length of the runway, to stay properly ori-
Sented with respect to position along the runway, and to have sufficient field in azimuth so that the
Sdistance above the runway is easily judged. Then, in the final approach, the pilot must be provided

with a field of vision extending downward ,rith respect to the aircraft by an amount that exceeds by a
few degrees the maximum noc.-up attitude of the aircraft with reference to the runway. The laroer

Sthe angle in azimuth the greater the ease of vertical distance judgment.

Distance Judgment. The requirements for distance jud&-r-nt In i very high-performance aircraft
are approximately th,,e as in other aircraft, except that theaz aircraft would generally have higher
landing speeds, so that distance judgment would be more critical. Distance judgme:A can be consid-
ered as part of the orientatle_.. p.o•btge. "A' tl'Ue hree dlmetzloii& there is neP V__ c - 7; ,&iii•aiion
about the horizontal, longitldinal, and vertical axes. Orientaticn about the first two is achieved as
long as the horizon is seen. Orientation about the vertical axis is accomplished by reference to the
flight trui.-a -a. ,-i , Lion along the three axes, or translational orientation, with regard to
viewed objects, involves distance judgment. Good distance judgment is needed particularly along the
longitudinal and vertical axes. The ways in which periscopes affect distance judgment are related in

Slater paragraphs, where the different types of periscopes are described.

"Vision While Flying in a Prone Position

To reduce the effects of acceleration in very high-perform-a-nce aircraft, it has been proposed
: that the pilot fly in a prone position. Visual problems that wiouldbul imposed by the prone position in

flight hpve been studied by several investigators. in one .ti-d, ten subjects, while in a prone-position
bed, were tested for their ability to maintain elevated binoci*4v gaze, the lateral limits of their bi-
nocular vision, and their muscle balance. While gazing upward 15 degrees to 30 degrees; a•! the
subjects experienced discomfort. Mt 20 degrees or more, the discomfort was serious; when elevating

Shis line of sight this much, a man probably could not perform intricate tasks, such as piloting air-
craft, with precision. It was felt that pilots should n,'t F., subjected to tasks involving use of elevated
gaze beyond 20 degrees for periods of more than one hour9- 2 5 Another study9 - 2 4 concludes further
that, from the prone position in fighter aircraft, the visual field is sufficient for non-comboit flying.
but deficient to the rear and forward in searchin, fnr .ne.y , :,iraft. Fatigue in upw-a rd gaze is in-
o .t........ w L,, " subject looke downward a' the instruments periodically. If a satisfactory sub-
stitute were devised for direct rearward vision, rtsion irom the prone pcztilon would be sati-factory
for 5.hrt periods (one hour or moderately more).

Substitutes for Aircraft Windshields

Several different devices have be.en p-ropaed &A substitutes for aircraft windshields. These are
radar, infrared, closed television circuits, mirrors, and periscopes.

Itadar and infrareol receivers can be ruled out as possible visual medin fnr n•-et-,- air'zah
hr-.:;,use returns are rc(:eved only from certain tortes of objects resolution is very poor compared
,ith th;ht of ),Wtical drvic'. Also, distance judgment is not accurte enough for landing operations
with ih,'•l0" rrif'd117
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A Closed television circuit In excellent from the standpoint of cockpit design, because the de-
signer has Ca -Ue e flextbltliy In locating the camera and display tube with reference to each
other. Television has certaar aplications in aircraft, but can be practically ruled out for piloting, at
least in the present state of the art, because of unreliability, complexities of presentations, thermal
problem. Inaied by high-speed and high-altitude flight, poorer resolutions and distance judgments
than can be attained with periscopes, problema in obtaining sufficient resolution at night, and the im-
practicability of providing color for day usage.

Mirrors give a better image than periscopes, being free from aberrations and large light
losses.m T ver, dragwise, dimensionwise, and in flexibility in separating the receiving and display
mirrors, this solution is hardly better than a windshield, except as a retractable device f'or use only
in landing operatio&; for this application, mirrors merit some consideration. The geomL-try of
mirror optics is simple and straightforward; it ii. easy to calculate the visual field that a mirroi of
given dimension would provide, or the dim-tions required to provide a given field.

Periscopes have the advantage of reliability, and they have better resolution than the other de-
vices named, exZe_ miwnrroi They are generally satisfactory from an aerodynamic drag standpoint,
and offer satisfactory design flexibility in &-h- j-ac t of the objective lens in relation to the view.-
Lag lens. Per•s are lee= E, .ory than mirrors for distance judgment and light transmission.
In most other respects they are more satisfactory than any other of the devices named,

The Effect of Periscope Design on Visual Factors

Periscopes may be of an ocular type or of a ditsplay ty•m. In the first, the eyes must be posi-
tioned close to the viewing lens, certain insirment displays muct be brought into the periscopic field,
and aircraft controls must be developed that car, idiestiffed by iouch.

In the display type, the viewing leba is s•p•,xlmately 15 to 18 inches from the eyes; to prevent
accommodative eyeutrain, It should not be closer than approximately 15 inches. If the image plane is
in the final lens, convergence will be for this distance; therefore the instrument shouM be desigrw-d enr
that accommodation is for this diitance also. The viewing tens can be either a smootbly polished c. •-
ventional lens, a Fresnel lens, or i lens with a ground glass surface.

From a purely optical staapolnt, the ocular type is more satisfactory than the display type.
The position of the lenses in relation to the eye permits a larger field of view, and the smaller lens
elements permit better correction of aberrations, better resolution and light transmission, and less
optical haze. n aimItion, the esaller exit pupil reduces the size af the objective that must uro~ect
into the airstream; and because of the smzll objective size, two obiectives might be used, one on each
side of the fuselage, providing binocular viAion and a good downward field of view -- an arrangement
that would be less practical, for aerodynamic reasons, with the large objective of a display periscope.
There remains a question that the exaggerated stereopsis caused by the wide separation of objectives
may disturb the pilot. In the dIspla•y type, ther.- Is a loss of resolution and a conside,-able optical
haze if the viewing lens is of the ground glass or Fresnel variety. With the ground glass, lithet tr.an-
mission is so low that a means for reducing ambient illumination in the cockpit must be provided.
With the Fresnel and the conventional lens, the exit pupil is limited in size to about 5 to 7 inches.
This size requires a large objective of similar dimension. If the exit pupil is 7 inches, it means that
the head can move onlv 2-1/4 inches laterallv from the center Dositlon without losina nar of the
visual field for =me eye. This is often disturbing. Binocular viewing is difficult to a-rrange with the
Fresnel and true lem. types and impossible with grou.i- glass. The display type can be usei with al-
titude suit visor, whe;'eas the st, cyc relief on the ocular type does not permit such usage.

The visual field that can be provided in the ocular type Is some 80 degrees or more. In the
display type, without minification, space limitations and the complexity of the optics limit the size of

visual field requirements described earlier in this section, it is seen that neither of these approach
the field size required for avoiding air collisions, although they answer the field requirements in
most other respects. Minification that could be switched on in Gight would Incrc".se the field size in
the display type of instrumpnt, but still is not likely to be practical beyond about 80 degrees to 9G de-
grees. Automatic scanning that would be sufficiently rapid for high-sper-d aircraft would almost
c'.rtainly be too disturbing to the pilot.
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Therciore, neither "te ocular nor display type cX periscope can alone provide sufficient field of
view for avoiding air collision or for flying'the coanv"ial type of triffc pattern. In general, in the
high-perfarmsceplass Ukely to empioy periscope, theavailable field from periscopes would be as
adequate for ttietdatctioi as In most aircraft having windshields. That Is, the field would be nar-
rower, but so would the none In which an aircraft of this type could attack another aircraft (Fig. 9.4).
The field of the display type would be inadequate for low-level navigation utilizing ground check points,
unless side windows were provided.

In aircraft of a performance requiring periscopes, a' r collisions may not be much of a problem,
because they may operate under, round control whsu they are at altitudes where other aircraft are
likely to be encoutered.-. With the display type, side.windows provIde a field for avoiding air collision,
leavft~ no structual blind spot at the Junction of the periscope field and that provided by the window
if there is a slight minUicatioo In the periscope (which can be produced by drawing the head backward
slightly).

Also, in this type of periscope with side windows, the field for the traffic pattern and ground
nrVigatlm is adoata. The field through the4eriscope is adequate for -a traffic pattern that crosses

the approach edd the runway and hUs a:'270-degree turn away from the runway.

Periscopes of Omer wpea have bee. designed, Including optical devices attacbed to the head. In
these, the field size is fostctory forpiloting and there are unsatisfactory features in their usage.

How Periscopes Affect Distance Judgment

The cues to distance Judgment most used In landing operations are probably as follows. During
the traMc pattern, including the fs pWart of the final approach, aerial perspective, the angular sub-
tang of obects of Imo sise, aela-, sme extat, motio. parallax • pr de the most usable cues (see
Distance Judgment, C~apter 8). During the last part of the final approach to touct-xc, the angular

btmeuse Of objects, motion par.llsa and, probably to a lesser degree, stereopsis are the most use-
ful ces.

.Different periscope designs affect these cues in several ways. If there is optica. rt.ae or poor
resoltik, the appareut distance, as indicated by aerial perspective, is accentuated• f there 's real
magailcaion or mInIficatiom (as distinct from "Instrument minificationl) In the scope, a false angular
subtense and motion parallax are produced. A periscope haying the objective at a location different

from that ti the viewing lens with a given eye distance can have unit magnification only for object- at
one distance.

If the periscope is designed for unit magnification at, say, a thousand feet, this difference Lin
position of the oujeciive aud the viewing lens can cause significant false cues only if the aircraft is
close to the runway. Here, it is difficult for the pilot to think of himself as flying the plane from the
objective of the scope. Consequently, the apparent magnification, giving false cuex of size and speed,
causes the aircraft to appear clob.r to the runway than is actually the case.

The reduction in the periscopic field requires motion parallax judgments to be made between
much smaller angles.

In general. however, a mint pan A^ --.. ".--'.-- w,. , i;zi•Lud viewing conzxtons, as the
following e-nAmple demonsrates. Experimental flights under conditions 1, 2, and 3 (see below) were
conducten in a CeanA T-50 aircr-aff in which sheet aluminum panels had been substitutd for all
plastic T:urface.-2t TIE-: task was io make an approach to landing from straight and level flight at
800 feet wad at a distance of more than 1-1/2 miles from the end of the landing runway. The criterion
of pUot periormance was d-e accuracy of landing touchdowns in relatton to a designated landing spot.
The spot was defined by white target panels placed on each side of the runmwy 2.pprovm_%lty ,e_
q.after ofU' e way along the landing st.-r.p. The six subjecte vere flight instructors. Each ,tubject
was tested five tim ," ....lie landings) under each of conditions 1, 2, and 3. A differe.-t sequence of con-
ditions was presented to each of the subjects. A second (safety) pilot did all of the flying except the
landings. Conditions were:

1. Outside visual fiqld was restricted to a square described by horizontal and vertical angles of
about 10 degrees each, binocular visual cues were eliminated bry the use of a projection periscope im-
ar rcant on ;i ?, X -inch ground glase ic.;zen.
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2. Visvai field restrited as in(), by-the e ofvIsion-reducig goggles and a vision-directing
screen, but hlnocultr v.1il *,cts not eliw nated. The goggles had an opaque screen In the vision-
reducer with'an opevivgbez-.i4gth inch square one inch in fron of each eye. The screen in the
masked windshield had a rectangular opening 4.2 inches high by 6.2 inches wide.

3. Unrestricted binocular vision in a normal visal flight situation.

S*ecesaM landings wer mate with perisope (condition 1) and gggles (condition 2). The safety
of the lantdig was Jodged acceptable by the seopnA pilot. The most accurate landings 'were M W•ith
unrestricted visibility (cition' ),, while the least accurate landings were made with the peri-•eoe.
Averag error for visual lmdings was ,85.1 feet from the landing spot; for goggle landings, it was
1•42. iet ZAn for periscope landings, it was ib1.8 feet. The difference between the average accuracy
of landings made with periscope and those made in ordinary visual flight s'as statistically significant,
as was the difference between periscope and goggle landings.

The problem of '"instrument miniticaion- needs to be considered. Sever-l possible explanations
for this effect have been advanced. - ,Some of them have ali-eady been proved Incorrect9- 2 7 One of the
moat log Lca explanatkms is that it is due to curvature of t he held. More research is needed on this
problem. Sam haves ested that Instrumest mi•iLkat,, shd_, be conpeasated for by a real
magnfflcatian o.a od 1.2:1.0. The presence 'of'a real magicatlr* in a periscope for piloting has
some obviou disadvantages, as pointed out previously. For this reason, it appears that the better so-
lution would be to try to eliminate instrument minification in the design of a periscope vs much as
possible.

For sigh Iadigs, -a high light tranasmision is very desirable. High Intensity landing lights
have to be proviM if the transmissim Is low, and may be necessary with the maximum transmission
obtanable.

The sm:Ls dk.wturtng if it appears in the field of vier. These effects can oe neutralized by the
temporary interposim of0--t filter.

Predpfitia n the objective is le. depading to the view than is pr..ic*v,4om on a wundshield.
The reason tor this is.akt, In the case of periscope, any.• poW t the imar. As lorm from light rays
traversing the Warface of the oblective at a number of points. Therefore, a droplet does not scatter a
sole light ray that forms a point In the image, as ocurs on a windsh•ild.-

Degrading of the optical image from vibration is not likely to occur in jets, unless there are'
loose optical elements. Any degrading of the I that may occur from vibration can be i amedcied
by dampitv the vibratim in the periscope montig and components.

Interference with good Imalgery occurs mder certain conditions with severe buffethi and rough
landings. This occu., if tb# buffeting or ladig is so severe that the pilot's eyes get outside the exit
pupil. Since the exit ;pi1 cn the display type of periscope is many Umes the size of that on the ocular
type, this interference with vision is more likely to occur with the ocular tyji. Also, with the ocular
type, unless the forehead is well supported, injury may occur with severe buffet-%g or in rough '.--angs.

Orientatio, with Scanning Types of Instruments

Scanning types of pernscpes have been unsatisfactory for piloting aircraft and may continue to
be, because orientation is difficult, at least at first -- though orientation is less diffic Ot if the dead-
ahead positirin remaine in the field vi 3U times. Also there is no good method for determidng the
operation of the scan.

The pertscope must not impinge w. the escape space for ejection seats. Thin is% v.
pyo-VAem wiih 6Dwnward ejection seats. With upward ejection, no part of the scope should be closer to
the eyes than about 16 inches (with the present ejection s=t design).

Training

Training Is an extremely important element in piloting aircraft with periscores. The bOXdicap;
resulting from the restriction to the visual field are quite obvious and occur to c*ev-y pilot before he
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lies by paerlewo . UllUy. bowewar, hne is not aware of how much he has to relearn cues for dis-

"to j)dmt foe tthat parzichsu •tla r 4 twnt. The learning is accomplished by thorough explanation

isW& to sfligla , i. If @iniblSby Vi ori.ftn A ti n thro.%gh the instrument prior to his taking the

cogiONlAs. T pilot sGald 20t Wsc lnbe able to gst into the plane and accomplish excellent land-

insp aew Ittl or no J'structimor e•sp•tiece in the use of the periscope.

VISUAL PROBLEMS CAUSED BY MRn AL"T.."ME HE•LETS

Ther-- a,-bn'ia eUncovntered inmue deaign d use o! high altitude suit viso,:s. These

are(1)rertet1, to thefieNddtview, (2)G#ptUcal distortions produced by the shape of the visor, (3) loss of

visualfwld thriw, omcal wIwzCsmsd1by the eyeus beLngtoo far from the sights because of the visor, and

(4) vISUI mftirments5dietologgit of the visor and to the methods used to eliminate the fogging.

Some of the transmission and distortion problems found in windshields are also found in visors;

ftr wind•selds, see earlier part 1,this idapter.

Three typical visors th-st have been used by the Air Force are: One, a cone-shaped visor as

employed on the M3-5 helmet; this has short radii of curvature. Two, a cylindrical visor used on the

MA-1 helmet; the radius of curvature of this visor is relatively long. Three, a V-shaped visor which

has been ised experimentally cn the MB-5 helmet

The visual field is restricted by the size of the visor and by the limitations to head mobility

caused by the helmet. A comparison of C.' restricted peripheral visual field with the unrestricted

peripheral visual field Is tiven in Figure 9.5. The sideward field of vision that is obtained by rotation
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of the head is additionally reetricted approximately 10 degrees. £he field of vision is restricted to
the great*Rteatent by the V-shapedvisor. The next smallest visual field is obtained with the cone-
" sha�aid•'sor. Ths..a=gt visual field with the least restriction Is obtained with the large-radius,
cylindrical.vIsor. Restriction of the rearward visual fields is most noticeable to the fighter pilot
who requires full rearward view to detert enemy attack. A full field of view is important to crew
membcrs of many tynes of aircraft in order to view the consoles which are placed in nearly every
available location.

The severity of optical distortions depends primarily upon the radius of curvature employed.
The cone-shaped visor has the greatest distortions, due mainly to the shorter radius of curvature.
The cylindrical-shaped visor has less severe distortions, while the V-shaped vlsar has the best opti-
cal quality of the three. However, the V-type produces very undesirable reflections, which are seldom
present with the curved visors.

The visors introduce an eye relief problem when ocular-type optical sights must be utilized.
The eye relief distance of an optical sight is the distance fra-n the ocular lens of the sight at which
the eye must be placed in order to obtain a full field of view. f the eye is either closer to or further
from the sight ocular lens than the eye relief distance, the full field of view is not obtained. This dis-
tance varies according to the design of the optical sight. To be used with the altitude helmets pres-
ently in use, the optical sights should have a minimum eye relief distance of approximatety 50 mm.
This provides a full field of view through the sight for 95 percent of the suit wearers, if the suit is
uninfiated. Binocular sights are difficult to develop that will function satisfactorily with altitude suit
visors.

Either fogging or frosting of the visor produces unsatisfaciory visibility f',r the wearer. Ln ad-
dition, the provisions to prevent fog and frost formation ordinsr•sy affect the oWtil c-haracterktics
of v. -,;or adversely. Th•e methodo used to avoid these conditions are heating, air insulation between
outer and inner visor elements, the dry'ing action of a'. ýi:L'eated or heuted oxygen sweep, and a com-
bination of these methods. All of these methods are detrimental to vision to some extent Thus, it is
necessary to consider these visibility decrements in conjunction with antflngng an. antifroeting
performance under various conditions.

Heating the visor may be accomplished by usina An embedded wire grid or a conductive coating.
The wire grid creates an aimaying *'Picket fence" effect, as well " a alig;ht reduction in resolution.
The low light transmittance provided by the conductive coatings, with the resultant decrease in nýght
visibility, has in the past led to a prefein'eue for the wire grid heating method over the conductive

~nihianiith~I Ah4 rom wk~ -r *igttSMittanCe. the cmI-Vective~ r!nnt~na'm are suparior in
Optical quality to the wire grid heating elements. Neither'electrical heating method can function dur-
ing escape, when the wearer is separated from his power supply.

The dry oxygen sweep method by itself has never functioned under severe conditions even when
the oxygen was thoroughly heated. However, by combining the double-walled and the oxygen sweep
m•:-..•s, satisfactory antifogging and antffrosting c.-,- ,,io.ns have been produced that function even
during escape.

Fields of View

Altitude helmets restrict the wearer's field of view in several ways. The field of view is re-
stricted by the size and shape of the visor openings. The present helmet, which is equipped with the
cone-shaped visor, particularly restricts the upper and sideward areas. The oxygen valves, whe-n
moun"-t'e on the visetrs, restrict the downward field to an appreciable ertent. More recent modifica-
tion, which have placed the valves low on the visor have improved tkl: visual field in this area.

Litd mobility is reduced by the neck seals and tie-down cables, thus limiting the total field that
normally is available with head a2" eye movement.. AAOt -mIy head rc in its movement,
but also the helmet lags behind head movements, especially when the head is rotated to Its greatesi
extent, as wher, the wearer is attempting to look to the rear. In addition to these limitations, the hel-
met may , tact various objects in the aircraft and thus prevent the wearer from placing his eyes in
tlie po•,"("I I best view. This ocr.Jrs -'hen a fighter pilot attempts rearward vision; the helmet

'rike tCie i opy, thus preventing him from moving his head to the side sufficiently to see past the
,0I ,.r-'tin rai] and st,2 back in some fighter aircr.... Alno, heimct contact with gun-scanning
.•t4r!• prr•'v'nts the runners from obtaining the full mobility usually necessary for the m1TMimum field of fire.
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who are required to use optical sights. The improved eye relief distance afforded by this visor, plus
the high optical quality, makes this design highly desirable for navigators, bombardiers, and gunners.

When i!vr4 defouglng wires, the combination of shape of visor and the wiring introducers addi-
tioma optical effecti. The wired section may be flat or have a spherical, cylindrical, conical, or
comptm~d curve' The ar.horical and compound curves are very undesirable when a wired heating ele-
ment Is Incorporated in the visor. The difficulty in fabricating optical quality items with compound
curvatu te Is considerable by itself, and the wires induce addit.onal O!-tortions. With the development

Tny "...m ihai the spherical .d compound curves will provide
desirat le features for visor uLsaigns. With the wired visors, the flat, cylindrical, and cone-shaped
config rations have provideK the best optical qualities.

( ne approach to the opt ical power and distortion produced byv curved visors is to design a sup-
pleme btry lons-system to correct those defects. These lenses are worn in goggles designed to
exdul e the breath from reachIng the visor. Thus it serves two purposes, the correction of optical
compo ments so as to improve the visual performance of the wearer, and to provide a system to pre-
vent tht formation of log or frost oan the visor.

Eye Relief

-Altitude helmets introduce an eye relief problem when the wearer attempts to use ocular types
of opticalsilghts. With these sights, the observer must pL-ce hl- "ye at a de,,nite disqxnce fron the

sight eyepIece lew in order' to use the maximum field of view ivailable with the sight. This e-e das-
tance is referred to aý the eye relief diutance. Technicall>, t'I is the distance from the eyepiece lens
to the exit vlUl of the Mtical system. LT obtain a maximum field of view, the pupil of the eye must
be placed at the exit pupil ef the opticrl system. If the eye is placed nearer or farther away from the
eyepiece lens than the eye relief distance, the field of view available to the observer is reduced.

Table 9.3 lists the eyr relief values of one type of altitude helmet. Two sets of values are
listed in this table.-The fl-"st set shows eye relief distances as measured to the outer vision surface.
These values can be used if tho sight e,-W*eee dia•meter is small enough so that the eye-piece contacts
the visor only, Wad does n• -- -q en ough•o contact the helmet also. When the helmet contacts
the sight eyepiece, the visor is he!i out from the eyepiece and thus increnses the effective eye relief
distance. In this case, t second &-,: of values listed in Table 9.3 are applicable.

Table 9.3' Helmet Design and Eye Relief Values

Eye Relief Value3 for K-1 MB-5 Helmets

Monocular Sights Binocular Sights

Mean Values 95 percent no Mean Values 95 percent no
greater than g=ater than

Cone-Sbaped Visor
Visor only "contacts sight 35 42 47 56
Helmet alsoontacts sight 39 46 50 59

V-Shaped Visor
Visor only contacts sight 30 37
Helmet also contacts sight 37 44 Not Aplicable

Note: Helmet contacts the sight eyepiece when the eyepiece dL-meter exceeds 80 mm for the average
user. H•.wever, to include 95 percent of the users, the eyepiece 1 iameter must not exceed 48 mm to
prevent helmet-eyepiece contact.

In order to evaluate the chances of the helmet contacting the sight eyepiece, additional measure-
menvt were made. These consisted of measuring the distance by wihich the straight-ahead line of
sight is below the urner helmet-visor rrirn. Thiz.• .-'---- rpizeseai U;e mnaximum sight eyepiece
radius that can be utilized without the eyepince contacting the helmet margin. It was found that these
values rangcrl bi iween 24 mm ,nO 56 mm ft.r 95 percent of the group measured. The mean value for
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this mesrmti~O2m~ohthe eye reliei. distance and the distance ol the line of sight bellow
"the i~per. nsrglu of tba, vtoor are needed to predict th.e integrati .on capabilities off new optical sightirg
Jntremmtsimwttb valtitie. helmets.,

In considering helmetvilsor modifications which would Improve the helmet-sight integration
characteristics, sevezal posslble aPpOMaches are considered. The ov er-a .U helmet size Is in itself an

infueningm±.loron he eye reWie distance which the visor ertablishes. Reduction in hel .met size
would reduce. e eye r"~e problems rmhere helmet contact is an important aspect, as is tte case with
tne large size eyepiece sights.

Tlie visor-nose. clearance is the limiting element in placing the visor closer to the eyes. Mod-
ifications to theK-i type".Of viaer Lp ave been fabricated and evaluated in which the visor was
recessed In the eye areas to reduce to a minimum the eye -relief distance and yet maintain nose clear-
ance. This Ap~roach proved impractical because of the. very small areas which were obtainable tree
from~ distortion, and because the ~majority of the sights used h:ad eyepiece diametters too large to be
acc-ommodated by the, small recessed, visual areas ot the visor.

Another approach suggeited by some, optical designers is to construct the visor with thick lens
inserts mounteld baforQ each eye. ý-Zssentially, these lenses shorten the optical distance bztween the
eyes and the outer visor, surface, due to the refractive index of the lenses. Unfortunately, such thick
lenses must beparliel4.,prevent,space distortion, andbecause of this, the outer surface is farther
from the eye thin is the case *ith~aýurved, visor, which permits a aideward eve position with mnonocu-
har sights, aznd th"'.'ishorter eye .r Iel .ief distance Ithan, is obtainable with the thick lens type -cf visor.
In addition, this esign providesiavery minimum of eeshcarne with frequent trouble with the
eyelashes sweeping the reair' lens surface and depositing grease upon this surface and thus reducing
the clarity of the lens. In addition, there is an unacceptable reduction in the visual field required,
when r~ 'ights are not being used.

* ¶rhe most successful modification is the V-shaped visor, consisting of 4lat areaZ At an angle to
enen &ther so as to form a central ver-tical joint between the ,T~o sldk--,. T-is visor provides the opti-

* mum eye relief conditions and clarity 4 view wj.Ich is reI2.or use Witt, high resolution optical
sights. This design haz two main drawbacks. 7The first v., the reflections which occur from the flat
lens surfaces. Light can enter one side of the v'4ser, .rs over tu the far side, and be reflected into
the wearer's eye. Since these reflect-As are from flat surfaces, images arc- formed which are visible
to the wearer. When looking straight ahead images of o-bJects to either side of the wearer mav be
seen. These reflections are very distracting and annoying to the wearer. Anti-reflective coatings
fail to improve this aspect due principally to th fact O1 at the straight-ahead line of sight is not 90 de-
grees to the surfaces. With the curved visors, reflectI&'s can occur; howevei; im-age formation is

.~not produced and the '' -. ...rc f ," I -u-rve this type of visual Interference. It should be pointed out
P4i that these reflections are not a problem while using an optical slght~and cause interference only when

3the wearer is otherwise engaged.

,;ith tie V-shaped visor, the head must be turned somewhat to one side when using an optical
Selght. This is i~equired to position the visor flat against the sight eyepiece and thus reduce the eye
12relief distance to the minimum available. It Is not uncommon for "he user of a monoclilar type of op-

tical sight, to turn his head to one side as described above even though he is not wearing a highý aiii-
tude helmet. This featurp of the V-shu-ped visor should cause little if any chanize in tiz_ usin prce
dures for monocular optical sights. The V-shaped visor does not improve aiprrý?ciably the eye relief
distance over the conventional type when used 7~ith binocular sights.

1h2. characteristics of optical sights which are desirable for helm-zt-sight integration should
also be corisldered. This is especially true for new~ sight designs where It is known that the users will
also be wearers of high altitude suits. The sight designer shouldi not only provide the required eye
relief as listed in Table 9.3, but should also consider how these distances may be altered by helmet
and visor contact with the sight eyepieceý guard or shield. In addition, some sight Installations are so
positioned that It is awkward or uncomfortable for at least some users to plaice the helmet and vi.or
equarely t-ito the eyepiece guard.

Sights which were designed prior to the advent of the high altitude helmiet may b'! modified to a
limited extent to imprnve the Integration characteristics. A redesigned eyepiece is a possible method-

tf I: rroiing thre eye rellef distanre and thus Improving the helmet-sight initvgr:mntn. Thcnc sights



were designed with eye eqpu to fit the facial lesatuur, ml not to fit th. lzoi coiruprwatiua. These eye
cups exclude extraneous lh from the user's eye and properly position the eye at the correct eye re-
lief distance. When the altitude helmet Is worn, the conventional eye cup prevents proper eye position-
Ing and faila to exclude the extraneous light A :-deslgned visor ,_a"rd which covers the entfire visor
so as to exclude extraneomu light is required. In addidn. the guard must permit the visor to be
placed as near as possible to the lens surface of the eyepiece m G-,-" for proper eye positioning.
Some sight eyepieces have a thick les mounting ring which in itself prevenif t.- visor from being
placed close enough to the lens for proper eye positioning. A properly constructed lens mounting ring
can be substituted to overcome this difficulty.

Binocular sights are impractical when an altitude helmet is worn. Helmet and visor curvatures
require a greater eye relief distance for a binocular sight tlm-n for a ,.,••or -i.-ht. With the E.•-
ocular sight the head can be turned so as to reduce the eye relief distance. This is not possible if
both eyes are simultaneously used. In additl, the size of the eyeplece-s of binocular eights are lim-
ited by the distance between the two eyes. The longer eye relief requirement and this limitation to
eyepiece diameter restrict the field of view to an impractical amount when binocular sights are r n-
ployed. It has been found that 60 mm of eye relief is required with a binocular sight to provide visor
and helmet clearauce. The tnterpupillary distance may be as small as 60 mm. Due to lens mounting
requirements the actual lens diameter camnot exceed 53 mm if individuals with the above pupillary
separation are to be considered. The maemum angle subtended by this diameter lens from the re-
quired eye position is 44 degrees. The minimum field requirements fcr gun and bomb sights has in
the past been 70 degrees. Since-a large field of view Is more important to the user than the simulta-
neous use of both eyes, the binocular sight is not considered to be a practical t re for use with altitude
helmets. Figure 9.6 llutrates these limitations to fields of view and eyepiece diamaeter.

BINOCULAR OPTICAL SIGHT

EYPEEEYEPIECE LENS

-IEL FIEL P
L.. 44*

EYE PUPILS

INTERPUP1I. LRV__R V -

60 MM

. Limittuons to Use of Jihnocuhir Sights While Wearing A1titudt HeLmets
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Nb"--' [-..t-i.n cau the visor to move forward and up. Thus the eye relief condition be-

cones more severe. However, the wearer can prevent this from occurring by pushing his head for-

ward so that the v-por Is pressed againt the sight eyepiece guard. A moderate amount of pressure

is required to accomplish this. When this is done the eye relief distance which Is obtainable with the

helmet in the uninflated condition can be maintained and in some cases it can even be reduced. Un-

less the sight must be used for extended periods while the helmet is inflated, no great difficulty should
he experienced.

Antifoggtag and Antifroating

The inner visor surface may fog or frost thus obstructing the wearer' a vision. Fogging some-

times occurs mven at room temperature, and frost formation always occurs in freezing ambient

condltions unless some antifogging-and 2ntilrostirng method is provided. ExLreme ambient tempera-

tares are a moss.:14y and should be provided for. These are emergency situations, such as loss of

electrical power, canopy loss, or actual bailout. The power loss situation is doubly critical in that a

power failure am modern aircraft usually occurs only during engine failure or some other extreme
situation where the aircraft is no lorger operative. Wiih a loss of power supply to an electrically
heated vijor, fogging or frosting may occur at a most critical time for the wearer, who is under the
stress of an emergency situation.

With canopy 1c•, a severe legging and frosting condition prevails. The ambient air tempera-
ture may drop to as low as nmnue 65"F and the wind velocity upon the visor may be very great. Heat
dissipation from the visor is thum very -rapid with a resulting fog or frost iormation upon the inner
surface. h study Of these c0fftlons was made by the University of Michigand- 2 8 The most difficult
situation to provide for antifoggig and antifroating is during bailout. The electrical power from the
aircraft is no looe available. In addition the worst conditions of temperature and wind velocity are
likely to prevail At times accumulated pools of perspiration may have collected in the neck area of
the helmet and th is thrmn upoa the inner visor surface where it quickly freezes during the free
fall period of bailout. The wearer', loss of orientation during such a situation may easily induce him
to premnrely actuate parachute opening.

Several methods are in use or have boen proposed to provide antifogging and antifrosting char-
acteristics. The first to be discussed is the wire grid. This grid is laminated between plastic layers.
Diffraction produced along each wire is responsible for a slight reduction in the resolving power of
the eye. Wearers sometimes observe a picket fence effect, i.e., alternate dark and light streaks in
the visual field. The dark streaks, even though they never obscure even the smallest target, appear
to be wide and all out of propoltion to their actual width, compared with the space between the wires.
This effcet reduces visual performance more by distraction than by actual reduction in visual reso-
lution or acuity. The wires have been a considerable source of trouble to the visor fabricator. They
ha% e been a source of distortion defects in the plastic layers. Improved fabrication techniques were
reqrired to permit the fabrir2tico- of visor, of god. optical quality.

Electrically cond"uctive transparent coatings are another method of providing antifogging and
antifrosting. The Nesa and Electrapane coatings have been used for this same purpose on aircraft
glass windshields. However, the development of similar coatings for plastic materials has lagged b.-
hind that for glass. Problems of adherence, sufficient light transmittance, and sufficiently low resist-
ivity have plagued the develcpers of these coatings. The use of a coating el-i-inatEs many of the
disadvantages of wires, ---A pernmits the fabrication of higher optical quality plastic visors. It appears
best that these coatings be lamInated between layers of plastic to prevent scriaiehing and the resultant
development of hot spots and tho- eventual disintegration of the condurtive coating. The use of either
an overcoatLng or a very thin imnn ct nvvr so that the conductlvP Coating may be pbced very near

.,uriace greatly reduces the heating requirements for the element.

It is highly desirable that the visor have a light transmittance value in excess of 80 percent, and
that the conductive coating, resistivity be less than 20 ohms per square area. The attainment of these
two rtquirements has as yet never been simultaneously dem,.nstrated. The obfectlonable feat-,-es of
the coatings are the Increased reflections which are arn.oying %o the wearer and the loss in light trans-
mittance which adverqely affects night visual performance.

A.r... r M,'!- .. o prevent fog and frost formation is to use the inconmini dr, oxvgen to dr" the
visor bl causing It to sweep across the inner visor surface. Commonly this 16 donc by directin the
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oxygen from the helmet inlet valve through a tube which passes around and across the top of the visor
ope,,,_ . A %ert Zm a, b.m.,a it Oroperiey spaced and located so that the oxygen is directed from
alow the top, downward across the vtilal arem. This method by itself has never been proven to be

effbctive under cold conditions. Wbenfused by itself the best that can be expected is that a small area
near the outlet holes may be maintained free of fog or front.

The U. S. Air Force altitude helmets permit the exhaled air to contact the visor thus providing
excellent conditions for fog and frost formation. The U. 5. Navy altitude helmets contain a face mask
which directs the exhaled air out of the helmet and prevents this air from contacting the visor. An
oxgen sweep method is used to keep perspiration and moisture, which may leak from the face mask,
from fogging or frosting the visor. This method has the advantage of eliminating the necessity for
electrical power and thus is attractive for emergency situations. The Navy method also has several dis-
,'advantages. One complaint frequently made by wearer-, of "4 typ. of helmet is that the additJonal
dlsc- fort of the fakc l'ihik imposed upon that of the helmet is undesirable. Considerable difficulty
ban been experienced In keeping the mask in place during head rotationai movements, where the hel-
met lags behind head movements and drags the mask with it. Under these conditions, mask leakage is
very evident and visor fogging or frosting results. The comment has been made by some wearers that
if you are not active it functions.

Another method or combination of methods shows promise. The oxygen sweep when combined
with a double-walled or thermopane type of visor has been tested to very low temperatures without
fogging or frosting of the visor. This method depends upon a dead air space between the valls of the
visor to provide insulation, and an the oxygen sweep across the innermost surface to assist in pre-
venting molsiL're depositin. This type will be Lvea on a series of very high altitude parachute jump
tests, where electrical heating is not practical. The disadvantages to this design are the increased
reflectious provided by the multiple visor surfaces, and the problems of distortion magnification
which occur with multiple transparent elements. In additon, the lack of accessibility to the between
layer surfaces for cleaning is another problem.

Vkrious chemical antifogging preparations, either in a solid or liquid form, separately or on an
impregnated clothare available for several common uses such as pr evention of fog formation on eye
glasses, windshields, goggles, mirrors, etc. These chemicals are all wetting agents and are hydro-
philic in action. A perfectly clean surface, if possible to obtain, would function in the came manner.
Essentially these agents prevent droplet formation and Induce the sheeting out of the water layer, thus
maintaining a good optical surface. The deposition of water upon the surface exists with the use of
wetting agents and therefore freexing is not prevented. Under perfect condititms the ice layer is
clear with good optical characteristics. However, the lenst surface imperfection can be tht, origin of
a frosted condition which rapidly spreads over the entire area, destroying the optical quality of the
ice layer. Thus antifog chemical preparations are of little use under freezing conditions,

OPTICAL TELESCOPES (BINOCULAR AND MONDCU.LAR) FOR PILOT USAGE

BinoculArs for pilot usage can be of great value in identification if they are properly designed
for the purpose. The critical difference between the use of binoculars by pilots and other individuals
is one of time. The pilot must be able to promptly shift his view, back and forth, from direct vision
to the view -f the object in the binoculars. The best solution to this problem appears to be a helmet
mounted binocular with an angulated sight line.

Need

Binoculars are needed by pilots in ce.-ta-in phases of sni-tson•, ii order to extend the rarge of
vision. The advantage of extending the visual range is to identify an object as enemy before the enemy
can detect and identify. This gives a tremendous advantage in positioning for attack, avoiding vulner-
able approach, or in evading attlack.

It is useful to extend the visual range for search and ior identification. Search is the scanning
performed in order to detect objects of possible interest. Identification is the determination of the na-
ture of a detected objct, sufficiently exact for the purpose at hand. Therefore, search ic the first
phase of the search and identification procedure, and involves scanning. Identification is the second
1)hý,Ae, and does not involve scanning, except for the location of the detected object in the field of view
for identilication pur7,)onea.
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uw-4i w in search is different from their performance In identification,
becaume of the scanning nec-saar5 in search. For binoculars to toe of value in search, obJectS must
be detcted at a greater rage t" with direct vision. Even thoqgh the range at which objects can be
see with binoculars is greater th -a with direct vision, search for the objects presents a problem be-
case the fiewd of -iew ikro•rh th binocular is much smaller than the field of view with direct vision.
Therefore, several times the rauber of flxtione have to be made with the binoculars. In order to
detect objsects at a g"reater ra i with binoculars, seaec ef t' - ece-essry area must be completed i.n

sls than the time required to- the aircraft to travel the difference between the binocular range and
the visual range, plum the tlr.e reouired tM , he ----. --. oa awi,. 7"r example, assume
t• thaie bumcuar range is Ax milet the visual range is three miles, and the aircraft would travel
one mile in the time reu ,ed to con plete a visual search. For the telescope search to be of more
value than the visual sea -h (based a 100 percent probability of detection), it must be accomplished
in less time than is requi. ed for th . aircraft to travel 6 - 3 + I = 4 miles. Since a large number of
f.attiorn. =re requir'-d to c. ,npl,,' Ay search a field through binoculars, the faster aircraft travel a
cos.liderpable distance during Uus time, consuming most of the difference in visual range.

In a comparative trial of binocular and visual search9 - 3 2 , the samalest available marine target
(a radar training bioy) was used The binoculars of 8x magnification normally issued to reconnais-
sance o0 sea-search crews were used. Aircraft crews and two observers made 101 runs in bombe.r
and reconaissance aircraft. Only one of the two observers used binoculars, although both were given

4 the same sector to search and both had identical lookout positions (bombardier or co-p"lot'; r.•eiton)-
-t Naked-eye search missed the target on fewer occasions than search with binoculars, but when the
"' buoy was sighted by both lookouts, the average range ot sighting wa greater with binoculars. Other
S sources9-3',9-52,9-53 indicatef tbat, in the pr•eent stage of tha art of detecting objects from aircraft
S by day, naked-eye search is generally more effective thann zearcb with b'ocUirs. They usually do

not increase sighting range apreciably when visIbility Js less than five miles. Also, since the use of
binoculars lowers pilot performance In other respects, binoculars ire of value in search only when a
very small field has to be searched.

On the other hand, the value of binoculars is definite in identification, where the object has
• been found already by naked-eye search. Identification should zlways be faster through the binoculars,
• except where there is excessive time loss In findi the previously detected object in the binocular
2 field. If there is a means of promptly locating the detected object in the binocular field, there ia no
Sappreciable field to scan, and s9 ordinarily a large amount of time is gained in identification through

the blnoculars. Therefore identification by binoculars has a definie range advantage over that by di-
rect vision, provided semn' of the problems in binocular usage are solved.

There are several important operational needs for extending visual range. in tactinl air war-
f fare, there is the need tI identify air objects without approaching any closer than necessary. The

f f'rst identification of an opposing aircraft gives a tremendous and often decisive advantage over the
i' enemy, In positioning for -Atack, or in evading attack. There is also the need to identify ground ob-
' jects at the maximum range. This is necessary in order to avoid reconnaissance flights over heavily

defended points, and to avoid flights over certain points that would disclose that reconnaissance has
been made.

In the strmtegc missior, exteasicn of vlauai range 4 needed to ensure the earliest Identification
of other aircriftbybombers and by their escort fighters.

In the air defense mission, there is a need for the earliest identification of aircraft, without get-
ting within vuinerFe-ge range.

Tn the air rescue mission, the effectivences of the 3earch for uinrvivors can be !ncreased by ex-
tending th range for search Pnd for Identification. Extension of the ideritificauion range enables a
pilot to identIfy suspicious objects off his prescribed course without making unnecessary deviations.
In this type oi mission, in -multiplace aircraft, the effectivepess of a search phase may also be in-
ereased by the other crew members using binoculars. Binocular search in this case is more likely to
be of value, in comparison with direct visual search, because each crew man can be responsible for
only a small search area.
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Several pinhiems must be solved in order for binoculars to be of value to a pilot, lie should be
able to use them In a large field about the aircraft, in some cases up to 380 degrees in azrimuth. He
must be able to change his view promptly from aidad vision (i.e., through the binoculars) to unaided,
and back to aided. That is, upon detection of an object by direct vision, he must be able to locate it
promptly in the binoculars; and he must be able to scan promptly the aircraft Instruments and scan
outside the aircraf in order to avoid collision.

The binoculars must not be subject to vibration or hand tremor. The) must not be so bulky as
to strike the caopy unnecessarily when the pilot is looking over the side of the aircraft. The weight
m _,sxt be acceptably low for static support and so that they will not push too hard against the head or
"be wrenched away under bhi g-forces. The binoculars must not interfere r. ith other equipment and
procedures.

In general, binoculars can be designed to be used in three ways -- plane-mounted (i.e., mounted
on the aircraft), hand-held, or helmet-mounted.

The pnmounted binoculars solve the weight and hand tremor problems, but they are not very
useful, becaise they cannot be designed to sweep the required field freely. This design has little pos-
sibility for success In future development.

iTe b&'!_-held _•h-a v,,-- ion --obem p= fairly welt, but hand tremor is still a
factor, S .Fi!s the aircraft Is subjected to bLufeting. The effects of tremor can be corrected
only by stbilized optical elements, whidh add to the weight of the instrument The pilot cannot shift
his view promptly back and forth from: the binocuas to the aircraft instruments and the vtslde and
back to the binoculars. N- satisfactory meanc has as yet been devised for finding an object promptly
in this type of binoculars. In hand-held monocular telescopes, ring sights attached to the monoculars
facilitate finding objects; otherwise they have the same deficiencies as hand-held btnoculars. The
weight is unacceptable for protracted usage or when the pilot 13 subject to high g-forccs.

Helmet-mounted binoculars are satisfactory for prompt shifting of view and for finding an ob-
jectin the telesacqc [pid if the optics are angled so the pilot can see five degrees or more above the
horizon with his nmked eye, under the binoculars.

Binocular Opical Systems

Two main types of binocular optial systen.s are in general use today. The Galilean Is by far
the simplest type from a design viewpoinL Tbis d.rign is i4tllized in the so-called "Sportscope," or
spectacle binoculars, as well as in opera glasses. The instruments are small, compact and light-
weight.p-40

The Galilean system employs a positive objective lens aAd a negative ocular or eyepiece lens.
An erect image can thus be achieved without resorting to the multiple reflections of the image that
are necessary in a prism binocular. However, the exit pupil of the Galilean system falls between the
objective lens and the ocular. "1"he system thus suffers from a narrow field of view even when the eye
is placed almost in contact with the ocular. When the instrument is required to have 20-30 mm eye
relief, as in helmet-mounted binoculars, the problem of achieving a sufficient visual field is accentuated.

The chief advantage of the Galilean teiescoge is Us 0-hok uver-all length, which 8*ita it for use
as an opera glass. Also, since there are only four air-glass surfaces, the images arc very brilliant
and free from flare. On the other hard, the small field of view, is a serious disasdan••ge, and con•s-e-
quently the highest practiPal magnifying power is about 2x 9 - 4 9 ,;- 5 O

The need for a compact erecting telescope of mugnification higher than 2x is met by the prism
binocular. It is essentlauy an actronomical telescope (positive objective lens and positive ocular)
with prisms inserted in the light path. The prisms serve to diminish the length of the instrument and
to invert and reverse the final image so that it Is presented to the eye in correct or.entation. Various
types of prisms are used; the so-called "Porro system" Is the most common. It consists of two right-
angle prisms, the first of which inverts the image; the second reverses it right to leftP- 4 9 ,9- 5 0,9-51
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TZU prwis binocular is considered to be more suitable than the Gailean for a helmet-mounted

bino41ar, since the prism binocular has a suitable magnification (at least Ux is desirable) vAn its eye

raids better and Its field size larger than in the Galilean.

Desiga Charactertstice that Afect Visual Performance

IM huma= eye itsel must be considered in the design of blnoculare 38,9-45 The detection
range of the eye depends upon five variables: (1) the inherent target a ream (2) the inherent target eon-
trat, (3) the brightness of the background apingt h.1aih the target is viewed- 4 3 , (4) the meteorologi-

cal ran, and (5) the ske of the fargeL Visibility charts are available which make it poseible to

compute the detection =Wo of the unaided eyeP- 6 Binoculars affect these variables by mgnilfication,
contrast renlition, light transmission, and exit pupil of the binoc-ula--45

A myriad of studies oan mapnflcatcu are reported in the literatureP-31,9-3 3 ,9 '34,9-50 In sum-

mary, it should be remembered that visibility is not improved in direct proportion to the amount of

magnfcation, Whener alloanacep are made for atmospheric conditions-m9 ", effects of vibration.
etc., it is seren that the Increase in range at which a target Is just detectable with the mked eye in not
proportionately increased with the magnifying power of bnocukLrsP- 3 0,9-41, 9-4Ol-•7 This is

especially true in hazy or smoky atmosphere. A series of curves has been prepared 9-45 which

show this.

As pointed out above, magnifcation Is a hindrance in using binoculars for most aeorch pur*pse.

For identification, magnification probably should not exceed 4x in helmet-mounted binoculars due tn

alignment and vibration factors. Nf the optics can be stabilized in a band-held iA-rument, an increase
in magnification w•uld be in order9-29,9 - 5 7

The apparent brightneas of a binocular image depends on the light transmission of the optics9 - 3 3 ,
9-38,9-59 In general, the brighter the image the easier it will be to see. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to keep the number of air-glass surfaces to a minimum and to coast all thee srfaces with anti-
reflectia2 coatngs. A ain of approxlmatel$ 25 percent in lAghL trcnsmIsoCIO is possible by using a
magnesium flUoride costing. In terms of Increase in range, this means very litfle in bright daylight.
At night, an increase in range of approximately 15 percent can be -

The light -gthering power Of inoculars depends upl a the diameter of the objective lense&9 - 5 1
Large diameters are important only at nrgbt when there 16 little liW available and the pupil of the
eye is large.

The exit pupil size is one of the most important characteristics of binoculbr&9 3 0 ,9 - 4 9 ,9 - 57

The ezit pupil is the imAge of the objective formed by the ocular. The brightness of the retinal image
in the eye is at a maximum when the pupil of the eye is filled with light, and it decreases in proportion
to the area of the exit pupil when the exit pupil is smaller than the eye pupil. kIally, therefore, the
exit pupil should be the same size as the entrancepupilof the eye.9 -4 9 However, in practice, the exit
punil size is generally larger to compensate for any misalignment with the -eye.

The pupil A,! the eye varies from a diameter of approximately 2 mm in daylight tU 8 mm in dz-.rk-
nesa. Therefore, the required exit pupil size depends upon usage. In binoculars to be used only in

daylight, the exit pupi probably need not exceed 4 mm. For use at night, the size should be in-
creasedP-35,9-54

Eye relief la defined as the diatance from the last surface of an oPUIcal instrunmei to the plane
of tht exit pupdl of the systb,,nd- 4 9 ,9 -5 -0, 9 - 5 7 If the eye relief is short, the eye mUst be placed very
•lose to the ocular lewes, )n order to utW*.e the full field of view of the binoculr.r. In an airplane,

where vib•ation is a problem and turbulent air may cause a bumpy ride, it is important that the ocu-
lar lenses be far enough from the e-•- tx keep the binoculars from striking the head. Therefore, the
eye relief rhould be longer in this type of binoculars than would umuay be necesMary in conventional
types. In addition to the safety factor, binoculars with short eye relief are difficult to use, since they
must be pressed constantky against the head In order to obtzaln a full field of view. Ov ths other hand,
_t_.-A-nv-- 7M Woo great an eO relief will be more difficult io align.

It is r sy to o;ecify the optical qualtit of an instrumer.t. Thee are expressed in terms of
lght traniwl 4 sion, re.olution, aberrutlons, w"a lens defect&9-42 However, suPeertitn these
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specifteatism with experimental facts to show ,.-_rfornmnce varies as a fuMction of optical qual-
ity is very difficult. It appears that the specifications have been set up in order io ,1n the best
possible instruments In all respects. For milit.kry purposees this may not --,n- b '-ary. A -

instance, if the main use of binoculars is for identification and the instrument can be posltioned prop-
erly, the r.2tion,-- ht be ,erdc" considerably near the edge of the field with no adverse effect
The same rationale can be applied te' other specifications for binocular elements. Unfortunately,
some of the basic data dealing with detection and recognition thresholds are not yet available, although
work is progressing In these areas9-3 9 It is the feeling of some that until this sort of informiticon is
available, specifications for quality in binoculars r annot be based on the needs that they are intended
to satidsy.

Aircraft using reciprocating engines have a certain amount of vibration imparted to the air
frame by the engines. This vibration will have in adverse effect in using binoculars. For instance,
corasider an oiLerver using binoculars for aerk .1 reconnaissance. If he steadies his arms by resting
them mn any part of the aircraft.. some of the Y, 3ration of the frame is trpnsmitted to the binoculars.
Nf the air frame is not touched, the problem is ot so great, since the user's body absorbs some of the
vibration. However, hand tremor will incre"t after a short period, since there is no way to steady
the arms. Thus the effect slowly returns. Thi re are special methods which will reduce the vibration
problem for practical purposes. The uoe of at, bilized opticai elements in hand-held binoculars has
already been discussed. Helmet-mounted bino< ulars take advantage of the naturai absorption of vibra-
tion by the body and are not subject to the hand -remor of co..m.-atioa _modeis. Thus, in the helnei-
mounted binoculars, vibration is reduced to an i nim;ortgnt Pmount.

The angular field size of binoculars useful ii military aviatien can be determined in large part
by the purpose for which the binoculars arr- io be u.:'d. Jn the past9-31,9-33, 0-57 there has been no
rationale in determining field size except "the larger *t is, the better." Actually, for identification
purposes, a small angular field will be Just as tseful as .- larger field if the problem of finding a pre-
viomly sighted object in the binoculars can be resolved. In sparch, a larger field would be necessary.

Finding objects pre-dously sighted with the n&-ked eye in the binu 'nlars' field has proved a vex-
ing problem. No solution is seen to this problem wth hand-held binocuh re. In helmet-mounted.
binoculars, the problem is taken care of easily if an ang-lated sight line, s used. In binoctilars of this
type, as soon aS an object of interest is sighted, a qdIck glance up into the field of the binoculars will
show a pointer directed at the object of interest l the pointer is not desl.ed in the field, the object
can still be located with a minimum of effort, althougk It will not be exactly pinpointed. LI monocular
hand-held instruments, a ria. sight is sometimes attached where the other half of a binocular would
be. An object placed within the -ing as sccn with the unaided eye can be seen magnified by observing
the magnified Image o& the ot-r eye.

Most persons using binoculars have duties to perform other than observation through the binocu-
lars. There is no easy way to change fixation back and forth from conventional binoculars to flbgh.
duties and back to binoculars without losing orientation. Hand-held binoculars must be taken away
from the eyes to perform other duties. The head must be removed from plane-mounted binoculars
in order to perform other duties. The two-position helmet-mounted binoculars must be rotated up-
ward. However, the ang-lated sight-line helmet-mounted binoculars can remain in place. A simple
downward shift of the eyes allows other duties to be performed. hf'ting the eyes upward puts them
back in the field of view of the binoculars. This is P very rapid change, dependent only on the time
necessary to move the eyes, to converge or diverge. mud to accommodate. When using the other two
types, the change is slower and it takes some time to get reoriented when usirg the binoculars agahn.

The bulk and welght tolerable in binoculars depend upon the way they are to be 1-sed. The weight
and bulk of a plane-mounted binocuiar can be fairly large and cause no particular difficultiesP- 3 1,
9-33, 9-57 The bulk of hand-jield tinocuiars is "it a very important consideration. However, helmet-
mounted binoculars must be as compact as possible else it is very difficult to look over the side of the
aircraft. To be useful to 2, pilot, the binoculars should not restrict normal head movement3. The bulk
of helmet-mounted binoculars, therefo: .. , has to be restricted In order to avoid strikir tihle c'an. v.
This can be improved by placln• the ot octives close tngetner; this permits a wider range of movement
with 'nobstructed vision between opaqu_ canopy structures, and thus is a logical choice in design. The
loss of stereopsis by moving the objectives closer together is not Important at Lhe dist2nces binocular,
aro used.



Raw-held binoculars should probably weigh no more than two pounds, since they must be held
up with the wisupported arm. This light weight will be less fatiguing and hence will cause less hand
tremor. The weight of helmet-mounted binoculars is an important consideration since any weight
added to the helmet is undesirable. Weight added to the front of the helmet is particularly undesirable
since it tends to unbalance the helmet and increase the likelihood of downward rotation in the event of
a large g-force. Ev;ery effort must be made in the design of helmet-mounted binoculars to keep weight
to an absolute minimum. Plastic optical -a-- which weigh less than glass parts can be employed
to good adv*atage in reducing the weight of the binoculars. At the present time, however, the plastic
is not suficlently abrasion resistant to be used for outside optical elementq. 9-S

Monocular vs. Binocular Instruments

Available experimental evidence indicates that observation through binoculars is superior to
observation through monoculars for picking up targets under adverse conditions9- 5 5 There is, how-
evor, nn £_w.e.1 agreement on the extent of this superiority; values ranging from 10 to 50 percent
have been reported in various investigations. Nor is there any common agre.ement for superiority of
binocular viewing. Subjectively everyone prefers binocular vision. This problem cannot be said to be
solved since information on studies of this sort is incomplete.

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND TIME OF DAY

The tight from an object on the ground or another aircraft passes through a great deal of at-
mosphere before it reaches the pilot's or observer's eye. Except for close objects or where the
intervening atmosphere is very thin, as in air-to-nir visibility at high altitude, the effect of atmos-

phore on transmitted light must be considered when direct vision from aircraft is being evaluated.

Fortunately, research in recent years has provided us with tools and concepts to assess the opti-
cal effects (A the atmosphere. The parameters of an optical signal arriving at the observer's eye can
be defined, provided only the quantity and direction of illumination, the transmitting or reflecting
pr•,pertbr- ro the object, and certain optical constants of the atmosphere are known. In this discussion,
we wi'. bAwnly describe the major effects of the atmosphere on vision in flight. The best sources of
detailed information are contained in recent papers of one investigatorg- 6 3 ,9-6 4 ,9 - 6 5 ,9 - 6 6 and in an
excellent volume 9 -7 4 from which this di&cussion has in large part been drawn.

The atmosphere works in two ways to change the appearance of objects seen through it On".e is
atmospheric attenuation. The other is the addition of light from the atmosphere, so that dist-.nt ob.-
jects seem lighter. Atinosnheric attenuation is the loss of light bu obecrpn i--i caiiering, so that
it does not reach the observer's eye -- or at least does not reach the correct spot on his retinr- to
form a coherent image. A simple example is the loss and scattering of light from a beacon at night,
so that at a distance the light source appears dim, and its exact shapie "einnot be discerned. Addition
of light from the atmosphere most commonly changes the appearance of objects during the day, and it
lFmost ifa•prtant for objects that reflect light rather than transmit it. It comes about when light from
another source than the viewed object, such as the sun, la reflected or refracted by the atmosphere so
that it follows the same path to the eye as light from the object. Since light from the object is being
lost at the same time through atmospheric attenuation, the net result is that a dark object both ap-
pears lighter and stands out less clearly from surrounding obj& a. This effect is most commonly
seen in the appearance of distant mountain ranges, whose dark forests appear progressively lighter

. with increasing distance, The effect is due to the illumination of thc air path; its magnitude, as will
be seen, depends upon such factors as the strength of this illumination =he constitutiui uv ihe atmos-
phere, the length of the path of sight, and the geometry of the paths of light and line of sight. The
consequences of attenuatior, and addition of light will be described in some detail later in this section.
First, however, we will describe briefly the properties of the atmosphere that are responsible for
thes( eftects. We will -iso describe how quantitative data may be obtained, so that the effects can be
evaluated.

Optical C-Nmposition of the Atmosphere

It ig ronvenie.nt to think of the atmosphere as a colloidal sysiem in which the gases that make up
pure dry ;AIr support a mixture of particles and water vapor. This collokial system varies widely at
difeorent fn ý-ns3, places, and altitudes. It may be shown Lhat rmre, dry air is an almost perfect me-
dit=n for tk- transmiarion of optical images in the visible spectrum; the visibility range in such an
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Wooal, nonexistent atmospbere would bW more than 200 miles. It is thý.'reinre obvious that nearly all
of the limitations to opt',-- transmission Unpnma4ee by the atmosphere ar-e dae to pc i-tidces oaf matter
In the air.

The"e particles are of nearly Wninite variety. However, the most important ones seem to be
water in Its various forms, smakes, dusts, sea-salt nuclei, and industrial pollutants. For our pur-
poses, most of the important optical properties of the air ine due to spherical liquid droplets of
various size&9-74 Such droplets are most numerous in fog, hazs', clouds, and rain, but they are
present in appreciable quantities throughout the troposphere. 7b- the lower atmosphere may be
regarded as a turbid medium; by applying the optics of turbid media one can find the m4naitude of
the changes that. take place when an image is transmitted throug~h the air.

Optical Stzruitur-P of the Atmosphere

T1he density of the permanent gases of~the atmosphere decreases approximately as an exý.
nentfal function of altitude. While the suspended particles follow the same over-all pattern, there are
many local varlati"a; typically, these particled Concentrate in patches and layers. Where they are
densely concentrated, haze, clouds, andl fog appear.

Since the concentration and nature of particles vary both vertically and horl7zontal~y over short
distances, tracing light through the atmosphere c=- be a VUc~ ;:.;; .Az izz,

.LcAlmesuremueni* are required at many or all points along the path of light. Such men. urements
were recently mad by a specially instrumented B-29 aircraft operated by the Visibiiuty Laboratory
Of the ScriPPS Ins~tiutiOn of Oceanography. They reveal that even portions o! the atmosphere that ap-
pk~a~r clear and homogeneous may have a very complex structure indeed. Further techniques are >e-
ing sought for s`t-dying light transmission through atmospheres of varying optical properties.

Image Degradation by the Atmosphere

Since the atmosphere is not a perfect transmission medium, siguals arriving at the eye f ro- a
distant stimulus are some degraded function of the iLrhereut properties of the stinlulus.** The im-
POrtant Properties Of the stimulus are Its- birightness, contrast, and color. The apparent briihtness of
an' Object seen at any distance Is a function of Its iLr.~erren luminance, the properties of the transmit-
ting medium (absorption and scattering), and the geometry of the path of light. The apparent contrast
between objects, Or between an object and Its background, is related in the same way to the inherent
bri~ghtness of the objects or the abject and its backgrourd. (However, we shall see that the sky back-
ground is a somewhat special case.) The relation of app. rent color to inherent color** is more
complicated and less wenl understood. One worker 9 -74 has made an admirable analysis of color
changes from both the physical and psychophysical pointip 'ý -tew, the psychophysical1 part being base,'s
upon tliz work of anothea i erce9 7  However, the principles he woriked out are not always ersy
to apply, becaud-e the Perception and discrimination of color are complicated by many psychkologiog I
variables. (Color specification is expLaLined in chapter 2 and color discrimination in Chapter 8.) F'or
e-Ample, to predfict the arpprent color of self-luminous signals at low amblent illumiLnetien, it '-s not
enough toi know 'what portions of the spectrum Lhe atmosph~ere will transmit. In this case, a more lii -
portant factor is the necullar performance of the eye wheni observi~no' colored signals that subtend a
smaLl visual angl'4P-69

*'The troptzphere is the portion uf the atruosphere nearest the earth, below the atm~tospherc. Its
iuppe-r limits vary with time and place from about 20,000 feet to 50,000.

** The inherent prc,.ý, -Aes are those that are due to the nature of the stimulus itself rather than the
transmittinq imedium. They can best be defined av the properties t~hat wor'ld arouse a givenl responsee
If the atimulus were observed through a perfect transmitting med'ium.

'lBrixh1tn~ess, of course, is usually considered one attribute of color (see Chapter 2). When we
sp-~ak of color here as a property distin~ct from brightness, we mean the attributes of color generally

A~ne as flue an(I naturation.
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Fortunately, brightness contrasts are both easier to analyze and far more importa-t than color

In detecting and identifying distant objects. Objects can be discriminated by their brightness con-

trasts at greater range than they can be discriminated by their color. A moment's thought will show

how important bright.ess contrast is. Suppose, for example, that a pilot is searching for enemy air-

craft. He will not detect another aircraft unless it cuntrasts sufficiently with the sky or land it is

seen against. He will not identify the aircraft unless it constrasts sufficiently with its background and

unless Its components contrast sufficiently with each other so that he 'san make out its shape and mark-

jugs. He will not be able to judge its speed and course unless the contrmst is sufficient so that he can

continually see tha -&lcraft as it changer position relative to its background. (In this case, a change in

background brightness as the aircraft passes in front of clouds or over n ment_ le n.d may be

important.) The pilot's ability to do these things depends of cource on his visual acuity, Motion per-

ceptton, etc., but in this case visual acuity and motion perceotlo depend in turn on the brightness dif-

fere--ces of Im•ges failb* on adjacent receptors in his retini.

In the following paragraphs, we will explain how contrast is reduced as light passes through the

atmosphere, and the consequence of this reduction. The treatment is that suggested in a study con-

ducted in 1948.9-63

Contrast Reduction by the Atmosphere

The valu: 1 apparent contrast (the contrast as seen at a distance) may be determined from (1)

the value of the inherent contrast (the contrast at the stimulus) and (2) values of the transmission and

scattering functiois of the atmosphere. Now, brightness is reduced exponentially as light passes
through the atmosphere (see equations 10 and 11 in 1948 study). As would be expected, contrast fol-
lows similar exponential laws, etnue At is a function of brightness. The 3t'entatiion ef brightness
dffferencm is:

R - B = (_Bo - E1)e_

where;

BRand BR are the apparent brightnesses of the object and background, respectively, at range R,

go and Bo are the inherent brtlftesses of the object and backgroumd, Po is the atmospheric at-
emiuation coefficient--(-o-s-isting of factors for absorptim and scattering), and

R is the "optical slant range"?.*

Since contrast is defined in terms of brightness differences, it may be seer. that:

2 -B0'B, and
inherent contrast = CO BB ' ()n

R - BR(3)apparent contrast : CR - BR

We may now write the original equation in terms of contrast, as follows:

BID Coe'Oo (4)

which is the general law of contact reduction by the atmosphere.

The Livestigator9-6 3 in this study has derived equations for an observer looking upward and

downw,-rd, and for horizontal paths of sight. In the Ila.t case, the equation reduces to:

CR=Coe - (5)

I)rovid,'d that the horizon sky if the background agr-inst which the object is viewed.

*Th', rq',Ivo lent horizontal path through a htomogene'our atmosphere.
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In Sy practical application of equaUona (1) througha (5), of course, the optical constant- the

air must. he dkermined by ms. .. en.Ufr atM"lY, A4VW=ViS(i iiuzaefisam tner

available to the pilot, because meteorologists fail to provide it in their so-called "Visibility" esti-

mates. Where the measurements are made, however, and viewing conditions are predicted accurate-

ly enough. the foregoing formulas can be used to develop nomographs, !o that sighting ranges of ob-
jects at various aeS and ditnces a be predicted quickly by pilot or crew. The nomographic

method has serious limitations at present, because the values for inherent brightness in the formulas

cannot be determined when the target is moving or has a complex shape or internal contrast pattern.

That Is, in these cases, there are multiple contrasts, and not enough is known about how the eye op-

erates to evaluate them. Note that these limitations are not due to lack of knowledge of atmospheric

optics, but rather to the lack of kaowledge about the operating characteristics of the human eye in

complex visual situations. At this writing, however, several active research gruups are vigorously

attacking these visual problems, and predicting visibility is becoming increasingly accurate in com-

plex situations.

Problems of Visibility During Flight

No matter how good the techniques for calculating visibility become, they will be of little prac-

tical use until meteorologists measure the charact'ristics of the atmosphere that affect the optics of

the light passing through them. Whilu mearn of measuring them are fairly well known, rmu~t meteor-

ologists are u=aware of the need for sach measurements and lack the proper instruments to mUi e

them. Therefore, nearly all estimates of visibility for airmen are crude Puesses, usually based on

the appearance from the ground of objects that just happen to be at convenient distances from the

meteorology station. It is of course true that visibility changes minute by minute and mile by mile in

flight, but, the practical shortcomings of such crude estimates are covered in some detail by one re-

searcher.
9 -74

However, scattered studies of atmospheric variables, someoi them field tests, havw been made

that do have some bearing on visibility during flight. The more important conclusions from these are

described in the next paragraphs.

The range at which. a given target can be seen in daylight is largely determined by its apparent

area and c-ntrastP 7 1 Furthermore, the contrast of a given target depends on the altitude and rela-

tive bearing of the mun as well as upon the amount of atmospheric haze. For these reasons detection

is most effectively carried out between midmorning and midafternoon. One .-tvestigator9-90 developed

a set of charts from which the natural illumination can be computed at any time of any clear day or

night in the year at any point on the earth. As one would expect, the values vary considerably with

season and latitude, and factors like haze and clouds have a great effect. The horizontal attenuation

of ultraviolet and visible light by the atmosphere has been measured9 - 62 at night over cities, deserts,

and the sea under conditions ranging from fog to exceptionally clear air. From these measurements,

attenuation coefficients were derived for light of various wave lengths for some of the locations. The

tables are for those who require a survey of typical spectral attenuation characteristics of the lower

atmosphere. For those requiring accs: ate coefficients for a given time and place, this study9 - 6 2 de-

scribes methods for making the required measurements. The data collected so far showi that atteaua-

ti.-:7 -- the atmosphere over a city follows a less regular and more complicated pattern than over a

desert or sea station. The composition of smogs is difficult to analyze.

'The brightness and polarization of the daylight sky at altitudes of 18,000 to 38,000 feet

above sea level have been measured by one team of researchers.9-
7 5 Their results agreed faIrly

weil with another team's 9 - 70 theory of sky brightness for all 3ltitbides of observation, for all points

In tii, sky more than 30 degrees from the horizon, and for scattering angles greater than about 40 de-

grees" from the sun when an atmospheric attenuation coefficient of 0.017 km .was assumed. The valuis

of sk!.• hxrg.t6iess observed at scattering angles within 30 degrees of the sun indicated that large scat-

terin; par.tz..' -ll; -. prcicnt ir the atmosphere overhead at all altitudes of observation. The meas-

ured values of sky brightness and polarization are preseated graphically, plotted as functions of the

angle between the sun and the observed point in the sky.9 - 7 5

One study9"1 7 estinibder. i~ilty from high-speed, high-altitude aircraft. At 600 knots, an

air.r:'ft travels 10 miles in one minute, and at 1200 knots, it travels 10 miles in half a minute. Ob-

jmj -nay therefore appear and disappear from vie'w in sudden fashion. A pilot must therefore be

al'ý t,; ronpond to slight visual cues before It becomes clear that they are acttal targets. Raving
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• c he prublema, the author of the study computes visibility based on ;Isual acuity data cor-

rectad for the effect of atmospheric attemation at various a.ltitudes. Visibility above 50,000 feet is

approximately the same as at 50,000 feet, because the effect of atmospheric attenuation is negligible

above this altitude. In Lhe text of the studyg- 7 graphs are presented to show threshold visibility in

all directions at altitudes up to 200,000 feet. Mr sources information are avatlableP- 8 ,9 6 1 ,
u 9-0,9-70,0-72 O-t the matter of field checl t laboratory predictions of threshold intensities

of long-range targets, see Report on the Roscommon Visibility Tests.9- 59

The cýmcmpt of meteorologicl rangl 9 -63 is being accepted as a precise designation of atmos-
pheric clarity in terms ofistance. Meteorological range is the distance for which the contrast
transmission of the air is two percent. It is an inverse function of P. the attenuation coefficient. The
acceptance of this concept may lead to more useful systems for collecting data at the individual me-

teorological station.* Knowing meteorological range, a pilot can use the nomographs previously

mentioned to predict the visibility of objecto seen a tainst the sky. However, additional problems come

up in predicting the visibility of objects seen against the earth along horizontal or downward paths of

sight; the worst problem is that the atmosphere is not uniform optically along such paths. An exten-
sive program is now urAerwaiy to increase our knowledge of the optical- structure of various portions
of the atmosphere, so that the known principles of atmospheric optics can be applied to any problem.

Conclusion

The foregoing is a summary of the current status of knowledge about how the atmosphere af-
fects visibility; specific problems likely to be encountered in flight will be discussed in later chapters.
In Chapter 10, on air-to-air visibility, specific instances are given of the influence of atmosphere on
visibility.

VISUAL ILLUSIONS

Visual illusions leading tc false aircraft attitude orientation are of four different types:

(1) False Reference

(2) Autokinetic

(3) Oculogyral

(4) Oculogravic

•he false reference type of illui.ion may be present in day or night flying. In the daytime the
-most frequent source of false reference is cloud formations that have slanting lines that are mistaken
for horizontal. Another false reference illusion occurs in formation flying when another aircraft in a
bank, a climb or P. descpnt is thought to be level.

False reference illusions occur at night when the stars near the horizon are mistuken for lights
or vice versa, creating a false horizon. This is especially likely to occur if there is no haze to mark
the horizon, which condition often occurs after a rain. The likelihood of this illusion is also increased
if there are clouds that are seen entirely below or entirely above the true horizon.

The autok"in.tic illusion occurs at night. The illusion is that a single stationary light appears to
be moving when the observer 3tares at it.

If, instea-4 of a single light, there are several lights or some kind of figure, there does not ap-
pear to be movement; the eye, in changing fixation from one light to another, or from one part of the
figure to another, has the firat one or part to use as a reference.

The autokinetic illusion is most apt tn occur in night form:ition flying when only one wing-tip

light is seen. One remedy would be to install several lights or a lighted !ine on the wingtips, Suffi-
cient acquaintance of pilots with this phPnsnmenen may bc inore pra.:iieal and satisfactory than further
rompplcating aircraft equipment.

tA =t'!! n.i: sati•ifactory quantity, the attenuixtion length, has bcn recently prpused, i is the dis-

tanrt r •,vr whirh ,rntrast is reduced toTT- inhetren value.
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Thu, uulogyrai ilusion cmas. o( an illusory movement and displacement of objects subsequent

to rotio of the head. It is due to stimulation of the vestibulur apparatus, the semi-circular canals.

Followft rapid, prolonged rotation In one direction, objects appear to be both moving and displaced in
the opposte direction. FoLlowing this there is an asarent movement of objects and displacement in
the direction of the head movement. The apparent ~vement and displacement is due to A m.st gmu3
induced by the rotation. In daylight, relatively fast acceleration of rotati-y, Id required before illusory
effects are induced. However, in the dark, the threshold for apparent motion follows as little as 0.2 to
0.3 degree (one study recorded 0.12 degree) of rotary acceleration per second per second. In flying at
night the effects may be induced by tight turns, particularly when the turns are rapid an.d are prolonged.
Spins may induce the effecf at night, or in the day when the spins are rapid and prolonged.

The series of apparent reversing rotation and displacements is not attained unless there are
about 20 rotations at 25 rpm. However, illusions of rotation and displacement do occur with much less
stimulatiom. Studies have shown that there is no habituation to the oculogyral illusion.

The coriolis acceleration occurs inan oculogyral illusion that has the complicating factor that the
position of the head i- chrangd between the atimulusf rotaries and the illusory response. It is particu-
larly dangerous because it is so confusing to the pilot. It has apparently been the cause of a certain
number of unexplulned aircraft accidents, particularly in jet fighters.

An example of the production of this illusion is as follows: After take-off, a jet fighter pilot
started a steep bank to the left. At the time he started into the bank he also turned his head downwa•rd to
the left to operate a console controL If he had not moved his head after the bank was made, vestibular
stimulation would have told him that he was coming out of the bank. His visual reference would have
overridden this stimulation to a certain extent. However, when he turned his head down to the left, he
lost outside visual reference, and the stimulation of the bank was as if he were going over on his face, so
when he turned his head back to the forward position, the aircraft appeared to be climbing into a loop.

The oculogravic Illusion occurs following moderately high acceleratioi.. It is an illusory effect
of viewed objecte rising when the individvutol undergoing acceleration. Since he has to harmonize
his position with viewed objects, he feels that he is lying -nn his back. This illusion is considered to
be caused by stimulation of the otolith. This Illusion is less dangerous than the oculogyra2 because
high accelerative stimulation is necessary to induce it, and the Inducing maneuver and the type of dis-
orientation are less likely to result in loss of control of the aircraft.

The remedy for these illusions is to refer almost continuously to attitude instruments and to
rely on them when flying Jet fighters. It is difficult to refer to attitude instruments continuously dur-
ing formation flight. A certain number of severe aircraft accidents have evidently resulted from this
difficulty. The solution appears to be the development of an attitude indicator to be projected on the
side panels or made otherwise observable while watching the lead ship in a formation.

Whiteout

As more and more lanes and airbases are developed along grmt circle routes a special prob-
lem arises for the pilots who must fly over barren, snow-covered areas, as in the Arctic and especi-
ally the Antarctic. The problem was recognized as serious some time ago by Army personnel. It is
produced by the fact that undor certain atmospheric and illumination conditions no contrast Is provided
in the environment, so that all objects, as well as the horizon, are lost in an apparently homogeneous
field. With the horizon gone and no shadows or brightness diffe-ences produced by variations ;n ter-
rain, Army pcrsonnel fou•.,,d tlkmselvs driving vehicles over Uv edges of zrc-,ceefe'r into gret bank&
Cf SnoW.

The problems that whiteout prod-aces :n flight operations are clearly most serious in take-off
and 1anding, eepecI!ly under emergency conditions when no artilicial aids are available, and in any
attempt to fly by VFR.

Although whiteout is extremely hazardous, no satisfactory means of beating the problem raa
been worked out. The hazard might bc zomewh-t reduced by prcjecting a grid oniL light beam from
vehicles or aircraft, so that changes in terrain upe-n which the grid was projected would produce dis-
tortions in the grid. However, the power requirements of the assem might limit Its usefulneus.
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CHAPTER 10

AIR-TO-Am VISIBILITY

Air-to-air visibility means the visibility of one aircraft from another, or of any objects in the
soy from an aircraft. 7he term covers both detection andi identification. Problems of air-to-air
visibility tend to be the same for all types of mission, and somewhat d1iffoent- froM Moblems of
air-to-ground viisibility for all types of mission. For example, the visual functions, Zt_6e effkts'of
atmoaphere, and the effectiveness of visual aids are about the same for an air~ways pilot seeking to
avoid collision as for: a combat pilot seeking out enemy au-ýraft except for differences in range and
visual field requirements. On the other hand, the problems of air-to-ground vision tend to be similar,
dwhther the pilot is look:Ln for enemyr iistallatious in a bombing or reconnaissanc e mission or seek-

ing to identify Objects for n8'~ un~ f~4- ~-~~: ' im
in W*'schapter, and air-to-ground problems In another chapter. Some of the air-to-air problemse
covered in this chapter are as follows: Visibility and the avoidance of collision, visibility in inter-
ceptloniand formation flying. In addition, such matters as scan patterns, prediction of target vi'A-
bility, and ways of making aircraft easier to detect are discussed.
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Figure 10. 1 Minimum Distances Trp.veled From InstuitG4-'c hoFedo
Vision Until Pilot Can Change Flight Path
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VISUAL PROBLEMS DUE TO SPEED

High • tds, altitudee, and accelerations, work load, airport density, complicated instrument
,anels, and the structure of the aircraft itself all create serious visual problems for the pilot and
crew of hIgh-performance aircraft. The most criti.,'a1 of these 's high speed. At the speeds flown
by today's jet iircraft, a perfectly ordinary situation, such as sighting an object a mile away, can
turn into W ealamity before'tbe pilot can do anything about it. As speeds get higher, the problem will
become worse in proportion. The trouble is simly that a man cannot see, identify, or act on an ob-
Ject thenttad't dtcomes into his field of vieey. Each of these things takes an interval of time --
usually an exceedingly sMrt Interval, but worth hundreds or thousands of feet in a high-speed alrc ralL

This point 'broqght out in Table 10.1. Consider a pilot flying at 600 miles an hour, a routine
speed for Jet aircraft at this writing. Another aircraft comes into his extra roveal vision -- the
corner of his eye. He travels 88 fclbefore he even "aeq" A1 -- before the image is transmitted

Table 10.1 Time Intervals Required Between First Sighting of Object and Changing Flight Path
tn Avoid and Distances Traveled in These Intervals*

Time in see Distance Traveled, in feet
at 6 mph at is _ _ mph

For Op- From 1st "iing From Ist During . 'rom Ist
Operation eration Sighting Operation Sighting Operation Sighting

Sensation (light travels 0.10 0.10 88 88 264 264
from retina to brain)

Focusing with Central
Vision

Motor Reaction to 0.175 0.275 154 242 462 726
Prearrange Eye
Movement

Eye Movement 0.05 0.325 44 286 132 858

Focusing with Fovea 0.07 0.395 62 348 185 1043

Perception (minimmum 0.65 1.045 572 920 1716 2759
recognition)

Deciding What to Do 2.0 3.045 1760 2680 5280 8039
(estimated min.)

Operating Controls 0.40 3.445 352 3032 1056 9095

Aircraft Changes 2..0 5.445 1760 4792 5280 14,375
Flight PathII

*Dzrived from Moseley10-11 and ByrneslO-6

from retina to br,.An. He travels 920 feet oefore he has "perceived," or recognized It -- before hr:
has decided, for example, whet.her it is a cloud or another aircraft. He travels more than half a mile
before he has decided whether to climb, descend, or bank to right or left. He travels nearly a mile
before he can actually change his flight path to avoid or attack. At 1800 miles an. hour, already
achieved in piloted rocket aircraft, these distances are trebled; the pilot travels a mile and a half
before he can even decide what to do, and nearly three miles before he alters his flight path. Dis-
tances for aircraft flyiný, at other speeds may be obtained from Figure 10.1.

For two aircraft on opposite courses, the distances they travel relative to each other would be
double those in Table 10.1 and Figure 10. 1. Suppose two aircraft came out of the clouds heading for
each other at 1800 miles an huur. If they emerged 500 feet apart, they would crash before either pilot
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had eve won the other aircraft. If they emerged three miles apart, they would craah before the
pilots had decided what maneuver to take, and, if they emerged five miles apart, they would Still
be too close, to cheapg their flight paths . Even at 600 miles an hour, the pilots wouald have to see

each other 9500 feet away, at the very minimum, before they could change their flight paths to

om & dofh tim. intervals in Table 10. 1 are not subject to careful measurement, and the
values gives ane estimated. However, if they err, it is probably on the idlde of being too small.
Moreover, it has been assumed that conditions are ideal (clear day; alert, excperienced pilot; no
distractions) and that only the simplest kinds of operations are Inv.olvel. In abort.. 'UhQ ti-- 'nter -

vale in Table 10. 1 are probably absolute minima. They cannot be reduced by- any atmouni of me chani-
cal or electronic ingenuity, because (except for the last item, which involves aircraft response) they
are due solely to unchanging characteristics rf the human eye, mind, and muscle. likewise, the
disbnec traveled in each interval will increase directly and inexorably as speed Increases, because
no lmnman can alter the fact that distance - speed z time.

72* time intervals and distances in Table 10.1 could be extended several seconds and thousands
of feet by anry sumber of complications that occur in perfectly normal flight. For example, anything
that Interfered with the pilot's vision, whether it were a structuraLm.~emhpr of th aircraft, efkcuni-
brance nt flight clothing, haze, or gray-out induced by high acq..;eleration, could greatiy stretch the
time required to perceive and recognize. If the pilot had not only to iderntify the object as an air-
craft,, but also to decide whether it were an enemy or a friendly plane, thze recognition time would probably
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stretch out to at least 1.5 seconds (1320 feet at 600 mph). Decision time is probably four or five
seconds, rather than the two given ir the table, for any but the most experienced pilots and the mcn
simple decisions.

Figure 10.2 illustrates the critically short scanning time available to pilots of high-speed air-
c-.ft i- col-1.cn. co.uses. met* that there are normally two values of scanning time, corresponding
to the two possible collision courses A and B. CondidioA represents the case of two aircraft flying
couvergent courses. Condition B represents the case of two aircraft approaching from a more or
leos headon aspect. The area above the dashed line applies to the more favorable ease. For exam-
ple, if oi is 2 5 and the slow aircraft is fying at a speed of 250 knots, the plot as 15.3 seconds of
scanning time on Course A or 5.5 seconds on Course B.

At high speeds, a pilot flies ^'blind" for thousands of feet while performing such s simple opar-
atlon as glancing at an instrument Table 10.2 showsthgat Lt 600 mijlc 2r, hour, his vision outside
the aircraft is interrupted over nearly half a mile. At 1800 miles an hour, it is interrupted over
m-ore than a mile. Again, if two approaching aircraft were involved, distances would be doubled. If

a pilot flying at 600 miles an hour glanced at his alUmeter, an enemy aircraft coming out of the
clouds a mile away could be on him before he knew the encay was there. The same t-yp ,, t-
formatio. for aircraft at other weeds can be cne6ad' f rzy- F~gure 10.3.

Table 10.2 Time Intervals Resuired to Shift Sight From Outside Aircraft to instru-ment Prae land
Back, and Distances Traveled in These Intervals

Time, In sec. Distance Travele' in feet
at600 mph at 1800 mph

For Oper- From Bo- For Oper- From Be- For Oper- From Be-
Operation ation ginning atien ginning ation ginning

To Panel

Muscle Moveme-t 0.175 0.175 154 154 62 462

Eye Movement 0.05 0.225 44 1M8 132 594

ptrc• l ...- v. ,, 0.07 0.295 62 260 185 779

Accommodation 0.50 0.795 440 700 1320 2099

Recognition of 0.80 1.595 704 1414 2112 4211
Instrument Reading

Back to Distance

Reaction Time 0.175 1.770 154 1558 462 4673

Eye Movement 0.05 1.820 44 1102 132 4805

Relaxation oG 0.50 2.320 440 2042 1320 6125
Accommodation

Foveal Perception 0.07 7.39 62 2104 185 6310

In shifting sight from outside the aircraft to the instrument panel and back, the accommodation
time -- the time to adjust the eyes to focus on the instrument -- becomes important. Table 10.2
shows that accommodation and relaxation of accommodation takes up a total of a second, or half a
mile at 1800 miles an hour. Recognition -- ascertaining what the instrument reads -- will consume
a great deal more time than 0.80 seconds if the instrument is poorly lighted or designed. Likewise,
if the sky were bright and the panel were dimly lighted, tue pilot would firsw. have to adapt his eyes
to the dim light within and then readapt. to the brightness outside. A dangerously long timc interval
-,,ld he ined vTp. It is not surprising, therefore, that good cockpit lUghting ar.d well-designed and

•:nr•hrri;fry•v 1r. InWtruments arf, of concern to 2ll who fly high-b-peed aircr•t. it is also obviot's
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that the day is rapidly spprot ching when a pilot will no longer have time to make navigatinl calcu-
Isaos can M his e pad. An I istrument showing aircraft position at a glance will be as necessary as

ST. foregc dicucsai applies both to the problems of avoiding collision and intercepting

S or avoiding enemyaircraft. Lt us pursue these matters further.
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SFigre 10.3 Minimum Distance Traveled While Pilot Shifts Sightto Instrument z.nd Back

AVOIDING COL4LL-20

Becau se the problem of midt-air eollisirns had become so critical, the C-AA sponeored a mid-
air collision symposium in lat2 19•550-1 Ther;•e were many speakers representing all phases of

the aviation industry. "riley brought out the following points:

The Air Force, aver one 2-1/2-year period, ha~d -ý"u .... ,rni ai..... os Ohee

about 92 per cent could be attributed to failure of the pilot to see the other aircraft in time to avoid
collisicn. In some cases, the pilot never saw the other aircraft at all When the other aircraft
could be seen, contributing factors were misjudgment of distance an~d rate of closure and the ?os-
sibility that both pilots, in attemp:Ing to turn off, turned into each other. Also hotereating was the
fact that 70 percent of these collisions occurred while the aircra.•t were in straight and level flight.
The Navy, ton, presenteda daa from 23 mid- ar collis~oi cc ...... ,ngover a_'n•,,•' two-year period. The
mv..)ortty of! these accidents took place during daylight hours and occurred In flight racier thM
Iulnri4I tke-off or landint7. CAA daftIOl-2 for civilian,, flying, covering the years 1953 and 1954,

nhrew twor-nid-uIr collitmiont for the scheduled a•rlines mnd 25 for nonscheduled carriers.
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In addition to at sal mid-air collisions, many near misses a4r rw'orted. The near m=!ses

of today could easily be collisions in the future, when there are more aircraft and all ai zraveling

faster. The Air Transport Association of America sent a questionnaire to airline pilots to find out

how mad where their near misses occurred. As with the Air Force collisions, the majority of near

misses occurred an route, and most occurred ,-trwing full daylight when visibility was repoorted to

be 15 miles or more. A dangerous condition exists when one aircraft is flying IFR (instrumeit
flight rules, with ground control cemters maintaining separation between aircraft) and the other is

flying VFR (visual flight rules, with the pilot mainly responsible for avoiding collision).

Two general conclusions can be drawn from the mid-air col uion symposium. First, there
is a pressing need to learn more about the limits of visual detection and the reasons these limits

exist, so that demands will not be placed on pilot and crew that exceed their visual capacities.
ccecond, improved ground-con.trol techniques and airborne detection equipment should be developed
tc relieve the pilot of some of the burden of continuous vigilance for other aircraft.

INTERCEPTION

In intercepdon with f.-xed gunnery, a pilot actually tries to get on something approaching a
collisiov zourse with another aircraft. If eficie.t flexible tunnery or homing missiles are de-
veloped, a collision course will not be necessary. Interception includes identifying unreported air-
craft, attacking enemy aircraft, and rendezvousing with friendly aircraft for refueling or forma-
tion flight. Usually electronic equipment, either on the ground or airborne c r both, helps the pilot
perform his interception proH!-m. Neverth-.ais it is usually desirable and often necessary that a
pilot see the aircraft he is intercepting as early as possible. It can be seen that the problems of
interception are much like those of avoiding collision, but there are some differences. The most
important are: (1) In interception, it is often important to see another aircraft at a great distance,
so that the intercepting aircraft can maneuver into an attacking. p-oitlom In avoiding collision,
it is important only that the other aircraft be seen in time to avoid collision.. (2) In interception,
it is often necessary to identifyanother aircraft positively.' In avoiding collision, identification is
not imnportant, though the other aircraft must be seen well enough so that its cotrse c=n be esti-
mated. (3) In combat interception, the problem is often to detect and identify an aix craft that is
painte, Vo F n to be as inconspicuous as possible, or that is blacked out at night. Where the central
problem is preventing collisions, paints, markings, and lights can be designed to make all aircraft
as conspicuous as possible. (H,wever, when combat aircraft are painted and lighted for maximum
concealment from the enemy, they have an added problem of avoiding collision with each other.)

FORIATION FLYING

Good air-to-air visibility is also required in formation flying. D,2ring daylight, other aircraft
can usually be seen well enough to fly formation; the chief problem Is tu stition each aircraft so
that it does not obstruct too much of the fields of view of the other pilots. For example. if a tight.
..... i. n L-..lown, itis dI clt to.. ....... .• - or the po*tion of Vhe sun. At night. hcw••er,

light must be provided (except in combat) so that the wing man can match the atu o i aircraft
to that of the lead aircraft. As we shall see later in ihis section, standard navigation lights have been
found to be unsatisfactory for formation flights.

One studyl0- 7 has indicated that,in general, detection is most difficult against a terrain back-
ground, easiest agamnst an undercast, and medium difficult agairzst a sky background. These differ-
ences are dne to the characteristics of the observer As well as the physical situation.

In the remainder of this section, we will take up separately the characteristics of the observer
and the physical factors that affect air-to-air visibility, men•thcs of predictirn visibility, and methods
of avoiding detection.

CONTRAST DISCRIMINATTON

Detecting aircraft against variouS backgrounds is n]uch !he taking .1. laboratory test to meas-
tire minimum perceptible acuity (see Chapter 8). This type of visuai performance wn-- •_-nd to deqend
(on (1) the over-all level of illurnination, (2) how well the observer is adapted to the over-all Illumi-
•atlon, (3) the contrast between the target and the background, (4) the apparent size ,- ,e target --

1hat is, th,1 i, a angle subterded by the target, and (5) movement In relation to the hnckgrrn- ".
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The relationship between theat variables is
Meoew in the contrast discrimination curves,
Figure 8.12 and 10.4. These curves sbo'f that I AD..'iaFO ,CW.FWL W 0
the a~ltty to detect differences in the trit:htness , )TU.S'U PM1019 h RMK. .
of objects Increases as Illumination in,.reuses. I
In other words, les contrast Is requF.ed to de- -
tect a target against a fairly bright brtckground,
such as an undercast, than against a dark back-
ground, such as the ground. 2 ...

The curve in Figure 8.12 (Chapter 8) em- i
" phasizes the importance of the target's apiaarent • 9 -

size (i.e., the risual angle subtended) In deter- t

mining whether the targetwillbe seen. This
curve sbews that if the brightness of the sky or ZN
other baclkround and the inherent coatrast be- W - . 23.5
tween aircraft and background remain constant, 9 2L
there will be a threshold size below which the <0
aircraft cannot be seen. As an aircraft ap- -o-T . __ \
proaches an observer, the visukl angle which it
subtends increases; when uts apparent size
equals the threshold size, It can be seen.

1 ,0-2 0 0 0 0

Note that contrast discrimination and vis- ,1

ual acuity depend not only on the physical char- RETINAL 'LLUMINATION 1, IN PHOTONS

acteristics of the target but also differ with
different individuals and for one ndWividual at Figure 10.4 Contrast Discrimination in the
different times. Human Eye as Influenced by Retinal

Contrast discrimination and minimum illumination and Size of Test Field

perceptible acuity are of c.ull. importance when (from Steinhardt!O-1 4 )

one is estimating the range at which an aircraft
can be detected.

SIZE OF THE USEFUL VISUAL FIELD

Another characteristic related to detection is the size of the visual field in which the target
must fall in order to be detected. Where the problem here is detecting a small object, such as an air-
craft, at maximum distance, foveal vision is required. That is, in order to be detected at any distance.
the target will have to pass through a small cone less than one degree in cross-section. containing
the pilot's or observer's visual axis, and with its apex 2t his fovea. This can be seen from Figure
10.5, which shows visuAl acuity as & function of retinal position. The size threshold increases as the
target moves away from the fovea. However, if the tzrge: is close enough or large enough to subtend
more h,,the threushold angle for c, itral vision, it can be detected some distance into the periphery.
One investigator ir-9 ahows that a target twice the threshold size for central vision can be detected
over 10-degree conewhile a target four times threshold size can be detected anywhere in a 26-
dn-T" cne.~

SCANNING PATTERNS

The site %f the cone in whieb t.-ges u.- c-: . .. ,e eanse of ,ky
thaU must be searched to detect aircraft approaching from any direction. An observer has no accurate,
subjective means of knowing whether his scanning pattern is fine enough -- whether he is cov-ring all
areas of the sky by the cone within which he can detect the target. To make matters worse, the sky
is generally empty of visual references that could serve as guides for a systematic scanning pattern.
Eveu after a target has blen detected, it becomes difficult to locate again if the eyes are shifted from
It momentariiy, because there are no visual references. The boundaries and structure of the wind-
shield provide a little aid as a visual refer• uce.

With the coming of high-performance aircraft, pilots have had difficulty locatitg each other when
attempting to rsw6mous at prearranged positions at high altitudes. At first it was thought that
this failure wa due to ravigational error at high altitudes. It has become clear, however, that
There Im a more direct and fundamental reason. It has been related that fighters have chased
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enemy aircraft for over 100 miles, knowing from their electronic aids thai they were always as close
as five mzlet and bometmes les than one mile away, twit never once sighting them visually. Over
90 percent of the sigbtings made by fighters above 40,000 feet were by means of glints of light flashing
from the aW-craft being detected. Such glints occur only when the aircraft maneuvers so that the
specular rtflection from its surfaces happens to be d.rected tcwn-rd th- observer. In other words, if
it does not glint, it probably will not be detected.

it iUT i Man P 11W. A M
Of=M I4l Mllrftll IWA. CXWOAll 0
mum -- Fi'xlm 0 Own" I~ul

4-J00.5 1.
+ I,

"0.3- - l

_ t

"TO" 60° SO° 40* 3Cý* 2C" 2O0 0 400 20 050
NASAL OLWO TEMPORAL

SPOT
OE'GREES FROM THE FOVEA

Figure 10.5 Curve of Daylight Visual Acuity for Different Parts of the Eye
(see WertheimIO-16 )

Ont explanation for tuch failures to detect at altitude Is that the pilot, having ncthing to look
zt, at a ch3tance, uncn,;)oTclously kzeps his eyes in focus for objects near at band. He is uufferlng
lrom a kind of near-sightedness called empty-field myopia. He does not see distinctly small ob-
J4.cts at a dintance.



The eye seems to accommodate to a state between 0.2 and 0.9 diopters when viewing an empty

ftild such as the sky. Convergence is also1 a4juted for eomething less than infinity.

A laboratory experimentIO-9 indicated that empty-field myopia may reduce the aircraft detec-

tion rage to half what it would be if the eye were accommodated for infinity. The experimenter

suggests that It would be worthwhile to correct empty-field myopia by the vise of negative spectacles.

He says that for a person with normal vision, such spectacles would raise his accuracy of detection

to the level of a far-sighted observer. However, it is probable that the eye would merely accommo-

date more to offset the effects of the ,lasses.

As an alternative, it has been suggested that observers could learn to relax the eyes so as to

accommodate voluntarily for distance. dowever, one investigator1 O- 17 states that involurtary

accommodation for less than infinity cannot be overcome by training. Instead, he favors placing a

reticle pattern of concentric rings at opqcal infinity -- that is, so that the pilot mu.t focus at infinity

for the iings to form an intelligible image. He fouri, however, that the visual Angle subtended by the

o rings must be small to be effective. Furthermore, any reference point more than 5 degrees from the

line of sight will be ineffective in overconmng empty-fiold myopia. This means that when scanning

is required the reticle we- '- c . _•-o ".tth the eyes. A dovirs for accomplishing this might

easily turn out to be cumbersome and i-npiactical. The role of convergence in space myopia may

be considerable and seems to merit further attention and study.

PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

In Cha'_er 9 we reviewedd recent research on the optical effects of meteorological conditions

and time of day. Here we will consider the practical effects of atmosphere on visibility.**

At high altitudes, a brithant siz agaist a dasky often _irncr= with vision. Reflections
from one's own aircraft and an undercast of clouds make the situation worse. As one ascends, the

sky becomes darker until at very high altitudes it becomes very dark. This is due to the thinning of
the atnwosphere and the consequent reduction in scatter of light. At the same time the sun becomes
about 30 percent brighter because there is less atmosphere to filter and absorb its light. The sun
this becomes a very bright light in a black sky. The only source of diffuse, extended illumination
is below rather than above -- an effect accentuated by an undercast of clouds. This situation
presents several difficulties for the pilot who must search for other aircraft. 'First, the human eye
cannot comfortably adapt to brightnesses beyond a certain level. The bright -•n and clouds viewed
at altitude are certainly approaching this level Discomfort is often reported by pilots. One result
is that they spend less time searching the skies for other aircraft than they would ordinarily.
Second, the high con-trast between sun and sky makes objects in the sky still harder to detect. Third,
glare is caused by reflections from the bright parts of the pilot's or observer's own aircraft and
irom clouds below.

When situations are favorable f!r glare due to a bright sun or reflections or both, a target
may be behind a region of bright illumination -- a veiling luminance, it is called. The cye must
penetrate this luminance to see the target.

Since the predominant direction of illumination is from below, the cockpit is often very dark
compared to the bright sky. The pilot must adapt to the low brightness of the cockpit before he can
read instruments, charts, etc. This situation can be corrected by proper cockpit lighting, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 13.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TARGET

The reflectivity*** of an aircraft determines how bright it will appear under a given amount
of illumination. For aluminum aircraft, reflectivity varies from very low values tr' to as much

* It will be remembered from Chapter 4 that when an eye is focused for infinity, it is also focused
for anything 20 feet or farther away. When the visual axes of the two eyes are parallel -- con-
verging at infinity - - there is little appreciable double image beyond about 50 feet.
Mich of the male,-!: I here and in the discussion of target characteristics immediately following
has been drawn from a review article.10-9

P*'-rfl,(t ivit' is the ratio of light reflected to light falling on a surface.
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as 60 percent. Th3 contrast with the sky background is often low and variable; it depends on the

relative pcoitions of the sun, observer, target aircraft, and the location of clouds, etc. During

varying c•..dttcna of flight, the contrast of a partuiclar aircraft may change back and forth between

low negative and positive contrast values; that is, it may change from slightly less bright to

slightly brighter than the sky and vice versa. As It passes through zero contrast, the only basis

for detection would be texture or color except thalt these are of almost no value at the distances
involved. However, an aircraft cannot be detected at anywhere near as great a distance on the basis

of these as on the basis of an adequate brightness contrast.

Another charactakisic of the taxget thought to influence its detectability is i elative motion.
It is known that acuity Judgments are poorer when a target is moving than when it is stationary.10 - 10

Various explanations have been offered for this fact. One is that the eye does not track - moving
taxget smoothly. Hmwever, the tests of the effect of motion were made for minimum separable
acuity* rather that .iniuimum perceptible acuity; the latter seems to be the type of visualacuity

that Is important in detection. Whether or not the motion itself makes an aircraft less visible, it

may make it more atte veonable, except that the higher the speed of the aircraft, the lecs time it
will be within detection range. Thus, when large areas must be scanned, the probability of detection
will usually be less for high-speed aircraft than for slower ones.

Ordinarily, detection of a target is pr ibably made easier by iUs motion across a varied back-
ground or in respect to stationary objects in back of it. When one is at high altitude, however, the
background of other aircraft at high altitude is usually an empty and unvarying sky, with no station-
ary reference oblects; motion relative to it is not easily detected. Relative movement is therefore
not apparent, and this may be another reason why aircraft are more difficult to detect at high alti-
tudes than at low.10- 7

PREDICTION OF TARGET VISBILITY

A method for predicting target visibility _-nder a wide variety of atmospheric and target con-
ditions would be very useful. As explained in Chapter 9, many workers are trying to discover what
governs visibility and to collect the data required to establish the constants for atmospheric atten-
uation equations. The techniques for prediction that have been developed are of uncertain value, for
few field tests have been made to try them out. However, one studylO-1 sheds some light on the
matter. In this study, two groups of airline pilots, flying cross-country, *•?•4ported when they f.in,
detected aircraft approaching on collision courses. One group was delitzrately misinformed. It
was told that the study was concerned with eye-movements made with two types of instrument
displays. However, thbqe pilots were also told that if th.ey should see another aircraft in the
vicinity they should reoot it to the safety pilot. During ihe'r •Aghr, another aircraft was put on
one of four different crKadsion courses with their aircraft. The seccnd group of pilots, the " informed
group," was told they were on a collision course with another aircraft, but they were not told frnii
what direction it was approaching. An engineer who !mew where to look also rx-'rded where the
coll..... .1rcrAft was first detected. T-he results are shown ir Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Distance atWhich Aircraft on Co I!s1in Course ==' D•-e•-••ti

Relative Detection Distance
Bearing to .. Engineer . Pilots Pilots

Collision A/C Knew Where to Look Informed Misinformed

00 (head-on) II miles 5.00 miles 3.50 miles

30° left 14 4.53 5.00

600 left 12 4.50 4.50

100' 1,--- 10-1/2 4.75 3.50

For the vartous types of visual acuity, see Chapter 8.
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Ile ronditlt for thase tests we- rot described completely in the report; it was stated simply

tbhl CA',¶ *ealher conditions exied (i.e., ceiling and visibility unlimited). Therefore an exact

omparison of predicted visibilities cannot be made. However, the range of detection reported by the

engineer is of the same order of magnitude as would be obtained from appropriate visibility
nomngrsph&1O- 8

The most striking point brought out by Table 10.3 is that while the targets could be detected at

10 to 12 miles, the pilots, both the informed and the misinformed, failed to pick them up until they

were 3 to 5 miles away -- until they were at about ore third the detectable range. This discrepancy

is probably due to the time required to scan large areas of the sky; the aircraft came in one sector

while the pilot searched others. Some visibility prediction equations t..ke this factor into account;

the result is a stat-ment of probability abu.t the range at which an aircraft will be detected. Com-

putations by one workerl0- 4 are an example of this kind of visibility prediction. He notes that
high-speed interceptors can sometimes open fire on bombers before they are detected. He has
comptled the probabilities of a bomber crew's detecting an attacking high-speed interceptor at
various ranges, assuming certain operating conditions. For example, when the planes are closing
at a relative speed of 1000 knots, the interceptor will be detected beyond one nautical mile only 64
percetA of the time and before two naitvcal miles only 26 percent of the time. He concludes that
visual detection should not be relied upon for the detection of-high-performance interceptors, This
report includes the parameters and mathematical development required foi computing detection
probubilit. es when scanning with the eyes. Stich computations are also useful for determining the
probability that a fast fighter aircraft will lose visual contact with a bomber while breaking off its
attack and circling to attack again.

MAKING AIRCRAFT EASIER TO DETECT

By Day

Under some conditions it is desirable to make aircraft as easy to detect as posible. One
would think that the best way would be to paint the plane so as to increase its contrast with the back-
ground. However, since the contrast seems to range from low negative values to low positive ones,
depending on sky brightness, neither making the plane darker nor lighter will help under all condi-
tions. Two investigators 10 - 15 experimented with num,-'ous patterni, of paint on model airplaies
viewed under a wide variety of simulated sky conditiow.s. The pattern that improved visibility most
was a glossy sea blue paint applied to the trailing halves of the tail and wing surfaces, with the
leading halves left as bare aluminum; when the sky was bright, the dark, painted areas provided
good co.trast L--th the sky, and when the sky was dark the aluminum areas provided good contrast.
The a••thors feel that the best patterns they studied should be tested on aircraft under actual conditions.

By Night

Many pilots find the standard night lighting system on aircraft unsatisfactory for formation
flights. Under the standard lighting system the attitude of adjacent aircraft must be judged from
two or three points of light; the silhouette cannot be seen because of the lights. Therefore, many
pilots prefer to fly formation with the lights of the other aircraft turned off. When this is done,
they can see a dim silhouette against the night sky that gi. es thiem a basis for judgment attitude. One
worker10- 12 studied a variety o! lighting combinations in actual flight tests. He concluded that sev-
eral lights should be added. These include (1) section lights on top and bottom of the fuselage just
behind the cockpit and (2) formation lights consisting of illuminated panels, set in the underside of
the wing. In general, flashing lights were found useful for rendezvousing but impossible for formation
flying. It was also recommended that each aircraft be equipped with a three-position switch which
would adjust the intensity of the lights; an extremely faint positior would be provided for formation
flight.

Another lighting ?Yotem tried was floodlighting the wings and tail surfaces of the lead aircraft.
While this system provlo,'s excellent reference for formation flight, it it: not very practical However,
th, r, ;egtkgator10-1 3 augg Sta that some aircraft might be equipped wi., floodlights for training in
foriAiatiurt •1•ing Other lI:hting systems that might be tried are illuminated lucite caps for the wing
tips and lhwite rods to maik the major axes of the lead aircraftOO-12
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A =Lher worker"-2 Aav. ) recommends that provision be made for dimming aircraft lights for
fornation flying. !I has tabulated recc.mmended candle powers for each aircraft light and advises
whether each light should be on, off, or flashing in cruise, join-up, and formation flight. He further
recommends a redesigned top light. Research on night lighting and night formation flight is re-vie,'ed In references 10-3 "nd 10-5. The latter summarizes most of the research conducted by *be
Navy in this field.
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CHAPTER ii

AIR-TO-GOJWrn ..11_ BITT.ITY

Air-to-ground visibility is crueal in take-off mnd landing, in visual navigation, bombing, re-
connaissance, and search. In all these operations, the visual task involves detecting objects on the
sea or grouvd, and usually it also involves identifying them. Whetihr the object is a beacon or moun-
tain peak as in navigation, a warehouse as in bombLag. or a downed pl~iie as in search, the detection
problem is essentially the same. It is true thatin navigation and bombing, one is dealing with larger
objective targets than in reconnaissance and search; however, with current speeds and altitudes, large
objects must be detected at such great distances that they rv!2y aopear very small. In other words,
the chieft distinction between navigation, bombing, reconnaissance, and search is not the type of visual
tnformtior. iequired or the visual functions involved in getting it, but what ic done with the informa-
tion after it is obtained.

Whatever the mission, personnel searching from aircraft must be able to detect a tremendous
variety of objects -- periscopes, camouflaged buildings, all types of ships, all kinds of landmarks for
navigation -- against every conc. •vable kind of sea and land background. It will be seen in this chan-
ter that problems abound, and that our knowledge of alr-to--ground vision is not complete as yet.

In general, the ease with which a target is seen depends on six principal factors: (1) character-
istics of the observer, (2) characteristics of his aircraft, (3) time of day, (4) meteorological con-
ditions, (5) characteristics of the object or objects sought, and (6) the techniques used to search andidentify. Ch.-me-*tr~e- ef t.h ,ireaft ar covered for a-l phases f fiiUia under Vision Through
the Windshield and Canopy in Chapter 9, Factors Influencing Vision Outside the Aircraft. The other
five variables are discussed in the pages that follow. In this chapter, particular emphajsis is placed
on how detection and identification are influenced by the characteristics of the object and the tech-
niques used. At the end of the chapter, problems associated with these variables are presented for
specific missions. This presentation is in the form of a summary table. Often, one or another col-
umn in the table is empty, not because there are no problems, but because there are no data on them.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OBSERVER

By characteristics of the observer, we mean both the individual's basic visual capacities and
such factors as the number of observers involved in the search.

Color Vision in DeEcting Camouflage

To study color vision in its relat'on to detection of camouflage, two groups of color-defective
and normal subjects were matched in Lying experience, rank, and age.11-20 M issions were flown in
a B-26, and observations were made through the bomb-bay and side-gun vents. Irregular panels
about nine by nine feet, p.*,,uted in standard camouflage colors, were placed at different times against
three backgrounds: grass, sand, and grass and sanu. The subjects observed the panels from alti-
tudes of 4000, 3000, 2000, and 1000 feet. Each subject counted the panels displayed. The score was
the number of errors made. Two observations were made by each subject at each altitude. It was
found that the ability to detect brightness differences is W~ore help in finding camouflaged objects
than the ability to detect color differences. However, subjez-ts with normal color vision were
slightly, but consistently, more efficient in detecting the panel. •,•an the color-defective subjects.

Factors Other Than Vision in Target Detection

Target identification calls for the use of several faculties besides vision. There is a tremen-
dous difference betwee- merely reporting that something has been seen and telling exactly what it is.
In )•rder tn Adentify an object. Ute observer must know its characteristics. Learning, memory, and
obher- psychological processes are thus brought into play when the individual must interpret what he
svc,ýs. More 4pecifically, two investigators 11-9 have analyzed the variations in performance among
experienced obser-ers during a ten-day field test. They found great difference in ability to carry
out tacti'al aeriaI reconnaissance successfully. They conclude that there is a need for better crew

'tle-tion ;f| training in tactical reconnaissance.
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Number of Observers

Since observers differ so markedly in their skill, one might ask whether it is advisable to em-
ploy a large number of observers on a single flight. The same investigators 11-9 found no significant
differences in detection from single-seater and two-seater visual reconnaissance aircraft. On the
other hand, other workers 11-8 tentatively recommended two-man reconnaissance aircraft in an
earlier study.

Theoretically, the probability of detecting a small or camouflaged target is increased when an
observer is added, as Table 11.1 shows. This table is of little use at present, because no data hw..
been gathered on the probability on one observer detecting a target under -given sets of conditions.
However, tne table may be helpful in-t-e future, wJen data have been accumulated and field tests have
been made to test the table's validity.

Table 11.1 Probabilities of Detecting Target for One and Two Observers*

A - Detection probabilities assumed equal for pilots and observers:

Probability that Probability that,
One Will Detect Two Will Detect Gain by Adding

Target Target an Observer

0.05 0.097 94,
0.1 0.19 90%
0.2 0.36 80%
0.4 0.6A 60%
0.6 Z. 0i 40%
0.8 0.96 20%
0.' 0.99 10%
1.0 0-7 __0

B - Percentage gained by addiw ,ver w*._n detection probabilities
are unequal for pilot and observer-

Probability that Percentage Gained When Pilot Detection Probabilities Are:
Observer Will I
Detect Target 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4 0. 1.0

0.3 570% 270% 120%
0.7 1330 630 280 105% 45%
0.95 800 850 380 1 80 ] 60 25% 0%

*(Chapanis et al.ll-8)

TIME OF DAY AT WHICH FLIGHT OCCURS

Target detection is generally better by day than at night. At night, the color of objects (other
than lights) is no longtr a useful clue, forms are more difficult to distinguish, bright lights may
euddenly appear apd interfere with dark adaptation, and visibility in general is decreased. However,
corditioums by day are by no means uniformly favorable to visual detection. Shadows, haze, glare and
reflections from water and snow, and many other factors affect vision by day. One of the night look-
out's advantages over the day lookout his greater absolute sensitivity to light. When he is fully
dark-adapted, he can easily detect lights that cannot be seen in daylight.

An individual is sometimes exposed to an extreme range of illumination levels over a short
period. On an overcast day, a jet pilot often climbs from low Illumination into brilllaivt sunshine in a
few rmilnutes. Similar situations arise when nersonnel must alternott between outside tearch and
rrading interior displays.
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f In ge:teral, however, detection tasks are most effectively carried out between midmorning an"
midafternoon, just as in air-to-air search.

ia CHAPACTERISTh1S OF THE OBJECTS TO BE DETECTED

i The proper_.rties of an object that determine how easUy it can be detected or identified are diffi-3 cult to analyze quantitatively. They vary- greatly from one situation to another and appear in many
different combinations. However, we can name and discuss these properties individually. The im-
portant ones are size and shape, brightness contrast, color contrast, complexity of the background,I whether the objett Jlstatlonary or moving and the numoer and density of objects being sought visually.
These factors will be considered in the order given above.

i•Size of Object

When an object Is small in actual size (e.g., a submarine periscope) or in subtended size(because it is far away or oriented so as to subtend a small visual angle) detection is extremely dif -

ficult. Some evidence o( size of target vs. detection is provided by two investigatorsjl - 7  Theyinvestigated the variables that affect an observer's ability to pick out critical targets in a hetero-
geneous array. Three observers viewed a complex array of forms under varying conditions of
distance, exposure time, number of forms, and brightness contrast. Forty-six forms, both recti-
linear and curvilinear, were used. The percentage of correct respo-ises in picking out certain
rectilinear figures was tabulated. nTe results show that the probability of correct response de-
creased linearly with the distance between the subject and the target. An interesting finding was that
a form that could be picked out only at a high contrast -- 100 percent -- when it was 0.6 inch wide

• could be picked out at a very low contrast -- 7 percent -- when its width was increased to 1 inch.
"? That is, a small increase in area compensated for a large reduction in contrast, in fact, the increase

in area required to compensate for such a contrast reduction was much smaller than one would pre-I dict on the basis of detection data such as thosell-1 0 mentioned in Chapter 9.

Shape of Object

I A study by one teaml1 - 17 grew out of such practical problems as this: If several scattered
Sareas of a dockyard are illuminated, will they be made more easily visible from the ai-i than a single

lighied area at the same le7el of illumination? In the experiment, the minimum perceptible bright-
ness of a circv.ar patch was compared with that of (a) an ellitical patch of the same area, and (b) a

S regular, circular group of circular patches of equal size and brightness. The patches were projected
o onto any one of 36 positions on the inside surface of a screen shaped like a section of a cylinder wall.

., The illumination of the patches was Increased until thq were seen by the dark-adapted subject.
There were three subjects and two screen brightnesses- 3 x !(-6 candles/ft? for starlight and
52 x 10-5 candies/ft 2 for moonlighL This team found that the size of the lighted area, rather than its
shape, determined visibility. It seems, therefore, that shape zioes not determine detectability as

, much as size.

SBrightness Contrast

The brightness contrast between an object and its background is another important variable in
detection. In some cases, size can be increased and contrast decreosed, or vice versa, with no
changc in visibilitv. An example was the aforementioned findingll-7 that incr-vised size brought
low-cont:--st performance nearly to the level of high-contrast detection. Another investigator 1 1-18
did an experiment in which white, gray, and olack panela were laid out on the grouna in tne form of
symbols. These were changed be.ween each run of the Z.ý.crair used. The symbols were

T L 1]_LLHF1 The panels were either 8.6 by 1.4 feet, or 17 by 4 feet. The con-
trast provided by the white was 0.85 to 0.90; by the gray, 0.50 to 0.60. A pilot and three * •servers
flew p).;t the target on a predetermined course, with constant altitude for each run. Visibility on
s.-.. w-as good, on others it was limiter; to 3 to 6 miles. The position of the target was "known
to the observers. The observers reported when the'signal was (1) first seen, and (2) first legible.
The rca'dlts are shown in Table 11.2. Here we see that visibility (detection and idertification) for
aircraft inr reases as a function of increased brightness contrast! 1-18
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Table 11. Lt 'Whic. Puncia TWere r IM Oven
and First Legible, in Miles*

Large White Panel Small White Panel Small Gray Panel

Goo T Via. 3-0 Good I Via. 3-0l
Altitude Vian mle i. miles Vie1. miles

First Seen

2000 ft 2.4 2,1 1.9 - 1.1 1.1

4000 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.0 -

0em0 3.8 .9 2. t. - -

Fir•t Legible

mOO 1.7 1.8 1.3 - 1.2 1.0

4000 2.: 2.2 1,6 1.5 1.0 -

am0 2.8 2..5 1.1/ 1.6

o(Jwsll-18)

COLOR AND COLOR CONTRAST IN RESCUE EQUIPMENT

While color contralt Is a factor to be reckoned r4th In the art of camouflage, most of the work
In thir. fel~d In As9P to lii' Iregrnt need ftnr adc-quaut reL..JCa e-alpawpcL. Thet walpheia is ons air-sea
rescu', since quick detection Is umually more Important at sea than on land.

The cmperativf value of nflcar colors has been works.; out for smoke sigals, flags, flares,
parachutes, rafts, and markers of all sorts. The findings, o( course, apply to mlmsions other than
search missions -- by choosing vivid markers to show where an enemy submarie was sighted, for
example, and by choosing colors for ship-t,-atr signals. The various studies seem to agree thait,
except for smoke signiab, red is the best color Tor sigais that are to be seen from the air agaist
sea backgroundf. The original color choice for air--s rncu Sfulhmdni ik briWh-1 yellow" Thbi
has mefn changed to a bright scarlet because It was observed that yellow life rafts blended with the
bright rivlection of the sun on the water. 1-4 The l•a-s for the choice 4r bright ed resta on such
InvesUgations as those done by twuo lnvestgators In April 1044;11-I They found that a small red area
retains its but at a greater distance than any other color when the b'wckground is black or blue-green.
White was next best under the same circumstanees.

"The effecuveness of yellow as compared with a graduated erites of yellow-reds and reds
studied by another team) 1-15 Observations were muds outdtoors in sunlight at distances of fifty to
one hundred and thirty feet from th* targets. The test colors were 1/4-inch circles mounted on
blue-gray boards representng the color of the sea under different weather conditions. The results
!ndicnted that yellow Is a poor choice for life-saving equtlpment and that orafte-re& A the samne
brightness are more visible. Otherall-$ extended this study by finding the relatl-i threshold visi-
bility of a series of light redirarples, reds, and yellow reds, unmodified by atmospheric attenuation.
Colors within the range of real red proved more visible tham other colonr of the "&me &-igtness and
chroma. The authors also point out that colorn displayed agalist darker backgrounds were detected
at much greater distances than when they were displayed against lighter tclsrounds of similar con-
trast ratio.

Fnr small objects such as flags, white should not bt. 7---, since It can be mistaken for white-
caps or foam) 1-2 The same criticlam applies to yellow, which frequntly1 appears white at a
distanre. Red it, atgain, the beat color for pyrotechnics.
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The minimum inte'llty of lighta used in air-lea rescue must he a great deal higher in bad
weather and during the day thin on a clear night, if the lights are to be aen at any dlstance) 1-2
HIowver, Table 11.3 shows that red Ia superior to other colorn unde.r a wide variety of atmospheric
condtions, The table shows calculated minimum values at 00 yeis. Values at other raibems can
IO caleuWla by the inverse squre law (Chapter 2).

Tale *11.3 Canaponr Requlred for Lgt to be Se At KM•lT&d*11-

Atamphere Conditions ed Amber White t

Rgd cletr .O t.o :. 248

Night, tight ram lA 2.1 1.0 3.1

Nigt, weretm Id have .2 4.1 LI LO.

NighI, heavy rai 5*l 33.5 13$.0 1111

N, igK tk snow Jfao "5.6 1586 U.0

Da, ovmnae and"w @ A ". 2111.0 Skhw % * _ _

ordt" er x uueoadle et* toW, grelaw..Ell higok, blue. The a loflt e__

l4M in ordit e rm o-am eidlenew whie , doIm' owever, btt4in -oidbl te. choiceo riosf* *-*%W I •

nf•,+ lihu cu r~ttwvreor.Aftlx %• 7 •pat a itw ter, fltiwea, er, and gvod
d rib" fl.u q yly, irrlfte *s • artent, proudm ad flew. fe s ha ot• u fef. Mi s
-rose nIsMz .W b wite #049 sirM! perIsted mong (abe vt t

ixidio * p , owag it s wt c gr daoln at td rthee *a &oe fect oto m-e, maaeUMi -
Sn~ent, Noora that have s hiA contrast to dtrk the vitea acgaaad are (etoer thUo Mohere.

tirl are fnwerdsts on groud d targets or • hans to aid, osrch, V ari(tio ) becam e oef sIetah
If More enws, so color and, color coatrast -aise thae bees worak t otrentSetoqhly, or (2)r-
beca;os asath bacgw!M 4 are =orer2ariablen =, h It moIe , diffhAyHlft a pe rfm one Ow- tfaret
sa" coneptvu. Wh mt evidence we do have however, aain suggets tOw choice of red as mes, In cme

- tady ix ari'chutt canopies ware Mtese fOr vialbfllty agaftst water. foliage, and smad firs~ varous
Createthd L arh canopy ws nu madue uo f alrtrnatsg whit. aed colored ptae st. Cetra tasted were

7 iatorraticnal orae, fire orange ooreen sta r A, red Iberftcoe. Fire ora•rge fluoreteent wso
te most visie of the colo*n tooted. m

CAMOUYLAGEr

Camouflragey involem manitpultat Tario$• s ttrtbawts of the object o"e whsd to in sel. Coe-
cealA• t or dcreption Is msaly acieble by doetror tnhe visual pktrm (conn tour line s a toextree )
that makes it possible to detect an object against its bachiroumd. Variations may be made in the

-color -- the hue, brightness, or saturation -- of the objects, so that it blends into the furrounding
Area; or characteristics at the surroundng ares, such as foliage, may be superimposed on the target.
For deceptive purposes, Owe aim may be to create a tain impremejo of target cisracteristlcs ot to

*create the Illusion of a target whenv no target *MMt - - sr nl.to mae 1it appr that Ware ix
s ground installation in the midst of at barren forest.. Figur 11.1 shows an elaborate attempt at con-

-cealmoat anod Oeceptin. Ln air-lo-see warttn -"p have been painted tno-tome gray, mottled green,
and dark gray to blend with the ocean. Otte%, camouflage need only be designed to conceal or deceive
during a few crucial moments, as aircraft paes twer an inutailation. In such cases, smoke screenls
or lights to dazzle n6ay w used.
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Figure 11.1 Labyrinth of Lines Has Been Painted o• ThisA/rstrlp in an Attempt to Blend It
With the Surroundings and to Con•use the Eye

At upper part of strip a road i• simulated. St•alght-line edges of
the strip w/I/stand out, however, and the light tone of the strip
• t/ll contrasts w/th background. The terrain at left •s used t•
conce•.d ant/aircraft positions and alrcra!t revetments. Some
•.vetme.':,• are covered.(Anonll-5)
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* Complexity of Background

In the laboratory studies pertaining to vie-,_. e!r =cconlnalvance, two investigators: 1-7
found that when cz.-tain critical targets were imbedL d in a heterogeneous array of forms, the
probability of picking out the correct target decreased linearly with the log number of forms in
the array.* They also analyzed their data to find out how much the density of forms within a
given area influenced visual performance. Surprisingly enough, their data showed no consistent
effect of density or clustering upon recognizability of the target form. We di know, however,
that, when objects are clustered together so that the contours of individual forms are obliterated
or masked by overl&Wing, they are much harder to recopize.

Stationary vs. Moving Object

Whether an object moving on the sea or earth is easier to detect and identify from an
aircraft than a stationary object probably depends on the task oet for ibe observer. If his only
function is to detect whether an object is present, a moving object is easier to detect, particularly
against ao rogeneou background. Certainly, field tests tend to confirm this, even for low
altihwbCLsL"1 On the other hands it is reasonable to suppose that identifying an object becomes
more difficult as relative movement between the observer and the object increases. Other things
being equal, angular relative movement between aircraft and ground objects increases as altitude
decreases* 1-14 Obviously there is room for more research in this area.

Number and Densty of Objects

More data are also neded oa how the number and density of objects affect their detectability.

In the visuauty of light patches in low illumination, minimum perceptible brightness for
scattered lighted areas is aboi -the same as for a single area. This indicates that scot•ared
""hti of a sroud Installation would not necessarily give it away. However, observers are
better at detecting grouped objects than at detecting scattered objects.

Dispersing lighted areas at night and personnel by day are radically different. More data
covering a wider variety of situations are required. It is likely that whether concentrating objects
or scattering them Is best depends on specific characteristics of object, atmosphere, and observer.

TECHNIQUE USED FOR DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION

While some equipment and techniques vary with the mission, others are corno-n to all
missions involving air-to-ground vision. The effectiveness of navigation, bcmbing, reconnais-
sance, and search all depend in part on the speed and altitude oa the aircraft, the search pattern,
the scanning methods seed, the length of the flight, and whether or not visual aids are used.
These factors are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Speed and Altitude

Some have found that there are no significant differences in the ability of pilz•t to detect
targets at quite wial.y dife-ent speeds during tactical aerial reconnaissance. Altitude is
important. Above a certain altibtde very few of the targets are recognized, and, when they
are concealed, recognitions drop to nearly zero, even tl'ugh the means of concealment are
primitive. One studyll, 13 gives the best search altitudes for day and night. Tactical re-
connaissance pilots, who were interviewed, agree that low and slow flight is best for reconnais-
sance. On the other hand, high and fart flight is best for evasion. Where enemy defenses are

I Ihis vxrŽcrimeflt !s described above, under Size of ObjecL
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good, reconnaissance pilots may be forced to perform at speeds and altitudes that make it impossible

to do the careful searching required to spot camouflaged gun installations, well-deployed troops, and

the like.

Search Patterns

Search plans set up for rescue ,perations are of the following main types: parallel sweeps,

expanding square, and retiring square. Dome infornallon has been obtainedil-13 on search pat-

terns in the course of testing the visual range of a variety of devices that might be used for emer-

gency signalling from the surface of the ocean by day or night. Daytime plane runs were made in

patrol bomber aircraft flying (1) head-on toward the signalling equipment with the sun at relative

bearings of 00, 315°, 2700, 2250, 1800, 1350, 900, and 45*, and (2) on a "creeping line" search -- on

paral-lel legs 8 to 15 miles long, working tc-wai'-d th equipmeni in i-i/2-mile steps, starting 10 to 15

miles up-sun from the equipment. (Each leg was perpendicular to the sun's azimuth.) In head-on

runs, the crew included a pilot, a co-pilot and two bow observers, one with binoculars, the other with

polarized glasses. In creeping line runs, there were a pilot, co-pilot, two bow observers, and two

waist observers, one with binoculars on t wb*-mount, the other with binocular on

oscillAtion mount. As many, observers looW• down-sun as conditions allowed. Night observations

were similar to day, with the moon instead of the sun used as reference. The investigators conclude

that the best search track li clear daylight is a creeping Une forward down-sun. On cloudy days and

at night, an expanding square pattern is best; that is, the pilot flies a square pattern with increasingly

longer legs, starting at the first estimated position of the object to be deeeted.

Visual reconnaissance techniques in the Air ForIe are based largely on collective expariences.

The search patterns used actuMlly seem very similar to those in search: a widenin circle, which is

like an expading square, and 1% "plowing" pattern which Is like a creeping line search. For reco--

naissance along highways and the like, an S-curve is often flown. The main purpre of this pattern is

to evadi enemy fire, but it has the additional adVntg that the pilot, being almot coontimously in a

bank. has a better downward view than in straight and level flight. Observer performance is Increased

by making a second pass over an area no mare what on's particular altitude. There is oue very

important pot about recormu ce in foreostd area. That is that the observer must look straight
down. A Miantin sight line will klRcte only A Uaull fraction or none at all of the targets depandfn on

how heavily forested the area. Ths mnanavat rscommihsne•a aircrft should be Sied. so that

the observer can look straight down. Othebrwse the pilot has to bank and turn the aircraft which means
more time and vulnrability. It alo disCW A to the enemy that a re--- c has been made of
the area, permitting him to move the targets before a target strike tan take place.

Method of Scanning

Obviously, no search pattern will be effective unless the pilot or observer scans properly.
That is, he must move his head and eyes in such a pattern that h'• does not miss large gaps of terri-
tory with his central vision (or his most efficient peripheral vision at night). He must scan at a slow,
careful rate, but not so slow '. to fly by objects in o•e sector while scanning another. Proper scan-

ning pattern and rate vary with such factors as speed, altitude, time of day, object or target being
hunted, and background. The :ollowing paragraphs summarize investigations into this problem.

Scanning procedures for larger aircraft are summed up as follows: Observers should be assigned

for uniform coverage of the forward 180 degrees of azimuth, with an additional lookout in the tail to

cover 9w. aft position during the up-sun runs. Scanning should be carried oit almost entirely along a

line a few degrees below the horizon, with only short glimpses closer In. At heights up to 5000 feet,
dJ stances more than eight miles ahead are only a few degrees below the horizon. At 1000 feet, four

miles away is only 2.5 degrees below the horizon on the clearest day. Since submarines, for instance.

should be picked up at distances greater than four miles in average weather, it is essential to :can
the sea just below the horizon. If too much time is spent scanning the sea within four miles of the
plane, the average range at which submarines are sighted will be seriously reduced.

Scanning rates for small, dim targets were well lnvestigated. 1 1 - 12 Targets were a series of

'ight sllhouettes with three different contrasts and feur different areas. Brightness ievels varied
I to jo-4 millilamberts. Five enlisted men with lock'et training servo-1 41 subjects. They
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_1
were *urk-adq'ted 45 mismts. Oe ma. placed a glvmL target at a predetermined pdsrnon. TM
Ietegd anM recorded which Mast %Se ptn d Itse pIsMtlo, brightsesa level, "Mil It Mhe begin-
fnt Sed cd OR eaO , sad ofse adoxe ry of the target. im third mum scanmed with 7 xO I0 Macu-
Ima, A cooast rate ofr m i smsathwlind with a ometroame. The job. were rotated every
slxts~ . Eac ma made 20 suas ta hI 10mlmte oheervia period. b1 scans per day were
320, ml in S0 ePertmmt, O0W ftm'= ltenatsd between fast and sl w. For slow scRanilrg, the
letromme ws set for S derees wry I s , and tUs subject was instructed to fix the horizon

0.5 derees above ft center olfe to use some systematic pattern of search. Por fast
CM m&4j So cetornome ""a set for 5 degree every *eescow no epseiffe Instructlons were givenSunder this Condtion. It Was fond tat, for very week targets (low levnla of llumlnation), Lhe slower

raftt grave shorter mean detoction times. At higher levels of llumination, th faster ikannlaig
rats gave shorter m.desa.tI Uniomn. In some situstlm, inconspicuous targets like rescue zig-
Nis remain on the thashOtl of TVeibtily for leng perls, For Otmple, for some tire the aireraft
WAY fl clos" I on •e_ target, so that it resm!!nh i -itlSis if the obmerver looks right at it. In
earchibn for such bl•rtL salow scanning is proper. bat In some pressing sliuations, fNst scanning
Is deeslte t.reqi1red. !I,

Dutan.o.Uf Fol' h

iT Sth61er the flight dw~.t a��eetiVltsh the puo•ee, the better, elnee long uninterruotd
ftbib 100A high scmannng Ague.

RmtoA tmfCV-To4;mnw VfUIMT P30915MG AMP OLU77WU -

"ft=*e 11.4 summarizns Ue praoinamn in airgW-•t-mud vlsltLIty nd Lisma the ethode of over-
coming thm. It can be a-n from the table UtW in some cases te problem his not been maatbed
systomattcally; tI'at is why the spaces are left blank, Thus, the table can serve as a guide to areas

inN. 11-4 AIt-t•-GJrnu Vlsibf.lt: afrp~sry o4 PrýNeims P"..M luion4

NAVIGATION BOMBING RKECNNAISANCE SARCH

A, Charseterlstics of the Olserver

I. Color Muat be good Must be Must be good for Must be good
vision for reading of good for same reasons a for Identtiy-

colored maps. differen- In bombirql.1-1 ing colored
iauMg signals.

gr-ound
targets. 1 -18

2. Training Obser,-'er CA* Tratinring in More and bettex Observers and
be trainrd to radar target training Is pilots shoIld
correlate recognition Ia needed. learn to seen
terrain "ad desirable. systematcally
map feutnzee. sad to report

owJects when
Waey are not
at all mure they
are Imporaint.

3. Number Two men, alter- Three to six
at oh- nating at the job. (depending on
servers field of view

available).

B. Time of Day at Which Flight Occurs

1. Ge.t Midmorning 1o mt.•ior-mn
time
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Table 11.4 Air-to--round Visibility: Summary of Problems and Soiuuona (cont)

NAVIGATION BMIINO ECONNASANCIS UAUCS

2. Night There is At night, full use Night search
"versus salwy more should be made of from air fordaly Chonce of mAooR!s Ftk, rafts witwrat

seeing a Down-moon, sub- i4nl is
sitar•em marine should be practcaittarget picked up at 2! hopeeuo.?i-it

marker at Mlles; up-moon, at
night than 4 miles with naked
there is of gye8,ll-
seeing a
natural
Liming point

3.- Poor In orercast
hitllf- ornge skwe
pherc best and

007W ineflectivYe•

C. Characteristica of the Ct --• Sa¶±t

1. $,- Larsur ujui..... msaer 4wtwlet. .
1.size det

2. hape Secondary variable
____________ ________________ In namoqiae.

3. Bright- Primary variable
arase In camouflage.
contra st

4. Color Red best for
Contrast sdi sIgnals

marktns.

5. Cosw- ObJects are easier
pleauty to detect against a
of back- simple backgrourA.
grund

D. CbaMctertitlcs of the Technique Used

1. Speed The slower the better.

2. Altutde Te lower the better.

3. learch Paralel sweep ,jr expaming circle or
Wtera square.

4. Scaning Just below tba horizon, ewpt
method in forested areas.
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,- Table 11.4 Air-ta-Ground Vaulbilityi ,tnmary nW Pro•lenm and Solution (contM)

ANAVIJATION OMDIN HZCONNASKANCK SEARCH

5. Aide Use only for IdentriocaUo not for detection.

Use camers Mien NmIl

will "s .e -'.

41. DurAtion 'I swarter thil. WiUr.

7 . S p c a L o ft f or t r a k sI in d o m o r a M n ow ,

tricks tralls that go off roaft and lop,j;shadows, mitd angular formaton ins
wooded lims. .7
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CHAPTER 12

TAKE-OFFS AND LANDINGS

This chapter deals with the visual problems that arise during take-offs and landings and the
factors that influence visual performance in these flight phases. First, research on problems arising
at the time of airport arrival are discugsed - Le., dealing with the traffic pattern and making appro-
priate distance and movement judgments. Then, approach and touchdown difficulties are enumerated.
Visual aids such as runway and approach lights and runway markings constitute the next part of the
chafter and taxiing is discussed at the end of the chapter.

THE IMPORTANCE OF VISION DURING TAKE-OFF AND LANDING

On the basis of many analyaes,-we :now that a large percentage of aircrai accidents are
blamed on human error. Poor o: inaccurate visual judgments often play a major role, though not
necessarily the only role, in the series of events which lead to an accident.

In some analyses of aircrLft accidents, a few of the visual caues have been isolated. Re-
searchersl2-35 studied accidents caused by over- or under-shooting the runway in non-emergency
landings. They state that "... the primary cause [of under- or ove, -shooting] was faulty distaDce-
rate-of-closure Ju•gment an the part of the pilot." They go on to point out that "... factors which
reduced visibility or interfered with normal depth perception resuted In an increased frequency of

the" types Of accid s." Th1w suggesa that such accidents could be reduced by visual glide path
eindicators and clearly marked touchdown areas.

sr Another studyIa- d 0 showed that errors in visual perforanstce were repeatedly among the
errors leading to jet abrcrait accidents. The single most important visual problem was the pilot's
failure, for one reason or another, to see collision objects. This study broughtostrtcturs off the

Sfactors affectih visual performance were contributing causes of one or more accidents.
VISUAL RESEARCH RELATED TO TAKE-OFF AMD LANDING .

a ,SeveroJ vicuar cuest and a pilt t discriminate a runway from the turroundfrg terrain which
ser'7p as background. Important ones are brightness contrasst, color cotrast, and texture differ-
ences. At a distance, brightness contrast seems to be more tmporu than the others; the colorsu
ose their purity, so that color contrtst is below threshold, and the microstructure of runway and

beowerraln, which supplies th e commonly accet te discriminated. As one appraches the
7 ak.-port, color contrast and texture become Increasingly effective and tend to reinforce the bright-

nhess contrast cues.

,•In mne studyl2-12, brightness; contrast measurements between runway surfaces and surrounding
Sterrain were mad at sample airports. It wa found that. in many cases the contrasts obtained were
i•below a value of 0.05, which is the commonly accepted threshold for contrast. An asphalt runway

viewed tgainst a grass background yielded a contrast value of .045, which was below threshold. White
concrete runways viewed against an earth background were the best, with a contrast value of - 1.175;
but even this was not far above thresho.*

"*Contraut is AB where B is the brightness of the background and A1B the difference between the

brightneas o&e object (in this case, the runway),and the background. A negative contrast value
4 means that the object Is brigser. than the backgromr, In the case of an airport runway, one is

interested in the ppaerent contrast -- the contrast as seen from a distance, where the brightness
of runway and terrain are aff•ct•d by atmospheric attenuation (see Chapter 9). The minimum con-
trast that can be discriminated decreases as the absolute brightness increases (see Fig. 8.12,
Chapter 8); contraal below threshold on a dull d2y nay be above threshold on a clear, sunny day.
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When visibility estimates AL* made to
determlne vwther yiEIal f1141 rules a)--"
apply, they are mAde on the basis ad -a.cte
that contrast well witb tieir backgrounds.
Thus, when one-mile visibility in reported,
a pilot may not be able to distinguish a runway .a1.

until he in much closer thn a mile,.t the Lo
runway has a low contrast with Uts l ack- 2.0.9.
ground.,* A'ess of theoretical c-rves12 -1 2  z o.9
shows hi* Jar out a pilot can distinguish a aRO
runway at various vales of -reported visi- 0.6
bility. One of thee curves is presented in 2"o.e5
F-4.u--e 12.1. This figure shows when 1 0.
visibility was estimated at one mile tbat 03
even concrete aginst earth (contrast 0 0 .2 \ -CONCRETE ON GRASS
-1. 75) could not be see, until the aircraft 0.1
hsapproached to within a alf mile. 00- 0

+1 * 0 -1 -2 -- 4--6-7 -s -9
CONTRI ',T

Because of the shape of the curves
like that in riure 12.1, large improve-
met rumwayvisibility can be made by
small improvment in contrast when the
initial coastast is low. I imabovestudy12- 12

concludea that for a maority -of the airports
studied de contrast betwoaw runway and Figure 12.1 Calculated Distances at Which
background was inthe range where a large iBoway can be Detected at Various Contrasts
increase In rurway visibility could be ac- When Visibility is Estimp.ted at One Mile on
compilbed by a relatively swan improve- the Basis of Meteorological Conditions (after

ment in contrast. Barr, Hussman, and ParkerI2-12)

Pilots often do approach the runway Properly when brightness contrast, color contrast, and
txture diference are below threshold; the obvious ,qestion is what does the pilot use as a guide
under such circumstances? A definitive answer cannot be given. However, it seems likely tlhI
major features of the terrain are used up to the poim w-re the runway becomes visible. Fr. m
perception may play a role in this process. For eample, it has been sug--sted that angut'.
shapes of man-made objects, such as airport boundaries and hangars, can he di _-tn-mAsh- A Iwv-
h lrreg" .Arii-s of aiure.

The Traric Pattern

When flying in the traffic pattar. established for an airport, the pilot must iaie a cotnum-
ous series of several kinds of visual judgments.

Distance judgments (i.e., depth perceptions) are probably the most importanti they include
judgmetis of both relative and absolute distance. The pilot must judge how far he is from other
airplanesm, which of two planes is most'distant, how high he is above ground obstacles, and
how far he is from various points on the airport. On the basis of this series of judgments
he forms a perception of threi-4imensional space in which he locztes himself and all the
other important objects in his environment. Anything that influences the accuracy of his depth
judgments thus affects the precision and safety of flight in the trmffic pttern.

The pilot must also continuousl; -jdge both relative and absolute motion -- the relative
motion of the ground as well as the relative and absolute motion of other aircraft. On the basis
of these judgments the pilot adjusts his position to fit in with other traffic or to avoid collisions,
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Ju*aets ab•ux the progress of n approach to luding, or orthodox train" in this task...."
Y olms. rtn uen dui y •feel an• U in tagli.n, ThUy mugget that then

evc#u ld be Md into a utAnM a tier suitable for research and traintng in Landing tech-
niques. Other lanwtlpiors 1--Wj 15-1| also advise budding Simulators to pin a greater
UNMdstanding oi the vsmual and peayhologles procosm. that take plal, tring landing.

.! Alovmenonts Dur! La nM . To study the problem in actual landing operhatlot,
the p's 0 WMNaveM•nxmt,' re t~m corded during Landing. Photographa aovwlg the
position of the pilot's d•rins rtrg lending were malyed to find out what he was look
at; Tey showed that the pio as loWoW out of the cocWkt ool abut 66 perceat the
time. 12-17? 7bs rat of bim time be Spent lookid In the coOkpit or Sifting iis eyes be.
tMoen rie cockpit mad outsi•d•e. The chief reason for loodkn In the cockpit was to rad tme
alr~Mpd lnucator; when airspeed umformatkmo was Led Into de pulot'. ers, his eyes spent
nearly 100 percent of the tine outside the c•ckplt. 7W. mnpets tint Landing would be
greatly IImprved If aqirspeed Laimtlon were given to tio pilot so tat e did not a-ve to
tales hi. eys off the ruamy.
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Ideges, andoth larges mamouat of time is Spent looking stiight ahead. Their dtai mug-
set fit. tOn e mot compellin problem during leading n kepig the aircraft lined up with

4 -. nunmay. lblntlang proper attihtde with reference to tih ditaneo aov the runmy
Li n a carnaWid prubleii. o the pilot is able to jude his height above the ra y or
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An the Ttrom't come claor to £outumw, the wero pow or use expani•on pattern morel

U4 to a now location. Flgure 13.2 Shows a sdoematdle reprmsentioa of the eoqpnston patterns
1A associated with approawhs for lauAnwe. In FIgure 12.2, the zero point is located at the
4 expocted poln of touchdown. The dita on eye mo"emnte msm to indicate lti the ptlt
-•w during landing Is larply occupied with wat.hing this zero point In thn ~en4wlc Pattern.
.Z Ulnce ne ver Looks at the runny under him, he mWt Judge his height (1) from per-

O pectit and (1) frG:n dItraiaos is aPwt;Q;4 ;nrt6VW (LUMass grodients) in the *x-
- p Ac pattern -- aLudfg fth patios• of the pattern In Oth periphery of the vimAl Jeld.

for lapLe, the 4iwrast moame c4 tb. ground under th aircraft (or is nearly uair
-, it as the pilot cn me) relall to the surrounding land is a function ad his heiglt, and
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. pM g cuei .- ring t-h final phase of landing, just before touchdown, the
pilot probably attemlt, consciously or unconsciously, to estimate when his wheels will touch the
ru y, obviously, it is desirabthe Mt the ,h-eels Msk eontact at the proper point In the flare out.
If the pilot thbisk 1hat he is higber than he actaly is,, be will Ifly Into the ground" before he can
make a propsr rond out. If he Joesb he is lowetbthan he actually is, he will round out too high,
and then the aircraft will drop the remmlatg distame to the ground. Even in the so-called "wheel
landings," where flying speed is naintained until the wbeels are in condtit_•t with the runway, the
pilot must Judge how far zhe wheeis are from the ,runwwy so that he can reach the desirea airs---ed
at the time of touchdown. Yet the pilot never looks at his wheels. nor for ft metter tie unnway
under him, at any point in thetlaMing. He seems to have tsuilt up from past experience an idea of
how far below him his wheels actually are. Ex;eriene in taxiing may help him In this judgment.
When he Judges that his height abowe the runway Is equal to his height when taxiim he expects them
to make contact. This type of Judgment is much the same as the type an automobile driver makes
when going through narrow spaces In L-affic: he mnst judge whether his right fenders, which he
cannot see, will clear the other cars. A person vho can do this skillfully is said to "know his
egeis, " or, to pat it another way, employs the cae of motion parallax successfM!7.

Errors in Depth Judgment Vs. Me of Aircraft. In laboratory tests of relative depth judgment,
the error (in units of dieaance, not necessarly in percent Increases with tJe amount of distance
being judged. It Is reasonble toelpect that the sum thbig is true when a pilot attempts to judge
his distance above the runway, thbav in this case the 4utance judgment is based more on memory
of previous landings and isaxlig then on actad perception of depth (because he cannot see directly
below). If this is true, a pilot In a large trmport or bomber, 20 feet or more above his wheels,
will judge Ume of touchdown much more poorly thin a fighter pilot seated close to his wheels. It
seems probale, thst _ Iadig under these contitlons is more demanding on a pilot's skill and that
tha-- is some limit to the height at which cockpim can be set. The data wItL which to set this limit
do not seem to be available now. Compensatin for the greater cockpit height is the fact that the
larger aircraft has greater flexion in the landiaggear.

VISUAL AIDS FOR TAKE-OFF AND LANDIG

Use of Visual Cues in Designing Landing Aids

Before runways can be marked to aid
the pilot in landing, the designer must know
what visual cues me pIlt•u-.z IZt
otherwise, the m.trkings may 5e useless or
evetr i'.terfere wimtdhl piiot's ability to
touch do-wi. a tt* correct point, speed, and
angle of attack. £. e expansion pattern con-
cepts described in. the foregoing paragraphs
are not fully developed, but they at least
give designers a theory to go by in devising
effective runway markers. Two investi-
gators 1 2 - 2 5 have worked out the methods
for developing markers on the expansion
pattern theory,; their methods may be appli-
cable to other similar flight problems. Their
basic assumption is tiat when the eye ,and
brain can interpret an expansion pattern in
more than one way, they w41 tend to choose
the simplest. The runway represented in
Figure 12.3, for example, can be interpreted
as an irregular trapezoid being approached
normally or as a rectangular runway seen Figure 12.3. Is This Figure a Trapezoidal
from a banked aircraft. Tnc lattcr is, of Runway Viewed NormaLy or a Rectaagular
course, thr' simplest and correct solution. Runway Viewed from a Ltanked Aircraft?
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Runway Lights

At night or when vbU•ty is roor luring the day, the runway boundaries must be marked with

lights so that the pilot can line up with the runway and land. These boundary-marking lights seem

to represent the minimum cues that a pilot noeds for landing; when no other lights are available for

night latding, these lights are expected to supply cues svailable from other sources of stimulation

during daytime operations. For example, the position of the long narrow rectangle of lights repre-

senting the runway provides a cue as to whether the approach angle of attack is correct. The

perspective and amount of foreshortening in the rectangle tells the pilot whether he is at the correct

height above the ground. If the apparent shape of the rectangle changes from a tr.pezoiC *o a lop-

sided quadrilateral, the pilot knows he is to the right or left of the proper approach path. From a

study of runway perspective cues, plans have been devised1 2 - 13 lor a landing simulator based on

deformations of the apparent shape of the runway.

A A pilot approaching an unfamiliar airport may have trouble judging position by the shape of the

rectangle outlined by runway lights. For example, after a few landings at one airport, he learns the

length-to-width ratio for the runway that will show him he i approaching at the proper glide angle.
If he goes into a strange airport where the runway is either shorter or wider and attempts to use the
same perspective cues as beWore, he will be too high and come in at too steep an angle. Conversely,
if the rumnway•is longer or narrower, he will come in too low. These difficulties are to be expected
from the geometry of the situatiu, and they are confirmed by pIlots' experiences, thotigh no experi-
mental data are available. Itcan be argued that he runway light pattern should have constant dimen-
sions:f&r all airports. In fact, various article -1"5 on L- •La-ltlhI---- suggested that a standard
sprid n-te., Of ligM, "I-.M-e ark oft known intervas alkog a runway, 8bould be adopted.

I is not clear exactly how the pilot ums the configuration of the riuway lights to establish the
level of the horizontal ground plane on which to land the airrAlft. Eye movement records have shown
that flmtlon points were confined to a relatively small area straight ahead of the Aircraft. On the
basis of wch a finding, one workerl2-3 0 recommended a lightin system that provides a single row
of lights down the center of the runway. The difficulty here is that~even though the pilot is fixating
more or less straight ahead, he may require visual cues from either side for landing effilenity.
Such cues wo-uld be picked up in the periphery of his vision -- the "corner of his eye."

Another worker12 -18 has suggested that runway lihting problems could be studied better with
airport lighting simulators than field tests. He also points out that all runway lighting systems, like
runway markings, should tell the pilot how much of the runway has beez, used up and where he should
turn off on taxiways.

Contrast Between Runway Lights and Bacround. A high brightness contrast between runway
lig9tz and background can give a pilot trouble in landing. The situation is similar to the one in which
taxi lights are too bright (see Taxiin, below), but probably more serious, because landing is a more
difficult and critical-operation than taxiing. When bright runway lights are, used on runways whose
surfaces have low reflectance values, Lae runway appears as a dark area without substance, a "black
hole." To partly solve this problem, ikunway lights have been devised that can be adjusted to .,y one
of a logarithmic series of iive irlghtnesses.12 -1,12- 7 Thusthe brightness can be set at the evel
best suited to atmospheric conditions, time of day, etc. Candle powers required for lights tc be seen
at different distances through several kinds of atmospheric conditions are given in a study12 - 27

conducted in 1947.

Directional runway lights, with fairly sharp cutoffs, have also been devised as a means of
regulating brightness. Such lights radiate in all directions, but they are moat intense in a relatively
narrow beam. One standard light' 2 - 8 in current use has two beams, 7 X 7 degrees in cross section,
toed in toward the center of the - -,.-.way. The amount of toe-in determines hcvw far away a pilot on
the center line of the runway must be to see each light at maximum intensity; for example, if they
are toed in considerably, they will not appear bright until he is close to them. The lights are toed
in less toward the far end of the runway. The beams are also angled upward at a small angle about
equal to the glide slope of aircraft coming in for a landing. The net result i that when the pilot is
on the proper glide slope and lined up with the runway, the Lghts appear alm:st equally bright overthe
entire lengtl, of the runway. Under the _somewhat similar Bartow lighting syttem, both the irt*--""-
and the fccu& of tVi lights can be adjusted to perform optimal-,- '- .-. ry weathe r. The details of the sys-
tern ann the principles behind it are described in , orochureput oubyu firm in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.l12-9
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A p p r a ch LU g h t S$ 7 3 1e m s .. . . o n _d

Tbe visual cues provided by run•ay 1Ioh.. . -•;e u igund to ne tradequate for
landings when visibility is very poor. As a consequence, much effort has been spent to perfect a

system of approach lights extending out beyond the approach eMd of the runway. O)ne studyl 2-18

"describes th-ree situations where approach lights are required to varying degrees: (1) landing

on a clear night, when ligbtbg of some sort is needed only for establishing the ground plbne;

S (2) finding visual cues to make a visual landing after breaking out of an overcast; (3) using the

approach lights only as a check in an instrument approach. The second situation is probably the

most critcal (See Fig. 12.4.)

"OUTER NANI•ER IIINER MARKERI RADIO BEACON RADIO =.#CON

LIHT
LOCAUZER OUDE-PTh4 AppROACH111 IGT

INSTRUEN"T PHASE OF ANIG;r e CfATFIH

FLIGHTPHS

Figure 12.4. ansitionFrorniLS toVis'ml Approach t2-9

Aziy approach l~ight system Must be able to meet two types of visual requirements. First, it
m~st supply all the cues needed to align the aircraft with the runway, to achieve and ma inta in aL
p,*oer glide path, to aid in malntaining or Ajusting the attitude of the aircraft, and to make the
rapid, critical adjustments necessary for a safe touchdown. These requirements are ustualy met by
the ffp-!tWa patterning of the light3. Second, the pilot must see the approach light system far fzkougN
away, even through fog, haze, and precipitation, so that he can shift frnrn- Instruments to visual flight
before he has reached the point where he can no longer perform precisely enough on instruments.*
This requirement is usually met by using intense lights and sometimes monochromatic lights.

!'#. instrumnent WVaM1;; systems or GCA can bring a pilot safely all the way to the runway, this
reiiiremw~tM will obviously be unnemessary.
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In the United &ate&, at least three approach light systems are recommended as standards and
more than a dozen systems are in use; some of the latter are elaborate variations of one of the
recommended standards.

Different types ol ..6bt sources are also being tried out. They include flash tubes and neon
bars, as well as more conventional.l41hts. One hypothesis is that bars supply better cues than point
sMces -. r establishing orientation relative to the ground plane.

Appoah Lgh Configuanstieu.a T'_. nc a 2CGQ~gUratiGon Of apr*,'aC~h DO~W is a BYua0iiCdisplay. 7his means that the pilot must Interpret the distortions in the configuration as he sees
them from his" aircraft before he can act on them. Obviously, the pilot must mnow the actual config-
uration before he can decide that he has a distorted view of it. The best configuration would of coursebe te one that gave the pilot the information he needed with the least amount of interpretation.
Once such a configuration is agreed on, it can be made standard for all airports. The pilot will no
!onger be confsed by not knowing which configuration he is looking at.

The current problem is to evaluate the various approach light systems now in use. There islittle experimental evidence to determine which is best. Furthermore, as the investigator 1 2 -18 h!.spointed out, pilots' opinions are not too helpful, because few have made enough approaches with eachsystem to make an unprejudiced judgment. However, some of the studies available are reviewed in
the following paragrp..s.

One researcher1 2 - 3 2 evaluated eight approach light systems by studying sets of perspective
drawings. These drawings show how the lig configuration would look to the pilot from twelvedifferent situations on the approach. Included are views from an aircraft off course, in a bank, above
and below the correct glide slope, and on the correct slope with wings leveL Also shown is tWe con-dition where only the outer 1000 feet of the lights can be seen. Figure 12. 5 shows the plan views (inometric-for the slope line system) and wings-level perspectives for these eight systems. The researcher also
provides windshield cutouts to show what portions of the approach light configuration would be cut offby the boundaries of the windshield. He concludes that all the systems considered give adequate
directional guidance, provided the aircraft is in a wings-level attitude. Thoee eystems with a hori-zontal reference provide better directional guidance than those without; in this respect, the slopeline system was the best of all. In addition, the slope line system was the only one that permittedthe pilot to estimate alftitde. It was also reported to be the only one that furnished accurate infor-
mation as to lateral - sitionwith respect to the approach axis regardless of aircraft attitude. Buta system with a single center Hine and crocs bars was recamn_-=-ded as supplying the beat attitude
referencel 2 - 15

It must be pointed out that the foregoinr conclusions seem to be based on inspection of theperspective drawings, not -m any experimental data. Further, while the report tells in what qualitieseach system excels, it does not give any information on the relative importance of those qualities
in operation.

Optical fllus.ans Due to Approach and Runway Lights. Severalstudiesl 2 - 3 ,12 -6,12-15,12-30,:_9-32have pointed up special difficulties or shortcomings common to many approach light systems.

First, there is the danger of confusing approach and runway lights. Approach lights must bemounted fadrly close to the surface of the ground beyond the end of the runway. When a double row
of approach lights joins with the boundary lights of the _r, p-y, L .-jes co-ifsion as towhere the approach lights stop and the runway begins. The beginning of the runway must be clearly
shown, either by having radically different runway and approach lights or by special boundary lights
between the two.

Second, approach light 9-'_emS should be designed so that they g , ;ive false information
or illucions. Three common Illusions tire as follows: (1) When flying into gTradigWy thickening fog,S- -- Is he .s cLimbing; to compensate, he descends too low. (2) Under some conditions, theaircraft seems tr, be high%.r when it is in a bank than when its wings are level (3) The pilot gets thein7"-ession he is in a ban,, 4hen one row of rumnay lights is brighter than the other. One studyl2-30pointed out a fourth illusion: 7WIVmn a single row of lights runa down the left-hand side of the approachpath, the pilot misinterprets the perspective and "corrects" to the rirbt; he cnds up too far to the
right is he crosses the runway threshold.
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Intensity of ARrowch LE •.The optinmuln intensity for an approach light system is influ-

enced by several Fte st of all the lights should bot designed so that their Intensity may be

varied to suit the weather conditions that exist when the system is being used. When visibility is

restricted, the lights should be made bright to get as much penetration as possible. However, under

sone conditions, there is an upe brightness limit; in fog, for example, too-bright approach lights

turn the whole approach light system into a diffuse "glob" of light. Under any conditions, the lights

w."I glare or dazzle the pilot if their Intensity is above a certain level determined by time of day,

atmospheric conditions, and distance and direction from the aircraft. As a pilct ap. -riches a Ught,

system, there will be some point at which the lights come into view. As he approaches crer, the

lights will tend to glare. The ideal is to have as great a range between the point of visibility and the

point of glare as possible. Investigators have wore-ed out the relationship between visibility and

glare for difftrent conditions of atmospheric interference and for day and night conditions. Their
report1 2 - 2 2 recommends intensity settings for the standard 250-watt bulb for difierenit horizontal
visibilities. It also recommends improvements in the design of slope-line approach light systems.

Attempts are being made) 2 - 7 to construct a device that will (1) automatically measure visi-

",y , the end of the runway and (2) adjust the intensity of the approach lights in such a manner as
to reduce glare while maintaining as much penetration as possible.

Runway Markings

When daytime visibility is low but over-all illumination is relatively high, a runway marking

system can be expected to aid the puot in landing his aircraft. Such a marking system should be
designed to show the direction of the runway clearly, so that the pilot can align his aircraft with it.
Marking systems may also be designed to show the pilot where he is on the runway after landing,
Le., how much of the runway has been used up. Three studies show the type of work that has been
done in this area.

Chevron Systems. One team of investigtorl 1 2 -26 first attempted to find the best shape for a
runway marking. They sought one that would (1) have directional qualities and (2) be visible the
greatest distance under adverse visibility condittons. They used markings painted on a moving belt,
which they viewed through ground glass to simulate fog. Of the nine naxkU*s tried out, a chevron-
type mark turned out to have the greatest "recogn.tion distance."

Inafollow-up stud; 2 -2 0 chevrons were tried out ca runways oriented so that those on either end
pointed toward the middle. In addition, chev'"rons were grouped in vrying numbers to give an indi-
SLtion of how far each group was from the end of the runway. For example, on a 7000-foot runway,
three chevrons were grouped near each end of the runway pointing toward the middle. A thousand feet
from- each group of three chevrons wis a group of two; 1000 feet each side of the middle were single
chevrons; and for runways that had the-same number of chevron. 't each end, a bar was located at the
middle. Figure 12.6 shows half of such a runway.

0,2 65 - -- '.L -5'O -4---.'-00 -'- 5 54 .- .I0 0 .

NID POINT
BAR

EDGE OF
PI•WAY

Figure 12.6. Che-1rons Marking Runway Lntervals and Aiding Pilot to Line Up With
Runway (Gerathewohl 1-•-19 )

Laboratory SLuJies and fligh., checks indicat*d that the best chevrmns were 12 feet wide, had
100-f.ot arms forming a 30-degree angle. and were made of black material with a yellow border.
It -n feared that the cnevrons would create "roof peal," illusions '- flight checks sb-ed that they
did not. The authors suggested that the same system might be &apted to night landingp by uaing
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transillumin.ted panels set into the rummy. Such a system could be expected to provide a larger
Illuminated surtace on which to land than conventional runway boundary lights. Being large, its
bright,,ess could bee kept low, thus providing a "'flat" rather than "contrasting" type of illumination.

Mirror Tan' 3ýems. A mirror landing system h&3 been developed as a visual aid to
pilots attempting to establish the proper glideangle on an approach.12-4 The system opexutes so

that the pilot sees a light reflected from a mirror at one side o the ,,,.y. Wben theli-htisinthe
center of the mirror, tLe pilot in approachng'at the proper angle; vertical and horizontal rows of

h parallel to the center lines of the mirror show him whether he is holding the reflected light
from the mirror in the proper posttion. The device was first developed by the British to perform
the same function as an IM (the officer who flags aircraft in) during a carrier landing. The device,
which might be useful in non-carrier londings also, is now being studied and developed further by
several agencies.

Mirrors have also been studied to aid the pilot in establishing and maintaining the proper
climbing attitude following take-off. (This is of particular importance for catapult take-offs.) The
Naval Air Test Center examined the use of windshield markings in conjunction with a mirror.12 - 5

The mirror was used to aid the pilot in finding and maintaining the proper eye level position. The
position of the mark on the windshield relative to the eye level was computed on the basis of aero-
dynamic considerations. However, tryouts-with thia system disclosed that neither forward nor side
markings on the canopy were of assistance, because the pilots could not maintain the proper eye
level position. In additAon, it was pointed out that the device could not be used where the horizon
was not visible or was indLt-inct.

Taxiing

j A pilot has two chief problems while taxiing an aircraft. The first is to be sure that all parts
of the aircraft clear ground obstacles and other aircraft. The second is to be able to find his way
around the airport to tais parking place or to the take-off positions at the end of the runways. Both
of these problems can be relieved by removing restrictions to visibility or keeping them at a
minimum.

During the day, the chief problem is obstructions to the pilot's vision. Either he must have an
unobstructed view from the cockpit, or obstructions must be taken into account in taxiing procedures
and airport design. In most tailwheeledaircraft, forward visibility is poor during taxiing; generally
the pilot must k-4ok at objects close at hand through his side panels. Sirce it is often impractical to
redesign aircraft to improve this feature, efforts should be made to keei. the taxiways clear of ob-
structions and to put signs and other markings where the pilot can see theLl easily through his
side panels.

Accidents involving misjudgement of wing tip clearance are lees serious than head-oa collisions,
but they occur more frequently. In judging the clearance between wing tips and obstacles, the error
tends to be proportional to wing length (Just as errors in Judging height above the runway tend to
increase with the height of the pilot above the wheels). This means that for aircrait with very long
wings, the pilot must allow for a larger margin of safety. As a consequence, ramp space must be
provided to insure wing tip clearance thai could otherwise bc used for other purposes. However,
when markers on which to align the wheels are painted on the ramp, space can be saved; since the
wheels are closer to the pilot than the wing tips, the error of judgment is snalier, and less space
need be set aside to allow for a margin of safety.

Illuminat!ng Taxiway. Taxiing at night or during poor daytime visibility presents a variety
of visual problems, most of them having to do with illumination. Three kinds of lighting are em-
ployed to make taxiing at night safer. The first is the use of taxiway and obstruction lights. Differ-
ent colors are usually used for marking taxiways or obstructions. These lights should be placed
so that they can be seen through the windshield. In addition, they should be spaced close enough
together so that there is no ambiguity as to the shape of the area or object that ihey outline.

A second type of illumination is floodlighting. Floodlights usually provide good visibility in
the area iIlumii...Ud b,-t tend to destruy dark adaptatiun. They also make i. very difficult to see
objects outside the illuminated are".
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Tho thiro method of illumination Is by means of aircraft taxi lights, which are attached to the
aircraft and shine ahead. Clem objects are most brlgtatiy Illuminated; glare is often produced,
particularly when bright landing lights are also ,,ed sa taxi li•h.ts ,Unless t,-i., • lights - rc adjusLble
or are attached to the steerable nose wheel, they illurinate the area straight ahead of the aircraft.
During turns, the :area toward which the aircraft is turning will thus be in darkness. When aircraft
have taxi lights, reflectors can be used to mark taxiwayc.

An evaluati(m of one experimenter's taxi lUghtl 2 - 2 resulted in the following recommendations:

1. Taxi lights mounted on the nose wheel are useful for taxling in unlighted areas.

2. Usin taxi lights, intermittently, to keep them from overheating, is not safe.

3. Taxi lights that sweep across the taxi area at adjustable frequencies were found to be un-
satisfactory at any speed.

4. There is probably an optimum ratio of brightness to beam width for taxi lights, but it has
not yct been determined.

With all three methods of illumination, the chief problem is to prevent too high a brightness
contrast. For emXmple, the space between bright taxi-way lights is a black area devoid of detail or
texture;, the pilot can Only guess what is in such areas. When the brightness of these lights is re-
duced, the texture of the area between the lights can be made out, and the pilot becomes confident
that he can taxi .afc.y over this surface. Similarly, flood lights produce black shadows. The gcal
of night illumination should be to light the taxiing area as uniformly as sunlight, even though the
illumination is at a lower leveL One difficulty Is that the lights themse?7es must be very bright if
the objcts in their beams are to be visible at a&l and~when these lights get into the visual field,
they tend to raise the threshold to such a level tht the pilot cannot see into the darker areas.
Another difficulty is that marker lghts must be bright enough to be seen wider tad atmospheric
conditions and at some distance. When bright enouPg for these purposes, they will be too bright
when the aircraft is taxiin close to the lights. However, these difficultieu are not critical. The
future development of lighting should probably be directed toward supplying more uniform Illumi-
nation, such as Can be achieved with tranelhandimtin.

Visual Aids for Maintainig Orientation While Taxiing. Visual alds such as signs, markers,
and maps of the runways and taxiways are most helpful in establishing and maintaining orientation in
the airport. Obviomsly, letters And numerals should be of size, type face, color, brightness, etc., for
best reaity.. In addiom, Mgs s_•,.d be locate-d 0 Uat they nky be seen easily from the cock-
pit. For example, a sign with small letterr it difficult to read when positioned so that the plane of
the sign is perpendicular to the axis of the taxiway. Atadistance, it istoofarawayto read or is blocked
Out by the nose. As the aircraft gets closer, the angle at which it is viewed through the cockpit side
panels beccnes =nore oblique; It is still difficult to r•e -. By placing the sign so that it is viewed
perpendicular from the position at which it is intended to be read and using type of the design and
size most aprprlate for this dislance, these difficulties can be overcome.

Runway directionts and direct Ous from one area to another i. an airport are defined in compass
directions. It is therefore helpful to have ,'gns or markings showing the direction of north and other
cardma( compass points.
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CHAPTER 13

FACTORS INFLUENCING VISION WITHIN THE AIItCRAFT

The discussion of visual flight presents problems that are quite different from those for in-

strument flight. The reascns for this are significant. The history of visual flight is much longer than

that of instrument flight. Conseqrer'ly, we have available more accounts of problems arising during

various phases of visual flight Instrument deveiopm.ent has, oi necessity, been so rapid that there has

rarely bmcn tiwa for evaluating a particular device before it was obsolete. As a result, this chapter

on Instrument flight will seem to contain more detailed information on various aspects of the internal

environment of the aircraft than that describing the design rules for future developments.

At the time of writing, it is conceivable ui. t we are in a period of transition from visual flight
to increasingly greater dependence on Instrument flight. What is perhaps of concern is that we do not

know the answers to some of the current problems. We cannot even visualize all of the problems which
will be facing the aircraft designer in the near future. Consequently, the emphasis of, this chapter is
on factors which affect the efficiency with which the pilot can get information from the internal en-

virv-iment of the aircraft. Some of these factors are: the way in which each instrument has been de-

sigued, thewaythe instruments are arranged in the cockpit, and the way the cockpit is illuminated.

DESIGN OF FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS

This discussion includes some of the psychological and visual factors that s!hould be considered
in the design of cockpit instruments and for the most part, this discussion is concernedwith mechanical
indicators in which there Is movement of an indicating element; examples are the altimeter, the air-
speed indicator, and the radio magnetic indicator. Some considerations are also given to radarscope
presentations, although the major discussion of these displays is found in Chapter 15.

The modern aircraft cockpit contains an array of dials for instrument flight and navigation,
power plant coaL-ol, and monitrirg off rdio a-nd other accessory equipment. Most of these instru-
ments are classified as symbolic displays (see Fig. 13. It they present an abstract representation
of existing conditions by means of pointers and scales, or signal lights. Other cockpit instruments
are classified as pictorial displays; they present a sin.plified simulation of the actual visual pic-
ture. Such indicator bIest exemplified by the artificial horizon, are principally used to display
information concerning spatial position.

Much research has been devoted to discovering the optimum design characteristics of symbolic
displays for fast and precise ;"terpretatlon. Such aspects as the size and design of scales, markings,
pointers, lettera, and numerals have been summarized in a number of publications1 3 - 3 ,1 3 - 5 ,1 3 -14
and are not reviewcdhcr-. • " . ... . . .... . -"' ........... ... pihere.
displn for flight control and navigation, the
princ,4 %es of pictorial display, and the integration
and combination of interdependent information.

General Considerations
PICromAlA. SYMlBOlIC

There is widesprtadagreement, supported

by experimc-ntal evidence, 13-10 that instrument
flight is considerably wore difficult and demand- to _
ing of the pilot than vi-u-all fli- LT-"--ua-lf•--"g

most of ithe information requirec for controlling the 0 2G-'
flight of the aircraft can be obtained from the sur- -
rounding visual environment. In a diving turn, for

example, the pilot sees a tited visual field to show
bank, the aircraft nose below horizon to Thow pitch,
the movement of horizon and ground objectb i i.qhow
direction and rate of turn, and the increase in size of
groaund objects to show altitude change. It is true,
however, that contact cues are deficient in Figure 13.1 Basic Types of
some respects; several instruments are Flight Instruments
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needed to ma.n-z - ihe accuracy reqruired for flight. Visual flight might weUl be termed partial

instrument flight, since it requires at least an airspeed indicator, altimeter, and some form of

compass, in addition to ground reference.

in icurument flight, information concerning the attitude and position of the aircraft is presented

as eepirate and discrete bits of information on the various indicators. This is probably the most

important difference between visual and instrument flight. Adequate control of the aircraft under

instrument conditions requires the pilot to integrate the information from all the critical instrumenL-

to determine what the aircraft is doing or is about to do. A changed indication on one instrument

must be immediately' and automatically associated with the corresponding changes on other instruments.

If such an Litekratedconception is not achieved, the pilot is apt to "chase the dials;' to scan one by

one with a number of different aspects of the total situation in mind. As a result there is a lack of

precision; fluctuation occurs In the flight path due to over and under correction.13-6 Thus, the pilot

must handle a heavy information load in instrument flight.

Current instrument designs tend to increase the load on the pilot. Elch instrument has been

desrrnzed with little regard for the integration of the information it displays with the bits of iniormation

disflayed by the other instruments on the panel. Although much effort has gone into improving the
re'.abillty of individual instruments, the Instruments are not complementary to each other. As a

result, the pilot frequently must change his mental frame of reference to orientate himself to the

particular display arrangement he is trying to interpret. As one investigator 13-21 has pointed out,

"designing displays on an individual instrument basis can result in unnecessary burdening of the pilot

by subjecting him to built-in sources of confusion in the cockpit!' Some cited examples of possible
sources of confusion are as follows:

1. Both the ID-250 RMI and a moving-pointer heading indicator have a compass rose and a
pointer. On one the card is fixed, while on the other it moves. In one case, the pilot flies away
from the pointer; in the other, he flies toward the pointer. The pointers are sensed oppositely for
orientation purposes, since one is an aircraft reference display while the other is an earth reference
display. The pilot is req,•-Ired to change his frame of reference when switching from one to the other.

2. Mcst panel instruments employ circular scales and a moving pointer element. The zero
reference point may ,tart at any position around the clock depending upon whether it is an altimeter,
rate-of-climb, exhaust temperature, fuel flow, etc. Graduations vary from indicator to indicator,
with some of the graduations being nonlinear.

Another way of evaluating current instruments is to ex ine them in terms of display-control
relationships. In the final analysis, the Information displayed o, 'he instruments is used by the
pilot in controlilag tLhe aircraft to follow a course, hold an attitude, make a power setting, etc.
One studyl3- 2 0 has r-Anted out that, in order to do so, the pilot must receive information which
tells him:

(1) When to move the controls

(2) Which control or controls to move

(3) Which direction to make the a ..ni :;

(4) How much to move

(5) How long to move

This study also points out that one meaaure of the adequacy of a display is whether it provides
information covering all five dimensions of control movement. A seccnd measure is the number of
intermediate variables which must be reckoned with, in using the instrument indication. The
following are examples of ambiguous presentations of some instruments: 13-21

1. When flying inbound, on the ID-249 cross pointer, the pilot must remember that he flies
toward the needles. When flying outbound, he flies away from the needles.

2. On the heading indicator and other fixed-scale indicators, pointer motion in terms of control
;ation is reversed in the 180 degree sector. In the top half of the dial, a turn to the right resalts in
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4)pointer moveowni to the rlight, while In the tower DUIlZ the pouter &ppera to move to the lef

:threlavre nIs whotiesr bad ageeen takmtyo the epetdoladvaskce incaads aircraft prt e mnm lf oon_
makep It im osatb ircaf pfor tem mawo*atrt respand t~of Ioratim n sresana bavng& ntedrpcurntifaent-
I ma to manuparo the aircrat adeqy uatm i# flfll;a the smis tion , A gnati dea of ^ w rk asbeeno
cre ds mbers but Ip oving s psto Ithenumbera of c nrew solutIOns hav wdellt the, tob pr MAYIdI nwccp

mddisxd Isayftemspladilgoemn Oto the elecrnctalengnern advances Inarrf eupo whichýv thesew
mak itimoosbl fo th :uosa wraorto upoodto domatonprogressed. 1 uV curf Wrre ~ntm

approaocxes to the solutin .1 the poblmarey revuWiewe hessio. AResearc cWonre witkha Iboemen t
indeof taead VimpvntrmtsI presentiafmnted a aeow followe by ta, sw a s dtcslno or ravdical nnowaconsepts

wWdluoay system * deIgn. & bat k lcrncadegnern dacsuo hc

IMF Im Mov ent ot Utanfrsd flight Instrumente

ofteAttd nkfr The r 4 vi icnl aUi~tir and similar aaultlplmnpotnter
insirummufsh&e ee-* i'it to e --r d!CRt'- In -M r MW.Th diffrrtU't WrimnW firnm Ttsa au-lIt'

xi-vm w =me a~paraI- 1pohauiei '.i tOw aitinreter musft be combined in armo. to read out Ike
ý2 dentred Information. A sady U3-9 of Instrume.t reading errors resulting In near acidents and on

W LaccwisM luRInG more rewungh aror- f h s-mtr wt any other uwaunl atrmn

'TheW Mon .me gvr=gt*!O readin .I- tarf wjmma L: nisaimu {theawmfd- or tatm- la-
-, infmi'~us) nettlEa nu-mber, rattr (uhai tW the mwruct next WisestM flAWu fll. fl lotlhrefore

t thinks he has a thoumead feet or moare of altihWde dun in urmlwtv~ v- Waý*p I%- ¶ fwr nmsI
itW situation is demonstrated by the rntalti of a Laboratory experiment 13.131 in which It was found
Ow thatexerlnced Air Fboo pilots requred 7. 1 seconds to read eli three bands of lbs Instrument,
with X1, lpercentdoftheir readlnuulinerror by1000leatormowre.

This study, conacted in 1347, compared the standard instumoet with a number of alternative
desip. Perfomiameeon the auuaad taitnmeat and a oatear-panter design very similar to that
fIrzt. Installed in produtiton aircraft in 1554 is shown In Figure 1IL3L A nary long varticai scale

-J moviaig behin a window and at eetlIng ver~tia orile were also found to be naq to read
n~junfifn+Sruri I' j un d4A W".~ !*afrYAn* li'n eneck-eaduing sad rauw-mnuunuung than~ A Moving

pointer. When quantitative dqtR are the only canflthratio, u !ý: !t = t for the nndigutr, thv
resutls shwoed that a counter-type altimeter is beat.

Barth Reference vs. Aircraft References In Frlight 'nsruamments

It 1. potlned cat above that a pilot is often called upon to adapit a particular franie of referionce
in Iaterpn~tie xa hwatetme; indication In the case of iantrmments embodin pictoria dome** to
IrOprea the aircraf'spoeltien ia space, (aritifcal hor-Len, ILS cross pointer, beading badlmotu
eat neerlanetayl n gational displays), there are two different frame a! susferences which wty he

XU~i~rwjAn airt* reference dlsptay (Me Pig. 13. 3) in desuitpud Wi wiealatsWhwban h
pflo mem oan e t tW Owaircraft looking out at the world. Thet dtsjliay does sot show the

aircraft movemante, but rather tde chang A tMe outside world that the plot wsw *"suea result
ad 11w aircraff movements Thiks, is the elaacWhd arft~fcWa boenson the miniature slrlaae is
Nustainry whie the borlIa bar uw% to spmulte the actual horism ire Fi.I1). This type aN
displa to otpo calted am "timds-amr *#$W~. It to also called a "fly-to" indicator, sAms n
eaoylation from straight and level Is corrected by (lying toward the mnoving element or hortsov bar.

AL-Overne hef 7wSorcratt reformse Indicator (see PFig. 18. 3)1In the alter-native frame
of r"We noW SO *s " typ ctn dias"l, &I"o cAled an "awftside-Ira diuika, siultmles

maw the U pIot"nol a" It OAsid V . loINN at the aircaraft OW Ot Useart. Ib thi Caso, 0e pot"t

fit
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looks frOM a AAtlOnar tapoint (th earth), and the miniature airplane moves relative to the

fixed environment. This Is also called a ".ly-from" indication, since the pilot flies from the

IndicatUng lement to neutralimaa deviation.

VERTICAL SCALES

TtIREE POINTERS COUNTER-PbOINTER z ~ Z

00- 2,900 -

PCE•NT ERRORSN

ov 1,000 FT. OR ,.7 Q7 0.3 7.3 004
4MORE

V4TESPRETATION
TIME I SECO S I.?' -.3 1.7 0.0

Figure 13.2 Study in Altimeter Scales (from Grether 13-12)

It is aippr ent that the essential difference between the two types of reference indication is in
terms of what the primary.moving part of the display represents. In an earth reference display,
the stationary portion Of the display revresents the aircraft; the pilot's control actions result in a
reciprocal change of the moving part that represents some aspect of the stable external world.However, in an aircraft reference 1di•play, the moving element repv-esents the aircraft. which changes
in direct response to the control actions.

A number of experiments ,,ave demonstrated that there is a tendency to Interpret the movement
of an indicater as_ rep.resenting th. movement of the aircraft. In the case of the standard artificial
horizon, the pilot may respond to horizon bar mo7ement as though it represented airr-aft movement
rather than the horizon. 7Te result Is that his control respo-ses are reversed from what they should
be in order to return the aircraft to the desired attitude. Several experiments 13-7, 13-8, 13-17
have shown that for subjects without previous instrument training, performance is better when using
an instrument in which the airplane silhouette and not the horizon bar is the moving element.
Moreover, an in-flight studb emp-oyin ,, Air Force pilots with instrument experience showed
that 7. 5 percent initial reversal errors were made in recovering to straight end level flig"t emloving
the standard horizon. This demonstrates that such errors are not restrietetA k% !ne-erienced
personnel A simila, perce•na•e of reversal errors found in a laboratory test 13-11 employing
Air Force nin with considerable instrument experience reinforces the conclplon that the standard

earth-reference instrument may not be thW best design for attitude indication.

A number of expe.qments with other instruments indicate the general superiority of the
aircraft-reference type of display. A Jsiboratory experiment 13-17 on localizer-gde path approach
indicator design demonstrated that inexperienced subjects tested in a ground trainer ara better able
.mnm c z:,-r_,ed with a dispýiay in -hilch the cross pointers represent the position of the

al rc rt rl I thn _r, the earth. Aith !;3- 20 with axrj-.-td pliots sho'-'e that
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slgnaitcantly fewer errors wee" me& In solving typical navigation problems with a smation-cnrztere
tft~rf~ruc dApls;y then with eartkh-reffne eti! y; in v=cl ta irerai' -~mboi is

statlooaq and the stMt5. symbol moves. Results favoring the i,.aide-G-at principle have been
rsPOI¶AIJAS4S for dietor-type interceptor steering displays.

The airplafe-rSzerence pjilmdib ht- nt bccmn Airz-iy estamuane as superior for all Vight
instrumests. Kzperimmutal evidence is generally In favor of this type of display an easier to learn,
to use, and to lnterpnt. 7%he e*lanation of this superiority, as advanced in the above report, istiul "a pWk hen Afling Contact .Perceives hiUs airplane as moving against a fined, stable outside
world. Vf the world moves, hi bas vertig. Apparently this same natural relationship should be
preserved in tM cockpit. CX*Lr1y hemoement of a display index to Its most compelling stimulus

plpty and therefore it ashold represezit the movement of the airplane against a fbied index repre-
senting the outside world.' Ifany pilots prefer the earth-reference topo of Indicator. it uiioaid be
Pointed out that the current gyro horizon, the ULAB cross pointer, the flight path computer (se.rz
reader),, and the ornmirange Insruments are of the earth-reference type. The apparent reluctance
to Incorporate new experimnental1 finding into the design of new insrtrments lies in the fear that
such It cbMng would cause difficulties for p_-,sently-tralned pilots accustiomed to current instru-

ment. However, 13le Meort reeals that test pllot&. highly trslned on a tfirector-type steering
display emPloying the earth-reference principle sbow,,d alm.-ast 100 percent transfer of training
In switching to an experimental aircraft-reference di1splay. Thus, It Vould appear that experienced
Pilots might hAVe littl Wflcuty tran.Sfern to an improved displany desaign, but might have trouble
trIanserrIng back and forth between o1d and new instrument designs.

An important consideration is tiat It Is hazardos to mix aircraft- reference and earth-
reference displays in a SIB&l instrument Syftem so as to lead to bouit-in sources of confusion

btenalternative frames of reference. On the other hand, experienced pilots generally prefer
the earth-reference type Of IUmtrumen to the airplazin-reference type. With the earth-reference
type he is Okl to aMeoclat*, from vdamal, ventibalar, and gravitational rcues, the movemnevi of the
fised portic Of the altitud Indicator with his aircraft. With the airplane- reference type he can-
not Perform this natural association because the little airplane'Im rate of altitude change is twice
thAt Of the real -lcat WhS may be the real raaono that pilots dislike the airplane -reference
type az4 not the fact that they were not trained with It. The presence of *bat has been regarded
as experimental evidence that the airplane-reference type is better may be due to the fact that
the'se vestiblsar a=d gravitational cues are ne*9gligb or absent In experimentation using simulators.

Combining Several bdlcaLtions Ini a Sin igle Instrument

Cone meakm of reducirC i-ie number of instruments crowding a panel is to present several
kids of information in a single instrument. while saving panel space Is a valuable goal, themajor Justification for the combination of several indications Is that their Joint presentation allowsthe operator to flute the'instrument more readily than if presented by two or more separateInstruments . On the other hand, interpretation time is prolonged.

A combined Instrument that has been sought for many years in one conabining the directionalgyro and artifk-'iai nikuaior presenting pitch, bank, and azimouth information in a
single display. A three-axis Indicator giving attitude and leading throughout all-attiude maneti-
vers Is under development by the Air ForCa.13 -Zl A successful desirgi this type should proveof great value. Studies of eye Movements wnder instrument flight conditlom Indicatp that approxi-
mately 50 percent of the pilot's tixr* is spent looking at the horizon amd gyro-ce~aass and thatthe greatest rnumter nf eye movements are between these two instruments.

An ýxamplp of a comibined Instrument is the redesigned airspeed Indicator for high perforin-ance aircraft in which the indicated airspeed and Mach numbers are combined. This design dueSaway with the necessity of reading airspeed in knots from one indicator at slow speedz an"d thnswitching io another indicator for the Mach ~number at high speeds.

Another example of the combined instrument ýs the D'endlx Flight Director SysteW13 -1 Inwhich two instruments replace four or more utandlard instruments. The Flight Path Indicator In th.'s
ysfkmer is a Plan Position lindicator that combines compass beading, omni-bo~trlrjg selection, kicca-i vc r 1'or VOR indication, and glide slc'p2 indication. It ts designed to, replace the gyro-co~pa",

(Orfni -ioFý-irw felectOr, Andv UA Xndicaicr. 7,e second instrument in th ystCa indientes aircraft
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Ja ttitudle liu a conventional earth-reference display as well as steering commands, supplied by an
asse:ted computer., for localizar, rwng, and glide slope operations.

A study condcted in 105SU-5 flute the M36
2" -croe -poisr Indicator (see Pig. 13.4) as 5 6 0
Illustrating *Abewr denirable type of combisation.
Her-a, noýa~q4~n r ~ Zm ior
alignedto at sA-0=d voidter., "Twtiyp of comn-
binatimi ismnt =aK iles_0 tib wb Da ldication is
the first AnztIedeohibte ID-249 indi-
catm orth 366AIMlw asolell" UMM dwinn-ft powI- RELATIVE lEAODIN
U01ion tv flo sY o =108I baa=,*hbm doe glati ve WdOIATOR CONTROLLED

1,19Wg :1n. 1a.t~~to(is eiaie By MRATOR
atwirvxawarsceth dsre lih
jaiL MR adladftrur kept

alId wth heIcataere.4, ~ircftap- hIOWIG REFERENCE
preahesUrndesred trakoa smpoieah

Satching the pointr positions lsain easier task
than integrating two readings presented on separate
indicators. T1U stud points out that the success

±of sinch a combinationdepsode upoi a proper move-
msedt rati between the two Indicatd vsheo which Fiur 13.4 The MD-249 Cross-
must be dietemined for eahafain Pointer lndJcatcr

Tb. ""-her of combined instrument designs las increased in the last few years and will very
probably continue to do so as the increasing complexity oi airborne equipn,'nt and ground control
information pat an additional premium on pawel Apace - Job analyses of the pilots' tasks, eye move-
went studies, and data concerning the forms of information preserntation which are most easily and

eiciently interpreted can all contribute to this development.- In each case, however, the chal lenge
will be thisof integrating several indications within a small area without makin the interpretation
of the desired information more difficult.

72i combning of several types of infornution without regard for their essential and functi an..
relationships will usually add to the difficulty of the operator' s task. An example of an unsuccessful
com-b1=11mo is ilae D-314 "'pin ball" indicator, a three-inch doplay with the capability of presenting
2D bitt of information transmitted from the ground. Hleading and attitude command Information were
combined with bombing, strafing, and other command Inforrmation. One study 13-21 reports that most
of these indicators are disconnected in operational aircraft. The greatest probability of success in
combining information lies in choosing Information Closely interrelated in use or function, and com-

bining it in a complementary form to allow their relationships to be more easily interpreted.

integrated Instrument Display Systems
Our discussion thus far has been concerned with the improvement of existing instruments and

*the development of individual inctiruments ior use in conventional panel display systems. In addition
to these efforts, there are several research and development Programs underwaly at the present
time in which the design of the entire instrument panel is being developed on an inategrated basis.
In eac~h case, visual commiunication requirements for flight control have been analyzed for a com-
plete panel, rather than for an irdidLv&' i nstrument. ThMese developments are endeavoring to:

(1) Present related information in a single, unequivocal frame of reference for easier interpreta-
bility

(2) Combine related functiops in a single display wherever possible
(3) Eliminate redundant instrumentation

T'hese thrve gotJs are beinZ investigated by a joint ONR-BuAer-Army instrument development pro-
gram, a sjmll.r Air Force program under the direction of the Flight Control-Display Integrating
Working Group wL tiw Wright Air Development Center, and the instrument development program
undertaken bythe Hushes Aircraft Company. Two of the programs from which some information Is
available1 3 Z, l3.15, 13-46,13421 9aze described below. It should be emphasized that these proposed
instrument dirplay systems have not yet been adequately tested and evaluated. They are presented
"-ere for two reasons. First, tfr,- represent new approaches to iastr'sinent design, illustrating the
cI...q'55 in cockpit design that can be expected in the near future. Secondly, they eapcyvary 8i..1
fereat techniquee for reducing the mupltiIcity and coniple-zit off pawel dioplays.

The Joint ( PX-Der~c-A~rny long-range p~oSr~mn 3 -2 ig e-pce o~~l In an inntrument
Pamv, nI I c;' nMly t~ra bpsii !notruinents 1nstWiTd of the 30 or nmorp ne-m in une.



Both would be cathode-ray tubes. One display
would be semi-circular in shape and mounted
ve rtically in front of the pilot as shown on Figure
13.5. It would use a flat transparent cathode- ray
tube employing electrostatic principles to exc ite
a phosphor screensandwiched between glass plates.
Its transparency would permit the- p.1110t to see
through the tube dinring visual flight. The secnnd
display, also a flat cathode-ray tube, would be
mounted horizontally just inside the cockpit rim.

The vertical display would be~essentially, a
"fn' waxrd- looking" display in which attitude, speed,
and altitude of tL; aircraft would be shown to- Figure 13.5 Mocke-up of Aircraft Cockpit
getherwlth a representation of physical obstacles With Two Basic Cathode-Pay
such as mountains. It would be a pictorial display, Tube Instruments
simulating the visual world that the pilot would
see if he were flying in clear weather. Visual Both vertical displa-y and circular dis-
cues employed in visual flight would be presented play are flat TV tubes. Pilot heads stick
as flight information In the integrated display. in right hand and throttle in left. (see
However, a pictorial display designed to take Alshei :.nd Lazol,3- 4)
advantage of the pilot's' experience in looking out
at the world in visual ing-Mt need- not closely simulate visual flight conditions. It can be based instead
on an abstract representation of the visual cues determined to be required for visual -flight.

The horizontal display would also be a pictorial display, showing broad physical features of the
earth below In a form cimilar to a radar map. This would be a "downward-looking" display encom-
passing the information required for navigation and traffic control.

Other necessary information, including qUantitative data for navigation, ftiel control, and powersettings..will eltherbeshown by calibrations around the cathodie-ray tube rims ur di,.played within the
two screens. Six Switches would be usedto select the Information required for specific flight phases.

The Air Force program at WADCl 3-lS,13-l6,l3-21 is based on an instrumcnt panel designeffort in 'which cockpit displays will be tailored to the speeci.c mission of the aircraft. However,
many Of the instruments whtich make lip the integrated display will. be utilized in all types of air-
craft. The proposed panel descrIbed below is for use in fighter- bomber types.

In analyzing instrument panel display requirements, cockpit instruments have been broken
down into the following three general categories:

1. "Forward- looking" displays -- these Include such indications as attitude, altitude, rate ofclimb, airspeed, g- load, Mach number, glide slope displacement, and director steering signals.

2. "Downward- looking" displays - - these include indications of headring, bear-n~g. positior'
relative to destination, target, and radio aids.

3. Power plant displays - - theoe include indications of rpm, thrust, temperature, oil
pressure, optimum cruise settings, and fuel management data.

Let us examine first the configuration of "forward- looking" displays shown in Figure 13.6. Inthe center of the panel is a redesigned attitude Indicator, which integrates pitch and roll information withfivht ril rat or pltr't' ond t itrt, dtt frjaIna in "t I'nn". F1 ight ril rpe'no r en srnm tirl 1nPii,.1sti~ng rpfl 1,o tpipe rf, r
11 FTINNl~Ijn phx~es, IneludIng takt~otf, c limb, cruiA@, wompofl dell very, return to bwiap,' j~pproa~ Mn

landing. The desihgn al-" includes needle and ball indications a' the base of the instrument. Although
Several alternative config ur-ations are being investigated, all employ the earth- reference display principle.

The altitude, rate-of-climb, airspeed, and Mach nuxizn.,er displays rcpreser~t a radical changein inst rumnent configurations; they employ straight "-rtical scales rather th'an conventional circular~ra~ "ITh-7e altitude, ai rtpeed, and Mach riumberdisplayg ereploy moving tapes, thereby permitting ex-
p~m wnf ~ffhli-;caile. Br oken heavy white bars at the middle of each inst rump nt serve wPs pointerDs l!1dJ-

pr~*P.t w ~c;'m nc.Command vallues, which can bei.et In manually or remotAely, are abown by
2q34



heavy white center markers. The rate..oi-climb indicator employs a moving pointer for rates up to
2000 itmin; higher rates are shown by a moving tape in windows at the top cr bottuni of the scale.
Other contemplated designs employing the same rectangular configuration would also provide terrain
cearance and cabin prewaure nom±n altitude steering signals, and angle of attack and g-load

indleations.
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Note that the display principle ewrployed in this instrument is consistent with that of the
attitude Indicator, in that they both employ the earth- reference principic.

Figure 13.8 shows the position of the "downward- looking" navigation display relative to the
"forward- looking" display. Thi. arrangement 13 planned to give a vertical line relationship passing
from the fore-aft axis of the miniature airplane ana RMI indicattlcn ;ip '9hr hteecieadbl
indication and the turn-steering pointer on the attitude indicator. Power plant dlisplays (rot shown
here) will In most- cases. be -rectangular, moving scale dizpplays employing the hMrizontal referenlce
line tecbnliquto facil#Mae ýchuck-reading.

We can now eamine the differeances JIn fuindamen~tal approach to the problem of integrated
instrument sfystem des*g oexeiplifed'in, the two eprnetlprogtams described. The joint
ONR-BuAer-Army e~tiktji -an attainpt to produce a predominmtaty pictoral.- di-splay, synithet ically
reproducing the v~iu al~cnso nac mprac for adequate aircraft control under visual flight
conditions. Symbolic ,aiets; or indffications are kept to a minimum. They are employed only
where the more "n~trsP"' cues are juced to be Inadequate or impossible to display pictorially.
The result to two bas~ulcdUVplay* in which mut of the information is displayed in terms of a single,
"natural" frame of reference.

ArT FNAVIAIM 10M (C II, ,M M'71e proposed Air Force display system,
.MSM OF "UV.L Mwu..umsa..asc C W o the other hand, uses a preponderance of

Individual symbolic displays. Some pictorial
elemnt sare utilized in the attitude indicatoi
and navigational display. The chief concern in
this case is upon finding consistent frames of

ILS reference for d~iplaying bits of information in
the individual instruments. In this case, the
framei' of reference employed are logical coding
techniques based on the analysis of the Inter-
relationships among these bits of information
and their relationship to the control movement
of the operator. Some reduction in the number
of individual Instruments has been achieved
through the integration of related Information
into single displays.

BEARING
INDICATOR AIRPLANES

(VOR, TACAN, MAGNETIC
AOF, ETC) IIEADING
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BAR OLOCALIZER)- SELECTED COURSE
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Figure 13.7 New USAF Downward- PVIOMAAM92(JL30"6tY
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Pictorial vs Symbolic Instrument Display Systems

One investigator 13-13 has qrov!ýed a valuable dismission of the relative merits of pictoriall

and symbk-llc types of Instruments for dtsplaying Information for flight controL He points out that

there are three types of reAding functions served by flight instruments:

1 1. Check reading -- for assurance of a normrl or desire-d -'-.cIa'"^-

2. Qualitative reading -- for the meaning of a deviation from a normal or desired indication

. lat-sntita•*,-e re.--d. -- for the exact scale value

Symbolic inst-nments can serve ail three types of reading function. However, pictorialdisplays
require r.pplementary symbolic indications for quantitative reading, since the picture available in

visual flight is itself deficient in quantitative information. The most successful pictorial display will

probably be a skeletonized picture including a scale or other means of presenting quantitative data.

It is probably more economical and efficient to present data in the language and number symbols
which the pilot customarily uses in his thought processes, rather than in a picture. On the other

hand, symbols are substitutes for the real thing and, as such, aepend upon training for theit- proper
use. Pictorial displays might therefore be expected to require less training, be more easily
interpreted, and give rise to fewer Interpretation errors. These benefits may be expected from
successful pictorial displays present'=I._ !,ch, i,,fe•=m4ons as attitude, rate of turn, geographical
position, and landing cues; it is these indications w/ich are supplied to the pilot more successfully
by direct vision than by exiLting Instrumets.

7The above investigator lists the many visual qualities which would have to be simulated in a
pictorial display in order to achieve cov:iete realism. He points out the difficulties involved and
the dangers of false interpretations arLt•rk from incomplete simulation of all important visual cues.
From this standpoint, it is apparent that the important practical queitlons relating to the design of
predominantly pictorial instruments and instrument systems are the following:

1. Is our knowledge of visur! cues employed in visual flight complete enough?

2. Are instrumentation techniques adequate to present a synthetic picture of the visual world
without serious losses in ease of interpretation, relative absence of ambiguity of interpretability,

4 and saving in special instrument training?

3. Can the required precision of flight control be achieved by the addition of symbolic
indications or by other techniques to the display without loss of the advantages of pictorial dicpiays?

For symbolic displays, the equivalent question is: Can instrument systems, which are
predominantly symbolic, be ý'evised to make flight and lning- operations an easy to carry out by
instruments as by visual flight? The inadequacies of present symbolic instruments can be improved
by achieving:

a. Co•isstency in direction of pointer movement

b. Combination of interdependent information

c. _Pfforpntlation among indications by position or coding

d. Standardization -f instrument arrarv~ement

e. Standardization of scale graduation Lntervals

Systems Conald~ratlons in Display Design

Atrcraft panel instrumerts exist as a means of intearsting the 'uman pilot into the aircraft
rcontrol syWt4rr.. They are uaed to presment tfb. information -eceseary to inclhde him into the eystemr

r a ;-a;,, (Aa,'1Wn-making, and control.-actuRatng comperaent. Cuntrol sy'temni. in wfhch he
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opratas have changed markedly in the pIst fifteen years; "he chmage tea been toward the elaboration
of automatic devices. eleeto•i.•. . and c t-cr- to --dor rpace th piloL it is oien
Suad Uinttb human operasbo days in high performance aircraft are numbered, and that the problem
of.1thiso gfu*t.alircrafttyi'be salved by, completely replacing the pilot by automuatic devices.

Such a viewpoint of itig the plotdoes not take into account the unique abilities which
the human operator can conlatte. We. have seen tl"at he is capable of recognizing and discriminating
among complex patterns o6MA941 far more etficiently than any compoter now available. More
important in his decislo-makl MAllty.. The human operator can utilize information from many
different' lids of iatnuAi, at It quickly on the basis of past experience and training and come to
a decision on a course of action appropriate to the imm.diate situation. Another attribute of the
human operator is his fn7dbility, the capacity to 9erform different tasks concurrently, to use
different usaces of, latormatiou.for his responses or decisions, and to change his transfer ftnctions
to f~i the"e trmas-(th l~in Moreover, the human operator has the capacity to learn and,
tir•ofioe,i t 6WoiPeHbjefoiioce with instruction and practice. Finally, be is reliable, easy
to and

Althoug these ' iqueabilities argue for his continued use in future aircraft, we can point out
some limitations to hids U&-ti hibh must be taken into consideration when deciding what functions
shall t lo Uw -- an operator. Viewed as an information-transmitting device, the human
operator has e velyir *bjchannel capacity.and low bandwidth. He has difficulties in processing
the i a .ncoavey. Instruent diplys. The Lruman operator al&G appears to be

upon to •ct as an lntgraof Ordferýientiator; he performs far more effectively as a simple amplifier
In translati* instrument lndiett iointo control responses. Finaly, the human operator is not well
suited to long, repetitive, or dull tasks. In such situations, his performance suffers from the
effects of fatig•e and inattention.

t g present knowledge of the human operator permits us to make general observations
of his c•zacterilstics, it4 Ate niot sufficient experimental data on basic capacities to design complex
alrcraf maMM-c e,, stats toiutR beet the capacities of the human operator. Further research
is needed to determine _Whhtasks the himkn operator should perform and those that should be taken
over by automatic devices,,.

Some general statements can be made concerning the function of the human operator as viewed
from the systms design standpont. The division of tasks between human operator and automatic
devices sdould be plann• to anl•l the man to exercise judgment and make decisions. In order to do
so, he shad be relieved of repetitive and tedious tasks, and those requiring a high information-
transmission rate. His primary concerns should be the selection of tactics, the mode of system
operation, and the monitoring of system performsnce. He should be provided with displays and
cotrols which allow him to irpart to the system the flexibility inherent within his own characteristics.

In order to integrate tWe human operator into the control system, displays should be designed
to convey the information concernhig the aircraft position and operation in th.? simlest, most ea-sily
inte-preto-ble fom However, the displays should not eliminate information needed for decision
ma~ng and the monitoring of performance. For example, flight director systems which indicate
only deviations from a preselected program do not provide any infoi•-tion by which the pilot can
monitor actual aircraft performance. In situations where the human operator car serve only as a
simple compensatory tracking device, an automatic system can probably accomplish the task more
effectively. This releases the operator to monitor the automatic system performance, overriding
it only when necessary.

Check List for Designer

One team 13-19 compiled the following list of characteristics of a good display.

1. It presents indications which are easUy verbalized or visualized.

2. I can be real quickly.

3. It (•an be read as 2ccurately as neceesary, but no more ac-uratcly than required.
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4. Changing or chaged indication is easy to detect.

5. It provides information in an immediately usabie form without requiring calculation or
translab_'on into other units.

6. It Js free from error-producing features such as cause orientation-reversal on the artificial
horizon and msiarctin of multi-revolution or multi-pointer dials.

7. It fosters the recognition of errors, so that they do not persist.

8. It tells the operator which f,---.-"'! i.-. ,If. rhameAinu

9. It tells the operator In which direction to operate the control

10. It tells the operator when, h-- , , nd for how long to mrve the control.

11. It can be easily distinguished from other instruments.

12. It is not unneceee-rly obtrusive.

13. It gives the operator current information with minimum lag.

14. It cannot be used if It Iu inoperative.

EFFECTS OF VIBRATION ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE

Aside from its annoying and fatiguing effects, vibration haz been recognized to impair visual
performance in reciprocating aircraft oi all kinds, in jets when buffeting occurs, and especially in
he~copters. While design is usually toward minimizing vibration at its source and damping its
effects In the environment, a certain amoun, is 1ften inevitable and must be tolerated. Table 13. 1
HS typical vibrations in some aircraft. When vibration cannot be avoided, its effects upon visual
performance may be reduced by proper. design of the visual displays and printed materials which
must be viewed. However, effective design depends upon an understancang of how vibration
influences vision.

Research on the effects of vibration on visual performance have taken two directions. On the
one hand, the effects of certain kinds of vibration impressed upon the operator's body, through his
feet or seat, have been explored. On the other hand, the effects of certain kinds of vibration in the
visual field have been determined.

Early research on the effects of vibration Imposed upon the body measured hbiann sensitivit-
to vibration. 13-30 Subjec.'a standing on a vibrating platform, as frequency and amplitude of
vibration were increased. .udged when th vibration became (1) "just noI nablet' (2) "t. e.,
noticeable;' (3) "troublesome•' , "disg-reeable" (injurious over long periods of time), and
(5) "dangerous" (injurious over short periods of time). Similar studies have been conducted in the
aircraft situation. 13-22, 13-24, 13-28, 13-29, 13-33 Figure 13. 9 presents average awplitude
values for three judgments at representative frequencies. As frequency of vibration increases, the
amplitude necessary to yield a given judgment decreases. The relation between frequency and
amplitude is curvilinear. The data suggest that the judgments of discomfort were mae ýý on the basis
of particular threshold velocities rather than amplitude.

After bodily sensitivity to vibration was measured and discomfort thresholds were determined,
efforts were made to discover the physiological effects upon which judgments of discomfort are based.
Tactual sensitivity, tremor, reflexes, reaction time, pulse rat, blood pressure, metalylism,and

visal cuiy wre easredbefre duriln,visul ault wee masurd bfor, drin, and after two-hour exposures to various- combinations
oflFequency and amplitude of vibration. 1 3 Snce the subjects sat on a vibrating platform and
the body provided considerable damping, effects of vibration on visual acuity were related to head
vibration rather than to platform vibration. Figure 13. 10 shows binocular visual acuity at various
frcquencles of head vibration for five subjects. At partIcular frequencies there appear to be
re',,nance pointp at which a.:ulty was most affected. The firs- point might be due to difficulty in
fixat~nq the ,1hr-*)ng test oi~ject. The remaining peaks may be due to the effects of complex
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symiihedc vibrations prodiX ced at resonance in the musculature of the eye, compounded with tha
fubdamwmtal vibration of the test object. T7e results are clear in indicating that vibration of the body
and t4.t object impairs visual efficiency. The results do vt, however, permit 2n iu-ico cf Uha
effects ot )VSiwtion In the -va field as oppowed to those of vibration impressed directly upon the
body.

Table 13. 1 Vector Amplitudes of Vibration in Two.- RMd Fojr- Engine Aircraft
(compiled from reports of the various mfrs. 13-27, 13-31)

) PV-1 DC-3 B-307 L-49

Location Nose Accumu- Rnar of Nose Cabin Cabin Floor
(Sti. lator cocikitI Front Rear

•/4jI __ j(Sta. 460) (Sta. 875)

Engine order 1st 27/16 lot 27/16 2nd 2nd

Engine speed Amplitude of vibration, in.
rpm _ _ __ ____

1, 600 0.0188 0.0350 1 0.0028 0.0020 0.0023

1,700 0.0170 0.02. 0 0.0005 0. 0080 0.0018 0.0018

1,800 0.0140 0. 0085 0.0012 0. 0060 0.0038 0.0015 0.0025

1,900 0,0068 0. 0080 0.0013 0.0030 0.0030 0.0057 0.0023 0.0025

2,000 0.0098 0.0050 0.0010 0.0075 0.0046 0.0068 0.0040

2,100 0.0088 '0.'030 0.0007 0.0020 . 0054. 0.0023 0.0023

2,200 0.0090 0. 025 0. 0015 0.0059 0.0077 0.0015 0.0025

.2, 300 0.0068 0.0015 0. 0015 0. 0049 0.0078 0. 0020 0. 0026

2,400 0.0075 0.0023 0.0075 0.0043 0.0020 0. 0025

In some operational situations it Is entirely possible for Beating, clothing, personal equipment
and the body to damp vibration so that little f any gets as far as the eyeball. In additlonthere are
those instances in which an operator must monitor instruments or, a vib-r•tin machine while he 's
stationary. In such cases, the effects of vibration in the visual field alone become important.

Firstlet us consider the matter of sensitivity to vibration in the visual field. 13-26, 13-32

The results of a determination of the minimum amplitudes of vibration in the visual field which
are just perceptible at various frequencies are shown in Figure 13. 11. Stimuli were printed materials
in t.• and eight-poinrt type viewed at a reading distance of 14 inches under 13. 0 and 23. 5 ft-L (The
ampAtude threshold increases with frequency, and the average amplitude threshold is in the
neighborhood of U. 0056 inch. ) Mc. 1hreshold increased with decreasipg brightness, but the type size
variable was not found to affect the threshold through the range tested. Visual thresholds to vibration
reiated to discomfort thresholds are shown in Figure 13. 79

But what are the effects of surpra-threshold vibration in the visual field upon visual performance?
In the aircraft situation one critical requirement is reading of printed materials: instrument faces,
tablee, charts, etc. In a series of studies,1 3 - 2 5 subjects have performed simple mental arithmetic
on printed numbers, The effect on the subjectz' speed and accuracy has been measured as vibration
was varied ir frequency, amplitude and form, and as the VrLnted material waq varied in brightuinzz.,
contrast and type eize. Of theae variables, amplitude of vibration, brightness and type size seem to
be the most critical. The results of experiments on these variables are summarized in Figures 13. 13
and 13. 14 for a mid-freq•'ency value of 1050 cpm. They show how the three variables interact to
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Figure 13. 9 Thresholds of Sensitivity to Vibration

Vector amplitude and frequency are plotted
for five degrees of comfort as parameters.
The deta were obtained with trained subjects
standing on a vibrating platform. (from
Reiher and Melsterl 3 -30)

produce giv-. d"iements in speed and accuracy of performance. The authors 13-25 conclude:

"On a numeral-reading task involving simple mental aritntmcic, performance is not significantly
impaired by decrease of brightness to 0.05 ft-L, decrease of type size to 6-point or below, or
increase of amplitude of visual vibration produced by rotating prisms at 1050 cpm to Q. 02 inch, if
only one factor is varied at a time.

"Two of these values, in combination, impair time scores from 0 to 40 percent and error
scores from 0 to 190 percent. All three, in combination, impAir time and error scores 130 and
iiO0 percentt respectively.

"Certainly for brightnese, and possibly for type size, the range within which performance is
not affected is broader thsi- for reading of verbal material.

"Performance as a function of any one vxapitte, especially when all other conditions are
favorable, tends to improve rapidly to a critical value and then levels off sharply.

"Impairment caused by the visual vibration introduced by means of prisms is considerably less
than would be caused by vibration of the head at the same amplitude, to judge from previous work on
the relation of head vibration to acuity.

"Because of this factor and the possible interaction of various other unfavorable conditions, the
results of these experiments should be considered as indicating the minimum impairments that would

7 probably be produced in the muost similar practical situation.

,. "hu4h the effect of head vibration can be assumed to be greater than that of exclusiveiy visual
vibration, for the same ampLitude Of relative vibratory movement, in some operational situations

S the vtsal vlbratirn m0ght be the more troublesome, because vibration of the viewing surfaces wv ,ild
cause excessive iVLitudes of relative movement. For this reason separate estimates of the two
factors woulu be depirable In practical aWlicatlon.
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Figure 13. 10 The Influence of
EXPOsNUre to Vib1ratIon o11

visual Acuity

A, Te curves,.show that during
2 hrs. of eqXpoure to, vibra- 000 ma
tUon visual acuity decreaes, UJTROUBLESOME a
particularly at two distinct VSSLSE VERE x
ranges of frequency. T.he five 006
curves are for differeatW0401
subjects. 000

"As far as relative vibratory movement 0 0.0007
aoeIs concerned, under daylight or high levels 91 0.000

of artifical illumination, the reading of printed O0*040
numerical materials all 14 Inches'would not be W 0.0003
affected by vibration amplitudes up to 0. 02 inch 0.0001I
nor of dial numerals by amplitudes up to 0. 04 000
inch. Under night illumination designed to protect 6 12 10 24 30 36 42 48
dark adaptation the tolerances would be much less. RPM-HUNDREDS
A drop in brightness to 0. 046 ft- I., for example,
puts a premium or. printed numerals above 8-point
in size, and brings the critical amplitude down Figure 13.12 Amplitude Thresholds
to -rhsape 0. 0'1'nc o the larger yp sizes; to Vibration: Bodily and Visual
in the case of dials at the samae brigh'tness, the (from Wulfeck 13-32)
corresponding critical num.m, 4, aize would be
about 5/32 inch aw(I the critical amplitude~ 0. 02 "Making due allow-awes for the difference
Inch; for 1/8-nch dial numnerals a br':Itness in the scales, time and error scores appear to
drop to 0. 2 1 t-L would bring critical amplitude to show zbout the same effects of the experimental
0. 02 inch. conditions."
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Figure 13. 13 Combinations of Amplitude, Brightness, and Type Size
Producl.g a Constant Impairment in Time Scores

In the solid ligure, corner A represents the i I faverable
conditions, B the least favorable. The curved surfac Is the
boundary at which time is increased 5% as conditlorr ecome
less favorable. Based on results from 12 subjects f• i !n
Experiments 10, 12, and 14. (from Crook et aL 13.

These data, the data on visual ihresholds to vibration, and the da an discomfort thresholds
can be used to establish some general principles for avoiding or comps. iting for the effects of
vibration in the visual field on visual performance. Maybe the moat sig, ficant of these is that if
brichtness can be kept above 0. 1 ft-L, type size above 8-point, and vlbratlon of material in the
visual field Less than that which would be judged "severe" (0. 0200 inch)anywhere in the frequency
range if the body were subjected to it, there would be no impairment of legibility due to vibration.
As a matter of fact, Figure 13. 14 shows that if amplitude is kept less "severe" for the body it will not
teven be ",isible.

If further research made it poss.ble for us to determine the amount of vibration on the eyes
resulting from vibration of the body, It would be possible for us also to establish general principles
for offsett•ng the effects of vibration of the body on visual per.,rmance.

ARRANGEMENT OF INSTRUMENTS

Ln addition to providing optimum design characteristics for individual instruments, it is
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Figure 13. 14 Combinations of Amplitude, Brightness, and Type Size
Producin" Constant Impairment in Error Scores

In the solid figure, corner A represents the most favorable
conditions, B the least favorable. The curved surface is the
boundary at which errors are Increased 32% as conditions
become less favorable. Based on resdlts from 12 subjects
each in Experiments 10, 12,' and 14. (from Crook et al 13-25)

important that the location and arrangement of panel instruments is plancnd to simplify the pilots'
task. The problem has two facets: The first is the determination of an optimum position aizd
arrangement as determined from experimental data on the ease of recognition in various; parts
of the visual field, the relative frequency of use of various instruments, and the relative
frequency of eyc movements between different instruments. The second aspect is the standard-
Izntion of panel Layout so that the arrangement of instruments is con-stent from one aircraft
to another.

The proper grouping of instruments has its chief advantage in reducing the extent of eye
movements it scanning the necessary instruments. Since wore than 100 such eye movements per
minute are made by the pilot under typical instrument flight conditions, decreasing the fr_,q_,ency and
amplitude of eye movements serves to minimize ocular motor fatigue. Proper grouphig redjces the
time required to fixate and interpret the instruments, thereby reducing cockpit work load.

The sta-dardization of instrument location ib important to minimize the confusion and loss of

efficiency which results when a pilot flies different types of aircraft or even models of the same
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aircraft irn which panel arrangements differ. The
pressing need for standardization is illustrated
by the finding that one tyre of aircraft requi-
sitioned from the airlines during the Korean
airlift had so many different panel configurations
that flight crews required an extra hour or more
of briefing on the particular cockpit Lhey were to . -
fly that day. 13-41 SImilarly, another study sPE I RI IftuATO1?-42 reported an airline pilot opinion survey
which found that pilots considered the exact
arrangement of instruments relatively
unimportant as long as It was consistent from
one aircraft to another. Although this shortcoming
is less characteristic of military aircraft panel
arrangements, practical considerations often
"require that deviations be made from the standard nRAE
Air Force flight instrument configuration shown RATEin Figure 13. 15. C O SO LM

The information which follows is based on T

experimental literature relating to these problems
and examines the considerations involved in the
utilization of these findings for present andfuture Figure 13. 15 Standard USAF
cockpit arrangements. Flight Instrument Panel Configuration

I Direction of Eye Movements

The general ftninv on the direction of eye movements is that horizontal eye movements are
more habitual and easier than vertical excursir 'r One team showed 13436 that the eyes can look
toward and recognize objects to the right and lertbtthe initial fixation point more rapidly and easily
than objects below. Performance was poorest for objects above. Another study 13-38 has shown

• that this directional relationship also holds when viewng an instrument panel; vertical eye
movements were more difficult than horizontal.

SOptimum Position

A study 13-47 of pilots' eye fixations while check-reading mock-ups of engine instrument panels
- revealed: (1) the top row of Instruments Is fixated more often than the bottom row, and (2) the top
*: left sector of the panel is fixated more often than the top right. An in-flight study 13-44 comparing

pilots' eye fixations with two different instrument arrangements showed differing amounts of time
spent on an instrument depending upon its location. More time was spent on centrally located
instruments regardless of what they were. The most frequently viewed positions on the panel were
the top center and next, the lower center. We can conclude from these experiments that the most
important or most freouently consulted instruments should be placed in a single row at the top of the
panel directly before the pilot, with the most frequently scanned instrument in the center position.
Following these, the next favorable position is the center of the second row.

Frequency of Use of Instruments

In order to utilize the findings of the studies 13-44, k3-47 of eye fixaUons, we need to know
which instruments are most important, and should therefore be assigned the best positions on the
panel The results of a series of studies, 13-35, 13-37, 13-39, 13-40, 13-45, 13-46 in which a
large amount of data was collected on the frequency, direction, and sequence of fixations of
Individual instruments, can be used in determining instrument priorities. The-e results were
derived from the Milm records f pilots' eye movements In a variety of instrument flight conditions.
Table 13. 2 summarizes some results from several of these studies, 13-37, 13-39, 13-45, 13-46
showing the proportion of time spent on each instrument during various maneuvers. Analyses in
terms of avetag; !ength of eye fixations of each instrument and number of fixations per minute
nbowed essntially the same relationships. The data are particularly interesting in that they reflect
the nhifts in relative importance of the various instruments under varying flight conditions.
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Table 13. 2. Percentage of Eye Fixation Timc Devoted to Individual Instruments
Under Various Flight Conditions

Flight Condition

Straight
and Level Climb Descend- ILAS GCA

tLevel Turn Climb Turn Descent Ing Turn A,)proach Approach

Directional Gyro 37 26 20 23 21 24 25 49

Gyro Horizon 25 29 24 28 22 25 15 19

Airspeed 7 12 24 16' 24 19 10 17

Altimeter 13 12 7 7 7 6 2 3

Rate of Climb 5 6 9 8 8 7 2 5

Turn and Bank 3 6 3 5 2 5 1 2

Engine Instruments 2 4 10 9 12 10 2 4

ILS cross pointer .. .. 41

The following conclusions can be drawn from the studies on which Table 13.2 Is baaed:

1. The directional g atificial n rizon ,and airspeed indicator were the most important
Instruments under all flight-conditions, ilthtigh dependence upon the altimeter increased in level
f&lgt Generally, two-Wbrds of the pilots',timhe was spent on these i&,ee Lnstrument's.

2. The altuimter and rate.of-climb Anda tun-and-bank indicators were of secondary
importance, with about 20 percent of the pilots' time devoted to them.

3. Engine L•n&-,ments were rarely fixated in comparison to the flight instruments, averaging
less than 10 percenL In fact, the values shown in the table overestimate the importance of the
engine Instruments. This Is true because' e•n. e instrument fixations were generally twice as long
(L 4 we) -a the fligi.t instrument fixations, probably because of the greater necessity for quantita-
tive reading of the•e instruments. They occupied the pilot's attention a aignificant portion
(40 percent) of th4 time only during coniit takeoffs.

4. In terms o& frequency of eye movements between instrumenis, placement of the directional
gyro in the center position was the optimum arrangement. Under almost all conditions, the
greatest frequency af movements was between the directional gyro and the gyro horizon, closely
followed by eye movements between the directional gyro and airspeed indicator.

5. The cross pointer instrument assumed primary importance on ULAS approaches, accounting
for 41 percent of fixatlion time.

6. The airspeed indicator was apparently the only instrument consulted during visual landings,
since pilots were found to be looking out of ihe cock.pit 73 percent of the time and at the airspeed
indicator 17 percent of the time.

It can be seen that the standard Air Force flight panel arrangement (Fig. 13. 15) is consistent
with the findings on wt.-h Table 13. 2 is based, since the *hree major instruments are placed in the
upper row. With the radio magnetic indicator (equivalent to directional gyro) in the center position,
the most frequent eye movements are sbort and horizontaL Placement of the cross pointer
Instrument in the center position of the bottom row Is justified on the basis of the critical Importance
of thla instrument in ILAS approaches.
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Limiting Factors In studies of Instrument Panels

Several factors .which limit the usefulneas
of the results of the above studies shomld be SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE 7NG1NEERS
mentIomed here. First, there is the question of I-.*ý.S"
the influence of previous training upon instrument -_ __

priorities. An experiment using a similar
techniquel$-4 3 studied the eye movements of
Navy and Air Force pilots during routine instru-

meit flight. It woo found that the two groups
emphasized different instruments. Air Force _

pilots watched the airspeed Indicator. more than
the Navypilots did, while experienced Navypilots
gav.ý greater attmati- t, tI z y norizon than
the Air Force pilots did.

Secondly, it appears that the cornflguration
employed in any test determines to some extent
the relative use that each instrument will receive.
This w demonefrt*,1•, - 3 5 in comparison tests

between pe'formance with the staribrd panel and Mm*-So ....

that with an exr-"mental configuration; significant _

differences in number of fixations of the altimeter
and vertical speed and turn-and-bank indicators Z=pZ g OF V.6 fK(1, PULMMOG CO..

were found during some maneuvers.
Figure 13.16 Standard Instrument

Moreover, another limiting factor is that PanelArrangement for Transports,
the tests were comducted in a C-45 aircraft. Developed by Cockpit Standardiza-
Cauton Is required before applying the data to tion Committee, Soclety of
high-performance aircraft, because of the Automotive Engineers
differences in performance characteristics. (from Klasel3-41)

Most important, the data for the studies were collected using a panel consisting of standard
inst-muments. In the interim, a number of new integrated flight instruments have been developed.
The standard instrument panel arrangement developed by the Cockpit Standardization Committee of
the Society of Antomotive Engineers, and required by Civil Air Regulations for integrated instru-
mentation insft latio in new transport aircraft, is shown in Figure 13.16. This configuration Is
based In part an the flight studies reviewed here, yet the instruments to be employed in several
cases represent major changes from the standard Instruments used in .he or'ginal research. Addi-
tional experimentation is required to determine whether the basic findings reviewed here are appli-
cable to integrated instruments incorporating flight director and other information, or to more
radical Innovations such as the experimental panel dirplays dcscribed earlier in the chapter.

Location of Other Instruments and Controls

AM flight instruments other than the "basic six" should be grouped closely around the basic
ones, preferably by extension of the horizontal rows. Engine instruments, controls, and radio
equipment require only occasional visual attention and can therefore be situated farther away from
the direct line of vision with le-_ decrement in performance. The actual anmou,_t of dri-pl-c ement
from the center depends, of course; on both the accuracy with which they must be seen or read, and
the frequency of their use.

The most Important (Le., most frequently used) of the other displays and indicators which requi re
visual attention are the engine instruments. They are located in the same plane of space asthe efight I-
struments, In front of the pilot, became they must be read directly (quantitatively) as well as just check-
read. However, since engine Instruments are referredto less frequently, they are generally found either
in a group off to the side of the panel or singly around the flight group, depending on the size of the cockpit.
Because engine instruments are pointer-type lndicatorsý they are not ermily distinguishable from one
another, as are the flight Instruments. Their only differentiating characteristics are: (1) their labeling,
e.g., rpm:* al(2)the rane aun napitude of their scals. This makes thep.lot's ti'ik of discriminating
betwten them a diffcult me. Th7sreorc, a ooy is standardization of their locat ion an crucial as with
the flight instruments, b4t a coding must be amployedto further alleviate the situatI=n.

Whvt weth•ods ,ae there of coding engine. Instruments? One commonly uaed code is color,
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but since red 'Lighting is employed in the cockpit, this is not feasible. Shape coding may provde
discriminable cues, but as yet, this has not been investiguted. The other possibility is pos..1.1.1.g,
I. .., standardizing their location. This is more straightfcrward when the engine instruments are
grouped together (all instruments associated with No. 1 en-gine placed in left-most position, those
for No. 2 engine next, etc.). When engine instruments are not in A group, they should be arranged
so that ones that look most similar are farthest apart.

Controls and warning lights should be ,tttuated according to the-,r importance and frequency of
use. Controls, for the mostoDart, "_z: bzcJ zf t' l ve.ns no *he Al tp ; '_hy =Ect ,izd - manipaiation
shorun relate logically to the change that occurs on the display. An upward movement of a control
lever should register an upward movement of the aircraft. Infrequently used controls or tho6e with
no associated displays and requiring no visual definition may be placed far to the sides of the cockpit.
Warning lights should also be located near the associated controls or devices, andmost important,
they must always be within the pilot's visuil field when he is looking straight ahead. They should be
located no more than seven inches to either side of the pilot's forward line of sight. 13-34

COCKPIT HLLUMINATION

An important general characteristic of the operator's workplace is lighting. How rý,uch, what
color, and what kind of cockpit lighting should there be? To answer these questions, it is essential
to know: (1) the kinds of visual tasks the operator is expected to perform inside and outsice me
aircraft, and the relations among them; and (2) the conditions external to the aircraft which wili
affect this ability to perform specific visual tasks both inside and outside the aircraft.

Operator Task Considerations

The fact that complete job or operational analyses of the visual tasks required of the o )erator
(especially those outside the aircraft),have not been performed has led to practices which are often
more theoretical than realistic. However, in the absence of complete specification of requirements
for various missions, we can ask some obvious questions and consider the implications of them for
cockpit or other station lightiag. We can also identify some of the external conditions which will
affect the operator's visual performance.

Does the operator ever have to look out of the aircraft to perform a critical task? In the case
of some stations in current aircraft (and In many aircraft In the design stage) some operators do not
need to see outside the aircraft. Even in extreme emergencies, being able to see ,utside the
aircraft may not be necessary. Since external illumination cin have no effect on the operator's state
of adaptation in this case, no limit need be put on either brightness or wave len gth by any xactors
other than those which will maximize performance of his job inside the aircraft. Consider the
bombardier's stafton or the radar countermeasure station, for example. When the primary task is
monitoring a radar scope for detecting, Identifying, and tracking targets on it, scope characteristics
and the lighting of other instruments, as well as ambient illumination, can be designed for maximum
performance indeperdent of other considerations. The implication here is that each such rtAtion
should be equipped with lighting specifically designed to maximize visual performance at that station.
It may, therefore, be necessary to isolate each station from the illumination from other stations by
curtaining or light partitions. In stations through which other members of the crew must pass, some
meas of protecting the adaptation of the transients should be provided. If the passage is short and
unobstructed, reducing . .r ="i-- %Aushing illumination in the station might be satisfactory. If passage
through the station is difficult or If the transient operator must perform some visual task (e. g.,
checking a chart) with the regular occupant of the station, some auxiliary lighting may be needed.
The auxiliary lighting should be as nearly compatible as possible with the adaptati-on requirements
of each opefttor, and should be available for brief use in place of the regular lighting of the station.

Does the operator need to scan and detect objects intermittently against the night sky or against
the ground at night while performing critical visual tasks w4thin the aircraft? The requirement of
some missions means that the eyes must be minimally sensitive one instant and be resolvinr fLe
detail the next. These conflicting requirements pose an almost classical problem in cockpit
lightiUg. We know that the rods are more sensitive in a detection task than the cones and that
maximum sensitivity of the rodr is achieved by dark-adapting them. However, we also know that
the cot.-.: are required tor resolution of fine detail, When tUsio conflict arises, the best lighting will
emnploy the mlidmur. brightness necessary for detailed tasks within the aircraft and hencc permit



the rods to be •s sensitive to low brightnesses as possible.

Light Intensity Consideratlions

How muc•i light does an operator need to perform his task3 within the aircraft? Studies on
several types cl visual performance at low brightness levels seem to indicate that there is a critical iiývel

'o wuite light below which performance rapidly deteriorates, and above which little if any improvement
occurs. One of these studies 13-73 tested the subjects' ab.lity to: (1) perceive motion, (2) judge
depth, and (3) perform an addition task. For all of these tauks the critical level of illumination was
between 0.05 and 0.10 foot-lamberts (ft-L). In another studN13 - 7 6 dial reading performance as
a function of the brightness of the dial markings was investigated. The data indicated that
both time and error scores increased rapidly at levels of illumination below 0.02-0.05 ft- L, and
that performance above this level showed very little improvement. Another Investigation 13-58 was
concerned with the legibility of type (such as is used on aero charts) under low illuminations. The
findings indicated that legibiLty falls off at an accelerated rate as the level of the illumination is
reduced from 0. 129 to 0. 014 ft-L. In a more varied task situation, 1 3 - 7 5 that of flying different
courses in a Link Trainer, similar re~ilts were obtained. The performance here improved as
brightness was increased from 0. 01 ft-L to 0. 1 ft-L of illumination, and above this level there was
i. Zcilficant change. These data provide a good indication of the minimum amount of light that must
be present in order for the pilot to perform his detailed visual tasks. However, even with these low
levels of illumination, c__,iderble Q1-f 'a- adaptation will occur, particularly in the periphery
of the eye.

Color Considerations

What about the color (wave length) of light used for illumination? Several investigations 13-49,
13-58, 13-66 have been concerned with the effect that the wave length of the preceding light has on
subsequent dark adaptation. In general, results indicate that~as the wave length of the light to which
the eye is exposed Increases, the time for the rods to recover their dark-adapted state decreases.
Thus, as the color of the light goes from blue to green to yellow to orange to red, the dark-adapted
condition of the rods is affected less and les. Several studies 13-57, 13-65 have compared the speed
with which the rods recover thu. sensitivity after exposure to red light, and after exposure to white
light. All of the studies report a significantly more rapid recovery after exposure to red light than
aiter exposure to white light of a similar brightness. In one studs 13-74 it was found that the effect
of exposure to 58 millilamberts (mL) of red light on the rate of dark adaptation was approximately
the same as exposure to one to two mL of white light. In another experiment, 13 - 6 5 speeds of dark
adapta.tion after exposure to 26.3 mL of white and 38.9 mL of red light were compared. It took the
eye about three times as long to recover from the white light exposure, despite the white light's
lower brightness. A more applied study 13-53 in this area compared the effect on dark adaptation of
two different colors of instrument pawnel lighting, KL #-coior-temperature white vs. pure red. The
results auggest a greater loss of dark adaptation occurring with the low-color-temperature-white
Dighting.

The data mentioned above bear mainly on the effect of wave length on subsequent rod threshold
sensitivity. Wh.t is the differential effect of wave length on detailed visual cone performance?
Several olier studies 13-60, 13-61, 13-69 investigating the effects of colored illuminants in a variety
of visual acuity and reading tasks gave ;onflicting results. Some of the task situations indicated that
performance is favorably affected by, ed illuminaUon- others showed that performance is adversely
aifected by any colored Illuminant; and stil others showed no differences in performance regardless
ui the color of illumination. From the present point of view, the results of some recent applied
studie:" seem informative but they do not resolve the conflict. A review of the lterature 13-80
concern.o(z chart and map reading under different colored lighting reports that regardless of color,
the map aL uface must be lighted to a level of 0. 046 ft-L in order that ordinary print be legible at a
lap reading C.,stance (15-18 inches). At this brightness level, green-yellow lighting raises the dark
adaptation thrL qhold about 0. 6 log units, while the same level of red lighting raises the threshold
only 0. 3 log uni. A return to the minimum threshold after exposure to the green-yellow lighting
takes four to mix iinutee; after exposure to red lighting, one minute or less. A further advantage
of red light is that 'ts probability of detection from outside the aircraft is less then that of other wave
lengths ;Ince it is n ".t apt to sti, lt. only the rods of other observers.
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Ono point about the red lighting of . Laps, brought out in two of the studies, 13-72, 13-80 is that

the value of color codting of maps is lost if they are to be viewed under monochromatic light, since
then the colors will change in appearance. If red light is used, reki markings disappear, or=.gq and

brown markings become very difficult to see, green markings become grey, etc.

Dial reading performance as a function of the. color of illumination has also been stndied.1 3 - 7 7

The colors were selected from the red-orange-yellow end of the spectrum. They were yellow-green,
yellow-orange, orange-rei,•&nd pure red, anr were tested at two brightness levels, 0. 01 and 0. 1 ft-L.
Performance at 0. 01 ft-L *U quite poor for all conditions. At the 0. 1 ft-L level, performance in
terms of accuracy' was significantly better with deep red than with any of the other colors; time scores
showed no differc-zes jis'color was varlid. These data were also compared with those from a dial-
reading study using white-light; performance tinder colored lighting was significantly better at both
brightness levels. A generalized applied study 13-75 was conducted on experienced pilots flying
instrument courses (either 32 minutes or 4 hours in length) in a Link Trainer. The courses were
flown with four different colors illuminating the instrument panel: red, orange-red, orange-yellow
and white. Three different brightness levels were used: 0.01, 0. 1, and 1. 0 ft-L. Performance
improved as a function of increasbu*• brightness up to the 0. 1 brightness level; beyond this very little
further Improvement occurred. lfriormance was not affected differentially by the color of th light.

Combining the salient asects of the data given on visual performance under different amounts
and colors of illumination, a lighting system can be described that should be optimal for night fi•-g
when detection 2y is required. The Intensity level should be approximately 0. 1 ft-L aiJ the color
should be red (cut off at 840 mv ), assuming the pilotr 'eds to be dark-adapted.

LiAhting System Considerations

What kind of lighting system should be employed? In one investigation, 1 3 - 7 9 the effect on dark
adaptation of bid'rect red and red floodlighting systems was compared under two conditions of extra-
cockpitligbt: aircraft in completely dark hangar (L e., no outside light) and aircraft in flight in clear
moonless night sky with Uransient ground ligl.s. Both kinds of lighting systems affected the absolute
dark adaptation threshold, but not differentially;, the increase in threshold in both cases was about
0. 23 log wits, which qproIo-tes. the change found in the map reading experiment.13-8, it is
possible that the los- 1s not operationally significant in some situations. Another study 13-56 on
these two lighting systems has shown, however, that pilots prefer the indirect red over the red
fin by a large -margin. The indirec red made for easier and m-r : .a, viewing of the
instrumint p•neL.

A further investIgation 13-71 of pilots' preferences compared a red individual instrument
(indirect) lighting system alone and in conjunction with a red floodlightir sysmtem. Th.e indiVda-
Ughting syftem was varied in brightness from 0.02 up to 1. 15 ft-L and the floodlighting ranged from
0. 02 up to L 15 ft-L. Preferences were obtatnev both in a laboratory study using a cockpit mockup
and in a field study in which pilots had flying experience with both lighting systrams. In both
situations, the results were the same -.. the p11-Ms stated that they found the floodlighting unnecessary.
Also they reported no undesirable visuaL cffuCts from the brightness contrqst between the instrument
dial faces and the surrounding panel areas when the indirect system was used alone. This can be
attributed to the relatively large amount of light which spills over the dial face, thus providing a
"built-in" sstem of contrast reduction.

A similar study 13-51 co.mjred two L_,fwh_.. systems for consoles using transillumination
alone and in conjunction with a red flood."ghting system. In this laboratory study, the brightness of
a rane! of diols in a cockpit enclosure was varied from 0. 015 up to 0. Vl,8 ft-L by transillumination.
These brightness levels were tested alone, and with additional floodlighting ranging up to 0. 042 foot-
candle (ft-c). Two lighting conditions were considered most comfortable, 0. 044 ft-L- af tranlliumn-
nation with 0. 025 ft-c of floodlighting, and 0. 168 ft-L of translllumination alone. A second part of
the study, employing a i'nckpit w- kup in a planetaritm, reqW red pilots to select combinations
of translliuminntion and iloodlighting to meet the three different c:iteria: (1) minimum -- for barely
legible conditions of the console markings; (2) normal -- for the dark-adapted pilot; and (3) maximum--
for the non-dark-adapted piot flying at night. Most pilots first selected a transil'umination level
that would afford the best legibility of the panel for the partlcular criterion, and then selected a
fib mdighting level that would fill fn the other cockt areas to provide better general orientation.
The tranmlldUmination levels chosen for the three criteria were: (1) minimum -- 0. 068 ft-L,
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(2) normal -- 0. l11 ft-L, and (3) maximum -- 0. 335 ft-L. Interestingly enough, the floodlighting
levels chosen were about the same regardless of the crierion, about 0. U42 ft-c. From these results,
the authors 13-51 recommend an auxiliary floodi~ghting. system that can be adjusted over the three
brightness levels: (1) dim -- 0. 05 ft-c as an aid to coc.kpit orientation; (2) medium -- 0. 2 ft-c as an
adequate lighting system alone for emergency use; and !3) bright -- 2. 0 ft-c as an additional system
when the pilot has been exposed to intense light. F-loodigh11tin•%g is needed as a s-uppiement to the
transillumination for cock-pit orientation. Unlike the individual instrument lighting system, only a
very small amount of light escapes beyond the plastic plates in transillumination.

A survey 13-52 of lighting preferences in a cockpit mockup situation further demonstrates (at
least in a qualitative way) the need for a supplementary floodlighting system for consoles. The
lighting systems investigated were indirect, floodlighting, or a combination of the two, and sere
tried on each of two cockpit areas, consoles and instrument panel For the consoles, most pilots
preferred a combined indirect and floodlighting system as opposed to either one alone. For the
instrument panel, the pilots preferred the indireci iighting system alone.

Summarizing the data given above, it appears that when the task to be '.. formed outside tbe
aircraft depends upon detection of low brightLesses and not resolution of fine detail, the cockpit
lighting systems should incorporate two separate features: (1) indirect red lighting for the
instrument panel, and (2) an additional red floodlight for consoles and other recessed areas in which
controls are situated.

Ultraviolet lighting is not desirable for cockpit illumination, because the most stable phosphors
now available are chiefly yellow or yellow-green, which are not desirable wave lengths for night
lighting. If stability is achieved for a red phosphor, ultraviolet lighting could be used in place of the
system recommended above, provided that reflections are controlled and some red floodlighting is
used to aid in general orientation. Another disadvantage of ultraviolet lfgting is that It causes
fluorescence of the eye lens, which reduces vision by causing haze.

Dues the operator need to recognize and identify objects against the night sky or against the
ground at night intermittently while performing critical visual tasks within the aircraft? The preceding
discussion of lids section has been based on ' co-ckpit lighting system for use when the primary task
to be performed outside the aircraft is detection. Often, however, the detection of objects is far
from sufficient for many missions or emergency situations. High-performance aircraft, which are
often the tactical or air-defense mission targets, move through great distances at extremely high
speeds. High-performance bombers are reaching altitudes from which strategic targets, fixes,
landmarks, certain terrain features, and even air strips are seen as minute. hI many instances,
therefore, it would seem as if the resolution of fine detail is critical for successful completion of
the mission. As seen from the c..urve in Figure 13. 17 of acuity versus retinal location, the
resoiution of fine detail, such as would be required in identifying a fast-moving aircraft, requires
that the cones be used. if such resolution must be accomplished at night, the cones must be dark-
adapted. In the preceding discussion it was pointed out that the cones do not seem to function at a
brightness lower than approximately 0. 003 It-L, even if well adapted. It can be concluded that if the
mission requires high acuity to resolve targets at a br!,htnee-s apprc--.bly lower than 0. 003 ft-L, it
should be done with the aid of radar. In such instances, the red lighting system just described would
increase the probability of detection of gross detail; it should be used if compatible with the
adaptatlon requirements of the radar.

When the brightness of the targets to be recognized can be UzPected to fall above 0. 003 ft-L,
the cones might bt :.ble to function if properly adapted, while the rods could not. Compared to the
mass of research done to optimize lighting conditions for rod adaptation, little has been done to
establish optimal conditions for cone adaptation. Probably the lack of data specifying the pilots'
visual tasks accounts for the fact that recognition of the necessity for cone adaptation in some missions
is not common. Furthermore, a t-.tiUns of the red iight system or principle have been so
indiscriminately made that many appear to accept red light as a universal solution to ail adaptation
problems. Consider, for instance, the radiologist who faithfully dons his red goggles for 30 minutes
prior to a fluoroscopic examirnation during which he must resolve critical details such as fra'ture
lines, etc. There is a good chancr, that some other lighting system may better facilitate cone
adaptation and be more suitable for situations in which only maximum cone sensitivity is required.
The luminance function (Fig. 13. 18) shows that a filter tzansmitting only the red end of the fpectrum
(above approx. 40 rMM) pcfAmlts visiJCowith the cones vhile allowing the rods to adant. 13v looking at
the othf r end of the c',rv,:, it car' be neen that a filter transmitting only blue would, at lowIiih1mination
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levels, permit vision with the rods while allowing the cones to adapt. Unfortunately, not as much
e perim e ntal b asis ex ist- fo r siv ecify. .. b. ._ I.... .. a n fr - .A l .h .in.. , -.. .. ... . . .

mmay. stuations *hichshould use blue lighting fc.: cone adaptation. It may be established through
future research thaTilth rds tre sa u--leei for minimal acuity tasks such as the "reading" of
spftially redessgned dials in a cockpit Illuminated with low-level blue light. If this happens, a blue
lighting system may become desirable for the situation in which the operator needs to recogznize and
identify objects against the night sky intermit- 1. "
tently while tonitoring instruments witin the 1.1 -.[,i'Z FROM,,O.Wt SS: A

cockpit. S1.0 C 2BASIC P90CIPL FS, BY

I% Ihia3EýRA 'RFAL *T PEE

Light Contrast Problems 0o9 of S---t--A-.-

As compared to the night sky, the day sky 0.I
presents the opposite of the light contrast 0.7

problem. Durirg the day, the brightness level of ____ ,___
the outside sky is considerably higher than that
of the cockpit interior. In terms of the pilot's 3 0.5--tasks, what now is the major lighting problem? >• 0.4 ]

The kind of task that best illustrates this prob-
L-m is when the pilot must be able to read his 0.3 -

instruments immediately after performing an ] // __

outside observation. The problem is one of 0.2-

maintaining the eyes at a relatively constant o.. 1,0

adaptation level by redwing thebrightness
differences between the two areas, thereby re- 7

ducing'the time during which the pilot is literally 4 5 GO6 7L aN 9

blinded as his eyes move from an area of high RND LOG U A

brightness to one of low briglaness (from sky

to Instruments). Figure 13.19 shows dark Figure 1* '- Visual Acuity as a
adaptation as a function of the region of the T'unct.'aft Othe Background Luminance
retta atlmulates,. Far daylight flying at rela- of the Acuity Object at Various~etinal
tively tow ahl-,,des (below 20,000 ft), the bright* Locations (from Ch 3'¶) (see

ness problem is minimal; however, at high Mandelbaum and Rowlandl 3 -70)
altitudes (above 30,000 ft) where many aircraft
now fly, this problem is serious. The problem
also exists when flying near Ulghtni nflasues or
into the sun. In the case of hig, alttudes, two A I N

factorsare Involved; light is reflected from ADAP-T- ,, -A
underlying clouds, and there are direct rays 4 \ A . !M, N AN-,T,.• I",

from the sun, but the sun Is not much stronger X Of Me 14ATI ACADAUT Of
than at low altitude on a c~ear day. - \

The general contrast problem is discussed
in Chapter 8, and will receive only brief mention 5 I
here. Numerou.s studies13 - 4 8 ,13- 56 have dealto CONE VISION /
with the problem of t-brighe'-ess of•the area /
that forms the background upon or within which > V to -
the visual task is located. These studies indicate /
that both visual performance and visual comfort us
are beat when the brightness of the gcner-l M

ba-''ground is about the siLme as the brightness 0 1 .__

of the task area. in any cAse, the outer areas 0L
should have a brightness between one-tenth to - RO- VISION

0 / ROD tUlO

three times that of the task area. The nearer ws .
all areas approach unity In their brightness i o - I
ratios, the better is the visibility and the less .40 5oo GOO 700

the distraction from glare, which eventually WAVELENGTH IN mp,
produces fatigue.

Figure 13.18 Spectral Sensitivity
The applied studies dealing specifically Curve. Relative Arnounts of Radiant

with the aircraft problems have been mainly Flux Pequired to Stimuinte the Rods
,Torcerned with the color of cockpit interiors, and Con". (9ter Ctapanis13 - 5 4 )



One field stud•13 - 6 2 made during both day and

night flights, compared a gray cockpit interior
and 1rst*-• t•- Rnel •r•th the conventional black.
Each pilot wts presented with a questionnaire
designed to evaluate the Interiors and panels in
terms of functional suitability, visu.a- adaptation . ... . W J. . A ......... . 1,.

and general appearance. The results indicate an "OVUM ,"S F rv"W OM oF Tul0=1MBLERt IWTITUTE PM MROK".

overwhelming preference for the gray interior 4 - , O MWA

and panel. ___o"

Another in-flight evaluatioz13- 6 8 conducted .. 2" FIELD IN
during both day a night conditions, had two DIFFERENT L

aims: (1) to determlne the preferred reflectability 0 POSITIONS

of cockpit paint, and (2) to use this value in de- 0j termining the preferred color. For the first ".
i determination, the p!kts selected~from a series 25 .

of five colors (light gray through black), a gray
that they thouht most suitable for the cockpit
Interior In different flight situations. The most I

preferred shade wa" about 22 percent reflective. 0 I
Thenfor tie second det-erminatlon, the pilots MINUTES IN DARK

selected. from i series of five colors (light green,
light blue, neutral, dark gull-,Zray, all 22 percent
reflective, and standard blackW, a hue that they
thought best for different flight situations. The Figure 13.19 Dark Adaptation as

• majox ity of preferences were for the dark gull- Function of the Region of the
v gray; however, some preferred the lighter paints Retina Stimulated

Sfor night operations. In general, pilots prefer
neutral paints that are not more than 23 percent Dark adaptation curves meas-
reflective. These paints provide an increased ured with a 2-degree test ob-
brightness level in the cockpit during day flights ject placed at various angular
by reflecting light into recessed areas; and they distances from the fixation

i reduce the contrast between the interior and ex- point. (from Stevens 13-78,
Sterior of the cockpit, which is especially im- Fig. 18, p. 947) (data from
portant at high altitudes. Hecht, Haig & Wald)

Ai One scudyl 3 - 50 evRl.ated a light green cockpit interior during both day and night flight at alti-
tudes over -'0,001.0 feet. The i,!sults are again qualitative, but they indicate that the pilots preferred

: light green to 'he con-'rntional black. The two reasons given were: (1) daylight visibility for all in-
Sstruments, controls, etc., within the cockpit was considerably improved; and (2) reflections that oc-

curred during night flight were eliminated. In this study an evaluation was also made of floodlighting,
both to improve the visibility of recessed consoles when flying at high altitudes, and to minimize the
blinding effect of lightning flashes. The results indicate that in both situations the floodlighting is
essential; pilots were blirded from three to six minutes by a lightning flash in a darkened plane, and
only 15 to 30 seconds in a brightly lighted plane. Some research 1 3 - 6 2 ,1 3 - 6 3 , 1 3 - 6 4 indicates the loFs
in sensitivity which can occur as a result of exp,_-ure to brief flashes of light.

Part of a studyl 3 -S5 evaluated the use of polarizedgoggles when makinga visualsearch in the
vicinity of the sun. in general, vision was considerably improvedwhen the dark position of thegoggle.3
was used for the outside search and the clear position used to view the cockpit interior.

Summarizing all of the aspects of the aircraft lighting problem, a final integrated system

emerges; it should include:

1. A neutral-colored cockpit interior and instrument panel

2. An indirect red lighting systen for the instrument panel, with the possibilityafter more re-
,wrarchofuning ablue lighting system when cone adaptittin only Is required

3. An additional red floodlighting system for recassed conusoles and general cockpit oriur.'.-

4. ý\ w•itr floodllighlng syst(rn for use when near lightning flashes or other areas cf very

3(3



Sinulated Blnd Flying Problems

TIm he ction c air - rne simulated blind flying equipment should be to euable the pilot to prac-
tice instrument flight without the distraction of external cues. One wants good blackout of the hori-
zon and good og the instruments. Four systems have beer! tted (1) Tro-sts e system,
employingtwatg.sc iranspareni iiuu iiliers ior weini~vwiu *1'a (Zfi
coa•2mous a mudfase are presented to occiude certain areas, (3) Louver system, where suc-
cessive slats project from windows, and (4) •ne-,ta system, employing one sharp cut-off filter,
matched in spectral characteristics with an artficud light source.

The two-Otage system is the most satisfactory of the four general systems described above
and is most effective for general use in all aircraft types and in a variety of training situations.
The principle involved is a simple one - if white light from a single light source is passed through
two filters In succession, only those wave lengths common to both filters will be transmitted. In
the two-stage system, the instructor, on whom the safety of the plaDe depends, looks through panels
of amber so that hi, View outside the aircraft !e Th= =%•_& "a.• "best"
system Is that the safety pilot's vision may be reduced dngerously at low external brightnecses.
Seconderily, pilots dislike goggles in any system. Thirdly, auxiliary lighting is sometimes required
in order'that fthi struments shall e srifflciently visible to the goggled pilot.
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CHAPTER 14

INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION, APPROACH, AND LANDING

This chapftr is in three parts. The first part deals with the task of instrument navigation and

considers the displays used in conjunction with this aspect of flight.

The second part examines the difficulties involved in instrument approach and landing. Some

of the reasons for the difficulty of this flight operation are discussed in relation to present techniques

"-land instrumentst Techniques for bringing about safer and simpler landings are evaluated.

A discussion of maps and charts is included as the third part of this chapter, since in many

Crorent Mirc fp m nim p rts mat still be used.

We can best begin by describing in gnr.cral the different aspects or parts of the task of navigation.

What is it that the aircrewman is doing when he navigates? Typically, nawi "tion involves a

series C Steps or legs leading to the destinadaio Within each such leg. the attempt is made, either

ca-inouly or intymiftently, to ascertain the position of the aircraft over the terrain below with

minimum uncertainty and errr. T!:h is the first aspect of navigation - knowing where the aircraft is.

The second aspect is that of planning the steps necessary for the completion of a course to the

next checkpoint or destination. Here the effort is made to predict the heading which, taking account

of atmospheric conditions, will get the aircraft to the next checkpoint at a particular time.

The third aspect is concerned with maintaining the required heading and other required f.ight

condltions. This aircraft co€'ol or tracking task is continuous as contrasted with the first two
aspects, which are typically intermittent tasks concerned with maintaining orientation and decision-
making.

Let us consider now the na=vigatial displays used in conjunction with these three aspects
of instrumet navigaiUon. Until recently, maintaing orientation and decision-making required the
use of a map or radio facility chart in conjunction with the panel-mounted navigation displays.
This was necessary because radio navigation aids provide only bearing informsHt- with-,t .-
tinuous information on the dlst.uice of the aircraft from the ground facility. The lack of distance
information necessitated dead r.koning from an occasional Position fix to the next checkpoint or
merely homing in on a station without knowledge of distance-to-go and present position.

Two points are of interest here. First, maintaining orientation and decision-making under
these conditions require the operator to integrate information appearing on the navigational display
and the map or facility chart. This requires mental manipalation or transformation of the infor-
mation, or manually plotting the navigational display read-out on the map. While this is not a
critical consideration where a full-time navigator is aboard, it imposes a heavy load upon the pilot of
a single-place high-performance aircraft. Secondly, the navigational displays which have been
developed to display bearing information are primarily designed to facilitate the aircraft control or
tracking task, rather than the other aspects of navigation. An example of such a display is the Radio
Magnetic Indicator, in which two radio compass pointers indicate bearing against a mo- 4_ng scale
indhcation of heading. The display is used for controlling heading, for homing, and for obtaining a fix
from bearings to two stations. However, utilizing a two-bearing fix for orientation and decision-
making ordinarily "requires the use of a map or radio facility chart.

The development of the omni-directional radio range (omni-range) and associated distance
measuring equipment, of Tacan, and of airborne automatic dead-reckoning equipments have made it
possible to corninuously indicate to the pilot the position of his aircraft. These developments raise
the question cf how to display this information to the pilot so as to al!ow him to carry out the
decision-making and tracking fimctions of navigation with maximum accuracy and efficiency. A fund
of %'aluable data relating to this qtestton has resulted from a series of experiments conducted at the
Univer;i.y -',f Illinois. 14-15, 14-20 These experimentswereundertaken to dett..:'U: -optimum display
desins f,'r usc with VOR. In an initial experiment, speed and accuracy of pilots' solutions of typical
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navigation problems mWe compared by means 01 mockups (drawings) jthe proposed pictorlr2
S displays and five e~dstlng symbolic displays. The symbolic displays employed riumerical poixitr

Sreadiags, needle dilectioos, Or jznjsrs opearirig In windows, while the pictorial displays provided
Siutwmrmato in tho form of represenatsionrs of the spatial relations bet~ween aircraft, station, and

aicrf beaauj. mw pictorial displays were found to be superior to the symbolic displays in terms
Iot Lot time and error sc~ores. A pictoria display a( the type shown in Figure 14.1, in which the
jstation Is shown in a fized position~ at *9 nuinter of the display with north at the top and the aircraft as

a pip moving about thke taftion, wa auperior to all others. In subeequent tests, performance on thi
jdisplay warn compared with that on the conventoaul symbolic display shown In Figure 14.2. Private
4pilots and instrumen~t pilots flew a variety of local navigational problems in a Link Trainer. Results

Jof the exper iments favor the pictorial display in terms of: (1) the exceta distance flown on correctJsolutions; (2 th. distance flown in which established flligt tolerances for altitude and airspeed were
ezcaeIn 1 (3) the number of unnecessary tun which were made; (4) the time required to orient from

an unknown position and initiat a problem soluticin (5) the proportion d first turns which were made
in a more economical direction; and (6) the proportion of ftrst turns which resulted in a correct

w~Initial beadLig. The symbolic display showed s up eriority only In accuracy 4fht~ h station On a
final straigh-in appiech.

TRACK SEETRS030M4 YPASS PATTERN

STATIONnos

54 3S05

130 WMECTIOPNAL GYRO

210o

I7 TRACK SELECTOR KNOB

Figure 14 The Station- Centered Pictorial Display

The display inditates directly the position and
headingof the aircraft in relation to the stafion.14i15

Another eqweiment 14-14 showed that performance on pictorial displays was superior when the
moving figure represented the aircraft rather than the station. Another finding here was that it made

Sno sIgnificont difference whether the compass rose was oriented with north at the top or rotated so
that north appeared at some other position, although there waa a sm~alll diferencee in favor ofth
12 o'clock north orientation.

These experiments definitely establish that for the Orientation and plannin functlons involved
in niavigation a map-like pictorial display in which the aircraft sym~omo moves reiauwe to a flied
ground representation is optimum. This is an application of the "outside - in" display principle
discussed in Chapter 13. The data indicate, however, that such a display is probably not o"ygd
for precise heading control. It is possible, however, to design a composite instrument incorporating
W normstion 4n optimum form for both planning and precise tracking contrrl. One solution would be to
:Lllow the entire display, !ftcbxin& thv fixed co'npazs rose, to be rotated uo that the desired course
appears at the top of the display. Adding a moving bug which indicates actual heading against the

st compass rose would then allow the pilot to check-read hi,) steering control against the 12 o'clock
veference position,
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COURSE COURSE LINE

SELECT(A DEVIATION INDICATOR

COURSE SELECTOR KNOB 2I oiI1

AMBIGUITY INDICATOR DIRECTIONAL GYRO

Figure 14.2 The Conventional Symbolic Display

The display Indicates that the aircraft is
somewhere to the left of a course of 15' to
the station, heading N. 14-15

Applications of the pictorial dlsity principles evolved in the e'udles At the University of
Illinois have been made in more reejFkvlgatlonal display development programs. These include
several Portable Pictorial Display e~julpmeuts developed by the Air Navigation Developruer. thoard,
14-16, 34-17, 14-18 as well as interceptot navlgatlonsi displays developed at the Hu;hc; A..Cra.t
Company. These displays indicate aircraft position or track on variable-scale map backgrounds.

An advantage of this type of display or further development is that the specific information
appevalng on the m=p or chart background can be varied to suit the requirements of the particular
aircraft mission. Moreover, it should be posIble to display such additional information as is
available from airborne computers and other automatic equipment In the fo.m most readily
interpreted by the human operator in planning and decision-making. Such additional information
might include fuel range indicatica, position of other aircraft, command headings, or a repres en-
tation of the entire predicted course of the mission

INSTRUMENT APPROACH AND, L'.',_';DrIG

One aspect of the pilot's job on an instrument approach is to provide a stable, well-controlled
heading and rate of descent In this regard, the approach task does not differ from other phases of
instrument flight. Time pressures are heightened, since these adjustments in flight path must be
established quickly and accurately at precisely designated times. On a ground-controlled approach
(GCA), this is the major part of the pilot's responsibility; he maintains a stable, precise flight path
from which necessary corrections can be established by ground personnel, and then he executes the
corrections as directed.

On an instrument low-approach system (ILAS), the pilot's information processing load is in-
creased by the necessity to monitor the cross-poL. ';r instrument in addition to the other instruments
on the panel An idea of the increased load can be Inferred from data of the eye movement studies
described in Chapter 12. These data show that about 40 percent of the pilot's time is devoted to
watching the cross-pointer instrument.

The reduction in the time available during the ILAS approach for scanning other instrument
indications appears to be of importance in terms of the following analysis of how the pilot utilizes the
cross-pointer info-: rtion during the approach. Essentially, the cross-pointer .nstrument suppllis the
st,Lme kind of information supplied by the ground controller on GCA approaches. if the p'lot has been
able to hold a precise headiag and rate of descent, he is more able to predict the control actions which
will be required to hold the cross-polnter indices zeroed after he has made a correction. If the pilot
nerely chases the cross-pointer needles without being able to amooth out the oscillations of flight
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puti, there is little possibility that he will be able to hold the narrowing beam as he gets nea-er the

runway.

The pLlL's visual information processing load .1 further Increased during an approach when ne

begins to search outside the aircraft to establish 'dzual referenre. At this point the pilot must not

only integrate cross-pointer and flight instrument informnoti, but must also curtail and interrupt this

activity to try to Identify the runway, a•ppoach lights, or %her ground objects so as to effect the

transitlon to visual flight. Two poinis are of Im•artance here. FirsL establishing ground reference

at night and under the low visibility conditions cten encountered may not be quickly accomplished,

recudring appreciable time for a 1.rching and interpretation of the few ambiguouc visual cues

available. Secondly, switching back and forth between instrument flight and visual reference, which

often occurs with a low overcast, requires a change between different frames of reference. This

results in the same Impairment of performance and possibility of confusion in both visual tasks as
pointed out earlier In ChapteT 13.

One approach to the problem of instrument landing, it would appear, is to consider the various
current and experimental landing syrtem in 'arms of how they relate to the information processing
load of the baman operator. Viewed from this standpoint, the law frequ•.ency aural range and GCA

procedurss reduce the visual load upon the pilot. Since steering directions are received aurally, more
time is avalbe for visually scanning and interpreting fligiit instruments.

A study 14-8 demonstrated the gain in perrmance achieved by dividing the information load
between several sensory channels. Three different techniques of prm-senting airspeed information
were compared in a laboratory simulation of carrier landings. Subjects performed a visual alignment
task while simultaneously attempting to maintain a constant airspeed indication. Airsper Aas more
accurately controlled when presented aurally (varying pulse rate and intensity) than when presented
by the standard airspeed indicator. Somewhat better than the standard airspeed indicator, but not as
good as the aural presentation, was the display of airspeed by projecting lights varying in color, flash
rate, and intensity on the windscreen.

Probably the most effective means yet devised for lightening the pilot's load during the approach
are the military and civilian automatic appvach systems in which the autopilot is utilized to control
the aircraft during the approach.. With these systems, the operator is largely relieved of the trk of
maintaining a stable heading and rate of descent aLong the ILS beam. If instruments are provided
which allow the pilot to monitor the aircraft position relative to the ILS beam, this technique fulfills
the systems design considerations outlined in Chapter 13. The pilot's responsibilities are limit&d to
monitoring the automatic system, controlling airspeed, searching outside the aircraft for visual
references, and then taking over control in the final stage of the approach.

Some of the integrated display systems in the developmental stage, or now coming into use,
utilize other means of simplifying the operator's task. A common featit'e is the integration of cross-
pointer steering commands, supplied by a flight director computer, with pitch-roll attitude indications
in a single instrument. In these applications, the steering command ind cations derived from the
computer indicate to the operator the corrections required to make asymtotic approaches to the
localizer and glide paths. The steering command indications are a combination of several separate
factors. The typical computer combines the radio course error signal with the heading error (first
derivative) to determine the bank angle (second derivative) necessary to achieve the required
correction. The steering? indicator is centered by tie operator by controlling the bank angle. The
ope:-tor's talk Is greatly simpnlified, with minimum lag in reading off the adequacy of corrections.
On difficulty is that,while keeping the pointers zeroed is rel-"ively easy, the pilot canot estimate
how great his deviations from the beam actually are wrness the radio error signals are displayed on
another instrument. Without additional information, he must follow the director signals without
!knowing his actual flight path relative to the beam.

A point that should be mentioncd concerning integrated displays of attitude and flight director
information has to do with the display principles employed. In some cases, attitude indication is by
means of a moving aircraft symbec, thus employing the aircraft-reference principle. Within the
same display, however, the cross-pointer indications are based on the earth-reference principle
(crr•ss pointers represent position of beam rather than of aircraft). It was pointed out in Chapter 13
tha# for standard horizon and cross-pointer indicators, the e:.,..rent~u evidence shows superior
performance with displays employing the alrcraft-refcrcnci nrinciple. Although no experimental
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tomb are available that show the result co mbdrig the two types of indication wlti.n a single int-grated
instrument there would appear to be the pooaebilibty -f -.0n..siion =d rave•_•-', errors, even for
experienceu pilots. This is certarily an area in whi .h further research Is needed.

A critical phase occurs during an instrument approach when the pilot must look outside the
cockpit ,o establish vlsual rederence with the runway. He h•as less time to scan his instruments, and
must sM from one frame of reference to another, often alternating between the two. Automatic
approach eq,,.--ent cmn be used to assist the pilot so that he can devote more time and attention to
searching for ground objects and establishing the ground plae. 0iher means rf ;dding the pilot d,,_rim"
the transition phase are also possible.

It was pointed out in Chapter 10 that the tUme required for arcommodation is an important factor
In looking at the instrument panel and then at a distant object. Accommodating for near objects and
then relaxing accommodation to focus for distant objects and returning to the near object may req%ure
up to a full second, far longer than the associated eye movement tivae, One means of reducin4; the
time required for accommodation would be to project the more important instruments upon the lower
portion of the windshield so that they are focused at optical infinity. If the three or four instruments
employed most often in GCA and ILS approaches were projected in this way, the experimental data on
eye fixations show that, at most, an occasional glance within the cockpit, with change of accommoda-
tion, would be required. Although this technique has not been employed for instrument landing, an
expe-".mental periscope design has been reportedl 4 -11 which incorporates four optically projected
flight instruments in the periscope field of view.

An exerimental instrument landing display has been designed 14-2 to simplify transition from
instruments to ground reference. The information required to close and hold the approach bchm Is
analyzed and.related to the kinds Cf id0imatlon that the pilot has available when he comes Into visual
contact with the runway. The design attempts to facilitate the transition from instrument to visual
approach by use of an instrument display that presents its information in a form similar to that
obtained from the ground itself. The requirements of the display are based on a geometric analysis
of how the ground information is utilized. The position and rate Cf movement of cross pointers are
used to indicate angular displacement, rate of closure, and change cf rate of closure to the localizer
and glide-path planes.

Two aspects of this design deserve further comment. First, it should be noted that the
instrument presents as independent indications the basic position error and the first and second
derivativesowhich are combined in flight lir.ctor indicators. Unfortunately, there is no availible
experimental evidence concerning the effectiveness with which this information is utilized when
presented within a single display. Secondly, although the cbesign attempts to simulate some aspects
of the visual picture of the runway available to the pilot under visual conditions, the display is
essentially symbolic.

Pictorial Displays for Instrument Approach and Landing

It has been reported 14-9 that the use cf .ictorial dixlays ior instrument approach and landing
is one of the applications for which pictorial presentations appear suitable and possibly superior to
symbolic displays. On the basis of an analysis of the information needed by the pilot during his
approach and the related visual cues, this report points out the difficulties of pictorially simulating
all the qualities Cof the visual situation. It is concluded, however, that the pilot's performance and
confidence might be improved by a successful pictorLal display.

At the present time the only pictorial display doveiopment effort despi-ed for instrument
approach and landing is the joint O(.7,-BuAer-Army display that is described in Chapter 13. The
success of this attempt to improve the ease and safety of instrument landing cannot be evaluated until
results of the experimental tests are a

MAPS AND CHARTS

In many current aircraft, mraps and charts must still be used. Unfortunately, maps and charts
have become more cluttered and there is awidervarietyof them,becau.e of the Increasing complexity
of flight. In part. the task of navigation is extremely difficult simply because so many charts must be
carried, stowed, and handled on each flight. Their large size inakes handling veryawkward. When the
charts are being read. the overprinting of electronic facilities makes the charts difficult to interpret.
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I
iThe first stop in a program 14-1, 14-7, 14-10, 14-13, 14-19 attempting to improve charts was

Sto set up certain criteria that aeronatical charts must fulfill to be adequate for use in modern high-

performance aircraft First, the information appearing on the chart should be appropriate to the

conditions of flight. Secondly, the data should be organized on the chart for maximum efficiency of
JZX use. The presentation should allow for maximum legibility (i.e., good symbols, type style and size,

and good co!er). The chart sizo should be small enough for easy handling, andthe scale should be

i• suited to the speed and altitude of flight. Finally, the chart should be integrated with other types of

11 n;--._.-tion data systems.

A prototype chart was developed under the program mentioned above having the following
A characteristics:

1. Small dimensions to facilitate handling in the cockpit comfortably, yet drawn to show an area

S•- Vpromataly equivalent to the fuel range of the aircraft (assumed, for this purpose, to be single-

seat !ets)

2. Separation of facilities for visual and instrument flight (electronic facilities on reverse of

chart)

3. Only items presumed to be visible from high altihude (Unorumnately, very few tests have

been undertaken to demonstrate -at. can be seen from aircraft at high altitudes.)

4. Only items which are presumed to be the type used by pilots for making fixes (A job

analysis to determine whether yAl.ts .c•tLlly iook at such objects in order to navigate is in order

here.)

* 5. Items spaced at 150-mile intervals to provide check points every 15 to 20 minutes

6. Changes In elevation shown by shading

7. Pictorial symools rather than symbolic ones

8. Color to differentiate certain classes of information such as cities and radio facilities

9. Minimum type size of eight points

A tabular navigation chart was also prepared, since radio techniques are used 90 percent of the
* time in high-performance aircraft; little can be seen from an altitude of 40,000 feet, unless

meteorological conditions are favorable.

-2 •The next part in the development of adequate high-altitude charts under the program was to

evaluate the two types of charts described above. The evaluation procedures included readability
tests under daylight and night conditions and questionnaires designed to determine the pilots' opinions
zbout which chart they preferred. The results indicated that both experimental charts tested were
superior to the World Aeronautical Chart in presenting information for cross-country flights in jet
aircraft.

Recommendations for further improvement of navigation charts for high-performance aircraft

resulting from the development program are as follows: For airports: (1) show only those which

have jet-aircraft landing facilities; (2) represent airports by means of symbols which duplicate the

runway patterns" (3) use colors which provide good contrast between airport symbols and their back-
ground under low-level red illumination; and (4) place data notes close to their related objects. For
radio facilities: (1) represent radio ranges, beacons, stations, etc.,with cymbols which are easily
distinguished from each other; (2) make all symbols large enough to be perceived quickly, even under
low-level red illumination; (3) use colors that provide good contrast betwenn. radio symbols and their
background under l.ow-level red illurmination; and (4) usc different colors for radio as compared to

airport Information. For naftral and cultural items: (1) represent city areas so that they stand out
from their background; (2)- print names of cites in boll, black type against a pale background; (3) use
shading to depict mountainous terrain; and (4) use symbols which differentiate between roads and
raJiroads. In general: (1) use charts smaller in size and scale than. the tradiUional World

S...... ..... o ,mileage acale readable froom eIther end of the front and back of chart;
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(5) print 1to~ruiw&tn to a type face whichA top IMV bold &KA.h Wa be r*ni agily under to-lenl3
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CHAPTER 15

CATHODE-RAY TUBE D(DICATOM "D~ THEIR USE IN INTERCEPTION ANDiI BOIMBARDMENT

This chapter reviews the physical factors affeacting scope visibility, stressing the importance
of scope hbrightuness particullarly, and rucomraending that the operator always be given the opportunity
to adjust bias and video gain. Human factors in CRT visibility are also reviewed, with emphae is on
the need for appropriate adaptation of the eye. At the end of the chapter, the use of CRT indicators
in interception and bombardment Is discussed rather fully.

CATHM!E-RAY TUBE MIICATORW

Physical Factors Affecting: Scope- Visibility

'Air ivalt display lniý. -'nn~e"* using cathode-ray tats (CRT) usually belong to the general family af
radar Instruments. Two exceptions that shonidhe notelare: (1) somtimes radar d~atgo directly to a
computer, with the scope presentation as the computer output; and (2), Wccasionally data are picked up
throu& other media (such as Infrared radiation&) andfed either directly or via computer to the CRT display.

On& lamily of visual problems is immediately apparent:~ the general problems o! visibbility of
CRT displays. Regardless oiihe use to which-thve Information is put, liflt cannot be seen clearly
enough to be understood. fiher,6 is, no point 1A dispinyii it. Considearah-ke attention has been given to
relating the basic attributes of human vicion to the peculiarities of CRý' displays, and we s0all review
the findings of such researchb.

Remembering that our present concern Is simply with the visibility of the signal on the scope
face, let us refer back to the basic data on human vision and consider the curves given in Chapter 8.
These curves relate the principal physical factors that determine how readily we can distinguish an

dataIS-6 have been reworked for "9 percent pr-obability of detection and are shownl in Figure 15.1.
The individual curves are fop different target sizes tapressed as atrget ame in square minutes of
visual angle.

TIhe important variables are the size of -TT

the object and the contrast (AB/B) between the WJMMO CUWVES IMOCATF
brightness of the object and the brightness of TAMWE AIZA IN4 SQUARE
the background. Note that the higher 0w back- USUTS CV W~StiAL AISSLE
grolund brightness and the bigger trhe object, the - -

less cortrast is required for the eye to distin-I
guish an object. In other words, the c-ye is -

more efficient at detecting contrasts at high
brightness levels than at low.

Thc Dbysical factors that are% important in.
determining cathode-fray tube visibility will be
those that affect 1he size of the target zrd target- 0
background contrast. Such factors innlude:

L. Cathode-ray tube bias
2. Pulse repetition fiequency
3. Antenna rotation rate
4. Beam~n width -5 -4 -3 +1 42

7. Sope oiseFitgu~re 15.1 Coi.tr-_st Dlscnr~nv e 25

-. Amnbient III n!".tion



I lie.. factors will be discussed beLow. Mu~ch of the informatlo on physiWa factors affecting cathode-
raY tube visibility ham bema reviowed and lntegfrateij 5-11 and the Loetter reference should be consid-
*red the source Of taforuationa 1A'e foliowing discussmioniaeos spec!ifc references are made to
ofter sources, in additon '"eve banian factors (iondition., of the oper2!*r,1 serve to affect scope
viWAbilty. 1Tse factors. will, be, discuse later.

Cafthde-Ray T%" Bias

~Tin Single Physical factor of trsatut importance In determining signal visibility is the CRT
biast for this controls the baekgwouiA brigbiness against which a signal must be detected. Curvesarm shown 1 Figure 15.2 for v-zrlow MWR bims values tha amL givenm as negative voltage* with res -Pecd to fte catbode.- -heb curve uAws the ulguialsrength (expressed as db attenuation with a ref -
OrGIC level of 1 TOW) ascessary to alfain various contrast values (&B/B)r Since we conisider a
9*siuati ideal for visDbilty or datocmbdllty when a weak signal will produce enough contrast to beseat, we 6quato weak signas (high attenusatin) with high vis~ibity or detectability. Note that lessI iNer, Ekes weaker signal, is required for a glvei contraist value oan dimt acopes than on brigit
Ones. So the efficiency of scopes is greatest at low backgrounds, Whit. thoA -a I. aw&*o~~I at high bckrW ads.W

RUMMERS ON CURVES
WEAK INDICATE CRT BIAS

I

-20 -.L5 -1.0 -0.3 0 +03 +1.0
CONTRAST IN LOG A

Figure 15.2 Detectability as a Function of Contrast, Plotted for Various Bias
Voltages on Cathode-Rtay Tube (after Moigan15-1 7)

We may logically eject thatwhen we combine the characteristics of scopes and of the --ye,we vi.; find the optimum CRT bias for visibility to lie Somewhere in the middle brigniness area.Figure 15.3 verifies these meuletatlons. For varying conditions of target size and phosphor decay,the optlnnrn CRT bias should lie in the range -15 to -.17 volts. Figure 15.3 gives a set of threecurves for each of three target sizes. The three curves for each target size show bias -doetec-MbIRiY relations for 1/6 second, I second, and 10 son of plao por decay, these time laI
bOLi nghtrOftced to all"W fOr delaYs~ ii perception and detection in the human operator. TherecuzwvV'- -! thsoreftiCax fuIctioss, buat experiment,% perf ormed to dotermnne optimumn CRT bias"h" -- d strtlingly similar curveslS-21 The theoretical curves are given I-ere to permitc-4o o internrftstlon Wn prediction beyo~ct the conditions actually tested.

~~ ~. rmzrzrjcO c'-*rZ~ -" Fgurc-a 15.2 and 15.3 ~:cz ccwputed for tho P-7 jopho,"or, a~Ation raei of 10 r=ý a .mvo. repet~tion f re~ucncy of 6W0 PPS, and a target 3 inch.-ý3



Athbought data ploted in ftwar 15.2
and 15.3 can be applied,.Aly to the coaditions for 400
which they were complow Asee Sootao*e previowaTX AI EA

be expected to hold for other scopes. So we Can_ _

generalize that CRT bias, takrget contrast, target s d'- /
size, and delay of observation are important
factors In target visibility.

Pulse Repetition Frequency

Let as consider target brightness in a little fa.
more detail, :.~it delejrmie contrast for any
given backgrotand. The rate at which pulses are a-..
sent out, called pilse repettitio freouiicy (PR?), 'at
determineaehow may echo signal. wili~come . .2 0
back -from. thw~ezternai target in a svn.aount
of time. Thus the higher the PRF, the- more 0o

returns per unit time will strengthen the cathode 1
ray. These pulses will add up on the,,scope ýface
to give a brigher tatrget, return. In' pra, "nad'w - &0 .-1g -10 .14 -g2 -10
increase In PR? results In an iores tarfgetR BA OT
detectability. 'The change In detectbidlity' is,
greater for a given rate increase at low frequen-, Figure 15.3 Detectabilitlyas a Function of Bias
dies (below 300 PPM thanIm sthge ~ Voltage, for Vario'js Target Areas azpd Percep-
quencies, and the effect Is Crefter mwi'dm*:opes. tob Time Lags (after UorganlS- .17)
than on bright scopes. For theFI P-'iipbuaktr
at 1/40-scand delay, at Sat6ma t*dfltW spe"-4 dzd'10 rpm; and at -16 volie CRT bias (area of
optimta bfs)ý an Increase of PUP from 45(1 I 1000 -PPS gives about 5-db imjirovemext In detecta-
bility. The same change In. PMY at -11-tofts (rtiW scope) has a r~gligible efxect oni detectability.

Ante=m Rotation Rate

Asecond factor to be aoiwdfrliiefc n target brightness in the rate of rotation oi the
antenn. Moving the scope~ swe2pI Ems the effect of "spraying" the electrons of the cathode ray
across the scope face, and,"vrzythlog el4se belnq aqua, the faster the spraying (higher rpm) the fewer
the electrons hitting any paitleular spit an the scope face. This redoction in current density results
in a weaker target. The effect ' of changing rotation speed on detectability Is greater on dim scopes
than on bright scopes and greater at lowar pulse repetition frequencies than at higher *&*a. On the
scope described In the preceding illhwtratkms at a PR? of 600 PP'S, t hanging antenas rotation rate
from 5 rpm to 30 rpm causes a 7-db loss in detactabiflity at a bias of - 16 volts, and about 2-de loss
at -11 volts bias. Changes in PRF and in antenna rot~lon speed do not change the optimum bias for
detectability; they simply Increase or decrease detectability at this Mao.

Beam Width and Pulbe Length

We have already seen that the size of tdhe target On the scope face is important in determining its
visibility (the bigger the target, the easier it is to see). The width of the bewn of electrons in thetube (beam
width) and the amount of time the signsalpulse is emitted (pulse length) both contribute to the size of the
spot on the screen. The effect of increases In either of these variables Is an Increase in detectability,
thie response being nearly linear aver a 'wide range of target le,

Target Range

The farther the beam of electrons Is deflected from thecerier ofthe scope (the greater the range
depicted), the larger the size of the spot will be and the dimmer it becomes. 'This antagonistic combina-
t ~cn a '-osnearly counterbaLancnes, although ai optimum brightness the size function is a little inwue
trffs-cti- There are about I or 2 dl, of improveueent in theoretical cletctsbillity wlcn. the target moves
fromn I inci' to 6 inchesa from the center of the scopo, wed in ths nre =

Scopc NJ.".re

A ;::cface cis gcae rally c lutte red with random~saides ired sigia Lq frc -,n varioussotirces. 7h I:

:'A--W~cCant' eoTst. We ii*ve previously ntte~dthat cnthodc-ray top-=



low background brlgtnesrn than at high; soatdlm levels the benefits from the added brightness supplied
by noise overwelgh the Iomassd*to reduction In contrast At higber brightnesses, the rear--se is true. So
a little noise is actually helpful for target visibility on dim scopes, wb,'reas it is a definite drawback at
higher bnt msAlt e'eil. 2WI Serv to s~utthe oisnum CRT bias, is.ce it cant r ibutes to the bias in a
sfes.. N, tfa nolotein; 9 t6" ad an optimuinUastof-16 volts, with 2 volts noise the optimum bias would
be -18 vots; tht is, We4ibis atdk. *r uetthgto compeusaft for the brightness added by the noise. Acom-
Opic tlniacor mote diffleulttoanklyze to the nature of M noise signals. I they differ greatly from the
target sigN is, tareVtiodd still sttnd out well; but if they look like the target signals, then they will tendS to n.u stbhem, t~rsngdeteetabilty ....

Thezse of a scope can be mcreased without any chan" in the size of signals -- that is, just to increasethe area of covorage. Sxchar change would not afect the in,%erent vinibillty of signals. However, a change inscope s.• i In usualv aece AledbY c-.hani• c imge signal size. Irt this case, we would expect thedetectability of s to Improve With tacre sizei an•r r agr scopes tobe of more advantage thansmaller ones with regard to visibility. The same results *ould be obtdined with optical magnification of the
soe 6ejep fye'ets k"Uirinr. :5 e~~zl Xng LWAUtzi naveshown very little difference in accuracy between scopes ranging from 5 to 25 inc hen Ln diameter. 15'-1 1general recommendation has been that a 6- or 7-inch scope is adequate wbhn plotting on the scope face is
not required. 15- 2 2

One compromise solution to size problems is to put a manifying lens in front of the scope. This hasbeen tried successfully with the APQ-land APQ-23 radars.I5-19 The magnifier was placed at the viewer'send of the shielding hood and effectively doubled the size of the scope presentation. It also had the advantages
of incre"Ing the apparent viewing distance from 8 to 16 inches and of increasing the apparent scope bright-
nesw, permitting lwer gain settings.

Scpe Resolution

The limit of resolution (ability to give two separate blips for two separate targets) on current radarequipment is well above the two-point threshold of the human eye. 15-6 In other words, even on small scopes,
the eye Lscapableof perceiving much finer detail than the scope iscapable of presenting. WithImprove-
ments in r•Adar resolution in the future, however, there may come a time when increasing scope size will be
necessary topermit peree m C! all the details the equipment can reproduce.

Ambient Illumination

The ambient illumination of the area in which a 40
cathode-.-ay tube is operating can affect scope vsti -
bility through two concurrent activities. First, ligiEt A DECAY
falling on the szreen will be reflected in part, raising M SECONDS
thegeneralbrigtnessofthescope ifthelightisdif- 30.
fuse or causing annoying highlights if spe cular,o
Second, the incident light acts in the same way as the-
cathode ray to stimul2te the phosphor, adding an - 20
other increment to the scope brightness. Thiscomr- - --- 0-,binaldon of reflection and excitation is equivalent (as I0 0
in the case of random noise) to raising the CRTblas, _ -- - -
with a consequent loss of detectability at a given bias. 0o
The expw%.ted loss for the I- and 10-second delay con- 10
dlticeRof Figure 15.3 are shown in Figure 15.4 , ,
(dashed lines) for the ca,. when the increment in 0 o1 = -
brightness due to ambient illumination is equal to the ,t jz,$Th
lih riial e ittdfomteGand e (The curve odr - ,,, ng the dlrop f or Ilsec Lag and 1000 sq min target

IleIes s ctly over the original curve represent-
'he 10 sOee !sgand lw0Wqmi~ntargetarea.) When -20 -10 -16 -14 -12 -10

thn rL flczt- illumnstn• a w ki.•.,ou t, U ihe CRT BIAS IN VOLTS
o -•)•a •r.tn , we ned. i:m-asdor only the signal

jI" f n"r e ner-ci;sary contrast Firure A5.4 Detectibility as a Function Cf Bias, ri-1-0ted hr1ghtn"s - ,hat Voltage, SLowing Losses Caused b Ambient Ii-
,, * :! S. : 1•" fl.• u• ni,- , Rhmination (after o 1

,141
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The general rule given at pres_ t Is to limit th* I=crema, contributed to scope brightness by

ambient illumination of 25 percent or les-f the original scope brigbtness 1 5 -6

In the aircraft, the pilot's or, bowbder'Or work space must be used for a variety of visual

tasks In addition to scope reading, asd scope requirements cannot be used to determine the ambiEt

illumination. Furthermore, ambient llluminaim varies considerably (such as in the difference in

cockpit Illumination between daytime-and nlgbftlme operations). Consequently, the scope face must

be shieldedi sokne way. The addition of a tmbe-lm hood around the scope face or the ntallration

of a small, heavy curtain that the operator can pull around him while using the scope are two of the

means currently used for shielding airborne scopes.

A more conplex method of shielding the scope from the effects of ambient llumination is the

use of a combination of ph•phor, filter on ihe scope, ai.ýd . iuatio s-ch t.at the Miý U

will absorb4Ather than Ireflect the ambienmt llght,'yet wilt transmit the kind of UgM m. Itteci by the

pbosphor. .)ecause of the various additional problems of cockpit and cabin illumination, this proce-

dure has been applied W ground rather than airborne installation. However, because this system

may be contemplated in fwture designs, Table 15.1 summariz some of the more prouT5ing com-

binations that have been invesCtuted.

Table 15,1 Summ--ry -e of Lighting ---emsi"

Ambient
IAtM Ap P.

Sources and CRT Scope Scope Brightness

Filters Filters Pbompbor Loss* Advz.,tages Disadvantages

Sodium yel- Didymium P-7 I No filter re- 'Color coding
low source filte7 ab- - 63% quired over limited. Yellow
with no fil- sorbs 5900A. source. lght diturbing.

emir*Wm
50.A.

Mercury Red filter P-7 60% No filter re- Screen bright-

light with no which ab- P-9 17% quired ov•r nes loss great.

filter. sorbs en- source. Color coding
Emission be- ergy below limited.
low 5900A. 6000A.

Fluorescent Orange fil- P-7 38% Screw Color coding
with blue fil- ter which P-19 15% brightness U1iiWd. Blue

ter. Emris•ion absorbs en- logs ll-V is un-
below 5400A. ergy below 5inaU. pl~tsant.

5400A.

Any light Polaroid P-7 65% Natral 20'lected light

source with filter ori- P-19 65% lighting, is depolarized.

a polaroid ented per- Color coding Much light con -
filter. pendicular - unaffected. trol necesesry.

'- to source
filter.

•T)e screen brightness loss values are for conditions where the operators do nwot wear govFges with

filters of the same typee used over the CRT display. If such goggles are worn, the screeu brightness

loss is greater than the values given. The percent brightness loss for other phophor and fliter
combinations can be easily determined by superimposing the filter trau _•"•iemi - c- a the ttn-
phor emin'..on curvc - poth ALed in pt.rcnt relative energy as a function of wave ler4th) and cal-
culating from these curves the total loss in brightness. (The phr'sphor tlshon cuz~e l be

in terms of percent relative phot ..... rtic energy.)
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HUMAN FACTORS IN CATHODE-RAY 1%BF

Probably the most critical single humn 3.0
factor in reading CRT displays is the state of--. - -

adpptotion of the eyw. As -previoumly described, t.O - -

human eyes are extremely sensitive to cnges -

in with pupiliary adjustments oc- 1.o
curring for small changes, and the shift from ___ -

lgtadaptation to d&A adaptation tak'u plac~e .1 oz0 - - - -
41over large decreases.- - -

Under conditions of constant, or nearly -1.0I steady, illumination, adaptatio wonid~not be a
, serious problem. However, inoperatioualsitua-

thons, the ar.-Aor miW Ahi his attention from the -LO -0.5 0o0 0.5 1.0 I.5 2.0

scope to read other Instrumerts, to lock for con- TRACE LUUJtIANCEIN !10 L0r ML
trois and equilpent, to make settings, to write data,
and often to look outside thealrcraft. Followingany

J, visml change, the return tothe scope often !ln.s the
operator madaptedforthescope illumination, with Figure 15.5 Masking Threshold Ambient Lurmi-
a consequent loss ln A 2bility to detect targets nance Plotted Against Trace Luminance
on the scope. (from Adler, et a115 - 3 )

A common misconception, alw to be discarded, has been that surroundings must be dark for
optilum scope reaidgq5-20 Experiments on scope. readin following adaptation to IUumination

Slevels higher than scope backgrounds have shown, as should be expected, that visibility is best when
Sthe oaprator is adapted to the level of the scope br!tne"e. 15-6 However, the loss in adaptation is

tolerable when the operator must do visma work at brightness levels somewhat higher than the
4 scope leveL The general recommedaftlan Is to adjust scope level so that the higher levels of illu-

mination that must be tolerated are not more than 100 times the average scope brightness. 1 5 - 6

This rule requires an average scope brightness of at least 20 mnL(1.3 log mL) if the operator must
also scan daylight skies as In the case of interceptor pilots. Emphals Is added, also, to the recommenda-
toe. that the operator always be permitted to adjust CRT bias to optimum brightness settings as the
operational situation varies.

The recommendation that daytime interceptIon scopes maintain an average backgrouwid of
23) mi, means that a strong signal will be required for visibility to provide necessary contrast. It
han been determined1 s-6 that with a background of 0.22 mL a contrast of MO percent t1og AB/B = 0.4)
is necessary for Immediate detection of a 1200-sq min target after exposure to a brightness equiva-
lent to daylight skies. Previous discussion of this problem (Chapter 8) pointed out that, with the de-
crease in required contrast with brighter background, we would not expect as high a contrast
requirement at 20 mL background. Exact data are not available, but, noting in Figure 8.11. Charpter
8, that a change of background from 0.22 mL (-2.34 log mL) to 20 mL (1.3 log mLV gives adecrease
from 0.5 to 1 log unit in required contrrqt, we can see that we would need at least 5 mL above back-
groundbrightness for detectability and very likely more. The engineering problems posed by these re-
quirements may make compromises necessary i n lejeting optimums cope characteristics. The
principle to remember Is that scopes can be read after adaptation to high brightness levels if they can be
made bright enough. Figure 15.5 shows the lowest ambient illuminance required to prevent a radar
signal from being detected, plotted as a function of signal luminance.

The problem is reversed under night flying con.litlors. Now the operator in his red-lighted
cockpit Is presumably dark-adapted, and our concern is with the loss of dark adaptation resulting
from viewing a scope and its effect on performing other visual tasks at low levels of brightness. The
general recommendration, of course, is to maintain a low level of Illumination on the scone when
feaslbl. Keopinj the scope at scotovic ievels, hewcver, is out of the question. f-r we.
Chap r V that cone vision is necessary for acuity (perccdtion of details). Figure 13.17 showvs visual
zf1,ýy a- a T•crticen of the background lbirn1.-r.ce of C-ze acuity object at -mari;os retina] locations.
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Just as red lghfig for general work space has been adopted as an aid in maintaining dark adaptation,
th. ie of red scope s!gj-.a. might be a possible solution to the problem when a scope must be used at night.
Table 15.2 lists the hues of the phosphors most commonly used for radarscopes. While there are no true
reds (675 m& and greater), the P-19 peaks at 600 mga,and the P-14 has a secondary emitting layer

Table 15.2 Characteristics of Phosphors Most Commonly Used for Radarscopes 15 -7
Peak Emisson _ie-nstee

Wave (lime to decay Contrast Scanning
Phosphor length (m.) Color " to 1% max) Ratio Range

P-7 ist stage 435 blue a few gsec .. _
2nd stage 570 greenish-yellow 3sec 20:1 0.1 to 5.0 scans/sec.

P-10 Scotophor magenta trace 5 sec to sev- 1.2:1 0.01 to 5.00
on white back- eral monthe scans/see.

jgroundI

P-12 589 oranga 0.5 sec 20:1 S to 30 scans/sec..

P-14 1st stage --- purplish-white --- ---
2nd stage 00 orange I sec 20:1 0.1 to 5.0 scans/sec.

P-19 600 orange *'_!Ne persist- -.--
ence 30 sec

peaking at 6O0 mgi. Referring to Figure 8.2, Chapter 8, we note that cones are near maximum sensi-
tivity with light cf 600 mg, while rods are (relatively speaking) far less sensitive at this wave length.
The P-19 phosphr ( or others peaking in this region) would thus be ideal from the paflt of viz-t of
night operations alone. Many other factors, however, must be considered in the selection of
Posr (such as eflfciency, pezrsi stence, stability, availability, and expense), and a more flexible
aoiuUon io ith problem is to cover the scope face with a red or amber filter. Any filter, of course,
has the disadataW of reducing signal and bAkground brightness, requiring more power in the
system. Table 15.1 contains a column labelled "Approximate Brightness Loss" that shows the
effect on brightness of placing some representative filters v-ver the scope face.

There is a reportl 5 l13• on the effect of CRT screens on night vision which is relevant here.
A cathode-ray tube was simulated at variaoi colors and hrightnesses. The test field was a white
screen placed 10 feet from the subject. A circular are a, 8 feet in diameter, could be illuminated
at various brightness levels. The subject searched the test screen for three black discs subtending
3 degrees, I degree, and 0.5 degree angles at the eye. To simulate radar, cathode-ray tubes of
various colors were used in standard oscilloscopes; the generated pattern approximated the A-scope
of a wearch radar. To measure recovery time, the subject looked at the CRT screen for 30 seesant ten turneu w .n ..- ' -- "~ 4'- arg -

andthenurnedW'he - - "-me "'==". .ýUe targets cn the test screecm was
noted. The test screen was illuminated at ! mL (like sea on dark night) and 100 mL (like clear
starlit sky). Cathode-ray tube screen brlghtnesses were 0.2, 0.042, and 0.026 candles/ft3 . To
measure th', effect of glare from a CRT oni the night vision of a man looking out across it, a CRT
screen was placed in the subject's field'of view;, the increase in brightness necessary to distin-
guish targets on a test screen was measured. The cathode-ray tube war 16 inches from the subject
and 30 degrees below the point of observation. On the average, recovery took the •e•st time whpn
a red CRT screen was used, only 10 percent longer with a yellow screen, but nearly twice as
long with a green screen. In no case, however, was rcovery time more than 30 seconds. The
effect of CRT glare on night vision W2s least with a red tube. A yellow CRT screen at lowest
brightness and a red screen at maximum brightness both decr-eased vl•uAi range %bcut 10 xt'r-
cent. A red tube, when dim, reduced range 5 percent, while a bright green tube reduced rm-ge
40 percert.

The angle at which a scope is viewedl will have some effect on detection, for extremely
o;iviwiut,• wigles foreshorten and thus reduce in size the signals that are to be detected. it
i1 A/visable to mount a scope so that the plane o: the scope face Is perpendicular to the operato.'u
hnr! of sight, but viewing angles up to 30 degrees can be tolerated if necessary.1 5 -6 B
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Training in Technique

While the basic human visual capacities cannot be chan~ed, the human being car -je trained
to matke the most effective use of his capacities. Training efforts on air-_rne rae--, are cen-

centrated more on identification of targets than on basic visibility. However, P-,e attention is
Paid to training operators to make optimum r tttn g of scope parameters f- visibility and to
develop the searching techniques best for detection. Two recommend*W ,s can be ciied as ex-
amples of specific te-'niques amenable to training and praticetlS-5

i. Whenever ambient lighting conditions change, set ty, equipment for optimum visibility

by setting the CT7 bias so that pips become vialble with ".d lowest possibie video gain setting.

2. In searching on a scope with a moving s line, fixate on the sweep or right behind It,
holding each fixation fr',m 0.5 to 1.0 sec in ordr "Lo detect the weakest pips.

The imcua of such techniques in training programs aids the operator in getting the most
from his fundamental visual capacities.

In detection, the nunber of sightings of very faint targets depends in part on whether the
operator considers it more Important to risk missing real targets or to risk reporting non-exist-
ing targets. There Is some evidence that, with proper instruction, subjects can be "set" to re-
port targets et a low.-r confidence 1 -haMn Uy *vtdd UIormahy -kpt, and tnat this lo0Wding
of cr-21terion actually results in more correct sighfti•. Perhaps the training of radar operators
could include InITuctoowIld practice that would rozit in e•tablishing a criterion of dstection
yieldUg higher dc•te-ton performaee.

Annoying and Fatiguing Factors

Just as training optimizes the returns 'wrom basic visual functions, annoying and tiring factors
can reduce the returns by decreasin the prtbability *at a wea signal will be detected. The
cumulative effect of tesion, boredom, danger, long periods without rest, and the like, referred
to broadly as 'Iatipe," is a decremiet In the efleiewy and aceuw-ty of perforumnce of almost
any kind of task. Certain scope factors Can Wd to this over-all effect aid sh•auld be avoided when
possible. Among the more Important scope factors are:

1. Poor CRT and bias settings, necessitating freq '., light-dark or dark-light adaptation.

2. The annoying Mflash" of blue-white light each time the sweep line crosses a target on
a scope with a P-7 phosphor.

3. The eye movements reofuired in following the rotating sweep line en a PPI scope.

4. The necessity for a large amount of accommodation and convergence when space reauire-
ments force short viewing distances.

5. The elfert used in trying vainly to bring to clear focus the blarrm images resulting f-rn
limitations in scope resolution.

Precise evaluation of the effects of these factors has not been made. it is recommended,
however, that they be avoided when possible '" incorporating in the design of systems adequate
control of bias and gain, control of ambient illumination through filter and screening, adequate
viewing distances, reasonable work periods, -id the like.

In instrument fligM., a-ir-to- air visihM111.7 problenms resolve th mgue'occur during an interception mission. Interception on instruments introduces nothing basicaiiy
new in visual problems. However, each type of mission does present visual problems more or
less typ.cal of tbhe mlssion, wh're particular visual factors assume special importance and where

tartcula-r lr eractlons of factor• become critical.
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The instrumentation that is specific to interception falls almc at exclusively into the categor7
of instrumnts using cathode-ray tube displays. The visual protiems specific to instrument inter-
caption then reduce to problems of reading and reacting to information displayed on cathode-ray
tubes.

In ar- interception -=ssion, the p"lot (or the observer in two-place interceptors) must first

locate a tr-3at on his scope. Be is generally irected to the vicinity of the target by a ground con-

trol unit, and thus knows about when and where to expect his target to appear. However, the pilot
or observer must first detect and then identify the target return. Having located a target 6n

the scope., the general procedure is then to set an indicator on the target by manipulation

of hand controls (lock-on) and then to fly the aircraft in such a way that errors presented
on the scope ar, .-ulliflec& Both of thetoe functions involve the kind of eye-hand coordination
tasks generally labelled as "tracking!" Detai1s of data presentation and operator response vary
from aircraft to aircraft, but all types of instrument interception practUced today and contemplated
for the near future ca;- be described in terms of identification and tracking.

In regard to problems of interception, the operator might be aided in his search phase by
the addition of equipment that eliminates everything from the scope that is not moving (MTI), by
adding a signal given off by Irlemdlv. aircraft 4M nr- c ,,iR- --itic-m etm--- .c .c .•:,
In a sen, this last aid is pro'ided by means of the symbolic dUnplsys produced in feeding signals
through a computer before bringing data to the scope in attack phases of interception. Regarding
the coding o- signals In general, it is possible to use any cO a number of mnfes as a code dimen -
sion. For e.amnlm. there has been go. a mvMataitI5-lS13 with color -coding of signals as an
aid in reducing confusion (the operator flying the red ring to the red dot and i•noring signals of
any other color, for instance). Color coding, of course, introduces all the problems of color
vision disc.ussed previously (e.g., Chapter 8), and these basic char-Acteristics must be taken into
account i& a color coding system. Of particular importance is tMe effect of ambient illumination
on colors; rolr -odirg in a red-lighted cockpit would be difficult and, at best, very restricted
in number of code steps (discriminable colors) that could be used. Tzble 15.3 summarizes the
major visual coding methods 15 -4 that might be incorporated in airborne systems.

Some preliminary investigatloni 5 - 2 has been made of sounding a warning bell or buzzer
when a rew target is picked up by the system, or when the sweep line passes o,-er a friendly
target (IFF). Early results suggest that such auditory coding is fe2sible.

The use of M% IFF, or various coding signals generally requires too much auxiliary
equipment for airborne use today, but developments along these lines can lead to improved identi-
fleation in the future, and some systems are now in use.

Considerable work has been done in evaluating various aids for precisely locating points
in radar displays. Under various circumstances, overlays with grids or otter informaticn, cur-
sors, strobes, aiming dots and rings, and the like, have proven effective. Many of these aids have
been devised primarily to help determine azimuth, Dea•ing, and altitude readings and typically
do not apply to interception problems.

Table 15.3 Summary Table of Coding Mchods•.5-6

Code Number of
Dimension Code Steps Evaluation Comments

Color 11 good Objects of a given color quickly
and easily identified in a field
of various colored objects.
Little space required.

Numerals and unlimited good Micber of coding steps unlim-lettersi 'I.• •eur••tYl

! 2here is good contrast and
resolution.
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Table 15.3 Summary Table of Coding MVthods 15 -6 (cont)

Code k .cI
l¶VAemAiion Cods e v~ao Comments

Geometric i1 or mý*e good Certain geometric shapes ýre
figures easily recognized. Little space

required, if resolution is good.

Are: 5 fair Requires cons!derable space on
display.

Viual number 6 fair Requires considerable space on
display.

Length 4-5 fair JiAiM-d number of usable code
attps. Will clutter a display
with rin~v sioavIllR

Angular 12 fair 95% of the estimates will be in
orieetation .rror by less than 15*.

Brightness 3-4 poor Limited namber of usable code
gtep. Poor contrast effects
will veduce visibility of weaker

Flash rAstes 5 poor D]XtraCting and fatiguing. Inter-
acts poorly with other codes.

Stereoscopic ? fair Realistic method of coding
depth " range or altitude. Requires

_________________________________________ complex electronic displays.

The w ja prssefion fo inm lsasnoic dispUW consisting of a small circle

(the operatosis s tD.Tbe kept centered o a dot (thet:.z wiha single range ring to
reprsent target distan&c. Thellpsi tgirk ii the rnge w n (read as position ona clock
face) gives rate of closure. A stratgt line- repreomts the horizon. Thene appeýrs.tobe dUttle
literature of an experimental nature comparing such aids: w.th other possible tys for effective-
ness. roe little Uter-ture available is concerned with tracking more than with identification.

Most of the literature on tracking does not apply directly to problems of interception, be-
cause the classical laboratory studies have been done in vastly simpler circumstanceF than pre-
vail in airborne combat operations. Much work has been done on direct tracking, where a moving
element of a display duplicates exactly the directional movement of a control with a constant
ratio of display-control mvemenut magnitude. This simple kind of tracking is encountered opera-
tionally only in the lock-on phase of some interception procedures, where the follower spot or
cross-hAir is mo-ved onto the target L- manipulation of a joy-stick type control. Experimental
investlgtipon of direct tracking with a joy -stick has shown the procedure to be speedy and ac-
curate. ,5-14

Some interest '-,s bee shown in comparing various types of control devices for their re.-
lative eifects - "': speed and accuracy of tracking.l5 - 7 The aforementioned joy-stick has
been compar,,d with the rolbi,,-bAll control. When small setting movements were necessiry,
both conirols were equally fast, but tho joy-stick proved to be the speedier control for longer
control movements. A free-moving, hand-held Lstylus that is moved like a pencil ac.ross an elec-
trically c'nducting glass ptate has been shown to be faster than the joy-stick, although no more
accurate. Other typet of controla that have been smed include handwheels or cranks, and a light
gun (a plsiol -iiire vaxlr-t of the free-moving stylus). No one type of control can b3 recommended
as •uper, r wider ,! co.-lllow. However, If other factora dictate a ;_-fArckzlar typo o' comt:el,

ýýa T'C:,' lmn n p-zormance may be expectecd from any of tile, :%IoDe types.
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Most of the trackIag in coinbM Operations ai~ls Into the category P,; aided tracking, where the
display rticindi to cuetrol waiment in d feetion, but with a velocity campon"M -0 th,, -..

relatftvya-ssve dispAW movenonts ba respome to small control movements. Even this situ'ation
_gosarvL,-M -s the sitmuatýin InWfih operations, because the display movemsat is the
1S*lt, of the colgem5Z maneuvoring'I tOe whole airplane in response to many other faCL..',s baside
ýthe st4* moin: o sbxdiss al aiddfg time constants and the Ilike are not applicable here.

tl'he 'I5t r aitbAci experimental literature in that concerned with "fly-tcV' vs. "fly-from"
types ci dlpa,-CWitrok relatiUMs TUB area Is discussed in the chapter on instrumentation. The

gemial~~WiI t t~ suilsiis that 'fly-from"il displays are more "natural" than the "nfv-to,"
are learned more readily, and'prvduce fewer errorsMl 5 4 Thereit evidence that transfer f rom 'Yl-f rom" to
"lfly-to"t is diffcult, butA ~traser iB good from "fly-to" to."fly-from;' suggesting that re-education
from Co~nuxtOna "fy-to instruments in use today would not be. as serloas a problem as gomre
would make it.5-19 jhe practice of abruptly changin from one type of display to another in the
last fe OW ecOud@ of an interception attack io considered undesirable in an evaluation of human~ factors
in tntercOitorr#S'il

BOMBADME)IT

pc %too 1aiUQwWiAItboming sibwuaon, many factora differ from the interception problem, es-
pcally with regard to the fact that we are dealing with a stationary rather than a moving target.

Hfowever,, in the final analysis, the bombardier's two major functions are identification and
trACkAM4. I~~catiou of t M4.t or aiming point is more difficult, generally, then in inter-
ceptlo whitle tracking Is zeIfy!. With the stationary target, but the functions remain
the saine only the emphasis differs.

Just barely s ain a sinlon Sa radarscope is generally not enough in bombardment. The
operat6i'must recols 1sa Is sieen and react. to it properly. Th1s, the problem of target identi -
ficatlon warrants consideratiam.

1desxtificatlon luVolyW Interpretation from a beterogeraeous collection of areas with different
brtghtaeses., Psyhb~lqOgits have nmed1 this process of Interpretation "parceptica;' and a great
a=6=t W; 'bfm~a wi as been done in thearea. at visual perception. 11, seems that the es -

secovisa Y15331 ~ cn ist i breaking up the gross mtass Ci stimuli with which one is
costhiualiv. boti noclusters ru, or Peitterd8 -stimnuli which have meaning of some

kind ftro4% past OsPeIPe A ith 211imilr p~stterns. 1%us, we may be stimulated by stimuli
describabieatdfb" mkdafd sbaps'fikb, no; white, greet, Ugbt, dark, etc., but, because thes~e
Stimuli 16rM fairliar patterw perceive a. tree against a ClOO47 ZkY.

]n the cese ofi nterpre%--aixwn oi raidardisplays, the Characteristics determining the patterns
most cruciMl for identification purposes are form characteristics. The following discussion is
concerned with factors affeOcting the 8~r±r s tMlty to distingulab and Identif forms in the
scope present~tiofl.

Of course, most of the factors that affect visibility of signals alsi operate in affecting form
perception. What has been said previously regarding contrast betweten signal and baci~rounid as
a function of CRT bias, signal gain, and the other equipmnent parameters, as well as such human
factors as adaptation, training, and fatigue, holds with regard to identification. There are, however,
Additional factors in identification tbaut~' be controlled to some extent in equipment design or in
training.

First, let us consider some relevant characteristics of human form perception. Everthing
elpe belag ampjai, there is a general tendency for larger forms to be more easily recognibed than
smaller forrneJ5-12, 15-15 Shape,of course,plays an iporttnt part inform reco-_ition. Thiat is,
some shapes are more easily recognized than others, Paa sinillair shapes are more likely io be
confuT'ed than are different shapes! 5 -9

On~e atudyl 5 415 of shape recar-'; on PPI-sccpes forund that the shapco s raxikcd as
r:r- from "easy" to '%ard" to in' rte: triangle, circle, trapzod, rqquaro, rcctargb.ý,

~ Thoon r~-noqt frequently c. r! erc: c6rclo "n w-4~z~ rq-.:tr'o and rect anr1
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d triangle and trapezoid. With more cou zx shapes, those symmetrical about a vertical axis (up-

rihtfiurs)ar ~.easily reowntaed than Ithose symmetrical W-U--m at~z-Azontal axis (lying
w - = Another importnt determiner of form recognition Is its familiarity. We can recognize

a number or a letter under coditioms where Iwo familiar forms mlgbt not be recognizeda 5 - 1 2

"Tn factors above were menUoned as if os task were simply to look at a single figure and

we hother or not he can Aidunly it. Generally, a scope operator's 4ask ismore complex,ý involving
the recognition of a particular form, in P. display contaiulzi a variety of forms. Specifically, in
the case of tho bombardier, the task is to tlmti cern forms (orienation poins, aiming points,
tarket atea etc.) that he ezneet to zee. ------ __- •-f-,--- f _orsns. The !•-ztors

given gbove (size, Phapee, famnilarity) operate alo to help jack out a desired form from a mixed

field of forms, but they are not always of primary Importance in operational situations.

In predicting what form will t ont nost clearly from its background the difference be_-
tweai tho form to be Identified eid tie surrounding forms is of primary importance. We have al-
ready noted the tendency for similar forms to be casfm•ed with one =aotter. Zo it is readily ap-
parent that, a l a triangle Is more ac cuat akh stfted thn an 6Llpse when either appears

in a fairly uncicatered filid, an ellipse would stAn out better than a triangle in a field filled with

tringles. The aninueness of a form- than-. In i*Mpq;*sntIn .-- A1-

titd.Mp and size both aerbit to 6t'vidien1911., So, the selection of aiming points con -
sisting of or associated with mnique reb.if on a radar scope will fict the probability of cor-

rect Iden==a 1 c r.m i a mission
Nolh or clutter in a background will reduce contrast and obscure the contours of forms to be

IAGaten l identmfication goe worse, the more confusing forms there are in the field, and the less

time there in to "ocat• the desired form) 5 4 'ý hiu eperlmqin l evidence is sparse, it is
reasolable to predct thast forms resembling the In n encounteredn Unolle and clutter patterns
will be more seriously ua than forms not resembRn* the €61ttl5-2 Thus, it would be un-
wise to depead on Identifying an.aimizC point In sn area whose returns clooely resembled typical
cloud returns.

i ts misleading, however, to consider the a•• g-point prlm simply in terms of picking
out a single form from a iiergmeu fieWld. Atually, the w~AeVC field to a pattern, and when
critical el4tments of the pattern cm be identified, they -0 be ued as secondary cues leading to
the aiming point. Thzt is, many unique returns on a scope, at known bearing and distance from
the aiming point, may be utilized as orientation points to aid in locating the aiming paint and in
verifying the point chosen as the corree one. These secondary cues, thuen, serve as integrating
factors rather than as distracting, confusing, or dtantegrating factors, and the probability of
correct identification is increased it the details of the over-all pattern are studied and inter-
preted.

The scope pattern on a bombing mission li continually changing. As the target area is
approached, it will first be identified by a gross pattern, with many unique areas serving to incate
the more localized target area. As the target is approached, its surrounding area expands on
the scope and the gross return breaks down Into finer returns, permitting increasing precision
in the location of the lining point. So there is a continual change in the forms to be recognized
and a continual breakdown of the pattern being interpreted. Here the principle of familiarity as-
sumes importance; the mrt .ýu orms the operator can anticipate, and the more thoroughly he has
studF~d predicted ',,@ tt, e =re ,", "Ma.-- -Will "e d.o and "he
more readily the critical slements will be located. A studyl5-10 of errors in identifying aiming

points has cleaAly demo.tz.rated the importance of stressing target parterns and optimum equipment
settings during mission plmming and of utilizing secondry cues in all phaeg of a bombing mission.

With this information, what can we say about the design of radar systems with regard to
maximizing the speed and accuracy of identification? First, the sharpness of resolution of the
system is important. Man3 studlesI5-12 have shown th,-.t identification of forms Inmprcves with
tUhe sharpness of the contours. Snlee current equipm'.ent doe, not yet approa'ch the degree oa
reiolution posýAble with the eye, equipment Improvement Y. 4. bce expected to result in Improve-
ment tn IdentilIcat•Ion. Anything that will impro-re the faithfulness with which the various system
componcný.s rcprcduce siMga chanese .9hould reL•suf-t In sharper images. lncreas" ig the sensi-
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tiviYt o lobe patterns through refinements In transmitter systems and antennas should lead to im-
provement In ldMttflcaton.

A studyi" 16 of transition zones between areas of different brightness on 5t-je fnces has
emphasized tbe importance of brightnass gradients between areas in determining t, 'detectability
of the bntht3s, ce_ r"Ce. APparently the human observer can reform and sharpen the gradient
Of light sParaft•ia return from the background illumination on a radar screen, 5l-1 6 and visual

may I the equipment resolulioi. This study suggests that, alter a certain point,dcieulitg the gradient at brightness betweena return and background nay be less effective in im-
prov isual rneolutiUo than electrwxcally "sharpening" or "emphasizing" discontinuities in thegradi•nt. These findi may account for the fact that aiming-point identification Improves with in-cruasing scope size even though scope resolution remains unchanged. A study15-11 of the problem
of target identLicati.on In radar bombing has shown that aiming-point settings are consistently
more accurati on 12-inch than on 5-inch scopes. When space occupied by the equipment is acritical factor, a 7- or S-inch icope should be a satisfactory compromise. When L2.-gLr scopug
are permissble, however, they would be desirable. This line of development will require con-
siderable future study before specific recommendations are possible.

dentiflcation fs frequently aided when the Dner,,... =-± t=_ h'6 i.. n so that irrelevantweak bac•ground returns, Nd noise, disappear from the scope, leaving fewer signals to discrimi-
nate among. This technique demonstrates the importance of prcdctermining what features in anarea will give strong returns, and it emphasizes once again the need ifor permitting the operator
some freedom In adjusting gain.

At the time of wrlt the typical aid for bombing loration im a single azimuth radius and
a single range ring wbose Intesectioa form a pair of cross-hairs to be centered in the aiming
point. In boMbirg hbOeVer, the Operator must take his display as be finds it, and the major activity
he caR uDdertke that will pa GO in Improved idetification is his preparation for a mission.
Great impotwe amug be auached to the prediction of what the radar picture will be like. RadarrecomWnai 'nc* Photographs of the target area are of prime value. Without this in(ormation, how-
evr, it Ls possible to &*M* roughl from map aerial photographs, and other intelligence what
the radar return cbaractsristcs shUld be. Remembering the impoitance of uniqueness, familiarity,and target patterning we can recommend the following procedures as vital to accurnte target or
aiming poin idetnficatlou

1. Usi•g all information availbleý, determine beforebhnd what the radar picture will be at
varions points on the acoa& and oa the bomb run.

2. Select an aiming point in terms of ease of identification.

a. A point giving a unique return with respect to its surroundings at close range

b. A Point that will be part of a larger unique return at longer ranges

3. Determine a number of secondary cues -- unique r.terns at known range and azimuth
from the aiming point.

4. Become familiar with the gross and Line patterns of the mission by thoroligh study.

.L Learn the uzique forms the Larget area and aiming point will assume at various ranges.

b. Learn ihe unique forms of the secondary cues.

z. Learn the paUern formed ty the aiming point and the secondary cues in combination.

dý Study these patterns and forms as they are likely to appear fromi variois axes of
Rttack. (Rotation of a form can deccease tte case of .dent .opbcr also that thi
r:idar returnR from a givcn obfect are different in different d6rectina.)

3.



Application of these rules should minimize errors in aiming-point id-rntificaticnt., -'dnnmizirg
the diasjrtIve effect if noise, weather, clutter, ECM, and the like, although there is no remedy for
a baoy Obitierate., picture.-W Traininx is extremely important with regard to target recognition, since identuication 1B so
much a developed skill rather than an inborn capacity. With regard to the visual problems of
identiflcation, training should stress:

1. The techniques listed above for minimizing failure to identify targets or aiming points

2. Techniques of equipment adjustment for presentation minimizing noise and clutter
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GLOSSARY

aberration of light - the passage of light by pvth oer than those making for the efficiency of an
optical system (including t1t of the eye), and exclusive of the effect of poor adjustment of fccus.

accommodation - the process by which the lens of the eye adjusts to objects at different distances by
changing its curvature so that the image is focused on the retina.

achromatic - lacking in hue and saturation. Achromatic colors vary only in brightness, 1'rom black
to white.

acuity, visual - the ability of the eye to perceive form ard detail in a plane perpendicular to the line
of sight.

- a change in sensitivity to a stimulus following continuous exposure to the same stimulus.

adaptomter - any device for measuring the course or dere of sensory adaptation, in terms of fall
"or "- ;; ".-"-" -- WUaitiv.iy.

addItIve color mixture - type of color mixing in which the colors, that are mixed, all stimulate the
same retinal elements. This can be accomplished by viewing overlapping light beams projected
on the sume surface.

AOCA - "Atpmatlo ground-controlled approuch."

ambient (illumination) - encompassing on all tides.

ambinocular field - the total area that can be seea by either eye; it is not limited to the binocular
field but includes, in addition, monocular regions visible to the right eye but not to the left, and
vice versa.

anmetr•O. - a e m-term embracing any sort of regular refractive defect in the eye.

analysis of variance - a method for analyzing the total varance in a set of measurements into its
component variances or parts which may be attributed to varying experiment factors.

anisometropia - unequal refractive power in the two eyes.

aphakia - absence of the crystalline lens.

aqueous humor - a transparent, watery fluid, which fills the space between tlw cornea and the irns in
the anterior part of the eye.

A-scope - a radarscope that presents the tIrgt range by a vertical deflection of the time base, or,
in certain modified versions, by a horizontal deflection.

apthenopia - tired or fatigued feeling of the eyes, usually expressed bW sk burning or itching seation
in the eyes and occasionally accompanied by a low, frontal hea&ýhe.

astigmatism - defect of the eye. Two types are recognied: re , in which the error is due to a
greater curvature of a refractive surface (chiefly the cornea) In =e meridian, and which Z:ay be
correct by a cvlindr,-ý.it=.; -. i ,• -uiar, in which the refraction ia irregularly unequpl
within the pupil~ary area and which is not correctable except by contact lenses.

a.,-nuation - the decrfospe of. ap Icctrtcal signal; the procces r"I decreasing the powver A "4nelectricatl
n •.1.



GLOSSARY (Cont.)

Uttitde - the arpect that an airctrlt prexW.. jt any riven m•enrt, =g A-n•_*- h- -y !t 3w

•A A WWW. ANiIJ a.•awaw&7, an mn aruaae inm•ator, attitude instrument.

etflsaltgui e nut whicta sle t be.heard by the ear and be interprote! w.thc.d b f*t of visual

aziMuth - behring the horiZ0MW 0pa ud ely 04.presd as an angle, and in air navigation

Measured c kwý from t= ne!_i %- or msmmettc north, from 0 to 360.

bWag - the direct-current voltare between two elements of a vacumum .ntube: grid Mias.

bblnocular field - the fDeld dt vlsion of the two eyes acting conjointly.

blind spat - a small a~rea in the retinz, zire; ~- ~ ~ ie u Y~~- ~is

br~gI~ss 1.aftrz*.Oe of vIsUl VieNsatica determined by intensaity of light radia~.on reaching the
eye. smetiimbs called lightness, tint, or value. Eeferbk o variations along the achromatic
scale of black to white. 2. photometric measure of light emission _pr unit area of a luminous
bod 16r 4i1 trftsbceat or rleftcv aefface, candlepower per unit qxea.

BuAer - "Bureau of Aeronautics." A N&vY bureau created in 1921, charged with walters pertining
to naval aeronauftcs an may be pavscribed oy the scretary o the Iavy. The Durezu of Aero-
nautics has the rei of designig, procufl, and maintaining Navy airicaft and avrlation

candle - unit ok lght intensity. At a distance of one foot, one candle produces an Illumination of one

ot-CadM '(0q4iv~lt to mel W06 per equar foot) qpm a surface normal to the beam.

catbode-my Indlicatr - a catbode-ray tube with a caltrated screen to indicate position.

catbode-ray screw - the'lmneecat creeC-a mi-rayope or tabe, which receives
UP ckthbode-ray beaa.

cathode-ray. ttdi (OCT)-.. nem- t1brif-eh Vwlfleet-6a vi an electrca beam indicates on a
fluorescent screen I tn values of the acbating voWages or currents.

CAVU - [ Pronouned as a word] "ceiling an visibility unlimited-

chissma - the junction point of the optic nerves, from which they again diverge and pass to the re-
-Pectve Cerebral hs. te man eye, the fibera from the nasal half of •ach retina

cross at this point, the remainder goig to tMe hemd..-hre on the same side.

choroid - the I-Vtrmediate of the teree layersafthe eyeball, situated between the scleura and the
retina.

chlr-LA - •nonym for color sbaratkbw.

cilUiry body - an annular mass of unsAriped muscle fibers, which surrounds the eye-lens and regulatea
Its curvature, thereby accommodat-ng (fofhgfet the eye for vision at various distances.

color - visual sensie-Ik determined by Interaction of wavelength, intensity, and u ,.ure of wavelengths
of UigM. The corresponding attributes of color are hue, briglhtness, and saturation-

cni•:_,netry - a =c~.cd for =.sasuring colors Pid specifying thcm In rrumerical or dediite aymbolic
ter mr.



coeaem•atr =jar - col1 whk*h whe combined wIth another eclorp and acting together with it on
"the retism cemsb out thU bee and smta-irao of the Nsecod color, so ohnt the total effect of the

bbamtimo& NoteUg i eromsatic utigMIM, giving hte or gray sensation.

coas - structarws found in the rowtitz of the eye that constitde specific receptors Sor vision a2 higb
IN!I. f u and for c•lor vNm,.

contrast - flemee to brightness between two po_.•!ons of visual field, usually expressed in experi-
e1preaedhr. as

C cirmiI 8 et~l x: 100%.
Bbackron

AI.% P Q A_-_vwi br-Iginea. a: color of a vi.uall field as a rasult of zrecent stininlation of
this field or a neighboring a; effect im to enhance opposing characteristics.

convergence - the turning of the two eyes toward each other so that their respective lines of sight

meet at a poi In space. Tios, the image Isn f£ d at regions of the two zroinas.

coraft - the trusret portion of the outer' cat e the eyeball, situated in tront of the Iris and ccn-
s Ontng first -ad the ref-active media of the eye.

correladon - the tendency GI certain paired measures to vary crm.c.imitully, so that kmowledge of
the vaue of on measure gives Information as to the mean value of all meceures paired with
tht re.

critical ratio - a statistically determined number that Indicates the significance of the 4ange in
results obtaned L varying an expertmental condition. f CO - 3 or more. tbeeiv is practically
no c eme OM tb WO-f ce obtained could te obtained by ance variation alone.

CRT - "cathoda-ry tube."

cues - _m___ whl& Um orpgasm's rewauses, e. g., h and smadwu In depth pe rcep-
Ution. Somtimes referred to as class.

dark adapttion - process wboeby the eye attains greater sensitivity to light placed in an illumLrticm

how'r than dt to whichk't was previously .

-.zOo ...- ; ±ýt w..ýressing remutve levels of intensity or gower.

diffraction - bending of a portion of the wave-front behind the cdge of an abstacle.

diapter - measurement of the focusing power of a leas according to the reciprocal of the focal length
of the. lens. A l of one diopter focuses parallel rays at I meter.

diplopla - any condition of the ocular -- chanism in which a single external object is seen double.

;U-mrgeme - e turnalng of the two eyeballs outwa-Ad4 'W11' reqpect to each othcr, or z• ovemea
Irom a position of greater convergence to cue of less.

ZCt - 1. "electronic countermeasr(s)." 2. "eteetn•,cranc conntere•fusa r7ASSCM ." t

inmrnetrontc - ibe nor~mal condi'don of the otW7.a3, refractiv-s zy,~z_ Ln wrchi rays trn'm d.l~tmt Object's
* ara focuacd Abrply en heitlmo:ti of: VF';, --bille i'gr,



"tU poa - V 1& thse visqa field at which the observer is looking directly. It is the point whose

I mqe falls a' the fr the fovea.

ftlefter, -..= -a tOM periodlc chag in a visual improsion, due to a correspooding rapid cyclic
cmeba in the sit or somne other characteristic cf the stimulus.

flight sim altor - a device that simulates any or all of the conditions of =ctual flight, used especially

for trabdig Irpane, Meclflcafly, any groumd trainer. In a broad sense, the term figIht simu-

latoc" 1-6l q* Ued a zitIUPge or *0 a low-preissure chanr.bcr.

focral kngth - a characterii c t a lens or other focusing optical system, being the focal distance for

fovea - a smal dpressimo in the central region of the retina, containing only cones.

T_- _- g -tois th c.elaration -due to gravity (32 ft/sec2 ). g is often used
to repreent the force on the body due to acc~leration. By convention, positive , is the force that

drives ,OhMMMM d o I In -to tft faot (as In a plat p'uling out of a dive); negative g is the

force that drives the blood from the foot to the head; transverse g is the force that acts on the
body from frout to back or vice versa.

GCA - 'Xgrfce.tOreSld 49mar h." Als stributively, as in GCA controller, GCA equipment, GCA
landftg GCAL wezfter, etc.

GCI rii- e

gyro harizo - 1 an artL es kmrMsz 2. a gHt izdcator.

hbeerop•bsa - the tendency zf either eye to deviate abnormally from its position of fixation when
fusio• of the b-o imuges is Prevented; muscular imbalance.

heterotrqIa - the fahe oF on of the two eyes to take its Pd p-.itiom of binocular ftztlcn with
reference to the other, due to defect or lack of control of tte extrinsic ocular tauscles.

- the attribute d color 1.etarmlned primarily by the wavelength of ligi entering the eye. Spectral
buss ra-e "Iom red throqm orange, yellow, green, and blue to violet.

hyperopla - synonym for fasited a defect of the eye such that, with accommodation elaxed,

parallel rays of lght-ocus behind the-ret/.

hypox3a - oxygen deficlenc.i an the body Utssets.

IFF - ".deautfication, friend or foe."

ILAS - "instrument low approach system."

fiuinin2nce - the flux striking a surface, meluAiZ !is iwnenA per trit area.

illusion - a mitinterpretation of certain clements in a givcn experience, so tha te.c e " . ces

not repr-ent the objective situation.

ILE - '".1rstrum'-r' landirg syrtem."1



GLOSRY. (Cot)

LintemNity - 1. the quantitative attribute or value of a snsory process or unit, correlated in peneral
with the Intenst o the physical stimulus. 2. flux per solid angle from a point source measured
in lumens per terafta.

inverse square law - )llvnation varies inveriely as the square of the distance of receiving plane
from point source:

E. where E =lllumination In loot-candles
source intensity in candles

d - distance In feet.

iris - a fLat, rint-shalpd struetare situated witWin the eyeball immediately in front of the lens, con-
tainIng UVACIP IMUSCU-bers vhose cotractim and relaxation regulate the amount of light
adu•p ier - lt oqh the P-pL

!V. 180Per - all the A Ints at wkk% z threebeld level'of per.c-,mance is obtained, plotted on a chart of the
visual fild so thlt they form an irregular ring aronwd tI2center of vision.

5 Just ntltceab•, dif••lim (j'- dfrence sinai. The !e•stamount ofa stiimls which, added to or
surae from a standar stimulua, produces a just noticeably different experience.

keratoconus - concally bultng cornea.f nibert - unit of brigMhaef; it is the !rightness of a perfect diffusing surface giving out one lumen
Per square centimeter of surface area.

Landolt ring - a ring with a small gap at one point, used to test visual acuity by having observer report
orientation of the gap.

lens - the transparent body, convex on its front and back surfaces, situated ju-t behind the iris and
pupil of the eye; it serves, through changes in its shape brought about by . action of the c.!ary
muscles, to focus the eye for different ditabnces.

Slight - radiant energy that aroues visual sensations.

LE O- "landing signal officer."

Slumen - unit of lumnlinou flu, luninous flux emitted per second by a point source ! one candle inten-

"ity through a solid angle of one steradian.

!umb.nzce - the luminous emittance in one -direction from an extended source, measured in lumens
per unit area per steradian

luminous emittance - the flux emitted in all directions from each unit aren of an extended source,
measured in lumens per unit area.

luminous Vlux - analagOUS to rate of transfer of energy, it is the total visible energy emitted by a

source per unit time.

rmean - one common nrcsure cq central tendency.



'*tem. ̀ k, iv 4es of set e? inueridal values
I uiM~~mlValuils if

N nmber of numerical values in set.

medfi - the, mi•Memst oC a net of values; the value above which and below which 500 of the values
fAll

meniscus - a lens, one of whose refract'ng surfaces in convex and the other concave.

method of average error - the psychcpbyslcxa method in which the subject manipulates the variabl.
stimulus unil he jducesit to match the slandard. The error i thc• mease.-ured.

me" or 6coift *tIlb J *Ychophysical nmthod in which the frequency with which a sensatl.
occurs is msaured as a function of the variation in magnitude of the stimulus. A few discrete
sWiMU are !s d •ch I presented many times.

m&tr of limits - mfifoi'vtuvtk vwhch proceeds by gradually decre'w"_! the value -- a
lyl= stimulu (or the dWfrence betweu two stimuli) until it in no longer noticeable; and also by

uI M11iilus •olor the ference between two stimulf) from a definitely Imper-
cepitle bi6:tblhs just noticeable.

Method of paired co-Warison - method in which each member of a series is cocpared with every
other member with respect to a given characteristic.

minimum diStinpIIbI acuity - least cIh-ge in form that can be Identified visually, i.e., the least
lateral displacemeat in the ends of two liUs that will result In the experience, of discontinuity.
I Is meaaifd In terms of the angle subtended by the object, measured at the eye.

minimum perce*ptle acuity - smallest object that is visible. It is measured in terms of the angle
sud*9a&4 by thectbet miasured at the eye.

minimum separable acuity - smallest space between two lines that can be discriminated as a gap.
I is measured in terms at the angle subended by the gap, measured at the eye.

minimum visible acuity - least area of a uniform brightnews that can activate the eye. is measured
in terms of the Pngle subtended by the area, measured at t_'. -ye.

node - r measure of central tendency. I is the score occurring in the largest number of cases.

mcoccular field - field of vision witb -me eye alone.

motion parallax - the apparent difference in rate of movement of two objects actually moving at the
samevelocity but at different distances from the observer.

S- "moving target indicator."

myopia - refractive defect ad certain eyes so that, with the ler-s relied, pfllel rnys of lIgt are
brought to a focus before they reach the retina.

nomwrnph - a chart consisting of three (or more) cales, wihich reprczsn ;an,•ues of rclatod -varAble;
given t"e values of two of thene varrhbles, ove can deteA-mL-Le the la!-zx ol tb.e third. rnIcd vAr.r-
able from the chart.

oznldýa - z lParing toward rnn f.nidircctional r-r-nn !ttlcn, X-- to
om nndirect~onaI radio range.
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owntamp- obrt or Io~etfonl sadio range."

ORR - "Ofice of Naval Resecxch."

optIC disc - a small, low eminence on thme inner surface of the retinal, within the eyeball, fortned by
the nerv-nimers of the retinak. as they colloct just, before emerging f-rom, the eyeball to form the

wptc nerve - the second crania nerve,. whch commects the retina Af the eye with the visual centers.

ortbophoria. - condition In which an -,e may c"t-'-= to'ook town. -d an object even If the object is

ortHatater - commercial aparatus for determining visual acuity at both near and far acceunmodadon8,
but with distance factor Induned by a system of leflticulftr primsni

parallactic angle - the angle between time two lines drawn from a single point on an object to the two
eyes.

parameter - 1. a constant having a eerie. of particular and ar'bitrary values, esmcc v="= ch~aracteriz-
ing a member in a system or faufily of e~rslscurves, surface-s, fadcnms, or the lihe.
2. in psychological use, a criterion thaL has sh~ifting values.

perception - t6n awareness of exterral oblecta, quatltes, or relations, which ensues dlrzctly upon
snsory processes.

perimeter - an instrument for determininug timh lcllie powers of different parts of the retina.

pboqdaor - a subtance #Vpled to the Wier far- ot a cathade-ray tube which fluoresces duripy born-
bardment by electrans, and pIumqoresess after bmadet

photometer - an qptic device that udils. equa;Uons'otbeMIlnee to permit the measurement of u
photometric qtmntity, such an cainl p er, Ilumination, or brightness.

photoinetr7 - the measuemmunt of vIsibe radiation on the basis of its effect upon the eye under ata.ii-
datd candWAMon. and usually Inv@4VLi, An AJ" tt=;. -W P~ cntiguous parts of the visual filed,
either to identify or to determine t 'inlma difference.

powc- virion under Illumination suffcient to permit the dlscrimlnatinn q colors. Swoetijnen
called daylight vision.

pip - 1. a blip. 2. an artificial signal on a radarscope, similar to a blip, used for reference. 3. in
goiiery, a pipjier.

pipper - a small hole in the reticle of an aptical sight or computing lght; a p4Ver inmag.

P1'! - "plan-position indicator. " Also sttrtutively, as in PPI operator, PIPI pntD, MP acan, M1
scope, etc.

presbyopla - a condition cit tUm eye charactei-iij. by ability to see distan~i objects clearl' =40 =b-,I&y
to cb#,iYn a CmIPIA Picture Of rMtmat7 ebtset, 4m'J wE 1,"S~iciy Gf UMe Ic-', WIM ra~ r-

Vi'Ualvle '1" ~ - rlr f 4A nnr'a cka; mvd Iry C-,,,oup (21. . )ý4589)
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pgeedo-isochromatic tvut -color-bllmleess test In which the plates contain two colors which cain be
distagalahdby the normal oye, buit not by the color-blind.

p~ycbQhotaMIW IMMOhiOR -0s10datae procedare for presenting stimulus mnaterial to subject for
jodI&g mm"S*er~eokdI= Nos r*KdhLt "Otgbally delvelpd for determining functional relations

betag hga~alsulldatslid crre Isted afsnury responses, but now usod more widely.

P*1ii - tecizrc~lar opealtiaIn the Wt*s, which forms the diaphragm of the optkcal system of the eye,regulating the wbmwt of light admitted to the eye by axmtraciing as the light Increases, or the

r#Adarcoe the cathode-ray osciloscope or screen in a radar wet.

radaracopie dwisa 7, the' visIal pieenaioU or pictwe dibplayed an a radar screen.

radar screft 1 a radar net. 2. a cathode-ray screen in a radar set. See cathode-ray scre en.

RCM - 1. ,radar Coamtermesasures. 2. "radio coutitermeasure."

reduced eWe fia t"p 00.cheMatic sYstem deCIgned to have the same optlcal propertiles as tUm average

reflectance - ratio of luminous ftmx reflected from a surface toluhinminm flux striking it.

refraction - a chang In the angle df propqplcm of a wave In Paasing from one medium to another off
different dagity or elamticiy.

refract["e bodeX - a Mmarical eapreasaln U&iaia the &'gWNW to Which the path of light or radiantenery In heat in jisaýa from Ot faiieprent medium Into another.

response - the culacr contwon, glandular secretlaif^ or any other activity of an organism wbichresuls from tmhIMMIt~n

retina - Inner coatlia of the eyebali, which reftiviog the image formed lay refraction of light rays at
"M- carbfa and le=s; tt is mae of rods ad COMBs, the'receptor cells for visimn

retinal disparity - the dlfresce which eNAt bet_-ýi te Wmages for-Med in the right and left eyes

rhodopajin - a substance found in the rods CC the dark-adapted eye, which bleaches rapidly on exposureto light, And Is bsilev&'d to be the substance underlying scotapic or twilight vision.

RMd - "qradlio magnetic indicator."
rods - structures found in the retina of thle eye WIhich constitute spcifi ecetr - -sna o

lCVel2 Of illumirlntlon. They do not produce Wsattions of color.
saccadic maOWments - suddeni movernent of the eyefs Ircmn one fixatAr-n po~int to arother.

~tu~t~) -exient to wbich a~ chromatic cokri ditferr irom a Wrr If IJ, ,~n b:- -?nesr,, rn,-."red
on aun arbitrary scale from 0i% to 101% 0%ir Ojz i ~rray).

r~ciera - t~he 7-hUte ovtcr ffbrASo.s aot (4 th'_ eyebaU, p?> IT aSiOr~Lln, Or siicleLI structure.

-~~~~~~~~~'r f~~~ ~t~b Y r tte vza '
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scotopic vision - vlsica which occurs In faint Ui, or after dark adaptation. sometimes called tv-
ligh or night vision. -Bs Sand sauratiomb anno be dtstwngulabed.

mnikon - subjective respJe or any exrience aroused by Wmulatlon co a sense organ.

servo system - control sysbm with fr4 & The bebiv•* of a servo Is governed, not by the input
5l~ii 1 lone. bid ,,F Q6w da.kue c ren v t1WM IrV utrn! -et"m f the outprt.

simulator - aWy mahM or appratus *A simulates a desired condition or set of conditions, such an
a fltbwsmuntr

specular surface - o that scaters Mle 4 the fil xsiking it.

standard deiaMon - Msascal term used to taftate the variability of scores or measurements.

nusber of tilas.

6 Asdcawl s*Wicat difersom -a difierence la ike resuts obtained under two experimiental con-
dtoms *Web can lgi•tlamly be cokbwkd ad to be 4§e to cumuce; uovty atgnific-it differences
ar- a-f-t-i AV-• "-"I -o - would bm expc cted to ocUýr aI,- ice no more
thn 1% (or S oitf teMe.

stimulus - eneru, exhem! or InternaL wk eb excites a receptor.

subtractive color n&Ixture - neifod of color iulatur in -vch a beam of ligbt is ýrised ' hr. 'C~i two
or more transpareot colored Mosto 1& aiii. CIy those wavelegthi veh a :e common
to both or A.1 will be traommitaLd D y ta method, white Light passing through bro- A band yellow
=d blue Mters gives pm..

Ta.AN - "'tactical air Maviatim."

tOe-hold - a ju-t burey aoioeu vlra .n meowal sw.'r level (absolute threshold) or energy change

(differential athrs*ld).tra.f:c •..' - " "" h"... " ....... -. -".. ...... no- . . .......... .
&U-- t.0. 4M b.. 4MO" W.•,. 4INML an ,wmcnim no.z---, "'-Cloowed under

visual cortitinns eti--r I- ai- tri- p -xw to tooedwov or by aircraf, 2-ter takeo.

transtlluminatio - the passing of ligLu o ugh media or material for purposes of increasing its

"readability," an organ of the oldy for medical exumination.

tru.tm-In__.ce - ratio of tra-- nitted to incident luminous flux (expressed as percent).

troland - unit of retinal illumilnance ' qual to that produced by viewing a surface whose lumiin^nce is
1 candle per square meter thro, ;h an artificial pupil whmse area is I square millimeter centered
on the P-tturnl pupil.

value - synonym for brightness.

vrtigo - dizv ,Ysz or glddinhcs, especiaiy as brought on by airslckns.

VF, - "visrual flight rules. Also attrlbutivn-ly. as in VFR concitions, VFR flight, VIM traffIc. U-ed
;.dv-rbiW.Ty, ,ýa in "w-r "1I fly VF7R."
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visual ags-the angle subbod by an object, of -vision at the nodal ?oint of the eye. ThIe :'iagnitud
of fts angl0 determaines the size of th Lbs ep~dn retinal Image, Irrespective of t(ie size or
dishames ci the d*W

tonmal field - thas~t aut 1i ce that can. be seen when bead and eyes are motionless, (or) the totaaitty
of visual stimmUl which a* upon tb& unmoving eye at a given mo~ent.

vitreous ýnw - the transprent, JeWl-like maws which fIil the eyeball from tenczierc surfacc' of
the retina as far forward an thre lens.

Viii - "VHF onmndirectiomal range."

wavehiumgW7, the d4sanor Iin :neters traveled by =n electromagnetic wave dý-rixng the int,!r-.;a1 covered

Weot-= at.somospheric and eurface catiftm iIn the arctic in which no object easts a shad~ow, the
hwiga being WlsaaxuMe and only very dark ob~ecft being seen. Also called "`mMIzy weather."
0004=iSnoIs UakqgV~on when mow cover Is complete and the cloU&~ so thick and unfform

t' IV fciaw Weo abo t fth same intensity as the light of the van a -te r pzas ,L'g

&IImp I *a f- Britimb] a windhiekLd

windahbield - anything that ser.e to shield against wind; on an airplane, a pane or surface area of
g3s ~otr ad" iwatfitrbd Sbft ci the cockpit or in front of the pilot's cab I: affording
pt~eetion from the wWind sn UmAwng forwad vision.

W"o~r assidaicia .6 in Aý 60AC)_ -n Rs ar sers of aeroneA~lcal charts coverbng the entire w'orld,
40W- 20r U69 In land-mark navigaton, r2&0i navigation, dead reckoning, and celes~tial nay1 -

ze ro PAh40ler * -M ITa Au. W0 gscq Pic 11 WtUWMnTA tau#C= t a tl-ne f the inseti of gyr o h--riz~
directional gMrN JMPaneti comassv oeasMtiQ alttacter, e!m4 Pcrn--pointer indicator.

sogule fibers - the set of bns~ which Wooud from the ciliary body to the equator of the lene -1
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